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ABSTRACT
 

:-To meet national planning needs of the Yemen Arab 

Republic, an agricultural land use and soil invento0ry was 

initiated in .1980 through a bi-lateral agreement between 

USAID and the Yemen Ministry of Agriculture. Cornell's 

Resource Information Laboratory has served as the contractor 

for the.land use portion of the project. 

Multispectral imagery from the Landsat III Satellite 

has been spectrally enhanced using masking.techniques, 

chromatic Diazo film materials and standardized photographic 

and opt.ical processes. By incorporating the Universal 

Transverse Mercator grid. system for, geographic referencing 

of land use/cover the. country of North Yemen west of 45 

degrees 30 minutes East Longitude has been mapped from 

satellite imagery at a scale of 1:250,000 and statistically 
summarized. For data retrieval and analysis the UTM has 

been cell indexed, with a standard cell size of 100 square 

kilometers. A minimum map unit of 25 hectares was used. 

In defining and classifying the land use/cover for 

Yemen a regional geographical analysis approach was 

identified as being appropriate. Yemen was divided into 

four major regional unitsl and .eighteen specific elements "of 

land use. The land use elements, viewed as subsets of a" 

region, reflect thematically the physt'cal and cultural 
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features and localized land use practices that can be
 

systematically identified as a particular spectral, tonal or
 

textural signature on the satellite imagery. Within the
 

four regional units of the Tihamah Coastal Plain, Western
 

Highlands, Central Highlands and Eastern Plateau the major
 

agricultural land use elements or categories identiftod are
 

intensive agriculture, rainfed cropland, terrace and wadi
 

cultivation, cultivated highland plains, and plateau wadi
 

agriculture.
 

Mapping efforts were planned, coordinated and carried
 

out at the national level to facilitate integration into

other base data sets now existing or those that might be
 

developed in the future. Hierarchical integration of
 

selected levels of data detail has been an operational
 

objective in relation to the development of retrievable
 

spatial information which can be used for a range of,
 

agricultural or natural resource development applications.
 

Statistical compilation for each 100 km UTM referenced 
cell has included the total cultivated land within each land
 

use/cover category; mean percentage of cultivated land, and
 

variance among land class samples. To add depth to the
 

interpretative processes data have also been developed and
 

geo-referenced on the agricultural land use as derived from
 

topographic maps and on population density/distribution.
 

The land use statistical summary indicates for Yemen a total
 

estimated cultivated land area of 2.06 million hectares.
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This estimate includes active plus fallow and represents 

17.2% of Yemen's total land area west of 45 degrees 30 

minutes E. Longitude. 

Accuracies for. the satellite image interpretations, as 

derived through sampling with aerial photographs, indicates 

an overall national land use accuracy of 83%. Regional 

accuracies range from 73% inothe Western Highlands -to 93% in 

the Tihamah Coastal Plain-. 

.Institutionalization through'technology transfer and 

adaptation is one of the major objectives of the.Yemen Land 

Use Inventory project. To facilitate this, objective a

specially designed training program was developed and 

,(delivered along with and integral 
to the originally
 

, contracted project work. 
 Two Yemen Ministry of Agriculture
 

staff members were sponsored by USAID. These participants
 

attended Cornell.. University for one academic year and were 

not only exposed to academic subject matter in soils, remote 
sensing, land use .and natural resources, but also to
 

instructfon in the identification of appropriate
 

technologies apPlicable 
 to their country -- specifically in 

respect to how a partiqulatrtechnological development 

package' integrates- into the recipient LDC's social,. 

economic, technical and/or, physical environment. 
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1.1 Introduction and Overview
 

National agricultural planning requires 
resource
 

information. To support such planning efforts in the Yemen
 

Arab Republic the Resource Information Laboratory at Cornell
 

inventoried the agricultural land use in Yemen. 
 This
 

inventory was initiated in 1980 through a bi-lateral
 

agreement between USAID and the Yemen Ministry of
 

Agriculture.
 

In the Yemen Land Use Inventory, land use and
 

vegetative-cover in Yemen were mapped from satellite
 

imagery, geographically referenced, .and statistically
 

summarized. Multispectral imagery from the earth resources
 

satellite Landsat III was spectrally enhanced using masking
 

techniques, chromatic Diazo materials and standardized
 

photographic and optical processes. 
 The Yemen Arab Republic
 

west of 45 degrees 30 minutes East Longitude was mapped from
 
these images at a scale of 1:250,000,. using a regional
 

geographic analysis approach in defining and classifying
 

land use. The minimum map unit was 25 hectares. The
 

Universal Transverse Mercator CUTM) grid system was
 

incorporated for geographic referencing, statistical summary
 

of land use measurements, and data storage and retrieval,
 

using 
a standard cell size of 100 square kilometers.
 

The Yemen Land Use Inventory has .been an applied
 

research investigation demonstrating the cost-effective
 

utility of using Landsat Ill-derived data. This project is
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in contrast to many widely used capital intensive methods of
 

multispectral image analysis. The building of a base of
 

technology that can easily be integrated into the Yemen
 

Ministry of Agriculture with minimal costs is the
 

institutionalization goal of the inventory.
 

The two-part Cornell project has been controlled by one
 

overall contract. Cornell's Resource Information Laboratory
 

and Department of Agronomy have been actively working with
 

USAID's Near East Bureau since project work commenced in May
 

1980. The agronomy portion of the project has focused on
 

soil survey at the reconnaisance level with mapping at the
 

scale of 1:500,000. This effort- is discussed in a separate
 

report.
 

There are two phases outlined in the 1978 Project Paper
 

that was prepared by Dr. Ernest E. Hardy (land use) and Dr.
 

Armand Van Wambeke (soils). The land use inventory covered
 

in this project report represents Phase I. Phase II with
 
appropriate modifications is oriented toward establishment
 

of an operational resource information unit in Yemen. 
 This
 

unit would be the next logical step in building the resource
 

information base of which the current. inventory is a part. 

The general Phase I.objectives for th_e land use project 

are:
 

1) To provide information about land use and soils
 

resources, for better decision-making processes.
 

2) To aid in developing the best use of' scarce natural
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resources in the country. 

3) To provide training necessary to make use of modern
 

techniques of natural resource data acquisition and
 

dissemination.
 

4) To provide information suitable to allow transfer of
 

technical knowledge from other parts of the world to 

the Yemen situation. 

The specific operational objectives of the land use
 

project are:
 

1) 	Production of a land use map of Yemen at a scale of 

1:250,000 showing a limited number of 	land utilization 

types (such as-irrigated areas, range areas, urban 

areas, etc.) which can be recognized on Landsat 

imagery. This map would be equivalent to the Level I 

classification described in the U.S. Geological Survey 

Professional Paper 964. The map includes the
 

classification of land use in Yemen west of Longitude 

45 degrees 30 minutes, but does not include the islands 
in the Red Sea. 

2) Analysis of time-lapse satellite imagery to measure 

recognizable changes in land use, cropping patterns, 

etc. Imagery dating back to 1972 were to be studied to 

form a base period, to compare with the most recently 

available coverage. 

3) The academic/special training of one or two Yemeni soil 

scientists in satellite interpretation and soil 

analysis.
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In view of the objectives discussed above, general and
 

specific, the rationale for the Yemen project was fourfold: 

1) The host country was interested in establishing 

resource management practices. 

2) The host country wished to acquire and use information 

-on land resources for decision making purposes. 

3) Because of rapid population growth and migration and 

the impact on the land and water resources, rigorously
 

defined systematic and repetitive measurement
 

techniques and systems for monitoring land Use changes. 

and resulting impacts were needed. 

4) Because of the potential capabilities for timely 

resource data acquisition from sensors in orbiting 

spacecraft, monitoring could be accomplished if low

cost methods, which provide a base for positive 

technology transfer- to were madeLDC's, refined, 

applicable and institutionalized.
 

1.2 Classifying, Mapping and Statistical Compilation
 

of Yemen's Land Use 

In defining and classifying the land use/cover for 

Yemen a regional geographical analysis approach was 

identified as being appropriate. Yemen was divided into 

four major regional units and eighteen specific elements of 

land use. The land use ele.ments, viewed as subsets of a 

re.gion, reflect thematically the physical and cultural 

characteristics and localized land use practices that can be 
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systematically identified 
as a particular spectral, tonal,
 

or textural signature on the satellite imagery. The four
 

regional units are the Tihamah Coastal Piain, Western
 

Highlands, Central-Highlands and Plateau.
Eastern Major
 

agricultural land use 
I.
 

elements or categories identified are

intensive, rainfed, terrace and wadi, cultivated highland
 

plains, and plateau wadi agriculture.
 

Mapping efforts were planned, coordinated and carried
 

out at 
the national level-'to facilitate integration into'
 

other base data sets now existing or those that might be 

developed in the future. Integration of selected levels of 

data detail has been an operational objective in relation to
 

the development of..retrievable spatial information, which 

can be used for a range of' agricultural or natural resource 

development applications. 

Statistical compilation for each 100 km UTM referenced 

cell has included the 'total cultivated land within each land 

use/cover category, mean percentage of cultivated land, and 
variance among land class samples. To add depth to the 

interpretative processes data have also been developed and 

geo-referenced on the agricultural land use map as derived' 

from topographic maps and on 'the basis of population 

density/distribution. The land use statistical summary 

shown below indicates for the Yemen Arab Republic a total 

estimated cultivated land area of 2.06 million hectares. 

This estimate includes all active and fallow agricultural 
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land and represents 17.2% of Yemen's total land area within
 

the project study area (west of 45 degrees 30 minutes East
 
S 

Longitude, not including Red Sea islands).
 

Accuracies for the satellite image intepretations, as
 

derived through sampling with aerial photographs, indicates
 

an overall Level I national land use accuracy of 83%1
 

Regional accuracies range from 73% in the Western
 

Highlands to 93% in the Tihamah Coastal Plain.
 
q 

1.3 	Calculating the Agricultural Composition of
 

Land Use Classes
 

Categories of land use are not 100 percent pure units.
 

A land use class called "Urban Land," for example, contains
 

small portions of non-urban land (such as rock outcrops,
 

natural vegetation, and bare soil) among the houses and
 

other buildings. These minor Impurities in the land use
 

class are called inclusions.
 

Agricultural land use classes as well include bare rock
 

and sol, rangeland, natural vegetation, and scattered
 

dwellings in addition to cropland. It is therefore
 

important to realize that 5,000 hectares of an agricultural
 

land use class are not equivalent to 5,000 hectares of
 

iThe Level I concept referred to here is best illustrated
 

in Appendix 3, which contains USGS Professional Paper
 
964. As an example, Agriculture is a Level I category
 
whereas different types of agriculture represent the more
 
specific Level II subcategories.
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cropland. If the land use class contains 80 percent
 

cropland, the actual area in agricultural usage would be
 

4,000 hectares. The percent of cropland in each land 
use
 

class must be known in order to calculate total area of
 

agriculture on a regional or national basis, and to detect
 

the geographic setting in which Yemen's most productive
 

agricultural resources lie.
 

The Yemen land use classification, developed and used
 

in Project 279-0042, contains several categories of
 

agricultural land. Some of these include nearly 100 percent
 

cultivation, while others contain as little as 
fifty percent
 

cropland. Each agricultural land use category contains 
a
 

relatively consistent percentage of actual cropland, 
as
 

listed in the attached table under the column entitled,
 

"Percent Agriculture in Category." These figures are the
 

results of a sampling procedure involving airphoto analysis
 

of the agricultural composition of each land 
use category.
 

Several sample sites representing each land use
 
category were compiled through a stratified random seleotion
 

process. A percentage of cropland was calculated'for each
 

site; and these were averaged to yield a mean. The standard
 

error of the mean was also calculated and represents the

range within which 95 percent of the land use class will be
 

contained.
 

The Rainfed Plains Agriculture class (P1), for example,
 

contains 78 percent cropland, plus or minus 10 percent.
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Intensive Agriculture 
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 2352 1902 2127 212700 532309
Rainfed Plains Agriculture 11. 5898 31.0 4.92 
 78% + 10% 5190 011 
 4600 460000 1136660
 
Bare/Range Land 
 RI 10587 55.6 8.82
 
Urban Land 
 U2 
 37 0.2 0.03
 

Tehamah Region Subtotal ---- 19026 100 15.88--------- 7542 
 5913 6727 672700 16622421
 
Teraen WdEAnu tue T 15905 1..6 13.28 50% + 8% 
 9225 6680 7952 
 795200 1964.939
 

Cultivated Highland Plain 
 H2 325 0.9 0.27 7 + 7%
1% 263 
 218 21.0 215000 59304
 
Cultivated Volcanics 
 V2 3146 1.0 0.29 53% 187
Terrace and Wadi Agriculture T2 44.06 2.! 5 

187 187 18700 346208
 
Bare/Range Land R2 18836 52.9 15.72 
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Urban Land 
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 0.1 0.02
 

Western Highlands Subtotal 
 35631 100 2.75 ---------- 9675 7085 
 8379 837900 2070.51
 
Terrace and Wadi Agriculture T3 3130 6.5 2.61 
 55% + 4% 1817 16 
 1722 172200 25506
 
Cultivated Highland Plain 
 H3 3170 6.6 2.6. *68% + 12% 2536 
 1775 2156 215600 53278
Cultivated Volcanics 
 V3 3101 6.1. 2.59 
 4.5% + 3% 11.88 1302 
 1395 139500 31.1.701.
Bare/Range Land 
 R3 38919 80.5 32.19
 
Urban Land 
 U3 19 <0.1 0.02
 

Central Highlands Subtotal ---- 1.8339 100 1.0.36 -----
 5871 1.673 
 5273 527300 1302958
 
Plateau Wadi Agriculture A. 21.6 1.5 
 0.21 73% + 7% 197 
 162 -180 18000 1.144.78
 
Scrub Vegetation 
 A1 236 1.1. 0.20 ----- ---- --- ----

Bare/Range Land R4. 16298 97.1 13.61 ----- ---- ---
 ---- ----- :- ----

Urban Land 
 U4. 2 ccO.1 <0.01 ----- ---

Eastern Plateau Subtotal ----
 16782 100 14.02 --------- 197 162 
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Total 
 ---- 119778 ---- 100 .----------23285 17833 20559 
 2055900 5080129
 

Table 1-1: Land Use Area Statistics, Yemen Arab Republic west of 45030 '
 E. Longitude.
 

http:1.144.78
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According to the statistical formulas used, 95 percent of
 

occurrences of the P1 category will fall within the range of 

68 to 88 percent cropland. It is known that 589,800 

hectares of P1 were mapped in the Yemen Land Use Inventory; 

the mean actual cropland figure, then, would be 78 percent 

of 589,800, or 460,000 hectares. The possible high and low 

figures are 519,000 and 401,100 hectares, respectively. 

Nine of the eighteen land use classes in the Yemen Land 

Use Inventory are agricultural (see Table 1-1). Together, 

these add up to 34,623 square kilometers or about 28.9 

percent of the Yemen Arab Republic west of 45 degrees 30 

minutes East Longitude. The mean total cropland contained 

within these classes is 20,559 square kilometers or 17.2 

percent. Considering the standard error of the mean for
 

each land use class, the high and low estimates are 23,285 

square kilometers and 17,833 square kilometers of actual 

cropland. A detailed explanation of the sampling procedure 

is contained in Appendix 7. 

A set of the land use maps generated from this project 

have been included, for review and explanation of the land 

use elements and statistics. These six maps are 

photographic reductions of the 1:250,000 maps presented in" 

Volume III of the final report. Careful examination of the 

maps will give the reader a better appreciation of the 

complexity of Yemen's agricultural lands and in particular" 

to the relationships between the agricultural lands, 

population distribution, and the physical environment. 
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1.4 	 Summary Descriptions and Statistics by Region
 

and Land Use Units
 

The following pages contain summary descriptions and 

area statistics for each of the four geographic' regions 'and 

eighteen land use categories. An emphasis on classifying 

basic types of agriculture is evident. It should be noted 

that the urban land area measurement is minimal. The 

project did not focus attention on this category, primarily 

due to the fact that the mapping scale is very small for. 

adequate representation of the thousands of small villages 

throughout Yemen, and furthermore, satellite imagery was not 

the moslt appropriate source for systematic mapping of 

urbanized or built-up areas.
 

Region 1: Tihamah Coastal Plain
 

The Tihamah represents 19,025 square kilometers of 

land, or 
about 16 percent of the project area in Yemen.
 

This region has a hot and dry tropical climate. 
The coastal
 

plain of the Red, Sea consists, of silt, sand, gravel, and
 

rock. In areas with finer textured soils, agriculture is
 

abundant. Wadis, or seasonally flowing rivers, leave the
 

mountainous areas and flow partly across the Tihamah Plains,
 

supplying water to the croplands through irrigation.
 

Within the region four land use classes have been
 

identified: Al--Intensive Agriculture; Pi--Rainfed Plains
 

Agriculture; R1--Bar,./Range Land; and Ul--Urban Land.
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Al--Intensive Ariculture 

About 2500 square kilometers, or 13 percent
 

of the Tihamah Region, has been' identified in this 

form of land use. Nearly all of the Al class is 

near the major wadis of the Tihamah, using these 

for irrigation water. Pumped well irrigation in 

other areas also accounts for agriculture in the
 

intensive category. Sorghum, millet, and maize
 

are common crops.
 

Pi--Rainfed Plains Agriculture 

This land use class covers. 5,898 square 

kilometers in the Tihamah, or about 31 
percent of 

the region. This class represents a low intensity 

form of agriculture; a common example of this 

category is the planting of widely spaced millet 

and beans, on land with a marginal water supply 

from rainfall. Most of the P1 category is 
restricted to the eastern half of the coastal 

plain, in the central and northern parts of the 

region. 

Ri--Bare/Range Land 

Bare and range lands have been combined 

because in Yemen these categorfes are so often 

inseparable. A large amount of land in the 

western half of the plain falls under this 
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category; 10,587 square kilometers, or about 55
 

percent of the region. Natural vegetation occurs
 

in many different forms, including tufted grassy
 

growth, acacia and other trees, dwar-f shrubs, and
 

drought-tolerant plant species. Uses of the
 

bare/range category include grazing of livestock,
 

rainwater harvesting (the collection, temporary
 

storage, and reroutipg of rainwater and runoff to
 

increase water available for cropland irrigation),
 

and firewood harvest.
 

Ul--Urban Land
 

Several large towns (greater than 1,000
 

inhabitants) and 
a few cities occur in the Tihamah
 

region. Thirty-seven square kilometers, or 0.2
 

percent of the region, has been classified as Ul.
 

These urban areas represent major centers of local
 

trade, new commercial enterprises, and
 
development. The pattern of small villages is
 

predominant and the few cities represent only a
 

small proportion of the regional population.
 

Region 2:" Western Highlands
 

The Western Highlands Region is a mountainous, rugged
 

section of Yemen, encompassing over 35,000 square
 

kilometers, or about 30 percent of the country. Mountains
 

exceeding 3000 meters are present; volcanic extrusions and
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precambrian shield are the most common geological features.

Rainfall reaches its highest levels in the south and central
 
parts of the region; the north is drier. Terrace
 
agriculture is most htghly developed in the Western 
Highlands,
 

Within the region, five land uses have been identified:
T2
--Terrace and Wadi Agriculture; H2eflighland PlainsCultivation; V2 -- Cultivated Voloanics; R2--Bare/Range Land; 
and U2--Urban Land.
 

T2--Terrace and Wadi Agriculture
 

This classification unit represents 15,905
 
square kilometers, 
or about 44 percent of the
 
region. Terracing Q:j mountain slopes and cropland 
on 
valley floors are combined in this category as

the most intensive agricultural uses of the 
Western Highlands. 
 Sorghum is the most common
 
terrace crop, followed by several other grains. 
Qat and coffee are grown at higher elevations.
 

H2-CullvteddHighland Plains
 

The Highland Plains unit is not common in the 
Western Highlands, representing 325 square
kilometers, or about 0.9 percent of the region. A 
few scattered plains occur dhere alluvial or 
aeolian fine-grajned sediments have accumulated. 
These are heavily cultivated with sorghum, wheat, 
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and barley.
 

V2--Cultivated Voloanics
 

"Cultivated Volcanics" does not include all
 

the volcanic areas in the region. It is
 

restricted to the more shallow sloped landscapes
 

inwhich arable pockets of soil are located.
 

Because these field systems are small and complex,
 

they cannot be mapped directly as land use. V2
 

then has been mapped as a particular landform type
 

with a distinct pattern of land use within it.
 

Agriculture generally accounts for slightly less
 

than half of the total area of V2. In the Western
 

Highlands Region, V2 is about one 
percent of the
 

total land, covering 346 square kilometers.
 

R2--Bare Range land
 

Bare/Range areas cover 18,836 square
 

kilometers in the Western Highlands, which is
 
about 53 percent of the region;. Many areas of
 

several hundred square kilometers each occur. The
 

primary uses of the category are grazing, water
 

harvest for nearby agriculture, and firewood
 

harvest.
 

U2--[Jrban Land
 

Urban Lands in the Western Higlhlands are
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uncommon, because the typical highlands population
 

pattern occurs in very small villages. Several
 

large towns and a.few major cities have been
 
identified, and these account for 0.1 percent of
 

the region.
 

Region 3: Central Highlands
 

This region is the largest in Yemen, with"48,339 square
 

kilometers, or about 40 percent of the project study area.
 

It has. a temperate but fairly dry climate. Agriculture is
 

most abundant in the large Highland Plains areas and the
 

Cultivated.Volcanics. Five classification units occur:
 

T3--Terrace and Wadi Agriculture; H3--Highland Plains"
 

Cultivation; V3mmCultivated Volcanics; R3--Bare/Range Land;
 

and U3mUrban Land.,
 

T3--Terrace and Wadi Agriculture
 

This category resembles the Western Highland
 

Terrace category. In'the Central Highlands,
 

however, it is less abundant and accounts for only
 
.3,130 square kilometers, or ab'out 6.5 percent of
 

the region. Sorghum, oats, qat,. and other crops
 

are grown on Central Highland terraces.
 

H3--Cultivated>Hilghland Plains
 

The Highland Plains is representative of a
 

common form of agriculture in the Central
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Highlands. These plains, consisting of rather
 

large aeolian or alluvial deposits, are cultivated
 

intensively. 
Major areas occur near Dhamar,
 

Ha'bar, Sa'dah, and Sana'a, with a total area of
 

3,170 square'kilometers, or about seven percent of
 

the region.
 

V3mmCultivated Voicanics
 

The cultivated volcanics class is more common
 

and significant in the Central than the Western
 

Highlands. 
 It is a complex of volcanic rock and
 

ash, pockets of cultivated land, and rangeland,
 

too intermixed to map its component parts
 

separately. The category includes 3,101 square
 

kilometers, or about 6 percent of the total area.
 

R3--Bare/Range Land
 

The Bare/Range category is the most abundant
 

in the region, with 38,919 square kilometers, or
 

about 80 percent of the Central Highlands. Uses
 
include grazing, Water harvest for agricultural
 

use, and firewood harvest.
 

U3--Urban Land
 

Several urban areas are located in the
 

Central Highlands, including the capital city of
 

Sana'a. Most large towns, cities and villages are
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*located among the highly productive Cultivated-


Highland Plains, which can produce enough surplus
 

food to help.sustain a non-farming urban
 

population. The 19 square kilometers of urban
 

land are less than 0.1 percent of the region's
 

total area.
 

Region 4: Eastern Plateau
 

The Eastern Plateau Region"is the least developed,
 

least inhabited, and smallest of the four geographic
 

regions. 
 Its climate is hot and dry, and the influence of
 

the large Rub Al Khali Desert is pronounced. Land use of
 

two types occurs--nomadic herding (the Bedouin lifestyle)
 

and the agriculture-based existence of tribes along major
 

wadis. Four classification units have.been mapped:
 

A4--Intensive Agriculture; 54--Scrub Vegetation;
 

RV--Bare/Range Land; and U4--Urban Land.
 

AQ--Intensive Agriculture
 

The A4 category is the intensive, wadi
irrigated oropland, totaling 246 square
 

kilometers, or about'"1.5 percent of the region.
 

Seasonal floods make agricultural use possible in
 

this otherwise very dry region. Sorghum, barley,
 

and other crops are grown.
 



S4--Scrub Vegetation 

The 34 category covers 236 square kilometers,
 

or 
about 1.4 percent of the region. 
 It is most
 

common in Wadi Jawf, east of the cropped areas.
 
Common uses are 
as a fuel source, and as a fodder 

source when other livestock feed is less abundant.
 

R4-Bare/Range Land 

Almost the entire Eastern Plateau Region is
 

in this class. 
 16,29"8 square kilometers
 

representing 97.1 percent of the region occur
 

here. The majority of this class is sand desert,
 

though some exposed rook and scattered grassy
 
vegetation occur among these lands. 
 Bedouins and
 

their livestock inhabit and range throughout the
 

area.
 

U4--Urban Land
 

Urban land is uncommon in the region, though 

a few small cities occur. Ma'rib is the largest
 

of these. All urban areas ofthis region are 
located amidst the agricultural areas near wadis. 
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1.5 	Yemen Land Use Inventory:
 
Comparison wiT-Other Lan Use Statistics
 

The amount of cultivated land in the Yemen Arab

Republic has been estimated by several different sources
 
during the past decade. 
 The total arable land estimates
 
range widely from slightly over one million hectares to 3.5
 
million hectares. Some of these estimates are compared with

the USAID/YAR-MOA Project 279-0042 inNo. results the
 
following table:
 

Source and Date 
 'Total 4gricultural Land 
(het'ares3) 

USAID/YAR-MOA
 
Project No.
 
279-0042, 1982 	 2,055,900b 

H. 	Kopp, 1981 
 1,983,l00b 
1,652,800c 

British Topographic 2,667,OOOb
 
Series Maps, 1974
 

YAR-CPO 
 3,500,000a

Five Year Plan, 1,000,000c
 
circa 1978
 

Statistical Yearbook 
YAR-MOA 	 11515 OO00 
1976-77
 

Statistical Yearbook
 
1975-76 
 1,474,O00c
 
Statistical Yearbook
1974-75 1,552,000c 

Statistical Yearbook 
1973-74 1 ,297, O0Oc 

* "Agricultural land"means, as specified:
(a) all arable land, whether cultivated, fallow,

abandoned, or never used;
Cb) all cultivated land, whether presently active or 

inactive; or 
Cc) all annually active cropland only. 
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1.6 Technology Transfer Training Program 

Institutionalization through technology transfer and
 

adaptation is one of.the major objectives of the Yemen Land
 

Use inventory project. To facilitate this objective a
 

specially designed training program was integrated with the
 

originally contracted project work. 
 Two Yemen Ministry of
 

Agriculture staff members were sponsored for one year of
 
study in the United States by USAID. These participants
 

attended Cornell University for one academic year. They
 

were exposed to academic subject matter in soils, remote
 

sensing, land use and natural resources. In addition they
 

received instruction in the identification of appropriate
 

technologies applicable to their country--specifically in
 

respect to how a particular technological development
 

package integrates into the recipient LDC's social,
 

economic, technical and/or physical environment.
 

1.7 Summary
 

The Yemen Land Use Inventory project has demonstated
 

that it is possible to map at least eighteen units of land
 

use with acceptable levels of accuracy from the Landsat data
 

sources. 
 These eighteen categories have been formulated
 

into the individual classes that comprise the final form of
 

the Yemen Land Use Classification. A geographic referencing
 

system has been established in a format that can be*
 

integrated with mini-computers. The land use information is
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systematic for the whole country west of 45 degrees 30
 

minutes East Longitude. Because of variations in climatic
 

conditions and lack of previous land use data it has been
 

demonstrated that a land use study could not be done from
 

which accurate estimates of change could be made. Urban
 

land use map,)ing has not been a major focus of the project
 

due to the small scale and low resolution of the Landsat
 

system.
 

Two Yemeni students have been trained in 
resource
 

information analysis, remote sensing, land use and soils.
 

With all this a substantial base of knowledge now exists for
 

Yemen. It is on this base that agricultural planning can
 

begin to depend--providing this type of information is
 

maintained, disseminated to users and kept updated through a
 

resource information office.
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2.1 The Nature o..
f the Yemen Land Use Project
 

With the development of space-oriented research,
 

humankind is now benefitting from the increasing yield of 

new knowledge and practical applications. At the global
 

scale we now have the opportunity for projects on a
 

multidisciplinary and multinational basis. 
 Research
 

projects and governmental programs are focusing on the use
 

of remotely sensed data from a variety of earth orbiting
 

satellites. Applications based on this technology include
 

analysis of earth resources, population, and meteorology as
 

well as communications. Investigators in. these subject
 

areas view these orbiting sensors as information tools that 

have given us new perspectives on resource analysis and
 

globally distributed problems. 

This project involves the application of the Landsat 

series of earth resource satellites to a national level 
agricultural land use inventory of the Yemen Arab Republic. 

In particular, the project has used data oollected by 

Landsat III which was launched in March 1978. This mapping 

effort has subsequently produced Yemen's.first 

geographically referenced land use inventory, also 

representing the first time a national inventory has been 
completed using remotely sensed data from an earth orbiting 

platform such as Landsat III. 
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Utilization of image data from the Landsat series of
 

satellites (I, II, 
and III) has been widespread and not
 

limited to the developed countries. Since the launch of
 

Landsat I in 1973 there have been over 
100 nations involved
 

in a broad range of projects and experiments oriented toward
 

collecting information on various aspects of earth
 

resources, cartography, geology, water resources, soils,
 

demography and geography.
 

Associated with the use 
of the satellite data on an
 

international basis is the special challenge of technology
 

transfer, which has been a primary mandate of this project.
 

Considerable emphasis has been placed on training and the
 

integration of operational/applied project elements to
 

provide a base of knowledge from which Yemen government,
 

officials can 
use this type of technology in agricultural
 

planning.
 

The transfer of satellite technology for earth'
 

resources and other applications has largely been attempted
 

by many agencies and commercial establishments :from the,
 

standpoint of using highly sophisticated or "high,
 

technology" devices. It 
is not 'uncommon to find foreign
 

users being sold computer based analytical systems that 
are
 

not appropriate for that particular country. 
There are
 

numerous cases where the equipment turns out to be more
 

costly in terms of generating a useful 
amount of information
 

(Craib, 1973). The real operational value of these systems
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in this case has been oversold and thus the users 
in
 

recipient countries have high and misperceived expectations
 

from some sensing systems (Kamara and Gabisi, 1975).
 

Furthermore, the results from some remote sensing projects
 

have not been fully institutionalized in the LDC's because
 

of the conflict between the social and economic forces that
 

have been interacting directly or indirectly with the goals
 

and desires of developed countries (Bulfin, 1977). 
 Often
 

these conflicts relate to the level of technology and the
 

type of application being considered versus manpower
 

availability for technical training.
 

In designing and operating the Yemen land use project a 

"low cost" approach to information development has been 

used. "Low-cost" is defined in relative terms, and 

capitalizes on methods that can 
be easily transferred and
 

established in almost any developing country. 
The concept
 

of cost-efficient design is therefore not only monetary, but
 

also implies efficiency in host country training, data
 

integration, and data maintenance components.
 

As mentioned above, the satellite systems used in the
 

earth resource 
areas are considered as 
valuable information
 

generating tools. Satellites have a great advantage over
 

other information collecting methods primarily because they
 

can access geographic 
areas where it has been physically
 

impossible to travel. 
 They are also valuable because the
 

data cost per unit area (sq. km or hectare) is considerably
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lower then aerial photography, for example. For regional 
or
 

national level resource surveys the Landsat satellites have
 

proved that we can obtain acceptable levels of accuracy in
 

mapping. In this project, for example, the overall national
 

level of accuracy is 83% for the land use 
categories defined
 

and mapped.
 

The multispectral scanners (MSS) that are carried in
 

the satellites are not restricted to the 
use of the visual
 

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. By using
 

wavelengths outside of the visible these devices 
are able to
 

detect earth distributed phenomena that are otherwise
 

invisible to us. 
 Plant stress and the soil moisture
 

relationship is one example. 
Other applications involve
 

identifying plant material diseases or evidence of minerals
 

in geological formations. With reference to land use we
 

often are looking at the spectral responses, texture, and
 

spatial patterns of the land use and vegetative cover.
 

It has been necessary for investigators to develop new
 
theories and apply them to maximize the benefits from space
 

age teechnology.. Referring to land resources, and in
 

particular agricultural land use, new approaches to
 

classification, geographic referencing and data processing
 

have had to be developed. Considerable effort has been
 

directed toward land use classification in this project.
 

Such classification is fundamental to 
tthe inventory process
 

regardless of the data collection system. Often users of
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remote sensing data want to spend more time on 
what a
 

"processing machine" will do rather than on 
actual
 

classification development. 
 Somehow, they believe that the
 

machine with its ability to generate new numbers requires
 

the most attention, instead of making precise observations
 

about the land and its use;
 

Need for Resource Information and.Importance of
 

Agriculture
 

Yemen is rapidly developing in all sectors of its
 

economy. 
This means that its natural and cultural resources
 

must be utilized effectively to meet the current and
 

projected demands for food, fiber and other materials. The
 

first five year plan for Yemen (1976/77-1980/81)
 

characterizes the basic features of Yemen's economy and
 

agricultural land as follows (portions selected as they
 

pertain to need for information as is generated from land
 

resource inventories):
 

1) A high rate of population growth resulting in
 

increasing pressure on 
the state to meet basic needs and
 

provide essential services;
 

2).Demographic distribution of the population
 

characterized by a large proportion of the population
 

within the very young age brackets, coupled with 
an
 

increase of migration of agricultural and unskilled
 

workers to neighboring countries;
 

3) Low agricultural productivity, a relative rigidity in
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crops composition and undue reliance on 
rainfall and
 

traditional farming methods;
 

4) Incomplete exploration and under-utilization of the
 

country's natural resources, such'as minerals and 
sources
 

of energy;
 

5) The development in the agricultural sector is slow, and
 

is not consistent with the 
ever increasing consumption of
 

farm produce, nor is it compatible with the desired
 

expansion of other economic sectors.
 

Planning for any kind of change or development requires
 

some form of information. 
 Resource information on soils,
 

land use and land capability etc., is much like 
a capital
 

good. Therefore, without such "capital stock" information
 

the resources cannot be properly developed or managed.
 

In building an 
information base infrastructure we can
 

examine the present situation and thus by systematic study
 

record progress from that point of beginning and over time.
 

Sometimes it is valuable to look at the past and generate
 

information about characteristics of "past landscapes."
 

This is done to obtain a temporal set of data from which a
 

"trend-lzne", oan be established. Land use 
is a good exampie
 

since from past landscape information development planners
 

can predict growth areas and how increased population or
 

well-drilling might affect agricultural production.
 

Further, regional variations in the allocation of financial
 

resources benefit from geographically referenced information
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since certain environmental or non-realized economic
 

conditions can be more precisely analyzed. 
 The human
 

response to landscape conditions is a dynamic process.; When
 

economic patterns are considered and if agencies and 

individuals are to respond effectively to such.changes, then 

it is critical to have reliable information. When the
 

concern, is applied to agriculture 
 two areas of high demand 
for information are found in land'use and soils. 

In the reconnaissance"phases of data collection, such
 

as 
in theYemen Land Use Inventory and Soil Survey, leach
 

project does not depend on data fromthe.other. Later,,
 

after' the initial inventories have been completed then it is
 

appropriate to, begin to merge data sets. 
 This can be done
 

when land capability is being predicted 
or best cropping.
 

systems are being planned. 

There is a concurrent need for great improvement in 

standardization of the 'new information sources as the 

changes of national development occur. All too often we
 

find cases where small amounts of information have been
 

gathered for small geographic areas, with little attention
 

paid to the interrelationship of this information to 
other
 

areas. The small ,segments -can seldom be amassed into an 

information base for a whole region or country because of 

the' lack of standard acquisition and recording procedures. 

As changes (and development) occur, the demand for 

standardized data can only increase as more interest is
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generated in extrapolating localized agricultural research
 

findings to other similar areas in need of the same
 

technical information. During the early production phases
 

of the land use inventory we experienced such a problem. We
 

found that a number of resource development projects had
 

been carried out by other donor countries. This was
 

especially true in relation to information that has been
 

developed about wadi agriculture along the Tihamah. When we
 

were developing the classification system it was difficult
 

to use such reports on a comparative basis beeause of the
 

differences in how land or agriculture was classified and
 

mapped. We were faced with materials developed for
 

differing purposes and differing methodologies.
 

To help promote better agricultural planning, it is.
 

important for the agricultural sector of Yemen's economy to
 

prepare its own data and provide for its use 
by other
 

agencies and decision-making bodies. If others need this
 

kind of resource information and it is not available to
 
them, they must prepare their own interpreted form of data.
 

This leads to confusion, and too often, confrontations
 

between groups of similar interests and may put the
 

agricultural sector of the economy on 
the defensive, thus
 

requiring added effort to present its own 
(but different)
 

information at another time.
 

If the. agricultural sector collects its data, and makes
 

itavailable to others whenever needed, 
then the
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agricultural sector will have the means of being influential
 

in the decisions that affect the future of agriculture. If
 

there is a need for information about~agricultural
 

resources, current production, land use, and available ,
' 

capaqity for increased production, it is most beneficial to 

the-future of Yemen's agriculture if the office responsible 

for agricultural performance acquire and disseminate such 

data. Information commonly required for agricultural 

planning and development includes knowledge about soils,
 

climate, and areas of high and low response capability, in
 

some standardized form of. inventory.
 

With reference to land use planning, as well as other
 

resource evaluation efforts, it is necessary to identify
 

standardized and well-,documented classification techniques
 

because:
 

1),.Da'ta 
on land use can be used regionally withinYemen,
 

even though it is originally collected in other regional
 

contexts. Classification definitions should be designed
 

to include the varying physical or cultural resource
 

qualities of the area being mapped. 

2) When geographically referenced mapping is carried out 

uniformly and planned on a regional or national basis, 

then a means of statistical analysis for land use is 

achieved. Thisallows the user agencies to relate the 

land use characteristics to similar conditions when 
changes in production or irrigation development are being 

considered. 
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3) The systematic collection of information provides the
 

means for a "base-line" reference point or "benchmark" to
 

be established. From such a reference point changes 
or
 

trends can be measured spatially or temporally.
 

To exemplify these concepts, suppose an operational
 

resource information unit has been established in Yemen
 

and staffed with land, soils, and hydrologic specialists.
 

We know from field observations and selected statistical
 

data that many of the terraces located in the Western
 

Highlands of Yemen are not being maintained as was once
 

the case. With accurate land use information and
 

specific classification of terrace conditions and
 

location it would be possible to keep statistical records
 

on the terraces. From such data changes in terrace
 

conditions could be monitored.
 

2.2 Design Considerations for Resource Inventories
 

In using remote sensing for data collection on earth
 
resources 
new concepts relating to data collection,
 

processing and dissemination-have been developed and
 

tested. For natural resources some examples of major
 

activities are the Canada Land Inventory, new computer
 

technology at the Harvard University Center for Computer
 

Research, the Land Use Inventory teams at Cornell,~
 

Michigan and several other states, the development of
 

national land use classification systems for use with
 

remotely sensed data, and the promotion of Resource
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Information Laboratories and User Services in New York, 

Connecticut, Wisconsin, Michigan and other states and
 

countries around the world.
 

These are three major phases involved in designing
 

and conducting a resource inventory. The phases are
 

summarized as follows: 

1) Develop information from <any- useful source. This can 

include air photos, satellite imagery, field surveys, 

maps and individual knowledge. In this phase the
 

ultimate user must be involved to determine what kinds
 

of information they feel will, be mosto 
satisfaotory for
 

their needs. Application problems ieed to be
 

identified. 
 During this phase a determination must be 

made as to which source of information will be the best 

one to use to obtain a suitable degree of accuracy, and 

which c-ne --s affordable.- The -decision may lead to the 

use of air, photos, ground surveys, satellite data, etc. 

2) The second phase "!processing!'involves the actual 

compilation of the data, development of classifications 

that will -satisfy the user's needs, establishment of 

descriptive material, ground truth documentation of the 

various items to be inventoried, and development of the 

geographic referencing system to be used. The "data
 

storage and retrieval system" must also be established
 

and prepared to accept the information. This may range
 

from work books with coding pages up to sophisticated
 

computer program systems. The "process" phase may be
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done manually, or in 
some cases, the use of machine
 

processing may be advantageous. These decisions 
are
 

usually made based on the interest of the user, the
 

kind of audience he wishes to reach, the amount of time
 

available, and the amount of money to be spent on the
 

project.
 

3) Timely and systematic dissemination to the user is the
 

objective of the third phase. 
 If the first two- phases
 

of the work have been well developed then it should be
 

possible to prepare the information in some format that
 

will be useful to any user. The final product may
 

appear as maps, overlays, data sheets, computer
 

printouts, computer display maps, or even as
 

publishable charts or graphs. 
 In order to get the most
 

benefit out of the data (which costs money) the third
 

phase usually provides for the distribution oi the
 

information to all who wish to use it, 
a "safe" storage
 

facility, because it becomes more valuable over time,
 

and a support system for the maintenance of the data
 

base, which may require some form of revision or
 

addition from time to time. 
 In several projects this
 

function has been called a "User Service," which
 

provides for promotion of the use of the data, and also
 

provides technical assistance to people who wish to
 

work with the data.
 

2.3 	 Classification and Geographic-Referencing for
 

Resource Inventory
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Two of the major keys to making use of the new
 

forms of resource information involve classification
 

concepts and geographic referencing.
 

The new sources of information have demanded the
 

creation or revision of many new concepts, but one most
 

frequently overlooked is the need for 
new
 

classification technology. 
We now work with remotely
 

acquired information and wish to integrate it with many
 

other forms of data. A certain amount of ground-truth
 

is essential, but equally important is the development
 

of classification unit descriptions that satisfy the
 

needs of the user, .and can be applied by technical
 

staff members to identify.items as they appear on the
 

remotely sensed data source.
 

Classification systems can be well. used by the
 

technical staff if the unit descriptions are complete,
 

and identify the items as 
they appear on the source of
 
information being used, identify what the ground
 

situation appears to be (ground-truth) and exclude from
 

the- system. items that might be accidentally included in
 

the classification unit.
 

°Classification of geographically distributed
 

phenomena under the new approaches, must meet the
 

users' needs, must be identifiable by indicators on the
 

source of information, must have a complete description
 

for each unit, and the units must be mutually
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exclusive.
 

The geographic referencing of data also has been
 

reconsidered in recent years, and new theoretical
 

approaches have been applied. If an inventory is to be
 

used over time and is to serve as a basis for analyzing
 

trends, no matter what resources are being considered,
 

there should be a means of letting the user know quite
 

precisely where each unit of information applies in his
 

area of study or analysis. In most cases, this can be
 

accomplished through the use of various mapping
 

techniques.
 

In larger area surveys, or, if summarized data is
 

required for a variety of shapes and areas, it is very
 

worthwhile to use additional devices to locate the
 

point or area of occurrence of the data. There are a
 

number of ways of doing.this, but the most productive
 

system, in our experience, is to use some form of a
 
standard grid system. Our greatest success in
 

developing geographic grid systems has been through the
 

*use of the Universal Transverse Mercator grid. This
 

system uses metric units, can be applied anywhere in
 

the world, and for a country the size of Yemen, can
 

identify any square kilometer in the country with a six
 

digit reference code. Smal1 'r units of one hectare or
 

less can be identified by using .more digits.
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The placement of the UTM grid cells is permanent, 

as. are the numbers assigned to the cell. Thus, if 

time-lapse analysis is desired, (and it is the most 

potent source of data for management decision making),
 

the grid cells provide a permanent location system 

which allows a return to each individual kilometer or 

hectare to analyze-any changes that might occur in land
 

use, .resource quality, or other characteristic of
 

interest.
 

The. geographic referencing system also is 

essential if one wishes to interrelatea variety of 

resource information data sets, such as climate, soils, 

land use, crop areas, and production records. The 

development of data for a variety of types of areas, 

such as administrative districts, wadi basins, rainfall
 

zones, etc., is also possible by re-aggregating the UTH 

cells to fit the shape and size of the area to be 

analyzed.
 

2.4 Maintenance of the InventorySystem for User 

Applications 

Inventories of any resource do-not; stand, alone. 

All too often, a project is completed and the report is 

filed in a library as an endpoint. The valuetrue of a 

resource inventory can only be realized- if the 
'information is used; Efforts to promote the use of the 

information in appropriate places need to be 
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continuous, and best results seem to 
occur when a small
 

but technically proficient staff is maintained to
 

promote the use of the information, to maintain the
 

materials developed for the inventory, and to assist
 

people who wish a better understanding of how they
 

might use the inventory.
 

In maintaining an inventory system it is desirable
 

to be able to add in new information as it becomes
 

available, and to repair or 
replace damaged or lost,
 

data forms or materials. Inventory maintenance and
 

update are therefore essential follow-on procedures for
 

any resource information system.
 

The assistance to users and the promotions of the
 

inventory's use does not require a large staff or
 

expensive procedures. But it is necessary to help
 

people learn how to use the material if the expected
 

benefits from undertaking the inventory are ever to be 

realized. 

2.5 Yemen Project Background Objectives and
 

Rationale
 

The Yemen land use inventory has been an applied
 

research investigation into demonstrating the cost

effective utility of using Landsat III derived data. 

In contrast to many widely used capital intensive 

methods of multispectral image analysis (high 
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technology), this project has used what is referred to 

as "appropriate" methodology for technology
 

transfer--low cost methods compatible with the ecnomic
 

and social environment of Yemen as well as other
 

developing countries.
 

From the beginning the project has had a with a
 

multidisciplinary nature, and project work has been 

carried out by a team of specialists with expertise in 

land use economies, remote sensing and aerial photos, 

vegetation and land use classification, agronomy, 

international development, technology transfer and
 

geography.
 

Administratively, the project has been controlled 

by one overall contract. Cornell's Resource 

Information Laboratory and Department of Agronomy have
 

been actively working with USAID's Near East Bureau 

since project 'work commenced in May 1980. The contract 
with Cornell was designed in two parts because of 

differing subject matter and mapping objectives. One 

part is the inventory of soils at the reconnaissance 

level with mapping at the scale of 1:500,000. The 

*soils inventory has been done by the Department of 

Agronomy and is discussed separately. The land use
 

inventory has been conducted by Cornell's Resource
 

Information. Laboratory at a scale of 1:250,000.
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The land use project was designed to be carried 

out in two phases. The land use inventory covered in 

this project report represents Phase I. Phase II is 

subject to additional funding, and is oriented to 

establishing an operational resource information unit 

in Yemen as well as conducting inventories in much 

greater detail. 

The general Phase I objectives for the land use
 

project are:
 

1) 	 To provide information about land use for better
 

decision making processes.
 

2) 	To aid in developing the best use of scarce natural
 

resources in the country. 

3) To provide training necessary to make use of modern. 

techniques of natural resource data acquisition and 

dissemination. 

4) To provide information suitable to allow transfer of 

technical knowledge from other parts of the world to 

the Yemen situation. 

Moving from the overall general development and 

institutional objectives, the specific objectives outlined 

in 	the project contract are as follows: 

1) 	 The production of a land use map of Yemen at a scale of 

1:250,000 showing a limited number of land utilization 

types (such as irrigated areas, range areas, urban 

areas, etc.) which can be recognized on Landsat 
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imagery. This map would be equivalent to the Level I 

classification described in Geological Survey 

Professional Paper 964. The map will include
 

descriptions of the classification units of land use in 

Yemen west of 45 degrees 30 minutes East Longitude but 

not including the islands in the Red Sea.
 

2) Time-lapse analysis of satellite' imagery to measure
 

recognizable changes in land use, cropping 
patterns, 

etc. Imagery 'dating back to 
1972 would be studied to
 

form a base period to compare with the most recently
 

available coverage.
 

3) The academic/special training of one to two 
 Yemeni soil 

scientiest in satellite interpretation and soils 

analysis.
 

In carrying out the contract objectives a series of
 

tasks were necessary. The major tasks or project work
 

elements for the land use inventory included: 
1) Obtaining 1972-1980 Landsat imagery from the DataEROS 

Center and other supplemental source information such 

as; the 1973 and 1980 aerial photos-, topographic maps, 

population data and any other agricultural or resource 

information available. 

?) 	 Develop a land use classification system, write
 

descriptions and prepare ground-truth data from 
 field
 

investigations.
 

3) Prepare photographically standardized and color
 

enhanced satellite imagery suitable-for optical
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projection to the required mapping scale of 1:250,000.
 

4) Prepare land use maps for designated mapping area, to 

include all of Yemen west of 45 degrees 30 minutes E. 

Long'. minus islands 'at a, scale of 1:250,006, by 

optically enlarging satellite imagery to that scale and
 

interpreting the same.
 

5) Develop a geographic referencing and UTM grid'system
 

for the mapping area. Such a system will be at the
 

1:250,000 scale and usable with coding forms .suitable
 

for encoding the land use or other data such as
 

population density or other statistical data
 

represented as points, lines and 
areas on the earth's
 

surface,. 

6) 	Summarize data via encoding and, prepare final copies of 

maps for ,reproductionand 'distribution. 

.The time-lapse analysis' and land use change part of the
 

contract objectives had to be miodified due. to the problem of
 

acquiring systematic dooumentation on the intensity'and
 

areal extent of a drOught that differentially affected
 

various regions of Ye mn in 1973. On this- the RIL. repared
 

an in-depth study that has shown that land 
use 	-change
 

mappingis possible from Landsat data. 
 This alteration in
 

project work was officiallyapproved by USAID. Even though
 

the land use change map could not be done an important
 

le'sson 
can ,be learned in that this situation has
 

demonstrated the, importance of collectIing and maintaining
 

base-line data on:environmental conditions.
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Even though the project was designed from an
 

operational position the application of this technology to 
a
 

land use inventory in Yemen^ is new. Therefore several
 

applied research related objeotives have been considered
 

even 
though they are not covered specifioally in the
 

contract. They are:
 

1) To further determine, by application, the value of the
 

current.Landsat data to land use 
inventories in
 

developing countries.
 

2) To develop further insights and concepts related to
 

transferring or institutionalizing.multisource data
 

technologies/systems.
 

3) To refine the concepts of land resource information
 

methods for application in.Yemen and other regions..
 

') 	 To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the appl-ication
 

in relation to accuracy levels achieved and the
 

cost/benefits of other data collection systems.
 

In view of all-the objectives discussed above, general
 

and specific, the rationale for the Yemen project is
 

fourfold:
 

1) Host country is interested in estatlishing resource
 

management practices.
 

2) Host country wishes to 
acquire and use information on
 

land resources for decision making purposes.
 

3) Because of the rapidity of population growth and its
 

impact on the land and water resources, rigorously
 

defined systematic repetitive measurement techniques
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and systems for monitoring areal expansion, land use 

changes and resulting.impact are needed.
 

4) Because of the potential capabilities for timely 

resource data acquisition from orbiting spacecraft
 

sensors monitoring can be accomplished if low-cost 

methods, which can provide a base for positive
 

technology transfer to LDC's, is refined, made
 

applicable and institutionalized.
 

The Yemeni student training program was developed 

to fully integrate the academic work of the trainees 

into project activities. The students nominated by 

Yemen's Ministry of Agriculture were Mr. Abdurhman 

Bamatraf and Mr. Ahmed A. Galleb. Both students 

attended Cornell for two semesters. The training
 

course was specially tailored to their interests and
 

needs and was oriented to technology transfer. This
 

training.program is discussed in a later section of the 
report. 

.2.6 Summary
 

The remainder of the report is divided topically 

into three parts. Part I covers the background to .the 

*geographic approach as it relates to a national land 

*use inventory, the use of remote sensing-tools and 

consideration of. appropriate technology and transfer as 

.applied to the Yemen project. 
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Sections 6, 7, 8, and 9 focus on the technical
 

aspects for the inventory and starts with the research
 

setting of Yemen's geography. Primary and secondary
 

..information sources and their fuhctions 
are discussed.
 

Later sections include the development of a land use
 

classification for Yemen, the methodologies for image
 

interpretation and finally the statistical output of
 

the project. The statistical material includes
 

summaries on percentages of land use categories by
 

cells, region's and.for the country. Data is also
 

summarized for theminimum, maximum and 
mean area in
 

agricultural production.
 

Sections 10, 11, 12 and 13 discuss time lapse 

analysis, the, training program, and a cost analysis.
 

Special consideration is given to "designing a training 

program that focuses on the institutionalization
 

processes and how to transfer technology.'
 

The appendices and bibliography (Volume II)
 

,include support materials on image processing, dat'a 

sources, land classification, accuracy sampling
 

methodology, and satellite systems. 
 Volume III
 

includes three map series at the 1:250,'O00 scale: the
 

Landsat-derived Land Use Inventory, a second set of
 

land use, maps generated from the 1974 British 

Topographi '
Series, and a third series representing
 

population'density and distribution from.the 1975
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census data.
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3.1 Introduction
 

Between the bullock cart and the jet plane,

between the hand plow and the combine,

between the wheelbarrow and the truck,

there exists a whole range of "intermediate"
 
technologies that are "appropriate" to an
 
individual, a culture, a nation.
 

Satellite remote sensing is 
one of the most complex
 

technologies ever considered for transfer to the developing
 

natio.s. Consider the following: circling the earth every
 

103 minutes, LANDSAT has the capability of imaging the
 

entire earth every 18 days. Thousands of images can be
 

collected at the rate of 30,000,000 data points every 25
 

seconds. 
 These points represent the electro-optical
 

translation of electromagnetic energy into four separate.
 

bands of quantatative gray-scale values. Each of the
 

7,500,000 points (pixels) per band 
covers a specific
 

geographically referenced area of 0.5 hectares on the
 

earth's surface, and the aggregation of this enormous
 

quantity of data only represents one 185 square kilometer
 

area. The data is transmitted at intervals to several
 

ground-based stations and then re-transmitted to an earth
 

resources observation system facility. 
 There computer
 

processing generates user products in the form of computer
 

compatible tapes and photograph-like images.
 

IR.J. Congdon, ed., Introduction to Appropriate
 
Technoljy Toward a Simpler__Life StyiCEmmans, Penn. :
 
Rodaif Press, 19771', p. xii. 
 .
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Furthermore, consider the fact that the earth's
 

resouroes, the primary application for Landsat data, have
 

varying spatial and spectral characteristics from place to
 

place because of the differences in regional geography, and
 

that the use of these resources also varies in degree
 

because of the range of social, economic and political
 

influences. 
 Also taking into account the security and legal
 

implications of LANDSAT derived information to the
 

competition for 
scarce resources and changing populations on
 

an international scale, it is not difficult to 
see the
 

overall complexity of transferring this technology to the
 

LDCs.
 

The Yemen Arab Republic, like most other LDCs, needs
 

map information related to land and natural resources used
 

for agriculture for effective developmentalplanning.
 

Satellite remote sensing is one technological tool that can
 

help in obtaining the information. The transfer of this
 

technology is being carried out through a variety of
 

programs being sponsored by numerous organizations including
 

independent commercial interests. 
While claiming technology
 

transfer as a goal, many of the programs have been
 

maintaining a capital-intensive approach. This has
 

sometimes been at the expense of the LDCs with regard to
 

evidence of real progress in establishing in-country
 

capabilities.
 

The material included in this section discusses the
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developmental philosophy and rationale supporting the low
 

cost orientation demonstrated in the Yemen Land Use
 

Inventory project. Benchmark references which have guided
 

this project were discussed in the Project Implementation
 

Document developed by Drs. Hardy and Van Wambeke in 1977.
 

In the PID discussion, focused on 
the concept of advancing a
 

new technology composed of new approaches to land use
 

classification, satellite remote sensing, the process of
 

conducting a land use inventory, Yemeni specialist training
 

and institution building were mentioned. 
 The fact that a
 

low cost approach to the Yemen project was proposed and has
 

been used implies belief in the body of ideas related to
 

appropriate technology for international development and
 

technology transfer.
 

Because of the emphasis placed on appropriate
 

technology concepts and the project objectives, the
 

discussion in the following pages relates philosophically to
 

the project activities as a.whole. The orientation of and
 

reasons for the approaches taken in this project relate
 

directly to the manner 
in which potential users will seek
 

information in the future. 
 For example, by referring to
 

discussions on appropriate technology and the rational
 

choice (sections 3.6 and 3.7) the reader 
can appreciate more
 

clearly why manual methods for satellite image processing
 

have been used in this project.
 

Appropriate technology focuses sharply on 
the
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adaptation of technology to the needs in the LDC 
even though
 

it might mean only minimal transfer of capital goods from
 

the developed country. With reference to remote sensing,
 

emphasis in this project is,placed on development through
 

low-cost methods that not only can provide a more solid
 

foundation from which to later institutionalize more
 

sophisticated systems but also help show policy makers the
 

way to alternative and often less expensive choices. 
 In
 

developing the Yemen project the approach has been to
 

prepare the foundation. 
Our methods have been "low-cost,".
 

The intent has been to provide a working methodology by
 

which the Yemen government,can make more rational decisions
 

about further work,using satellite technology as well as
 

having a set of agricultural resource information (land use)
 

that has a sound statistical base.
 

3.2 Resource Information as 'anInitiator of Remote
 

Sensing Technology Transfer
 

Planning for the development of 'the agricultural sector
 

of Yemen is a continuous process with new plans overlapping
 

or being phased in as 
the oldones become less effective or
 

are implemented. Before plans can be implemented they must
 

go through several phases of preparation. The rational
 

utilization of resources as 
guided by national plans forms
 

the basis for economic development of most countries.
 

Resource information 'isgenerally collected through some
 

type of survey, inventory Or census of the available and
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potential resources of a country. In most resource surveys 

performed since 
1950 some form of remote sensing has been
 

used to collect the information.
 

The extent of central planning favored by the host 

government influences the kind of information systems 

considered for use in resource data acquisition. Another 

factor related to transferring the remote sensing technology 

is that national policy decisions on resource development 

are often made in the political arena. Associated with this 

is the fact that many of the LDCs have inherited some 

elements of a natural resource data gathering system from 

previous administrative periods. 
 Thus, because of the need
 

for resource information the channel may be open for
 

transfer of a technology such as satellite remote sensing. 

3.3 Criteria for Evaluating Resource Potentials in
 

Developing Countries
 

The principal criterion for identifying a natural 
resource is its potential usefulness. Usability is dynamic 

and changes with the needs of man with regard to changing 

technology, and the political, economic, and social 

environment, common goals. 

The procedures for resource development vary from 

country to country, region to region and from project to 

project. A United Nations report on natural resources of 

developing countries lists. the following areas which need to 
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be taken into careful consideration before development
 

planning. The criteria are:202
 

1. The degree of development and absolute economic wealth
 

of the country concerned in all its aspects.
 

2. The immediate needs of.the country concerned.
 

3. The ecological characteristics of a country.
 

4. The actual nature of the resource to be used,
 

particularly the extent to which they are essential to
 

human life.
 

:5. 	The size and topographic relief of the country
 

concerned.
 

6. The population density.
 

7. The level of education and institutional development of
 

the country.
 

Success or failure of development projects can be 

evaluated against the above criteria. 
In most instances,
 
when there have been failures one or more of these criteria
 

have been neglected in the planning and project
 

implementation phases. Readiness for development varies
 

from country to country. A threshold social and political
 

framework often has to be established before the resource
 

can be developed. In reference to using, satellite
 

2United Nations, Department of Economics and Social

Affairs. National Resources of Deyvpein Countries:
 
jyvejta jon,-DeveT pm,=nr
n RiwbitLlizatiOn. Report


sftW~~iry Comiii~tte'e onthFXATfliatton of Sclience and
 
Technology to Development (E/4608/REV 1. St/ECA/122), 1970,
 
p. 30.
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technology for agricultural land use surveys and change
 

monitoring tnp 
Yemen' it will be necessary to institutionalize
 

the methodologies and,systems for collecting analyzing and
 

using _such data. This institutionalization may come through
 

future development ofa small resource information
 

management unit in the Yemen Ministry of Agriculture.
 

Turning to the current Yemen land 
use and soil survey
 

it is easily seen how project development rates and
 

technology transfer go together. 
The"land use component of
 

the 'project has been able to. inventory and map Yemen at a 

scale of 1:250,000 in the sameamount of time that the soils
 

,component has mapped the same area at 1:500,000. 'This does
 

not-,mean that one part of the project did more work or 
a
 

better job., This differential mapping scale reflects-the
 

variance in subjectcomplexity and availability of 

appropriate data sources relative to resource information
 

needs for agricultural planning., In projecting' into the 

future the land use ofYemen could be inventoried and mapped 

even at a large scale (1:50,000) far more'quickly than the 

soils. Technically soils mapping demands quantitative data 

that takes longer to collcct, primarily because of the need 

for detailed ground sampling. Land use information', because 

it isa direct expression of man's activities on the'earth's 

surface,'can be collected by using,the satellite'or aerial 

photographic technologies. It is,these differences in 

infbrmat! n reqLmirements as exhibited through the varying 
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collection that become integral to technology transfer to
 

any LDC.
 

3.1 Benefits from Satellite Remote Sensing
 

When the Landat series of satellites were designed the
 
intended use was for the collection of information at a
 
regional or synoptic scale. 
Sensors did not have suitable
 

resolution for activities such as 
large scale topographic
 

mapping. Even though the ground resolution of the early
 
Landsat was not high (90 meters) the usefulness of this
 

space oriented,data has been considerable. Compared to the
 

traditional methods of collecting resource information,
 

satellites offer economical possibilities, providing
 

operational systems 
can be used for long term data
 

collection.
 

In the report, "Potential Benefits to be Derived from 

Aaplicationsof Remote Sensing of Agriculture, Forest and
 
Range Resources, members of the Cornell University faculty
 

and research staff developed some estimates of annual
 

benefits at the national and international scale. The
 

report was prepared as part of an economic benefits program
 

of theoNatural Resources Economic Division of the Economic
 

Research Service, USDA.3
 

3D.J. Belcher, E.E. Hardy, and R.L. Shelton, Potential
Benefits to be Derived from Applications of Remote Sensing

of AgrTc-ut--ue, Forest, and Range Resources (Ithaca, New
 
York: Cornell UniversityT--967):
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The findings of the Cornell research team are
 

summarized in Tables 3-1 
and 3-2. These tables reflect 24
 

of the 117 agricultural policy and management applications
 

included in the report. 
 Forest and range resource
 

applications have been omitted.
 

In producing Tables 3-1 and 3-2, certain assumptions
 

regarding economic considerations were made to perpetrate
 

figures for savings and improvements of practically all
 

applications listed. 
 The basic assumptions include the
 

following:
 

1. That any presently operational information procurement
 

and dissemination activity is worth the cost involved.
 

2. That information obtained from remote sensing will be
 

used.
 

3. That benefits can be derived from savings and/or
 

improvements. 

4. 	 That there is a need (domestic and world-wide) for 

increased production of food and fiber. 

5. That the reduction of land, labor, and capital
 

necessary for production of supplies of food and fiber
 

constitutes a benefit.
 

6. That the value of savings and/or improvements generated
 

through the use 
of remote sensing will be applied to
 

gross benefits.
 

The figures presented in the tables indicate at 
least
 

the magnitude of the potential values. 
More detailed
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TABLE .3-1 

ESTIMATES OF ANNUAL GROSS BENEFITS 

OF REMOTE SENSING TO AGRICULTURE, 

(millions of dollars) 

Agricultural Annual U.S. Annual World 
Policy Applications Benefits Benefits 

Land Classification 12 40 

Land cover mapping 14 * 

Tax assessment mapping,' 82 * 

Regional planning and 2 * 
development 

Watershed development 10 * 
studies 

Rural area developmen i 
 * 

Land use comparison 6 ,

and trends
 

Plot mapping 150 
 300 

Highway route planning l I * 

Mapping world agricultural * ,
 
land areas
 

*No estimate of savings or improvements attempted. 

• Belcher, D. J.; Hardy, E. E.; Shelton, R. L.; and
Schepis, E. L. Potential Benefits to be Derived From Appli
cations of Remote Sensing of Agriculture, Forest, and RangeResources (For U.S. Dept. of Agr., Econ. Res. Ser.), Center
for Aerial Photographic Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca,

New York, 1967
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TABLE 3-2 

ESTIMATES OF ANNUAL GROSS BENEFITS
 

OF REMOTE SENSING TO AGRICULTURE
 

(millions of dollars)
 

Agricultural Management 
Applications 


Crop production "and inventory 

Site classifications 


Predetermination of 
irrigation requirements 

Control of transportation 

of irrigation water
 

Capital needs mapping 

Field patterns and 

organization analsis
 

Water supply location 

Commercial farm field 
layout
 

Location of structural 
materials
 

Rural roads maintenance 
Forecasting climatic changes 

Livestock disease 
identification 

Reduction of soil erosion 
losses from water and wind 
Schedulin field crop 
storage and processing 

and - see Table Is 

Annual U.S. 
Benefits 


* 

10 


10190 

.890 


10 


. 

50 

180 " 

* 

140.. 
100 

750 

400 

160 

Annual World
 
Benefits
 

* 

* 

3,000 

3,000
 

* 

* 

500
 

* 

500
 
300
 

3,000
 

* 

* 
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studies will have to be made for clearer assessments.
 

In developing these figures many experts were consulted 

and their judgement was relied upon for making the estimates 

of the value of savings and improvements. The values were 

estimated on a unit basis, and then multiplied to represent 

the sum of all units within the industry. World benefits, 

when claimed, were generally calculated on the basis of 

values assigned for the U.S., with the unit value of 

benefits included. 4 

While the study was being carried out, the 

investigators found that certain applications that had been 

highly publicized lost. importance while others were found to 

be of considerable importance. 
 The available literature on
 

remote sensor applications to agriculture was not of 

significant value in drawing up lists of uses. 
 The
 

technical and research problem aspects of various sensors 

comprised the subject matter of most of the literature. The 
Cornell group noted the same findings in their studies of 

the current literature. They concluded that none of the 

research literature on remote sensing "... provides 

satisfactory guidance for determining the benefits to be 

derived from sensor applications." 5 

Four of the applications which the study indicated to 

4 lbid., p. V-4. 
l'l-.,p. IV-5. 
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be of unusual promise on a world-wide basis were the
 

following:
 

1. Resource evaluation and planning.
 

2. Rural transportation development.
 

3. World food budget, and
 

4. Soil classification and mapping.
 

The researchers noted that the above four applications
 

are of greater significance because of their possible
 

applications to human suffering and economic development.
 

3.5 Appropriate Technology and Remote Sensing
 

The Yemen Arab Republic, like any member of the
 

community of developing nations, needs resource and
 

demographic information for effective national planning.
 

The potential value of satellite remote sensing for such
 

applications has been illustrated. 
 The need for information
 

and the applicable technology thus provides the stimulus for
 

initiating the transfer of such a technology. The
 
discussion now turns to technology transfer incorporating
 

the philosophy of. "appropriate" or "intermediate"
 

technology. Emphasis is on 
the general problems of
 

technology transfer, and hpw satellite remote sensing Ca
 

high-technology field) could be introduced to the LDCs. The
 

need to develop an appreciation for technologies that can 
be
 

applied at lower levels of sophistication and how they might
 

apply to international development is also discussed.
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The success of many international remote sensing
 

operations, with technology transfer .and institutional
 

development 
asa primary objective, has been questionable.
 

Failure of projects is not uncommon and the examples are
 

numerous. Evidence of failure includes:
 

1. projects not being implemented becuase of over or
 

underdesign;
 

2. project information not being utilized because in

country personnel were not trained in its use;
 

3. project failures due to the need for special parts and
 

equipment to maintain foreign made machines; and
 

4. the failure of projects that were not adapted for a
 

particular social and economic environment.
 

For example, in South America and Africa there are
 

thousands of aerial photographs that have never been
 

examined as a result of the overzealousness of aerial
 

photographic firms and the fact that in-country personnel
 

were not given basic training in aerial photo
 

interpretation.6
 

The introduction of highly sophisticated equipment has
 

been a major contributing factor in unsu'ccessful projects.
 

Experience has shown that a project will move toward program
 

goals as long as the foreign technical advisors are on-site.
 

6G.E. Schweitzer, "Remote Sensing and International
 
Development." 
 In Proceedings of the Seventh International
 
Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment, vol. 1 (Ann

Arbor: Mici-1gan: Environment~i" Research Institute of
 
Michigan, 1971), p. 163.
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As soon as the technical assistance is removed the project
 

maybegin to falter. A non-conservative approach (oversell)
 

to technology transfer may eventually cause foreign
 

government officials to minimize their participation in the
 

future. Similar happenings can be expected if promises of
 

immediate utility are made and later prove to be untrue.
 

The understanding of a range of available technologies, such
 

that a rational choice can be made, is a very important
 

element in the success of many projects.
 

3.6 Appropriate Technology and the Rational Choice
 

In development programs of the LDCs effort must be
 

directed toward extending the freedom of technological
 

choice. In regard to specifictechnologies they often have
 

little information. They have difficulties in interpreting
 

how a technology can ultimately be of use to them, and most
 

are unaware of potential alternatives. In view of today's
 

changing social, economic, and political situations and
 

attitudes technologists should consider introduction of
 

alternative techniques and systems and not just those that
 

have proven most efficient in our industrialized and capital
 

intensive economy. By keeping the idea of technological
 

choice in mind appropriate technology can more readily be
 

defined.
 

Appropriate technology has been defined as 
"the level
 

of technology which is best suited to the social, cultural,
 

economic, and political climate of the various countries of
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the world. 7 While most technologists have applied the kind
 

of technology that they-,believed to be right for the
 

solution of a given problem they have often ignored, for one
 

reason or 
another, the social and physical environment to
 

which they were trying to transfer the technology. Shown in
 

Figure 3-1 are 
two views of how the need for technology is
 

perceived and presented. In this case the diagram relates
 

engineering (the technologist) to development. Congdon
 

notes that engineers tend to see themselves as the
 

mastermind of the solution to 
a problem.8 From a technical
 

standpoint the engineer or technologist is best qualified in
 

terms of mechanical/engineering design. However, he is
 

generally not an authority on the interpretation of need,
 

implementation and influences found in the environment of
 

the LDC. Technology and the technologist are only part of
 

the total environment, and therefore, the design, the
 

machine or project using the machines should be developed in
 

this context. The bottom portion of Figure 3-1 
illustrates
 

this point. Technology is part of a social operation.
 

3.7 Levels of' Technological Sophistication
 

Technology represents the application of systematic
 

knowledge to the solution of everyday or 
practical problems.
 

7Ross W. Hammond, "Appropriate Technology in the
 
Industrial Sector." In The Application of Technology in
 
Developin Countries, e7-by Robert L. Bilfin and J. RTchard

Greenieli (Arizona: University of Arizona, 1977), p. 37.


Congdon, Introduction to Appropriate Technology, p. 3.
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Mistake of Engineers
 

A More Realistic Picture
 

Figure 3-1 Two views of a technological environment.
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Development can be viewed as the application of technology
 

to improving the conditions of life for a human society.9
 

Within this framework a given technology (e.g., remote
 

sensing) has a range of levels of sophistication. The
 

levels vary for different applications. Within a particular
 

field of application each level has a certain combination of 

cost, benefit and range of usefulness. The intermediateness
 

of a technology is relative to time, space, and the 

perception of e particular culture. A technologist from a
 

highly industrialized nation might misinterpret his working 

environment because of perceptual disorientation.
 

Figures 3-2 and 3-3 diagram the parameters associated 

with identifying the appropriate level of a technology being 

considered for transfer. In Figure 3-2 the attributes of 

higher and low level technology are compared. The
 

difference between the two is the quick fall-off in the
 

benefits derived from high performance technology when its 

operational parameters are not favorable. 
 In other words,
 

high technology (e.g., computer, lasers, television) is
 

generally conceived and designed for a particular society
 

-.-------------. 

9 Robert L. Bulfin, "The Role of Technology in
 
Developing Countries: An Overview." In The Application of
 
Technology in Devlpin Countries, ed. byRobert L. Bulin
and J. Richa-d GrFnweli (Arizona: Univesity of Arizona, 
4977), p. 2. 
This term was developed by Senykoff, 1978 (Kenyan Remote
 

Sensing Census Project) to reflect the psychological

problems a highly trained technical specialist might have in
 
interpreting the context of the total working environment to
 
which he is applying a new technology.
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Figure 3-2 Comparison of the attributes of high

and-low "performance technology.
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and a particular set of circumstances. Failure to produce
 

results in a different set of circumstances is probable. I0
 

In Figure 3-3 the range of a technology is illustrated.
 

The potential benefits are plotted against the cost 
(cash,
 

energy, skills, and suffering) of the technology. Even
 

though quantification is implied some of these relationships
 

are more susceptible to value judgements than others thus
 

making straightforward numerical comparison difficult.
 

The following example serves to illustrate the above
 

discussion. In the 1960s the European Space Agency supplied
 

television sets to parts of rural Africa. To supply power
 

for the TV sets the Africans were given solar charging
 

cells, battery packs and small gasoline engines. Very
 

quickly it became evident that the gas engines were
 

unreliable and difficult to maintain. 
 The battery packs and
 

solar cells were very expensive. The "appropriate
 

technologists" would argue that in this 
case pedal power
 

should have been used to operate a small generator since a
 

person can pedal very easily on a bicycle for an hour and
 

generate 35 watts. The electrical system would be quite
 

simple and easy to maintain. When a wheel mounted generator
 

goes wrong, the reason is obvious, the generator has usually
 

fallen off or something similar like a loose wire is
 

disconnected. Further, the local people do not regard it 
as
 

10Congdon, Introduction to Appropriate Technology, p.

19.
 

http:probable.I0
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a mysterious black box. At a fraction of the cost of the
 

original system more people can be served.11
 

3.8 Characteristics of and Steps to Selecting Appropriate
 

Technology
 

Developmental planners have generally recognized that
 

each program has to be considered on a case by case basis.
 

The characteristics of an appropriate technology vary from
 

field to field. There is general agreement on the
 

characteristics of appropriate technology.12 '13' 14 
The major
 

characteristics are as follows:
 

1. Technology is seldom directly transferrable. Often it
 

must be adapted to different environmental conditions.
 

2. Various cultural, political and economic conditions
 

must be considered in suggesting the appropriate
 

technology.
 

3. To the maximum extent'possible, local materials,
 

manpower and man-made resources should be utilized
 

(foreign imports are usu high in cost and foreign
 

exchange in short supply).
 

4. Appropriate technology should encourage and foster.
 

indigenous initiative and innovation.
 

5. Appropriate technology must have support systems, such
 

12iid p. xii.
" 


13Iii~nd,"Industrial Sector," p. 39.
1Congdon, Introduction to Appropriate Technology, p.
 
20. 	 qufn.
 

14Bufin,"Role of Technology,me" p. 38.
 

http:technology.12
http:served.11
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as maintenance services and spare parts availability. 

6. Basic to appropriate technology is the concept of cost

effectiveness. 

Building on the general characteristics of an 

appropriate technology a sequence of steps in theselecting 

-technology for the LDC is defined. This sequence applies 

equally well to satellite remote sensing as it does to the 

delivery of rural health service or any other project. The 

sequence is as follows: 

1. Problem and Need Identification
 

The selection of appropriate technology must be
 

preceeded by recogr4.tion of a problem or need.
 
2. Available Alternative Technologies and Resources
 

Some determinations of the technologies which are known 

and available must be made in light of the obtainable 

materials.
 

3. Analysis
 

Analysis of the various alternative technologies which 
may be available to solve a recognized problem is, 

essential.
 

4. Design, Including Adaptation 

.Technology from the developed world usually requires 

modification, adaptation, or redesign when utilized in 

develping countries. 

5. Prototype Development
 

When modification and adaptation takes place the 

question must then be asked: "Will it work?" To answer 
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this question it usually is necessary to build a
 

prototype and to analyze its operating characteristics
 

and performance. 

6. Testilng, Evaluation, Modification
 

Prototype must then be subjected to testing and 

evaluation, Even small modifications can have 

significant effects on performance. Field tes't required 

under real or simulated conditions. 

7. Replication (manufacture) 

When analysis indicates that the prototype has been 

"debugged" and appears commercially feasible the final
 

step may include the manufacture of the prototype in 

sufficient volume to supply market needs. 5 

In reviewing these sequential steps it is readily 

apparent that they are engineering-oriented. The sequence 

is appropriate for..remote sensing since remote sensing. is 

highly sophisticated technically and many of the persons 

involved in it have engineering backgrounds. These steps 
should be used in conjunction with the characteristics of 

appropriate technology. 

3.9 Factors Contributing to Failure of Technology 

Transfer 

The development strategy for remote sensing, like other 

technologies, has consisted of importing the most 

15-mmmmmmmmmmmm 
15 fammnd,"Industrial Sector," p. 40. 
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sophisticated of systems. 
 This has been done frequently to
 

help raise the GUP of the developing countries. Where
 

progress was once thought possible we have had many
 

failures. 
 During the last 30 years over 30 billion dollars
 

has been spent using this strategy yet two thirds of the
 

world's nations, containing 70% of the population, still
 

have a GNP/capita of less than 500 dollars.'6 
This export of
 

technology has been accompanied by a remarkable lack of
 

development as 
evidenced by growing unemployment in the
 

cities, and a widening gulf between the wealth of a few and
 

the poverty of the rest.
 

Why the failures? Bulfin notes six 
common reasons for
 

project failures: 1) the scale of technology has been too
 

large; 2) some technologies have been too complex to be
 

operated and/or maintained by local people; 3) imported 
raw
 

materials have been used rather than indigenous ones; 4)
 

ecological damage has been caused by some 
schemes and
 

investigations; 5) high energy requirements have not been
 
compatible with local economy; and.6)'inappropriate socio

cultural aspects. 1
 

With reference to transfer of remote sensing, progress
 

has been slow or 
failed because of ineffective institutional
 

frameworks ,such that information collected is not always
 

disseminated. 
 In S.E. Asia, for example, the institutional
 

11
6Bulfin, "Role of Technology," p. 4.
 
1Ibid., p. 5.
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arrangement for gathering, storing and using information on
 

natural resources has caused development problems because
 

new information'from satellites-further complicates and 

overloads the existing system. Development projects suffer
 

from need ofinformation and it is difficult to negotiate
 

contracts when the countries do not know how much
 

information commercial interests have already acquired. 
 The
 

data on natural resources varies considerably in amount and
 

availability often overlapping but inconsistent in space and
 
18
 

time.
 

The orientation of a technology can also inhibit
 

transfer. An example of this is the American space effort.
 

Originally the goal was to put 
a man on the moon. Earth
 

resources did not receive much attention until NASA began
 

looking for another program to 
Support their efforts. Prior
 

to LANDSAT most of the research and development was directed
 

up rather than down. 19 Also associated with this has been
 

the cost effectiveness of the program. 
 These programs have
 

been reviewed critically -in terms of usefulness toward
 

practical problems by LDCs. 
 To these ends the U.S. Agency
 

for International Development has been charged with
 

-

18John A. Katils, "Training of Resource Scientists and

Engineers." 
 In Educating Engineers for World Development:

Proceedings of a World rs, ed. by J. Mrl-eyEnglish
an W. Leign Cinnins (Washington, D.C.: American Society
for Ejineering Education, 1975), p. 47.
John Freivalds, "Bringing Space Down to Earth Space

Age Technology Transfer and the Developing Countries,

Journal of Developing Areas, 8 (October, 1973), p. 83.
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providing concessional assistance to the developing
 

countries. Thi s is being done through the provision of
 

technical assistance, capital assistance, and commodities.2 0
 

In-the future, it is still going to be difficult not to 

make project designand development mistakes. One area that, 

has become more important for technology transfer is the 

education of technologists. In a recent international 

congress of engineers and development specialists education 

for international development was discussed at length. A 

primary concern of the conference focused on how engineering 

for developmentcan be made more productive. One conclusion 

that the congress set forth was that there is a need for
 

engineers and development specialists to be more socially
 

aware. They must have ar. operational viewpoint (practical
 

applications) to assess the social and economic impact of
 

the design decisions made and which influence the people's
 

lives. 2 1 A second and very important conclusion made was
 

that the engineer needs experience as part of his education.
 

In the U.S. he4usually obtains his experience in a corporate
 

environment that has evolved in a way to provide experience
 

2 0Henry A. Arnold, "An A.I.D. Perspective on

Engineering Education for Development." In Educating

Engineers for World Development: Proceedings of a World
 
Congress, e-.by 
 Morley English and W. Leig'it*n Collins

'Rashington,D.C.: American Society for Engineering

Education, 1975), p. 15.
 

J. Morley English, "An Overview of the World
Congress." 
 In Educating Engineers for Development:

Proceedings of a World Congress, ed. 
by J. Mo ley English


Leight-n--o-

for Engineering Education, 1975), p. 15.
 

W. s (Washington, D.C.: American Society
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without relocation to the socioeconomic system of the
 

developing couzatry. 2 2 

A further problem focuses on the values of the
 

technologist engineer. 
 American engineers have been trained
 

toward the design and development of highly sophisticated
machines and systems. This has become the ideal for the
 

aspiring engineer. Thought toward simpler methods of doing 

something does not receive much recognition. Henry Arnold
 

of AID's office of Science and Technology commented on the
 

need for encouraging a shift of values. He said, "If we
 

continue our present trend of giving recognition and 

prestige to only those who deal in esoteric technologies,
 

awarding Nobel Prizes to those who deal with the more 

obscure problems,. we may find it difficult to establish a 

value system which motivates people toward work on the more 

fundamental problems of development." 2 3 

The appropriate or immediate technologist needs to 
learn to interpret a technology and to become aware of the 

lower level needs of the LOCs. In summing up the aspects of 

development education Johnson accurately states, "It takes 

more engineering intellect to design a simple system than to 

simply 'plug in.' some sophistication." 2 4 

2 2 Ibid. 
23ThTold "A.I.D. Perspective," p. 344. 
24 Jack D. Johnson, Foreword to The Application ofTechnolog in Deeoin Countries, iT? byan Robert L.--ulfinhard GreeniiT (Arizona: University of Arizona, 

1977), p. v. 
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In conclusion, social and technological development in
 

the LDCs does not have to take as long as it did in the now
 

developed countries. It has been shown that high
 

performance teohnologies can fail if the related
 

infrastructure in the LDC is -absent 
or weak. With regard to
 

remote sensing of.earth resources and demographic
 

information development specialists should consider ways of
 

technically simplifying the LANDSAT and other remote sensing
 

systems so that the broadest range of users can participate
 

without the constant need for large sums of capital to
 

support their program. Emphasis should be placed on low

cost-methods that are readily adaptable to the L.DC situation
 

and, are flexible enough to meet changing demands. With the
 

simpler systems approach training of in-country personnel
 

can serve to build a foundation of knowledge within the
 

country. This will help in permitting a better.
 

understanding of the more complex parts of thetechnology
 

and. guide countries in making rational decisions over.the
 
choice 'of different levels. 
 Later, whlen the technical base
 

of knowledge exists, .the more sophisticated machines can be
 

introduced with a higher probability" of continued use.
 

At this time'it is too early,t9 evaluate the amount of
 

technology transfer, that has taken .place from the .Yemen
 

project. There has certainly been some Yemeni training, but
 

the trainees' involvement in resource 
planning for Yemen'-has
 

not taken place. Both of the trainees for the land use
 

component and the one for the soils have gone out of Yemen
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for further training. Once their training is completed they
 

are planning to return to Yemen, but there is 
no guarantee
 

at this time that they will be involved in carrying on this
 

work.
 

In putting the Yemen project into operation and in
 

designing the training programs, an approach that
 

incOrporated the technology transfer criteria was used. 
 The
 

Yemen land use project was not viewed by the investigators
 

simply as an opportunity to do land use mapping for AID and
 

the Yemen Ministry of Agriculture. It was viewed 
as a
 

development process, and for it 
to be successful, all of the
 

elements of the technology had to 
be merged with education
 

and what the growing economy of Yemen could handle 
-- should 

the Yemen government decide to continue national level land 

use activities.
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4.1 Introduction
 

Satellites, multispectral scanners, ground resolution,
 

images, and infrared reflectance -signatures are all part of
 

the lexicon of remote sensing. The purpose of this section
 

is to discuss the fundamentals of this technology. The
 

first part of the section deal: with the background of
 

remote sensing. The second part discusses the Landsat
 

series in the earth-oriented observation satellites used 
in
 

this project. Some comments are given on 
the latest of the
 

Landsat satellites- Landsat IV.
 

4.2 Basic Properties of Remote Sensing
 

In a most basic sense, remote sensing is the
. la
o 


acquisition of information by unattached means.
 

Alternately the definition of remote sensing has included
 

both the acquisition and interpretation of data that reveal
 

the characteristics of phenomena or objects without
 
establishing direct contact with the subject of
 

investigation. I Although many of the remote sensing systems
 

are relatively new, the techniques for remotely sensing
 

objects, in some instances, are not. One of the earliest
 

la D.J. Belcher, E.E. Hardy, and R.L. Shelton, Potential
 
Benefits to be Derived from Aplications of Remote §ens4nj

of Agricul'ure, Forest andRange esourcer'(Iithc,N
 
rne4i niersitfl16T)T


P
Jams Lathm,"Remote Sensing of the Environment,"
 
Geographical Review, 56 (April, 1966), p. 288.
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examples of remote sensing is the use of the optical
 

telescope for studies of astronomical phenomena.
 

Remote sensing devices can be divided into two general 

categories: passive and active. These recognize the source 

of the electromagnetic energy that illuminates the sensed
 

phenomena. Active sensors require external energy sources,
 

while passive sensors detect the energy generated by the
 

phenomena (see Figure 4-1). Before discussing the basis of 

passive and active remote sensing systems, the
 

electromagnetic spectrum and 
some of its characteristics
 

will be introduced for background reference. 

Figure 4-1 illustrates the electromagnetic spectrum
 

(EMS) and diagrammatically relates it to the various sensor 

systems that can be used effectively within selected wave

length ranges of the Spectrum. As can be noted, the visible 

portion of the EMS is small or narrow in comparison to the
 

whole range of electromagnetic radiation. Although the
 
visible light portion of the EMS is narrow in wavelength 

range (about 0.4 to 0.7 microns), this region accounts for a 

large percentage of the radiation that the earth's surface 
receives. 2 This range of the spectrum is most familiar to us 

as it is this portion of the EMS to which our eyes are 

sensitive. In Figure 4-2 the visible of thelight portion 

2 Richard E. Wittner, Waveform Anajlysis of jjogrphic
Patterns on Visible and Infrared j , ehn~lReport
No. 4, NR-'87WU3TT(Floria:TI3id antic University, 
1972), p. 12. 
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spectrum has been expanded to illustrate the range of
 

wavelengths that it includes.
 

Sensors can be designed to operate' over a much broader
 

range of wavelengths. The portion of 'the spectrum from 0.3
 

to 15 microns is generally referred to as the optical
 

wavelength region. The wavelengths shorter than O.4 microns
 

are in the ultraviolet region. The portion above the
 

visible spectrum,(see Fig. 4-1) in the infrared region spans
 

from 0.7 to approximately 3 microns and is referred to 
as
 

the reflective infrared. 
 The region from 3 to 15 microns is
 

called the emissive or thermal infrared region. In this
 

latter portion of the spectrum energy is emitted from the
 

body as a .'esult of its thermal 
(heat) activity rather than
 

reflected from it.3
 

As will be noted later on in the discussion of the
 

Landsat satellite, t"e multispectral scanner system senses
 

between 0.5 and 1.1 microns. Reference to the top portion
 

of Figure 4-1 will show how the four bands (4, 5, 6, and 7)
 

of the multispectral'scanner rel"ate to the EMS. 
 Band 7- for
 

example, senses in the near infrared range (about 0.8 to 
1.1
 

microns).
 

The discussion will now focus on'the basic differences
 

between passive and active sensing systems. The passive
 

3D.A. Landgrebe, Machine ProcessinM for Remotely Sensed
 
Data, LARS Information'Note 031573 (ndiana: Purdue
 
University, 1973), p. 3.
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remote sensors, such as a photographic camera or thermal
 

scanner, have the capability to yield data such that
 

quantitative measurements of the emitted and reflected
 

radiation from the object being investigated can be made. 4
 

The energy exchange that takes place in a natural
 

environment and thus provides energy for the operation of
 

remote sensors has been diagrammed in Figure 4-3. As shown,
 

the sun is the primary source of energy.
 

With passive sensors it is possible to detect the
 

presence of vegetation, for example, by measuring its
 

reflected and emitted radiation. This radiation sticking to
 

the earth's surface, which has a radiant power peak from the
 

sun varies as a function of wavelength. The radiant peak is
 

about 0.5 micron which falls in the green band of the
 

visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (see Figures
 

4-1 and 4-2).
 

Figure 4-4 diagrams the spectral irradiance of the sun.
 

The peak radiance of the sun's spectral curve is over the
 

visible spectral range. The sun is an excellent energy
 

source when we wish to measure reflectance phenomena in the
 

visible (0.4 to 0.7 micron) range, the photographic infrared
 

portion of the EMS, as noted earlier.
 

4 R.U. Cooke and D.R. Harris, "Remote Sensing of the

Terrestrial Environment: Principles and Progress." 
 In

Transactions Institute of British Geographers, 50 (July,

1970), . 2.
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It is important to 
note that a number of the variables
 

used for detection and measurement of earth related
 

phenomena are active. The sun 
provides a relatively
 

constant source of illumination from outside the atmosphere.
 

The amount of'radiation which is reflected from the earth's
 

surface depends upon the condition of the atmosphere, the
 

presence of nearby objects, and 
the angle between the sun
 

and the earth's surface as well 
as the angle between the
 

earth's surface and the point of observation.5 The variation
 

in the density, height, vigor, and type of vegetation will
 

affect the outcome of an observation as well.
 

As mentioned earlier, active sensors generate their own
 

energy which is optically and" mechanically projected from
 

the sensor. Measurements of the object'or subject being
 

sensed are made from the spectral and spatial
 

characteristics of the reflected signal returned. 
 Examples
 

of an active sensor 
system include side-looking radar
 

(SLAR), night aerial photography, when a flash illumination
 

system is used to provide the energy, and lasers. In the
 

example of the flash type system, the overall quality of the
 

photography is poor when compared with daytime photography
 

because of the relatively low level of illumination and
 

associated rapid fail-off with increased sensor 
to target
 

range.6 Regardless of the type of sensor, the uniqueness of
 

6Landgrebe, Machine Processing, p. 4.
 
6John E. Estes, 1"Imagingwith Photographic and
 

Nonphotographic Sensor Systems." 
 In Remote Sensing:
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the instruments is found in that each operates and records
 

data inseleted portions or wavelengths of the EMS. 

4.3' Multispectral Identification of Earth Phenomena
 

Several comments on aerial photography, which is one of
 

the oldest techniques of remote sensing, will 
serve to
 

illustrate the principles of multispectral sensing. With
 

the exception of different sensors, platforms and altitudes,
 

the techniques are similar to sensing from space.
 

Much of the early aerial photography was only sensitive
 

narrow. band the band,to a of EMS. This which is 
essentially the visible portion, lies between -0.35and 0.7
 

microns or 3500A to 7000A. 
 As our technology became more
 

intricate and sophisticated, the new types of sensor systems
 

were designed to detect object characteristics which fell
 

within a broader range of the spectrum. One range-or band
 

of the spectrum outside the visible range, which was'
 

mentioned earlier, is the infrared band. The infrared
 

spectral region, which includes wavelengths beyond the
 

visible red portion of the spectrum, has a band-width
 

extending from 0.7 microns, the upper limit of the visible
 

light, to almost 1,000 microns, the lower limit of microwave 

radiation (Figure-4-1). Depending upon the user 

Techniques for Environmental Analysis, ed. by John E. Estes

and Leslie W. Senger (California: Hamilton Publishing Co.,

1974)7Tp. 17.
 

Ibid.
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requirements or experimental purposes, some cameras and
 

other sensors can be operated simultaneously in a number of
 

different spectral bands or slices. 
 One aerial camera, for
 

example, has the capability of taking nine '(9) photographs
 

in one instant in time, each in a different wavelength, by
 

incorporating a series of narrow-band or wave-length
 

selective filters. Some electronic scanners may have 16,
 

32, or more bands. Landsat 1 and 2, for example, scan in
 

only four bands. Landsat 3 has an additional band in the
 

thermal region of the spectrum (see Section 7.4 for further
 

information on the Landsat specifications).
 

For the purpose of remote sensing, illumination (light)
 

is generally made up of a combination of direct sunlight
 

penetrating the atmosphere and diffuse sunlight, or
 

skylight, resulting from atmospheric scattering and,
 

reflections (see Figure 4-3). 8
 

Multispectral differentiation between objects is based
 

on the -principle that all materials exhibit characteristic
 

signatures in terms of reflectance,',absorption, and
 

emittance relative to wavelength energy properties. Only
 

after the object specific signatures have been properly 

analyzed and catalogued, through ground data acquisition, 

statistical calculations and other manual and automated 

techniques, can accurate analysis (within defined accuracy 

81bid., 
p. 21.
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limits) about shape, size, temperature, class and other
 

physical properties be made.9 The principle of multispectral
 

differentiation is illustrated in Figure 4-5.
 

One may initially think of the multispectral approach
 

as one in which a quantitative measure of the color Of a
 

material is used fior identification. Color, however, is a
 

term usually limited to the response to the human eye. The
 

precise terminology Of spectroscopy is more appropriate in
 

understanding the multispectral approach and is applicable
 

beyond the visible region.
 

Shown in Figure 4-5 is a graph of the relative response
 

(reflectance) as a function of wavelength for three types of
 

earth-surface cover material: vegetation, soil 'and water.
 

let two wavelengths marked Y1 and Y be selected. Graphed
 

in the lower part of this figure are the data for these
 

three materials at these two wavelengths, plotted with
 

respect to one another. For example, on the left soil has
 

the largest response at wavelength Y; this manifests itself
 

on 
the right plot in the fact that soil has the largest
 

abscissa value (greatest displacement to the right).10 Since
 

these two materials, whose response as a function of
 

wavelength are different they are referred to as having
 

unique spectral signatures. In an operational sense it
 

9 Cooke and Harris, "Remote Sensing Terrestrial
 
Envr~eent,
EnvirLangrebe,p. 2.Machine Processing, p. 9.
 

http:right).10
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would be possible to identify these two cover types by their
 

spectral signatures when the signatures are catalogued for
 

the cover types of interest.
 

4.4 Analyzing Multispectral Data
 

The example above described how different types of land
 

cover (vegetation and soil) can have differing spectral
 

signatures. These signatures can change with time;
 

Temporal comparison forms another very important aspect for
 

the analysis of remote sensing data. Time change data can
 

be used in several ways. Time is always a parameter of the
 

spectral response of surface materials. For example,
 

distinction between soybeans and corn can be made in that
 

the growing cycles and plant geometries are different in
 

addition'to slightly different spectral responses. Thus
 

over time the signatures, while similar shortly after
 

planting, will show differences from a multispectral
 

viewpoint.
 

One of the most obvious uses of temporal information is
 

that of change detection. Most are' familiar with the
 

comparison of land use changes over time and how this type
 

of information is useful in reference to the determination
 

of'historical development trends. One of the major advances
 

of an operational remote sensing syste~m such as Landsat is
 

the capability for repet.tive coverage of the same area 
on
 

the earth's surface. In the case.-of Landsat this repetitive
 

coverage can take place every 18 days for each satellite.
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Methods for using temporal data can range from standard
 

manual comparative interpretation of sequential aerial
 

photography and Landsat imagery to comparisons made with
 

automated computer systems.
 

Figures 4-6 and.4-7 have been included to illustrate
 

how a simple procedure for analyzing multispeotral data can
 

be developed. In this example, soybeans, corn, and wheat
 

are used. They are plotted in two-dimensional space for two
 

wavelengths (Y1 and Y2). As can benoted, the radiation
 

from each of the three crops does not have precisely the
 

same spectral response, not even within each crop class for
 

which five field-samples were taken. This variation exists
 

because all crops did not have the .same planting date, soil
 

preparation, moisture conditions and 
so on. Also, a
 

response variation within a class may be expected of any
 

earth-surface cover. While there is variability within each
 

of the classes there is also evidence of class grouping.11
 

* The next phase of the analysis would be that of drawing
 

an unknown (U) point from the scene and plot it as a,first
 

step to developing separate classes. After this, 'the twp
 

dimensional feature space must be: portioned in some fashion,
 

such that each such possible unknown point (spectral
 

signature) is uniquely associated" with one of the three crop
 

classes. There are numerous statistical algorithms by which
 

http:grouping.11
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this can be done. Figure 4-7 illustrates how the classes
 

are statistically separated by the location of the'centroid
 

or center part of each class. Next the locus of points
 

equidistant from the three centroids is plotted and results
 

in the three segments of straight lines shown in Figure 4-7.
 

These lines form what would be called decision borders. In
 

the class of the unknown (U) point it would be associated
 

with the class of soybeans as a result of the location of it
 

with respect to the decision boundaries. 12
 

4.5 Atmospheric Effects on Sensor Performance
 

To complicate the application of multispectral
 

identification of earth distributed phenomena is the
 

interaction of the atmosphere on the passage of
 

electromagnetic energy. The earth's atmosphere is
 

transparent enough for remote sensing in only a small
 

portion of the EMS. The spectral bands which have the least
 

attenuation are called windows. 
 Even in the windows
 
atmospheric effects are significant.13 The extent and
 

wavelength regions (02to 22.microns) of these atmospheric
 

windows are shown in Figure 4-8;
 

In, the ultraviolet region of the EMS, atmospheric
 

absorption of radiation is nearly complete 6ut to about 0.3
 

1Ibid.

1 rt S. Fraser and Robert J. Curran, "Effects of
 

Atmosphere on Remote Sensing." In Remote Sensing of
 
Environment, ed. by David A. Simmone (Reading, Mass.:
 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1976), p. 34.
 

http:significant.13
http:boundaries.12
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microns. Our small window in the adjacent visible region 

(0.4 to 0.7 microns) is relatively free from absorption, but 

one.must still deal with considerable scattering by
 

atmospheric particles. In the infrared region out to 25+ 

microns there are many absorption bands of water vapor,
 

carbon.dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrous oxide, and ozone. 

The absorption in some of these regions is so complete that 

they are for all practical purposes opaque. 

Essentially what happens, with regard to remote 

sensing, is that the gases and larger aerosol particles 

comprising the atmosphere scatter, absorb, and emit radiant
 

energy.. As a result, spectral information tran'smitted or 

reflected from the ground to 
a higher observation platform
 

(aircraft or spacecraft) is attenuated or 
distorted.
 

Background noise to the signal 
is added from the radiant
 

energy scattered and emitted diffusely by the"-atmosphere. 

Because the state of the atmosphere is rarely known in full
 

at the time of remote sensing, these complex eftects of the 

atmosphere cannot always be fully accounted for, and the 

atmosphere is therefore a significant and pervasive 

complication in remote sensing. 1 4 

As discussed above, important windows for remote 

sensing applications occur throughout the EMS. Table 4-1 

shows the major atmospheric windows available for spacecraft 

14 lbid. 
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TABLE 4-1
 

MAJOR ATMOSPHERIC WINDOWS AVAILABLE
0 

FOR SPACECRAFT SENSING*
 

Ultraviolet and Visible 0.30 -0.75 mm 

0.77- 0.9.1 

Near-infrared 
 1.00 - 1.12 

1.19 - 1.34
 

1.55 -,1.75*
 
2.05 - 2.40*
 

Mid-infrared 
 3.50 - 5.16
 

4.50 - 5.00 

Thermal infrared 
 8.00 - 9.20*
 

10.20 - 12.4 

17.00 2.0
 

Microwave 
 2.06 - 2.22 mm
 

3.00 - 3.75 

7.50 	- 11.5*
 

20.0+*
 

(Cle'Arest windows designated with an asterisk)
 

SOURCE: Robert S. Fraser and Robert J. Curran, "Effects of
 
atmosphere on Remote Sensing," in Remote Sensing

of Environment. ed. by Joseph Lintz Jr. and David
 
D. Simonet, Addison-wesley Pub. Co., Reading,

Mass., 1976. p. 35.
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remote sensing. Reference to the table and Figure 4-8 shows
 

that all wavelengths shorter than 0.3 microns are
 

substantially closed for remote sensing and that the
 

principal windows lie in the visible (and 
near visible),
 

infrared, and microwave regions.
 

4.6 Sensor Data and Platforms
 

Data from remote sensors, which come in a variety of
 

forms, can be processed or interpreted to reveal information
 

that is of interest to specialists working in a range of
 

disciplines. The processed data might be in the form of a
 

photographic image, photographically reproduced scan-line
 

output (Landsat), computer tapes, or other electronic
 

formats. It can be systematically organized, often by
 

computer techniques, so that such aspects as position,
 

relative position, and quantitative or qualitative details
 

of the observed phenomena exhibit specific spatial or
 

geographic relationships. Spatial characteristics in
 

conjunction with spectral data allow remote sensing systems
 

to recognize patterns. This ability enables approaches to
 

such aspects as time-change studies. In many instances,
 

preprocessing of the data is carried out in order to
 

eliminate unwanted signals and to enhance the imagery.
 

Remote sensing equipment can be carried aloft by a wide 

range of platforms. Some instruments may be used in a hand

held fashion or carried into earth orbit by spacecraft.
 

Sensors at high altitudes or in space have significantly
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demonstrated to geographers and 
other earth scientists the
 

values of a synoptic view of the earth's surface. The value
 

of having a sensor instrument or a package of sensors at 
an
 

altitude of 60,000 to 80,000 feet or 
even in a space orbit
 

(525 miles) is realized when one considers that large
 

features such as river systems, coastlines, geomorphic and
 

geologic structures, gross vegetative cover, or cloud
 

systems then may be studied in 
one or a few synoptic images
 

as opposed to hundreds or even thousands of photographs at
 

larger scales and taken from lower altitudes. Technology is
 

now reaching the stage where data can 
be relayed from space
 

and evaluated almost on a real-time basis for selected
 

studies. 
 With these comments' in mind the discussion will 

turn to remote sensing from orbiting spacecraft 

specifically the Landsatseries. 

4.7 The Landsat Series of Sat'ellites
 

Historical Background
 

Remote sensing with the use of satellites as the sensor
 

platform began in 
1960 with the use of TIROS-1 weather
 

observation system. 15 
Prior 'to this period considerable
 

remote sensing work was carried ou primarily with aerial
 

photography. 
 Toward the end of World War I geographers and
 

15Kirk H. Stone, "Developing Geographical Remote
 
Sensing." 
 In Remote Sensing: Techniques for Environmental
 
Analysis, ed. byJohn E. Estes an 
 Leslie W. Senger

(California: Hamilton Publishing Co., 1974), p. 6.
 

http:system.15
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other specialists began to recognize the value of aerial 

photography for inventory and cartography as well as for 
16


military intelligence purposes. 

Gradually the techniques and equipments (interpretation 

methods, cameras, lenses, films and aircraft) improved. By 

the mid 1930s systematic airephoto coverage of the United 

States was beginning to take place. The Department of 

Agriculture was one of the prime users for cropland surveys 

and mapping.
 

With continued experience the applications of aerial
 

photography were broadened into disciplines like geology, 

forestry, archeology and engineering. As instrumentation
 

systems became more sophisticated in the late 1950s and 

aircraft flew at higher altitudes consideration of space

borne sensors began to develop. 

The TIROS-1 satellite (launched in 1960) was the first 

satellite to begin providing imagery of the earth. The
 
imagery was very low in resolution for observations were 

made with a television system in the infrared spectral 

range. The results of these observations attracted 

considerable attention and received wide recognition from 

earth scientists. In 1964, the NIMBUS satellite sentwas 

into orbit. This satellite had advanced television cameras 

1 6 Beaumont Newhall, Airborne Camera: The World from the 
Air and Outer Space, (New York: Hastings HoC--se, 1969),T- p. 
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and a high-resolution infrared observation system which
 

provided the first day and night pictures of the earth. 18
 

During the experimental to operational period the
 

manned space flight programs began with Project:Mercury's
 

first manned flights in 1961. These. flights continued
 

through Gemini and Apollo. 
 It was during the Gemini-3
 

flight in 1965 that the first hand-held color pictures of
 

the earth were taken. This was a major development for
 

remote sensing of earth resources from space.
 

4.8 
 Landsat as Part of the Earth Resource Observation
 

Program
 

In carrying out the land use work in Yemen the Landsat
 

series of earth-orbiting satellites have been used 
as a
 

primary data source. Specifically the project has used
 

image data from Landsats II and III which have been in orbit
 

since January 197.5 and March 1978 respectively. Both
 

satellites were launched into a near-polar orbit, 920
 
kilometers C575 miles) above the earth.
 

Along with Landsats I, launched in July 1972, and IV,
 

launched in July 1982, Landsats II and III 
are an integral
 

part of the Earth Resources Observation System "EROS"
 

program under the administration of the Department of the
 

Interior.
 

18Ibid., p. 6.
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The Earth Resource program was designed to acquire and
 

disseminate data collected by satellites and aircraft
 

(primarily high-altitude) which recorded natural and man

made phenomena on the earth's surface. 
 Earlier in the
 

developmenta- stages of the EROS program, spacecraft data
 

from the Gemini and Apollo missions were used in conjunction
 

with NASA hig- ititude mdltisensor aircraft imagery for the
 

design of the multispectral scannersiand interpretation
 

studies. 

Landsats II and III are basically the same in design 

and orbit characteristics with the exception that Landsat 

III has a fifth band (Band 8) to gather data in the thermal
 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The infrared band 

has a resolution of about 240 meters as opposed to 80meters
 

for the other MSS channels. 19
 

Crossing the equator at a 99 degree angle the Landsats
 

make 14 orbits a day (103 minutes per orbit) and repeat 

coverage of any specific point on the earth's surface at 

about 9:30 AM local time every 18 days. The design of the
 

Landsat orbit and the subsequent coverage by each of the
 

multispectral scanners (MSS) provides for 
the systematic and
 

repetitive coverage of global land and water surface under
 

conditions of maximum consistency (see Appendix 5 for
 

19National Academy of Science, Resource Sensing from
 
Space, p. 97.
 

http:channels.19
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additional details) .20
 

The Landsat satellites weigh 950 kilograms (2,100
 

pounds) and are 3 meters (10' feet) high and 4 meters (13
 

feet) wide when the two independent solar panels are
 

extended (Figure 4-9). 
 The solar arrays, connected to
 

storage batteries, provide the power for the control,
 

sensing, recording and transmitting equipments on board.
 

The batteries are needed for the period when the satellites
 

are orbiting the dark side of the earth 21
 

4.9 Multispectral Scanners Aboard the Landsats
 

Each Landsat has three payload systems onboard. The
 

8S (Multispectral Scanner) and the RBV (Return Beam
 

Vidicon) systems produce "photographs" or imagery. The DCS
 
N 

(Data Collection System) is a relay system which gathers
 

data from remote widely distributed earth-based sensor
 

platforms and transmits them to 
a receiving station.22 The
 

discussion here will focus on the M3 system since it is the
 

one on which the Yemen data was generated.
 

The 833 subsystem is a line-scanning device,
 

incorporating an oscillating mirror that generates four'
 

simultaneous images of the earth's surface. 
 Each image,
 

2 0National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
 
Landsat Fact Sheet, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
 

National Academy of Science, Resource Sensing from
 
Spae22 . 39.
Z2NASA, Landsat Fact Sheet, 1979.
 

http:station.22
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which covers 185 kilometers (115 miles) on a side, is in a 

different spectral region (figure 4-1), as follows: Band 4 

(green) 0.5 to 0.6 microns; Band 5 (lower red) 0.6 to 0.7
 

microns; Band 6 (red) 0.7 to 0.8 microns; and Band 7 (near
 

infrared) 0.8 to 1.1 microns.23
 

Each sweep of the scanning mirror collects reflected 

radiation signal-s, six parallel lines a sweep with 3,200 

separable signals per line, and feeds these lines of data 

through a pair of fixed mirrors and a set of fiber-optic 

bundles to the detectors. The signals from one scanned 

geographic line is directed to one of the six detectors in 

each of the four spectral bands. When the mirror returns
 

for the next sweep, the satellite has advanced along its
 

orbit track 474 meters. 

Each of the 3,200 signals per continuous line of 

signals acquired by the scanner is picked up by one of the
 

optical films in the MSS and passed on to 
the detector in
 
each of the spectral bands (4, 5, 6, and 7). these signals 

are then converted into an electrical signal and telemetered 

back to one of several earth receiving stations for further 

processing.. The processed signals are then ultimately 

reproduced in the form of computer compatible tapes (CCT) 

or, as was used in this study, imagery products. Each 

signal when reproduced as one "picture element" "pixel"or 

2 3 Ibid. 

http:microns.23
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represents an area 57 by 80 meters (186x261 feet) or 0.445
 

hectares (1.1 acres) on the earth's surface. What this
 

means is that ground objects or features less than 80 meters
 

square in size are not likely,to be individually detectable
 

by the Landsat sensor.24 In 
some cases, objects smaller than
 

80 meters square can be indiv'idually detected (roads or even
 

houses) but this is usually because of the very high object
 

to background contrast. 
 Senykoff (1975) observed individual
 

houses on several occasions but these houses were in a
 

tropical setting and located in open pasture land 
arsas.
 

The houses had brilliant roo,'fs to reflect the strong rays of
 

the tropical sun. In spite of these exceptions it should be
 

noted that Landsat sensors were not designed for greater
 

resolution than approximately 80 meters square.
 

.Since each different kind of phenomenon-has a
 

distinctive band pattern and spatiel characteristic it is
 

possible to process, analyze, and interpret them even though
 

the objects cannot be seen in the detailed manner that would
 
be possible with aerial photography. The radiation signals
 

from the MSS are separated based on levels of intensity
 

(black to white).
 

The Landsat system is capable of transmitting 64
 

distinct intensity or gray scale levels. Each 80 by 80
 

meter area on the earthhas a variety of components with
 

2Ibid.
 

http:sensor.24
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different wavelengths. Some groups of pixels will have a
 

high!degree of uniformity (those over oceans, forests,
 

deserts, wheat fields, etc.) otherswhile (coastlines, 

suburbs, mixed cropland, etc.) may be highly varied in
 

composition.
 

Because of the differences on the earth's surface, the
 

lev'Is of intensity reaching the detectors will vary in
 

relation to the different sensitivities of the four MSS
 

bands to the various wavelengths represented within each
 

signal group. The intensityof each signal will be "sensed"
 

and recorded differently in each of the four bands. 
 These
 

differences, which are quantified numerically (digital),
 

lead to the multispectral approach of image analysis 

mentioned earlier in the chapter. 
 When the digital data are
 

reproduced into photographic like imagery these standardized
 

image interpretation techniques can be employed for analysis
 

as well. 

4.10 Ground Data Handling
 

Data from the Landsat'satellite:s' (I, II, and III) is
 

telemetered back to :seven ground stations of which three'are
 

located in the United States '(Fairbanks, Alaska; Goldstone,
 

Cal'ifornia; and NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in
 

Greenbelt, Maryland). Four others are in Canada, Brazil,
 

and Italy. NASA's Operations Control Center at Greenb'elt
 

controls the satellite and operates the programmer that
 

turns the sensors and recorder on and off. Operators of
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stations outside the United States inform NASA when they
 

wish the MSS turned on as Landsat passes within range of 

their stations. A station can receive telemetry from
 

Landsat while the spacecraft is within its line of sight, or 

from an approximate radius of 3,000 kilometers. 
 The surface 

area within each station's line of site receiving area -

the so-called "footprint" of the current Landsats -- is 

therefore about 28 million square kilometers (about 10.8
 

million square miles). 2 6 

Figure 4-10 shows the world wide distribution of 

Landsat receiving stations as of 1982. It is important to 

note that there is not direct coverage for the Yemen Arab
 

Republic as with muoh of Saudi Arabia. Because of this, 

coverage over Yemen is only possible when the satellite tape 

recorders are turned on to record these data that the MSS
 

can collect if the satellite system is turned on. Because 

of tape recorder malfunctions and priority sensing lists, it 

was not possible to collect continuous repetitive coverage 
over Yemen or many other parts of the world. Without the 

complete repetitive coverage over a country it is difficult 

to do a land use change study such as was planned for the 

Yemen projeot. 

The satellite telemetry is acquired at a reception 

station by an antenna dish about 10 meters in diameter and 

2 6 Ibid. 
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is recorded on magnetic (video) tape. The three U.S.
 

stations send their tapes .to the NASA Data Processing
 

Faciliity at Beltsville,,Maryland. Once at Beltsville the 

telemetry undergoes a process of annotation, correction,, and
 

conversion into the particular form of data product 
 film,
 

print, or tape (see Figure 4-11) 
. After the, preprocessing
 

has been completed the NASA Data Processing Facility sends
 

master copies of Landsat imagery - in both black and white 

and color composite forms - and computer compatible tapes 

(CCTs) to the EROS"Data Center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 

for further processing and ultimate distribution to users
 

worldwide.
 

The Yemen project' used the photographic image products. 

These images wer.e reconstituted into photographic form, from
 

computer tapes. 
 The black and white image chips,,-have a
 

scale of 1:3,300,000 but may be optically enlarged
 -to suit
 

individual research needs. 
Most of the land use
 

interpretation work usedI1:1,o00,000,enlargements which were
 

then blown up to 1:250,000 for mapping.
 

4.11 Special Characteristies of Satellite Imagery
 

The unique characteristics of sensing from spaceborn
 

platforms, as opposed to conventional aircraft altitudes are
 

summarized below. 2 7 

1. Synoptic VLiew --'.Landsat "scenes" cover areas 
185
 

2 7 1bid. 
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Figure 4-11: Essential Elements of the Ground Segment of the Earth Resources 
Sensing System. 
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by 185 kilometers in size, at a resolution of 80 
meters. A single scene of such a large view; under
fixed solar illumination and from near 
vertical/othographic perspective, makes it
 
particularly valuable for cartographic purposes and 
for recognizing large-scale geologic features and
 
vegetation patterns difficult to detect by other
 
means.
 
2. Repetitive Coverage -- The repeated coverage every

18 days (or every 9 days since the launch of Landsat 
II in January 1975) of each part of the earth's 
surface provides an unequalled opportunity to 
monitor dynamic phenomena, such as changes in

vegetation cover and hydrology, and requireto 
multidate images needed for more exact 
identification of static resource features.
 

3. Uniformity -- Landsat orbits are synchronous with
the sun; each scene is scanned at approximately 9:30 
a.m. local time throughout the world. The constant 
sun 
angle and uniforly vertical perspective make
 
possible image mosaics on a continental scale and
the overlay of scenes on different dates to permit
accurate comparison. 

In summary, Landsat data alone is not satisfactory for 

all purposes. Data from Landsat can 
provide new insights
 

into solving certain problems because of its particular
 

sensing characteristics. High-resolution aircraft imagery
 

and ground data are 
still essential in the interpretation of 

remotely sensed materials. A multi-level system for data 

collection will provide the optimum combination since the 

package of sensors will collect enough information that will 

be cost-effective. 

Remote sensing from space and high-altitude also offers 

a new and challenging means for developing a quantitative 

perspective of a phenomenon that has spatial 

characteristics. Land use, as evidenced by the 
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relationships to cultural habits, does have a spatial
 

dimension. To understand its relationships in other ways
 

than by standard agricultural census data collection,
 

certain measurements from space can 
be made. An appropriate
 

viewpoint to earth-distributed phenomena is given by
 

Latham 2 8 when he investigates the basic concepts of line

scanning devices (1959) which are now used in the sensors
 

onboard the Landsat satellites. He states:
 

To the geographer, the ability to analyze

complexly distributed phenomena by objectively

measuring the nature of its distribution
 
represents a step forward in the understanding of
 
distribution, and the description of that
 
distribution by readily comparable and 
absolute
 
quantitative terms. Such quantitative values can
 
then be subjected to the vigorous mathematical
 
tools that establish comparisons and contrasts on
 
an objective basis.
 

2 8James P. Latham, Possible Applications of Electronic
 
Scanning and computer Devices to 
the Analysis Uf Georaphic

Phnomena,Technical Report NoT-1-NR 387-023 (Washington,

D.C.: Office of Naval Research, 1969), pp. 24-25, passim.
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5.1 Introduction: A Geographic Perspective
 

Yemen as a nation is relatively small in land area.
 

Relative to its size, however, this country is characterized 

by extremely diverse topography, climatic patterns, soils, 

agricultural patterns and cultural practices. Elevation 

alone varies from sea level to nearly 4,000 meters. Average 

annual rainfall varies from 0 to over 1000 mm in different
 

locations, and three major climatic zones can be encountered 

in less than 100 kilometers of travel from east to west 

(Rathgens, 1956). Other environmental and demographic 

features of Yemen also vary significantly from place to 

place. 

A closer look. at the Yemen terrain further emphasizes 

its diversity. 
Cropped land varies -from large, continuous 

areas encompassing several square kilometers of flat,
 

intensively cultivated fields to narrow man-made terraces of 

less than a hectare in size perched on steep volcanic 
mountainsides. A few major cities expand across broad 

highland plains, and thousands of small villages lie nestled 

throughout the often bare a;nd rocky mountainous terrain. 

Grazing land varies from springfed grassy areas to denuded 

landscapes where lichens on rubble have become useable 

fodder. Between all of these extremes, broad gradients of 

land use types exist. 
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Terrain and land use diversity tends to make the
 

assignments of national-level planning agencies very complex
 

and difficult. In developing land use policy, and, for
 

example, in making decisions on agricultural development,
 

generalization is a "necessary evil"; 
the areas of greatest
 

environmental, economic and social similarity are 

generalized into regions, despite minor dissimilarities
 

between localities. In essence, exact information on an 

infinite number of minor landscape variations is partially
 

sacrificed in order to achieve a comprehensive understanding 

of the region or nation, now seen as a manageable number of
 

well defined subunits.
 

This basic description of the broad-scale planning 

approach bears a striking resemblance to one writer's 

definition of geography: the study of interrelationships of 

phenomena on the earth's surface, and their areal
 

differentiation, to give comprehension of the wdrld 

(Hartshorne in Minshull, 1967). Th* coincidence is not only 

fortunate, but functional; the geographer's perspective 
places the national planner in command of a concise summary 

of the nation's resource statistics. This basic knowledge 

is an essential tool for formulating sound and well-balanced 

land use development plans and policies. 

The primary advantage of the geographic perspective is 

its flexibility in use. Theoretically there is no limit to 

the types of interrelationships among land features that 
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might be used to classify an area. The manner in which 

similar regions of land are identified and differentiated is 

chosen based on the classification's intended use; land 

might be classified on the basis of soil characteristics for 

agricultural planning purposes, for example. Mineral 

resources planning could require a geology-based
 

classification. Water resources planners would need 

information on regions with differing levels of rainfall, 

and also groundwater information. Some other concepts 

useful in classifying the landscape are listed below (after 

Minshull, 1967): 

economic and social structure 

* 	 land occupancy 

* 	demographic factors
 

a generally repetitive pattern of land,
 

water, air, plants, animals and man in 

particular proportions 

a consensus of thought, education,
 

recreation, or other activity 
*characteristic patterns of human adjustment 

to environmental conditions 

5.2 The Geographic Region 

As discussed above, the landscape can be analyzed and 

classified in a number of ways, involving several different 

types of criteria. The process varies not only in the type 

of criteria used, but the degree to which the classification 
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process subdivides the land into smaller units. The first 

step of geographic analysis is the identification of major
 

geographic regions. 

A region is defined as the largest area over which a
 

generalized description of its character remains valid
 

(Minshull, 1967). 
 Regions are not uniform throughout, but 

they contain a sufficient number of similar environmental 

and cultural components to Justify their description as 

single, distinct units. As discussed by Whittlesey (1954), 

regions have a number of attributes, related in the 

following paragraphs. 

A most important feature of the region is that it is 

usually based on several different types of criteria, rather
 

than a single topic. The criteria chosen to distinguish
 

between regions are interrelated in their extent and
 

location. For example, one region may be characterized by
 

low rainfall, low population density, and sparse
 

agricultural productivity whereas another region contains a
 
dense population pattern, in tensive cultivation and high 

rainfall. Certain other parameters, such as political 

subdivisions or geology, might be unrelated to these region 

criteria and are therefore sometimes unsuitable for use in 

differentiating between regions. The region 

characteristics, then, are based only on the synthesis of 

relevant and interrelated landscape traits. These 

collective features define the core of the region concept. 
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After the content of the region has been described, its 

areal extent and boundaries need to be defined. Boundary 

placement is seldom a clear and simple task, because the
 

changes from one geologic, agricultural, climatic, or other 

pattern to another are almost always gradual rather than
 

abrupt. It is the researcher's choice, in many cases, as to 

where along this continuum a boundary can be placed; often 

existing boundaries or easily defined lines, such as 
a 

specific elevation contour, are chosen for region 

boundaries. The overriding requirement is that the criteria 

for boundary selection be logical and clearly explained. 

However, boundaries based on a single criterion are not 

necessarily the most suitable for regions with multiple 

features of importance. 

Boundary delineation is even more complicated when 

multiple region characteristics are considered. According 

to the example given earlier, rainfall, population density, 

and agricultural productivity were noted as major parameters 
for defining two regions; logical boundaries based on any 

one of these three parameters might be used to separate 

these neighboring regions, but the boundaries formed for 

each criterion are not likely to match one another exactly. 

In response, Whittlesey (1954) states that a final, exact 

synthesis of all boundary criteria neither in realityoccurs 

nor is necessary for region delineation. Therefore, a 

satisfactory regional delineation can be achieved by 

reference to topography in one location, a population 
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concentration in another, a change in elevation or 
farming
 

practices in another, and so on. Other geographers as well
 

perceive the geographic region as a composite, a sum total
 

of many single factors (Hartshorne, 1959).
 

5.3 Geogr aphic Regions of the Yemen Arab Republic
 

The land use and the physical environment of Yemen
 

occur in patterns that are suggestive of a few distinct
 

geographic regions. Within each region, not only are
 

physical and cultural features generally similar, but there
 

also exists a "regional consciousness" among the Yemeni
 

people. The differences between the Tihamah Coastal Plain
 

lifestyle, the highland social and agricultural practices,
 

and the livestock-dependent nomads of the east are easily
 

perceived and account for a strong regional identity.
 

Different numbers of geographic regions in Yemen might be
 

identified, depending upon the intended purpose of the
 

region identification. Regional geographic divisions of
 

Yemen have included discussions of ten or more regions
 

(Steffen, 1978). From the standpoint of land use as the
 

most significant topic for region identification, four
 

regions are clearly evident: the Tihamah Coastal Plain, the
 

Western Highlands, the Central Highlands, and the Eastern
 

Plateau.
 

The Tihamah Coastal Plain is a distinctive and most
 

easily identifiable geographic region. Its flat terrain and
 

unconsolidated soils contrast sharply with rugged
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mountainous terrain the The plainto east. coastal climate 

is tropical, and crop types and planting practices reflect 

this fact. Many Tihamah inhabitants show signs of African 

ancestry, unlike the more characteristically Asian people of 

the geographic regions to the east.
 

The Western Highlands border the Tihamah in a distinct
 

boundary, in many places rising up rapidly from the flat 

sandy plains in a rugged series of high peaks. Above 1500 

meters elevation, cooler temperatures trigger the release of 

rainfall carried in as moisture by the Red Sea breezes. The 

primary land use in this region is cultivation in terraces, 

throughout which small villages are scattered. Terrace
 

complexes are most intensively developed in the high 

rainfall areas of the mid to southern portion of the region. 

The Central Highlands region, like the Western 

Highlands, consists of mountainous terrain in which 

subsistence agriculture is the most prevalent lifestyle. 

The most distinctive difference is the generally lower
 
rainfall level, and the occurrence of several cultivated. 

highland plains, which are of high productivity. Terracing 

of steep slopes is less frequently encountered than in the 

Western Highlands, and the valleys, loess pockets, and 

plains bear a larger proportion of the region's cultivated 

land than any other landscape situation. 

The Eastern Plateau, like the Tihamah, shares an abrupt 

and distinct boundary with the highlands. Mountain wadis 
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flood the region's sands with potential irrigation water, as
 

in the Tihamah, but the climate is unpredictable and
 

rainfall is too infrequent to equal the coastal plain's high
 

degree of agricultural development. The relatively small
 

population of this region includes,subsistence farmers,
 

Bedouins with small herds, and persons whose lifestyles
 

combine these activities.
 

The above descriptions of these ?our regions of the
 

Yemen Arab Republic are an extremely brief summary of their
 

characteristics. A later section of this report will cover
 

regional characteristics in greater depth, in conjunction
 

with the classification element descriptions for land use
 

categories found in each region. 'A region/element 

classification method has been adopted in this project, and
 

hence each region contains its own land use classification
 

subset.
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6.1 Introduction
 

The creation of a land use classification and inventory 

is a complex task. Future inventory users have numerous 

expectations which must guide the classification design. 

Available information sources may be just as varied in 

content and quality as user requests. A land use inventory
 

process must consolidate these multifaceted inputs, and
 

produce a study uniquely tailored to fulfill resource
 

planning and development informational needs. The division 

of land area into land use types, or classification units, 

is performed with three objectives in mind. The first is 

accuracy; two locations classified in the same manner should
 

logically have the 
same kinds of landscape features within
 

their boundaries, Second, a classification and inventory 

process must be repeatable, and should yield similar
 

findings if repeated. Finally, a classification is designed
 

specifically for the intended users 
of the inventory, in the 

most practical, understandable and functional manner. 

Ironically, these three needs sometimes conflict. The 

most accurate and repeatable classification design might be 

the least functional, while the most user-oriented and 

practical classification might have an unacceptable level of 

accuracy. The simplest and most accurate classification 

would have one unit -- "planet earth." This would be 100% 

accurate, but entirely useless. A very desirable but 

complex classification, identifying numerous types of urban 
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features, dozens of crop species, rangeland vegetation
 

types, and countless other features, would be very 

functional but usually not attainable through interpretation
 

from remotely sensed imagery. 

It is evident that the classification process is
 

unlimited in its variety of possible forms. The challenge 

presented in an inventory is to satisfy each of the 

parameters discussed above. 

Two technical approaches to classification.development 

are recognized (Sabins, 1973), and these are called 

supervised and unsupervised classification. Though Sabins' 

descriptions are primarily characteristic'of computer 

applications in remote sensing, the concepts 
are also
 

analogous to the manual methods of the Yemen project. 
 The
 

distinction between supervised an.d unsupervised
 

classification, according to. Sabins (p. 265), 
is as follows:
 

"1. Supervised classification uses independent
 

information to establish classification categories 
.. .The independent information may be 

knowledge of the location of areas within the 

image that typify each of the desired 

classification categories. Such localities are 

known as training areas . .• Supervised 

classification is the.most widely used of the two 

classification schemes." 
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"2. Unsupervised classification uses only the
 

statistical properties of the image data as a 

basis for classification. The computer alone 

defines the classification categories. This 

method is potentially useful for classifying 

images where the analyst has no independent 

information about the scene." 

The Land Use Inventory of the Yemen Arab Republic is 
based on a supervised classification approach. As specified 

in the research contract (A.I.D. NE-C-1665, 1980), a land 

use map showing a limited number of land utilization types, 

which can be recognized on Landsat imagery, has been 

prepared. Satellite imagery was used as primarythe 


information source, though other backup information (such 
 as 

aerial photography) played a-secondary role (see Figure
 

6-1). The use of several supplementary information sources 

enabled the production of an eighteen element, level two' 

land use classification that has exceeded the level one 

classification requirements specified in the contract. The 
additional classification categories were developed with the 

aim of combining highest accuracy levels with the most 

functional and useful classification type, yielding a more 

refined product for use in strengthening the agricultural 

*planning and development capabilities of the Yemen Arab 

Republic' s Government. 

The following represent series briefsections a of 
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summaries of major information sources used in the land use
 

inventory. 
These accounts summarize the type of information
 

used, and the manner in which the source affected the
 
inventory and classification process overall. Together
 

these summaries present an overview of project materials and
 
methods, with more detailed accounts of methodology later in
 

this report.
 

6.2 Satellite Imagery
 

As specified in the Project 279-0042 contract, the
 

Yemen Land Use Inventory was derived from satellite imagery
 

as the primary information source. 
 As will be detailed in
 

the classification development section of this report, three
 

forms of satellite imagery were tested for use. 
 These were
 
the black and white transparencies from the return beam
 

vidicon (RBV) system, black and white positive and negative
 

transparencies from single bands of the Multispectral
 

Scanner (MSS), and false color infrared composite
 

transparencies fr.om the MSS.
 

Of these three potential sources, all'were similarly
 

tested for suitability for land use analysis and
 

classification. 
 One, the false color infrared composite,
 

was judged most suitable for use. The single band and RBV
 

sources, though suitable for finding basic information, in
 
this case provided nothing that was not detected with color
 

composite imagery.
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The final Landsat interpretation and mapping process
 

involved manual preparation of photographically enhanced
 

false color infrared transparencies from bands 4, 5, and 7 

of the MSS, at a scale of 1:1,000,000. Each transparency 

was projected to a scale of 1:250,000, at which the analysis 

and mapping were performed. 

6.3 Aerial Photography 

Aerial photographic coverage of the Yemen Arab Republic 

was a critically important element of the inventory 

reference materials. The photo flights from two separate 

time periods were consulted during the development of the 

classification, Landsat interpretation methodology, 

statistical sampling, training and technology transfer, and
 

other components of the land use inventory. The value of 

the aerial photographic coverage to this project was second 

only to the satellite imagery itself, which was the primary 

land use information source. Detailed descriptions of 

aerial photo use will appear throughout the project report;
 
the main applications are summarized here. 

Aerial coverage was obtained during 1973 and 1980. The 

February 1973 flight, by the British Royal Air Force, 

obtained complete stereo coverage of the country with the 

standard 60% overlap and 30% sidelap. Scale has been 

estimated at 1:60,000 (Steffen, 1978) but scale variation is 

noticeably present and the actual measured scale ranges 

between 1:60,000 and 1:70,000 (Resource Information 
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Laboratory, 1982).
 

Prints (23 x 23 cm) were obtained at the Yemen Ministry
 

of Works office. Initially, a systematic photo sample with
 

a random starting point was purchased to assist early land
 

use analysis efforts. Photo triplets, centered on every
 

tenth airphoto in each flight line, were obtained. More
 

intensive photo coverage was purchased at a later data to
 

supplement the data available for highland agricultural
 

analysis and other areas of particular interest. A total of
 

approximately 200 airphotos with full stereo coverage was
 

eventually accumulated from the 1973 flight.
 

A second, more recent flight occurred during October
 

and .November of 1980 (YEMEN DOS CONTRACT 187). 
 The coverage
 

was limited to the northern half of the country, which
 

unfortunatelyJleft~imany important agricultural regions
 

undocumented. 
 A systematic sample of stereopairs 'was
 

selected from the 1980 flight. 
 Every tenth stereopair from
 

every third flight line was selected.
 

The photo samples from both flights served a number of
 
purposes during the land use inventory. To facilitate and
 

speed up reference to the airphotos, they were located,
 

plotted, and labelled on the working copies of the British
 

Topographic Map Series. 
In this manner, the 1:60,000 scale
 

airphotos were geographically referenced to the inventory
 

maps, and their 
area of coverage was reduced and transposed
 

to the working project scale of 1:250,000 (Figure 6-2).
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Figure 6-2: Use of air photos as a supplementary information
 
source. Photo locations were first plotted on the topographic
 
map (top), and analyzed for land use patterns, which were then
 
correlated with the colors, spatial and textural patterns on
 
the Landsat image of the same locale. 
This and other supplement
ary information sources were used in designing the Landsat inter
pretation methodology. The final land use map for this location is
 
pictured above.
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The plotted photo locations represented sites with an
 

unusually useful variety of in-house land 
use information,
 

containing full stereo airphoto coverage, land 
use from the
 

topographic series, and satellite imagery. The high
 

resolution, larger scale aerial photos were analyzed
 

systematically for land use patterns that correlated well
 

with the spectral and spatial parameters of the satellite
 

imagery. Where a correlation was observed repeatedly, that
 

information was incorporated into the refinement of the land
 

use classification and satellite interpretation procedures.
 

The air photo locations, used in this manner, functioned as
 

"training areas" (Sabins, 1978) for developing the entire
 

Landsat analysis methodology.
 

The 1973 aerial photographs were also used in two forms
 

of statistical map accuracy sampling. Using a stratified
 

random approach for sample selection, twenty-eight photo
 

sites were chosen to represent the four geographic regions,
 

and various land uses of Yemen. Land use interpretations
 

within the sample photo locations were systematically
 

correlated with each airphoto to determine a percent
 

accuracy figure for the land use maps derived from satellite
 

imagery and the land use categories on the British
 

Topographic Series.
 

During the 1981-82 academic year, two members of the
 

Yemen Ministry of Agriculture received special coursework
 

and training at Cornell University. As explained later in
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the report, several technology transfer sessions were held
 

for them at the Resource Information Laboratory. A
 

significant part of these sessions involved the- fundamentals
 

of aerial photo interpretation. The 1973 and 1980 flight
 

coverage was 
used in special training activities. After the
 

completion of final land use mapping, the aerial photo
 

coverage functioned as a primary tool in establishing the
 

classification element descriptions. 
The aerial photographs
 

were examined for characteristics of each land use type that
 

were not documented from other sources but could be analyzed
 

and described in writing clearly. These features included
 

topographic and spatial patterns, drainage, and other
 

parameters. Another important activity involved testing
 

each agricultural land use category for the average percent
 

of cropland as indicated on several air photo samples. A
 

detailed explanation of this methodology appears in the
 

coming text.
 

With two separate years of photographic coverage, land
 

use change interpretation through airphoto analysis would
 

appear possible and promising. Change analysis with aerial
 

photography, however, 
was limited to a few demonstration
 

sites for which 1973 and 1980 photos were available. These
 

were restricted to the northern half of the country, which
 

precluded serious consideration of detailed land use change
 

analysis for major agricultural sectors in the south. The
 

change analysis procedure and the role of airphotos are also
 

detailed in upcoming pages.
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6.4 Field Investigation
 

Remotely sensed land inventories require collection of 

ground truth information, to verify in the field whether 

interpretations are proceeding correctly. 
 Field 

verification of 100% of the terrain would be most useful, 

though this opportunity seldom exists for reasons of limited 

time, money, and accessibility. The best alternative in 

most cases is systematic and thorough observation of
 

representative samples of the landscape. The information 

thus gathered exemplifies the environmental and cultural 

characteristics in other, less accessible areas of similar
 

nature.
 

The opportunity to travel the entire countryside ina 

highly detailed field analysis of land use did not exist
 

during the course of the land use inventory. Largely this
 

was due to the relatively inaccessible nature of many parts 

of Yemen. Topography was in most cases extremely rugged, 
and roads were limited in quality and extent. The time 

needed to travel and study this type of terrain posed 

another constraint. 

*Despite these limitations, the need for gathering 

ground truth information remained indispensible to the land 

use classification development and map accuracy 

verification. Based on preliminaryvobservations of regional 

land use patterns in Yemen, a system of baseline field check 
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points was established, representing a range of land use
 

types. Field stops were chosen according to several
 

criteria. Reliable and consistent accessibility was a,
 

primary need; most checkpoints for this reason were located
 

along the major paved highways. Vantage points from which
 

the-greatest amount of surrounding land use could be 

observed were used 
as field stops whenever possible. A
 

third criterion required the ability to locate the field
 

check point exactly on the topographic map, the air photos,
 

and the satellite imagery, and to return to the same spot
 

repeatedly if necessary. Finally, the entire system of
 

field check points needed to represent a comprehensive
 

sample of all major land use types in Yemen.
 

Forty field check locations were established throughout
 

the country for use in the land use inventory. These were
 

marked distinctly on a set of 1:250,000 scale topographic
 

maps used for field activities. The field stops were
 

observed in different seasons during three separate years,
 

as part of several temporary duty assignments of two to four
 

weeks duration.
 

Recorded observations for each field stop were
 

standardized, and included location, physical features, 

natural vegetation, agriculture- and demographic
 

characteristics. Figure 6-3 is the field data form used to
 

record site information. 
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FIELD INVENTORY SHEET
 
(guidelines for commentary on the field check sites)
 

LOCATION.: 	 Stop number
 

Province
 

Road Name 
Recognizable landmarks, and in what direction
 

PHYSICAL FUETURES: General type of terrain
 

Prominent landforms
 

- size
 
- distance away
 
- direction
 

Geology
 

- rock type evident
 
evident landform origin
 

* comments 
Soils
 

. general appearance 
- color 
- texture 
- extent or variability 
- depth, if possible 

KATURAL VEGETATION: 	Association with landforns
 

I ground cover 

"I broadleafed herbs 
I shrubst 

- % trees 

General characteristics of dominant plants 

Local names, if known 

Any use
 

AGRICULTURE: Appearance
 
- t of land area in use
 
- association with landforms
 
- size of plots
 

Composition
 

- type and amount of crou* 
- spacing of crops 
- maturity of crops 
condition of crops 
I of fallow fields, and reason why 

Methods
 

- means of cultivation 
- terracing, height, and width, orientation 

I area terraced 
. degradations/degree of 

irrigation, I of area 
- well, spate 

Livestock 
- amount 
-type 
• apparent condition
 

how fed or grazed
 

PEOPLE: 	 Population density in general 

Type of dwellings, distribution pattern 

Relation of dwellings to landforms and agriculture 

Conents 

Figure 6-3 : Field inventory sheet for gathering ground truth 
Data
information for use in the Yemen Land Use Inventory. 


from a system of forty field check stations were gathered from
 
repeated observation during a three year period, then used in
 
developing satellite interpretation methodology and land use
 
classification element descriptions.
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In addition to the systematically chosen and observed
 

field check sites, general observations,were also made and
 

recorded throughout all on- and off- road- travels throughout 

the project. Major roads presented an.opportunity to view 

cross-sections through areas that differed widely in
 

agricultural practice, geology, soils, elevation,,and
 

climate; this enabled more detailed knowledge of the nature
 

and extent of land 
use types and the transitions between
 

neighboring land use classes. 
TDY assignments in Yemen were
 

designed to maximize field study opportunities covering the
 

field stops and a number of peripheral roads. An
 

illustration of an 
eight day travel plan from the January,
 

1982 TDY is given in Figure 6-4.
 

In the second half of the land use inventory, field
 

activities were shifted in emphasis from information
 

gathering to map accuracy verification. Land use
 

interpretation maps from Landsat imagery were carried in
 

field travels with the accompanying topographic map
 

sections. The itinerary was prearranged before each TDY,
 

and the mapped route of travel was arranged in consecutive
 

pages of a field notebook (Figure 6-5). Odometer mileage
 

readings were recorded periodically on the topographic map
 

pages, as a reference for written observations and their
 

locations. Land use map features that appeared 
incorrect in
 

the field were modified from ground observation. Field
 

modifications were later used to reclassify and improve the
 

land use maps.
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In 3ummary, field investigations were a supplementary
 

intormation source of primary importance in the development
 

of a successful and accurate land 
use map product, and
 

fulfilled the following essential functions:
 

1. Develop familiarity with land use practices
 

in greater detail than would be possible
 

through remote sensing alone;
 

2. Use knowledge of the Yemen landscape to
 

develop a logical land use classification,
 

understandable on ground level and detectable
 

from satellite imagery;
 

3. Develop a nationwide network of systematic
 

observation points, from which repeated
 

analyses of land use would be made;
 

4. Field check and verify preliminary map
 

accuracy;
 

5. Develop suggested modifications of land use
 

classification and mapping methodology, and
 

use these to improve map quality;
 
6. Gather information for a unique and
 

characteristic detailed description of each
 

classification unit;"
 

7. Accumulate a backlog of photographs
 

representing the land use of Yemen in
 

different geographic regions, different times
 

of the year, and under changing circumstances
 

of use;
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Figure 6-5 : A section of the field notebook used for map accuracy
 
verification, showing the topographic map with odometer mileage

marked (right) and the land use map (left) for the same area. Check
marks and accompanying field notes indicate map accuracy.
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8. 	 Because of the "temporary duty" approach to 
-field investigation, allow time to use United
 

States-based research, technical and
 

reference facilities for maximum quality 

improvements of project materials between 

trips; and 

9. 	 Perform a final reconnaissance of the Yemen 

Arab Republic to evaluate the final land use 

maps and classification description. 

10. 	 Present final project materials to the Yemen 

Ministry of Agriculture and instruct MOA 

members in a technology transfer workshop held 

in 	Yemen in May 1983.
 

6.5 Ground Photography
 

In 	 a land use inventory, different types of 	land use 
need to be well documented during the course 
of study and in 
the final classification description. Supplementing the
 

written and mapped data accumulated during this project was 

a photographic record of land use practices in the Yemen 
Arab Republic. 

Each field travel plan included camera coverage of the 

areas travelled, when time allowed. The major geographic 

regions were documented photographically, as 	 were many 
different agriculturaj practices, crop varieties, landforms, 

types of dwellings, and other characteristic features. A 
selection of photographs that are exemplary of each land use 
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classification element has been assembled as 
a part of land
 

use inventory training and informational display activities, 

as well as part of the classification description presented 

in the coming pages. 

6.6 British Topographic Ma Series 

A series of topographic maps entitled The Yemen Arab 

Republic and Surrounding Areas was used as a field and
 

laboratory reference throughout the land use inventory. 

These maps were published in 1974 by the Director of 

Military Surveys, British Ministry of Defense, United 

Kingdom. The stated purpose of developing this map series 

was to provide assistance in the planning of development 

projects in Yemen. The maps are referred to as the "British 

Topographic Series" throughout this report. 

The British Royal Air Force obtained full stereo,
 

panchromatic aerial photographic coverage of the Yemen Arab
 

Republic in February, 1973. The scale was approximately 

1:65,000. Airphoto analysis based on the 1973 flight 
provided the primary land use and topographic information, 

and in addition, supplementary cartographic and geographic 

sources were used. 

A wide range of geographic information is represented 

on each map sheet. The topography of Yemen appears in 100 

meter contour intervals, and elevation tints are added to 

aid perception of relief. A simple land use classification, 
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including level and terraced cultivation, woods, scrub,
 

populated places, roads, and wadis, is superimposed upon the
 

topographic features. 
 Town and city names are given as well
 

as tribal territory names, and all major mountain peaks,
 

wadis and other physical features are labelled.
 

Latitude/Longitude and UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator)
 

grids appear on each sheet for geographic referencing usage.
 

The entire Yemen Arab Republic is represented on eight
 

sheets, as indicated in Figure 6-6.
 

The topographic maps have been used in the Land Use
 

Inventory of the Yemen Arab Republic to fulfill several
 

needs. Because they are available at a scale of 1:250,000,
 

they have been used as base maps for the land use overlays
 

(see a more detailed explanation of the base map/overlay
 

system under "Mapping Methodology"). In addition, the
 
British Topographic Series supplied backup data on land use
 

type, location and extent, used as a cross-check during
 

classification development and early Landsat mapping
 

efforts.
 

The land use data functioned only as a secondary
 

information source for several reasons; primarily, it 
was
 

more generalized and less recent than the satellite-based
 

land use mapping planned for this project. The map accuracy
 

level and land use statistics were determined through
 

accuracy sampling and data takeoff and aggregation. A
 

stratified random sample of the topographic map's land use
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patterns, compared to the 1973 airphotos, appeared to be
 

about 88 %accurate and usually erred in overrepresentation 

of agricultural lands. A data takeoff analysis of the
 

mapped land use patterns indicated 2.667 million hectares of
 

-cultivated land, whereas other recent studies and 
censuses
 

have estimated one to two million hectares.
 

6.7 Geology
 

As a supplementary information source, the geology of
 

the Yemen Arab Republic served two main functions.
 

Initially, the geologic map was the primary source 
for
 

determining the geographic regions used in this study, and
 

the delineation of regional boundaries was based on
 

distinctly separable regional geologic features. 
The
 

secondary use of geologic information was in land use
 

classification development and land use analysis.
 

Yemen's geology is highly complex and varied. The
 

geologic substrate in some parts 'of the nation has proved 
a
 

suitable parent material for the development of fertile and
 

arable soils. In many other regions the absence or
 

infrequency of cultivated lands is directly attributable to
 

unsuitp'-le geologic conditions. Precambrian shield,
 

sandstone areas, and the dune fields of the coastal plain
 

are examples of geologic types that are not generally
 

associated with agricultural use. Loess plains, weathered
 

volcanics and wadi alluvium are more favorable geologic
 

types for agricultural development (Dept. of Agronomy,
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1981). The regional patterns of geology, then, can be
 

correlated with regional trends in land use.
 

As a source of regional geologic patterns, the United
 

States Geological Survey's "Geologic Map of the Yemen Arab
 

Republic" (Grolier and Overstreet, 1978) was a useful
 

reference during classification development and geographic
 

region delineation. The map includes general geologic units
 

drafted and color coded upon a 1:500,000 scale digital
 

Landsat mosaic. Geologic age and soil-related factors for
 

each map unit are described in the legend.
 

6.8 Soils Information
 

The type and distribution of soils is of primary
 

significance in analyzing land use 
patterns. A
 

comprehensive soil survey of the Yemen Arab Republic,
 

however, was not yet available at the time of land use
 

classification development and mapping. 
 In conjunction with
 

the Land Use Inventory, a soil survey of-Yemen was prepared
 

by a research team from Cornell's Department of Agronomy.
 

Soils information for parts of Yemen was made available as
 

accumulated during the course of the project.
 

Studies by the British Ministry of Overseas Development
 

yielded localized soils information on their Wadi Rima and
 
Montane Plains project areas (Williams 1979, Acres 1978).
 
As these sites were considered representative of some of the
 

most agriculturally significant landform types in the
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country, the soils, geology and land use information therein 

was useful in developing some of the land use/landform 

concepts of this project's land use classification. 

6.9 Population Distribution Maps
 

Recent studies and maps of population distribution in
 

the Yemen Arab Republic were available for reference during
 

the land use inventory (Nyrop 1977, Steffen 1978, Cohen and
 

Lewis 1979, MEAR 1979, 1980). Familiarity with Yemen's
 

population patterns aided the detection of major regions of 

cultivated land during the early phases of land use 

classification development and mapping. The major source of 

mapped population information was a 1:500,000 scale map 

entitled, "Population Distribution, Administrative Divisions 

and Land Use", published as part of the Final Report of the
 

Swiss Airphoto Interpretation Team in 1978. The 1975
 

Population and Housing Census yielded the data from which
 

this map was prcduced.
 

In a society that is heavily reliant on subsistence 

agriculture, most of the population is clustered near 
the
 

productive agricultural land. Over half of Yemen's
 

population is conoentrated in one eighth of the land area
 

(where agriculture is most prosperous); less than five
 

percent of the population inhabits the extensive barren
 

regions of the north and east, which represent over half of
 

the nation's land (Steffen 1978). Noting a close
 

correlation between population density and cultivated land,
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the Resource Information Laboratory used population
 

distribution information to 'estimate the general accuracy of
 

early land use mapping efforts.
 

It was first necessary to produce a set of-population
 

distribution maps at 1:250,000 scale, the working scale of
 

the project, to execute this correlation. Working maps of
 

population distribution and land 
use were compared, and any
 

regions that did not show the expected relationship of
 

agricultural and population density were marked for
 

reexamination.
 

The working maps of population distribution wre drafted 

in final form at a scale of 1:250,000 Lnd added to the
 

geographic informational products of this study (in Volume
 

III). A data takeoff analysis, similar to that performed
 

upon the British Topographic Series and the currently
 

produced Landsat Land Use Inventory maps, was also used 
to
 

aggregate and file population density information based on
 

each 100 km cell of the UTM grid system.
 

6.10 Literature
 

The use of existing literature in developing the Yemen
 

land use classification provided backup information that in
 

many cases would not have been available in mapped or
 

photographic form.' 
Reference literature was consulted for
 

information on cropland and rangeland practices, climate,
 

soils, and 
numerous other topics, in developing a well
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rounded geographical and cultural perspective of the Yemen
 

Arab Republic.
 

The reference literature ranges from historical
 

accounts by European explorers, to recent international
 

development project reports and technical papers. 
 A
 

complete bibliography of the references used in the land use
 

inventory appears at the end of this text.
 

6.11 Personal Communication
 

The Yemen Arab Republic is a rapidly developing nation,
 

but yet many aspects of its recent developmental history,
 

climate, and agricultural patterns are incompletely
 

documented. 
 The history of land use development and change,
 

and the chronology of environmental change, are fundamental
 

to a thorough understanding of regional land use 
patterns.
 

Without written records to consult, this information was
 

often sought from individuals with considerable experience
 

in Yemen. Because verbal accounts were not taken as
 

definitive information, personal communications served only
 
to guide the development of the land use classification
 

rather than to .ahange or modify it in any way. The
 

subjective t.mpressions thus learned were nevertheless a
 

helpful beginning in land use 
analysis and categorization.
 

Many organizations and individuals deserve thanks for
 

their assistance in providing verbal accounts related to
 

gricultural practices, climatic history, and other important
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topics. In many cases the informational content and
 

specificity exceeded that available from ny -other source. 

The Yemen Ministry of Agriculture ,was most helpful in
 

providing detailed land use information, as was the Central
 

Planning Organization.. The USAID,Mission staff in Sana
 

additionally lent considerable assistance. 
Foreign aid
 

programs from other ,countries, notably Great Britain and
 

Switzerland, lent cooperative aiasi"stance throughout the
 

project. Finally, the good will 
)nd willing participation
 

of Yemeni citizens throughout the country often helped to
 

make field investigations very fruitful and highly
 

informative. 

6.12 Land Use Classification Theory
 

In addition to the information source'materials 

discussed here, the Resource Information Laboratory has
 

drawn upon its own 
experience with the development of modern
 

classification theory to prepare a practical and useful land
 

use classification. This approach emphasizes, first of all,
 

classifying land in a method that is reasonably accurate and
 

repeatable; furthermore the classification must be
 

functional, and tailored to. be used for a specific purpose. 

Land use classifications are characterized by a number
 

of features (Hardy, 1979). 
 First of all, one hundred
 

percent of the land 
area under study is represented in the
 

classification. 
Each element or land use classification is
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unique; if a certain portion of land fits into one
 

classification element description, it cannot also be
 

classified as another. Therefore there is 
no overlap
 

between land use types in a classification. The contents of
 

each classification element are thoroughly described in 
a
 

comprehensive classification description.
 

These conditions describe an ideal situation, for any
 

land use classification is seldom one hundred percent
 

accurate. Realistically speaking, the inaccuracies within
 

each land use class, called inclusions, are just as
 

important to recognize as the classification element's most
 

characteristic features.
 

Land use categories are seldom without two types of
 

inclusions. One form is an inaccuracy that is too small in
 

area to be detected through the remotely sensed imagery
 

being used; an example is the 
same bare land or rock outcrop
 

areas that sometimes appear among cultivated fields. The
 

bare land is technically not cropland, but the limited
 

resolution of satellite imagery cannot detect it and it is
 

generalized into the agricultural category. Similar
 

inclusions occur when a different form of land use may be
 

detectable, but is 
too small to map and label; based on
 

these limitations, the'minimum map unit drawn in 
this
 

project was 25 hectares, or about 2 x 2 millimeters on a
 

1:250,000 scale map.
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Another form of inclusion results from the transitions
 

between neighboring land use types. Boundaries in a land
 

use map are convenient but unrealistic, because seldom does
 

land use change abruptly. Heavily cultivated land use does
 

not often adjoin totally bare land without a more gradual
 

zone of change between the two-extremes. But because a
 

boundary must be drawn, the bare land use class will contain
 

a small portion of agriculture and the."agricultural" class
 

will include bare land areas, especially near the boundary.
 

Agricultural land use patterns in Yemen are extremely
 

complex. Fields are small in most cases, and inclusions due
 

to size are unavoidable in the Yemen land use
 

classification. Frequent fields, variable cropping seasons,
 

and occasional drought add to this complexity, with the end
 

result of noticeably different agricultural land use
 

patterns from year to year.
 

The practical effect of these variable circumstances is 

that direct mapping of land use at a particular point in 

time -- delineating only those fields that are actively in 

use -- gives a limited and therefore inaccurate picture of 

total agricultural land use in the Yemen Arab Republic. 

Direct land use mapping in any single year and season 

overlooks cropland that is inactive (fallow or abandoned) at
 

that time. The direct mapping approach is also prone to
 

variable amounts of agriculture due to different yearly
 

levels of rainfall. Land use mapped in May 1979, for
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example, is not necessarily the 
same as land use would be
 

mapped in 1978 or 1980, or even September of the same year.
 

Essentially, a land Mse map thus generated would be accurate
 

for a certain point 'in time, but not fully representative of
 

Yemen's land use overall.
 

A more accurately representative picture of Yemen's
 

land use is obtained through compositing of images from
 

different years and seasons, and also through surrogate land
 

use classification and mapping. 
 Compositing is accomplished
 

through mapping land use 
from one image, then projecting
 

another image from a different season or year onto the first
 

map, adding the cropland areas to the map that were shown as
 

inactive on the previous image. 
 In this manner, the maximum 

amount of actual active cropland, which may occur at any of 

these different times of the year, can be composited. The
 

process is described in greater detail under "Mapping
 

Methodology,'.
 

Surrogate classification and mapping is a method of
 

land use interpretation in which a certain land use 
is not
 

directly visible on 
the imagery, but can nonetheless be
 

reliably mapped because other landscape features closely
 

related to that land use 
type are detectable. Because any
 

classification based on remote sensing infers the presence
 

of features tuat are not distinctly visible in all cases
 

(Anderson, Hardy, Roach and Witmer, 1974), 
the surrogate or
 

inferential approach is commonplace.
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In a discussion of criteria for evaluating land use
 

classifications, Anderson (1971) specifies that the
 

classification should permit the use of vegetation
 

covertypes and other landscape information, to be used as
 

surrogates for activity-oriented categories whenever
 

possible. In the Yemen land use inventory, topography,
 

geology, soils, population, and other information sources
 

acted in a significant supporting role as surrogates during
 

classification development. Their use has enhanced the
 

accuracy and applicability of the land use map series and
 

statistics.
 

Use of surrogate information sources in land use
 

mapping could conceivably be viewed as a departure from the
 

maximally objective (and presumably most accurate) direct
 

mapping approach. On the contrary, land use patterns and
 

practices are sometimes poorly represented or wholly
 

undetected by the direct analysis and mapping process. For
 

example, a temporarily fallow field in Yemen shows no direct
 

evidence of agricultural land use, and by the direct
 

analysis method, must be mapped as barren land. In regions
 

where average annual fallow equals up to 40 % of total
 

cropland, the underrepresentation of agricultural land would
 

be considerable.
 

In contrast., the surrogate approach would use
 

topography, geology, field investigations and other
 

supplementary sources to establish boundaries around the
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general zone of agricultural productivity. Total amounts of
 

actual active cropland within these boundaries are
 

determined through detailed airphoto analysis and
 

statistical sampling. 
 The sample results are extrapolated
 

to represent the entire area within the general boundaries
 

drawn.
 

In the case of the Yemen land use inventory, early
 

efforts at direct mapping (without surrogate sources) did
 

not accomplish desired levels of accuracy. 
For example,
 

direct mapping indicated less than 30 % active agriculture 

in the Ma'bar plains vicinity, as detected during one season
 

of one year. The remaining 70 % showed no sign of
 

agriculture, though field visits and other 
sources had
 

indicated considerable amounts of cultivated land. The
 

revised, surrogate classification set boundaries on the
 

cultivated highland plains area as a single classification 

unit and sampled its agricultural content, yielding a
 

revised estimate in the vicinity of 70 % cropland.
 

In other parts of Yemen, classification elements have
 

been derived in a similar manner. Landscape units, or
 

landforms, are identified and correlated with the type and
 

amount of land uses that occur consistently within them. An
 

added benfit of the surrogate, landform-based approach to
 

-classification is the separation of Yemen's agriculture into
 

different geographical units. Each agricultural type has'
 

unique suitabilities for use, different crops, different
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potentials for production, and hence different planning
 

requirements. The division of Yemen's cropland into several
 

distinct landform types effectively delineates a set of
 

potential agricultural planning units. A classification
 

that recognizes the unique characteristics and planning
 

needs of these units is likely to be more functional in
 

national agricultural planning than a classification that
 

identifies Tihamah Wadi cropland, highland terraces,
 

cultivated highland plains, and eastern plateau fields all
 

merely as "agriculture".
 

In summary, the Yemen Land Use Inventory combines field
 

investigation, satellite interpretation and supplementary
 

source correlation to yield an eighteen element national
 

land use classification. Classification elements 
are based
 

on landforms as well as the dominant form of land use, and
 

therefore are described 
on the basis of their physical
 

environment and the percent of agriculture they contain.
 

Land use statistics generated from map analysis include the
 

total 
area of each land use class and, for agricultural
 

classes, the total area of cuitivated land within the
 

category.
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7.1 Introduction
 

The production of a land use classification and map
 

series encompasses three processes. Classification
 

development is the focal point of these three, being the
 

theoretical basis for the land use inventory. 
The intricate
 

process of satellite image analysis links together the
 

theoretical land use classification with the physical
 

landscape as viewed from Landsat. 
 The third component of
 

the project methodology is mapping technique, which
 

consolidates the physical evidence of satellite imagery and
 

the theoretical structure of classification to produce a
 

practical, user-oriented map of land use in Yemen. These
 

three processes begin separately, merge as the inventory.
 

progresses, and then separate again to yield three basic
 

products (see Figure 7-1).
 

This report section details the project methodology
 

used in the Yemem Land Use Inventory. The steps involved in
 

classification development, satellite image analysis, and
 

mapping technique are discussed as they were performed in
 

chronological order. The actual products of the land use
 

inventory, including maps,, classification description, and
 

others, will',be presented in stasequent sections.
 



INPUT
 

MOVING
CLASSIFICTION 
DEVELOPMEN 

MT111INS SATELLITE 
ANALYSIS 

PROCESS
 

MAN F INTIERREATION 

OUTPUT.
 
Figure 7-1: A simplified schematic of the Yemen Land Use
Inventory project. 
 The simultaneous coordination of ma
ping, satellite image analysis, and classification development generated main products including maps, a satellite
interpretation methodology, and a classification descrip
tion.
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7.2 The Base Map/Overlay Method of Mapping
 

The Yemen land use maps were planned for production by
 

the base map/overlay system, because of this mapping
 

system's clarity and adaptability to a wide range of map
 

uses. 
 Presented' below is background information on the base
 

map/overlay method and thez:reasons behind its choice for
 

this inventory.
 

Maps are useful not only because they contain a great
 

deal of important information, but also because they do not
 

contain large amounts of irrelevant information.
 

Significant terrain features --
the roads, cities, and
 

waterways, for example--are presented, while thousands of
 

less important details about the same area (such as minor
 

footpaths, isolated dwellings, and individual plants) are
 

discarlded. The main reason for not showing every detail on
 

a map is to avoid clutter which would make it confusing or
 

even useless. Each map, then, can portray a limited amount
 

of information in the space available.
 

If more information is desired than would fit
 

conveniently on one map, several thematic maps of the same
 

area may be produced. Thematic maps each contain one type
 

of information, such as land use, soils, geology, or
 

topography. These single-factor maps are often produced
 

because they are easy to read and understand. The chief
 

limitation of thematic maps becomes evident when one
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encounters difficulty in analyzling the relationship between
 

the locations of one mapped categorv to another category on
 

a different map.
 

The solution to this problem comes from the base
 

map/overlay process. 
 This method allows the viewing of a
 

theoretically unlimited amount of information overall or, 
if
 

preferred, the viewing of any single thematic map.
 

The base map itself is any map that includes major
 

landscape features and landmarks that are most important and
 

helpful to the geographic perception of the map user. 
 Base
 

maps are chosen on the basis of their overall quality and
 

accuracy, as well as their portrayal of important landmarks
 

at the desired scale. 
 The overlay, in contrast, is a
 

thematic map that has been drawn 
on clear drafting film at
 

the exact same scale as the base map. Overlays can be
 

viewed alone, or placed on top of the base map in proper
 

alignment. 
 When aligned with the base map, the relationship
 

between the single factor information on the overlay and the
 

landmarks portrayed on the base map can be seen through the
 

clear drafting film.
 

An 'added bonus of the base map/overlay system is the 

opportunity to view any combination of thematic overlays 

together, layered on top of the base map. For example,
 

clear overlays of population distribution, cropland, and 

major roads'can be viewed simultaneously to show the
 

correlation between concentrations of populations and
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productive agricultural lands, and the adequacy of the 

existing road network to serve these centers of activity. 

Another possible combination is the viewing of geology,
 

soils, climate, and agricultural land overlays; in Yemen,
 

this combination of thematic maps would cuickly show the
 

location and type of soils and geological formations that
 

are most suitable for agricultural use, as well as
 

indicating the climatic conditions necessary for successful
 

crop production.
 

In the Yemen land use inventory, the base map/overlay
 

method has been used because a suitable base map was already
 

available, and numerous thematic overlays (in addition to
 

the land use overlay) will probably be produced some time in
 

the near future. With the current introduction of the base
 

map/overlay method at the convenient scale of 1:250,000,
 

future endeavors of national resource planning can include
 

production of other overlays in the same format, maintaining
 

the greatest flexibility and usefulness of the overall
 

planning data base.
 

The base map used in the land use inventory was the 

1974 British Topographic Series maps, described earlier in 
Section 6.6. The topographic series was produced at a scale 

of 1:250,000, requiring eight maps sheets to cover the 

entire Yemen Arab Republic (see Figure 6-6). International
 

and local administrative boundaries are shown, as well as
 

roads, populated places, wadis, and other major landmarks
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suitable for base map use.
 

The land use overlay was designed for use with the
 

British Topographic Series base map. 
Some major landmarks,
 

however, have been included on the land 
use overlay maps so
 

that they can be used alone as well as with the base map.
 

The maximum information, however, including tribal names,
 

village names, wadi and mountain names, and topographic
 

features, is available through combination with the base
 

map.
 

7.3 Preparation of Working Maps
 

In the production phase of a mapmaking assignment,
 

special attention is necessary to ensure that all
 

preliminary maps, and consequently the final maps, 
are
 

produced at the desired scale. 
 If these maps will be used
 

as overlays, it is especially important that they match the
 

base map in scale, so that all mapped land 
use features will
 

correspond accurately to their proper locations on the base
 

map. It 
is often possible to draft map overlays on
 

transparent drafting film that has been fastened to the base
 

map, to be sure that the scales will correspond. At times,
 

however, this is unadvisable because the complex details and
 

bright colors of the base map can be distracting to the
 

mapmaker. In this situation a revised base map should be
 

produced at the same scale, containing only those landmarks
 

(such as coastlines, main roads, wadis, and 
international
 

boundaries) that are necessary for orientation and scale
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adjustment during mapping.
 

The abundant detail of the British Topographic Series,
 

whiJe useful in other circumstances, created a problem in
 

their use as base maps during satellite image analysis.
 

Because the main source of mapping information was the false
 

color infrared satellite image projected to an enlarged
 

scale (see section 7.5), the colors of the topographic maps
 

would have interfered with the colors of the projected
 

satellite image. Revised base maps were produced on mylar
 

film by directly copying the major landscape features and
 

boundaries from the topographic series maps. From these
 

revised base maps, paper prints were made and used as work
 

copies during early satellite analysis efforts. Using the
 

diazo process, multiple paper copies could be printed as.
 

needed. -The minor scale change inherent in the diazo
 

process was compensated for before final map production.
 

Base map specifications are presented below:
 

Scale: 1:250,000
 

Source: British Topographic Series, Yemen Arab
 

Republic and Surrounding Areas, 1974.
 

Mapped elements:
 

* Coastlines 

* International Boundaries 

* Boundary disclaimer: "International boundary 

placement on this map is not authoritative, and
 

does not reflect any opinion on the nature of
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bbundary status."
 

4,Major highways
 

* Major wadis 

* Cities, (to 'the third level of importance as shown
 

on the Topographic Series)
 

* UTM grid (10km x10km cell size)
 

* UTM grid coordinates around margins
 

* Latitude-L6ngitude coordinates around margins 

7.4 	 Satellite Image Enhancement Using
 

Photographic Techniques
 

The interpretation of the Landsat imagery outlined in
 

this project essentially follows the traditional methods
 

used in the interpretation of conventional aerial
 

photography. It should be noted thatsuch aspects as 
size,
 

shape, shadow and tone/contrast have to be handled with
 

recognition that one is using data derived from a multi

spectral scanner with considerably lower spatial resolution
 

than found in aerial photographic systems. 1
 

1 .For detailed treatment of the fundamentals of
 
photographic interpretation the reader is referred to the

Manual of Remote Sensing (1975) or the Manual of
 
Pto ra7hic Interpretation (1960). Both man 
ua-s are
published by the American Society of Photogrammetry, Falls

Church, Virginia. For a more introductory review of the
 
same subject and which is a self-instructive approach see

Aerial Discovery Manual by Carl H. Strandberg, published by

John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1967.
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:Enhancement of satellite imagery can be done a variety
 

of ways which can include computers and photographic
 

methods. The Resource Information Laboratory at Cornell
 

University has been instrumental in developing and advancing
 

research on the photographic methods from the beginning of
 

the earth resource program when NASA launched Landsat I in
 

1973. At that time the satellite was called ERTS I (Earth
 

Resources Technology Satellite). The photographic methods
 

came into the "low-cost" category for developing
 

interpretable data from the satellites. 
 Low-cost approaches
 

thus allow a larger body of users to participate in the
 

program.
 

For the Yemen project two sizes of raw image materials
 

were used -- 70mm chips and 21x21cm enlargements. The 70mm
 

represents a scale of 1:3,300,000 and the 21x21cm positive
 

transparency enlargements are 1:1,000,000. These satellite
 

images were purchased from the Eros Data Center in Sioux
 

Falls, South Dakota. For each area of Yemen single band
 

images (Bands 4, 5 and 7) were purchased.
 

For comparative purposes we used a process of
 

photographic standardization of the 70mm chips from which
 

diazo color composites were made. In addition to the chip
 

based composites we also prepared color composites directly
 

from the 1:1,000,000 (21x21cm) single band images and then
 

prepared high quality color composites by incorporating a
 

masking technique to enhance the images.
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Once each of the pinglebands of the LANDSAT imagery are
 

photo-standarized (Bands 4, 5 and 7), then several step
 

enlargements of the 1:3,300,000 black and- white positive
 

images are made to produce images at the desired scale for
 

interpretation. Using subtractive color processes positive
 

diazo transparencies (false-color composites) are made using
 

cyan, magenta and yellow colors (hues) 
-- one color for each
 

band. 
-Then the single hue or. color positive transparencies
 

are superimposed together to 
produce a color composite for
 

interpretation-- either directly or by, optical projection
 

enlargement. The optical enlargement method is 
discussed in
 

the next section.
 

Depending upon the spectral.response of the..ground data
 

it is possible to prepare several -different combinationsof
 

enhancements.. In some it is
cases necessary to add
 

add'itional layers (marks) in the same band to the composite
 

to bring out the ground detail for accurate interpretation.
 

The reason is that some land uses, geologicalor other
 

physical/cultural phenomena have spectral response
 

signatures that are similar for the satellite imagery.
 

Color enhancement or separations aids in distinguishing the
 

individual characteristics.
 

To outline in more detail the standardization process,
 

the following discussion has been abstracted from pages 3
 

and 4.of '.Evaluatiorn of ERTS-1 Imagery for Lanld Use/Resource
 

Inventory Information."
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"Within the photographic process, a number of
 
steps and procedures should be mentioned. From
 
the photographer's viewpoint, the imagery, as
 
received from NASA, is out of balance. For
 
accurate color reproduction, the density ranges

should approximate one another. We realized that
 
if we could use photographic processes to
 
approximate false-color reproduction, it would be
 
feasible through the use of subtractive color
 
theory to assign combinations of colors and bands,

negative or 
positive, allowing close demarcation
 
in any desired color of any specific object.
 

Through experimentation, proper films,
 
filters, and process techniques have been
 
determined to provide images of more nearly

balanced density. Through step enlargement

procedures, the images may be enlarged from the
 
1:3,300,000 70mm chip up to 1:1,000,000 and then
 
up to ratios of 1: 150,000 or larger.
 

With careful processing, and by following

prescribed calculations, positive transparencies

from the negative can be produced. These are then
 
run through the diazo process, where any of the
 
desired wavelengths may be produced in cyan,
 
aagenta, and yellow. To continue the original
 
test to produce false-color, band 4 was printed

yellow, band 5 magenta, and band 7 cyan. When
 
superimposed, they produced a high quality false
color image.
 

The photographic steps have shown that by

using subtractive color theories to produce the
 
desired false-color, an extremely wide range of
 
color or hue combination is possible.
 

The economical diazo process enables the
 
investigator to u~e manual manipulation of
 
spectral bands and hues to increase &he contrast
 
level of any spectral category of interest. Then,

by color coding desired density levels to
 
approximate a desired classification unit,

interpretation and geographic referencing of like
 
spectral zones is a satisfactory way of applying

the satellite imagery to a resource system."
 

The cost of preparation of the photographically
 

standarized, enhanced, enlarged positives and the diazo
 

materials is about one cent (U.S.) per square mile, or .4
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cents (U.S.) per square kilometer. The cost of mapping the 

land use for twelve categories at a scale of 11:250,000 "is
 

approximately one dollar (U.S.) per square mile, or 40 cents
 

per square kilometer? The above figures should be adjusted
 

upward about 20 to 25% to reflect current-mapping costs.
 

7.5 Image Projection
 

All false color infrared transparencies of Yemen were
 

produced at 1:1,000,000 scale. The final land use map scale
 

was to be 1:250,000, requiring a four times enlargement of
 

the satellite information. This enlargement was performed
 

-through use of an overhead transparency projector that was
 

modified to minimize distortion and improvo resolution.
 

The projector used in this procedure was the Transpaque
 

Autolevel overhead transparency projector, Model 20400,
 

marketed by the Projection Optics Company (New Jersey, USA).
 

The transpaque projector contains an ellipsoidal reflective
 

system that eliminates the concentric circle patterns
 
commonly seen in overhead projection. The projected screen
 

image is undistorted throughout the entire viewing surface.
 

A 1000 watt bulb provides the brightness necessary for
 

analyzing fine detail in a projected satellite transparency.
 

2.ernest E. Hardy, James E. Skaley, Elmer S. Phillips.
 
"Evaluation of ERTS-1 Imagery for Land Use/Resource

Inventory Information." Paper presented at Third ERTS
 
Symposium, (Washington, D.C.: December, 1973): p. 5.
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The projector was also modified to improve performance.
 

To ensure that the line of projection was exactly
 

perpendicular to the soreen, thereby eliminating distortion
 

in the vertical directS.on, projector leg adjustment was'
 

necessary. 
 Projector alignment in the horizontal dimension
 

was also recognized as a possible source of error. Before
 

satellite image projection and interpretation, a transparent
 

grid was projected and its cells (which were of uniform size
 

on the original) were measured on the projection screen.
 

Projector alignment in the horizontal and vertical
 

dimensions was then adjusted until the projected grid cells
 

measured the 
same size in all. parts of the grid, implying an
 

undistorted projected image.
 

The clarity of image detail visible by the -Interpreter
 

was also improved by projector modifioation. Extraneous
 

light was eliminated by using a windowless projection room
 

and shading-all areas on the projector that were not
 

directly involved in the transmittance of the imageto the
 
screen. Sharper resolution and a somewhat greater depth of
 

field, allowing clearer and easier focus, were achieved by
 

adding a smaller artificial aperture to the head unit of the
 

projector.
 

Theprojeotion surface or 
screen was a smooth, matte
 

surface white,.panel installed for projection 
use. A working
 

copy of the revised base map (Section 7.3) was attached to
 

the panel in proper alignment with the projected satellite
 

http:directS.on
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image. Major topographic features, especially wadis and 

coastlines which were easily visible .on the satellite image
 

and present on the base map, were 
used for accurate :.mage

L 

alignment. 

When image-alignment was judged satisfactory, land use

related image features were outlined in pencil on the work
 

copy of the base map. The early interpretation maps, 

created in this manner, were cross-checked with .surrogate
 

information sources, revised and eventually reached their
 

final form. 
 The chronology of land use classification 

development and the refinement of satellite image analysis 

technique is detailed in the following pages..
 

7.6 Classification Development - An Overview 

The development of a satellite image analysis 

methodology for land use classification of the Yemen Arab 

Republic spanned two years from the beginning of field 

investigation to final map projection. The process was 
primarily dependent upon the simultaneous coordination of 

three fundamental inventory aspects: mapping, image 

analysis, and classification development. Over the two 

years, the sequence of steps followed in these three topics 

included design, modification, and repetition of methods, 

correlation with available informtation sources, accuracy 

sampling and final field verification. The chronology of 

land use inventory development and refinement is presented 

in Figure 7-2. 
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Figure 7-2: Project methodology involved coordinating three 
main components: interpretation, classification and mapping.
This three-page sequence represents the chronological order

in which the steps occurred. Time flow is down the page;

steps at the same horizontal level were executed at the
 
same point in the project time line. 

TERPRETATION CLASSIFICATION 	 MAPPING 

find dates of best 
 obtain l:250,00I
satell.zte coverage topographic map J 

.. j obtain needed bands-I prepare -simplifie
t(black and white) 1:250,000 base m 
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process false color infield study make paper work copies
Fnfrared transparencies 	 [ from film base maps 

by diazo method 	 note region char-
acteristics, their
 
location and extent
 

lboundariesjdetect regoIaon imagery 

note transition zones orjI
boundaries between]
 
different regions J 

finalize geographic I 
region boundaries I 

[draft geograp-hic region 
I boundaries on paper 

work maps 

eachntregion 
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INTERPRETATION 	 CLASSIFICATION 
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I 
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[
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aries of cultivated
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(continued) 
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INTERPRETATION CLASSIFICATION MAPPING 

prepare UTM grid, base1 
information and legends 

on final mylar film maps 

copy land use interpret
ations onto final mylar 

film maps
 

m field check final 
map revisions 

data takeoff and aggrega 
tion by 100 km cells 
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gricultural land classes
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The following subsections of this report are
 

descriptions of the project steps illustrated in the Figure
 

7-2 flow chart. Beginning with field investigations early
 

in the' project, the sequence of events covered in this.
 

report section progresses through' the data gathering,phase,
 

analysis, and classification to-the point of project design
 

completion. End products-such as the land use map series,
 

land use classification descripti'on, area statistical
 

summaries and land use change analysis are covered in
 

subsequent report sections.
 

7.7 Preliminary Field Investigations
 

Development of the.land use inventory required
 

extensive travel in Yemen, to observe land 
use patterns
 

firsthand and evaluate an 
existing classification model tor
 

potential use in describing the Yemen landscape.
 

Original contract terms specified that..the land 'use
 

classification developed in Yemen would be equivalent to the
 
USGS Professional Paper 964 Level I classification
 

(Anderson, et al., 1976), as shown in Figure 7-3. 
 The
 

observations made in early field travels indicated plainly
 

that, whereas the Level I classification could be used in
 

Yemen, some of the categories would be absent entirely and
 

others, which were common and highly diverse, might :profit
 

from subdivision into more specific Level II land 
use.
 

subcategories. The distinct regional character of Yemen
 

also indicated that geographic regions as well should be
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Figure 7-3: USGS Professional Paper 964 Classification. 

Level I 	 Level II
 

1 Urban or Built-up Land 	 11 Residential.
 
12 Commercial and Services.
 
13 Industrial.
 
14 Transportation, Communications,
 

and Utilities.
 
15 Industrial and Commercial 

Complexes.

16 Mixed Urban or Built-up 

Land.
 
17 Other Urban or Built-up


Land.
 
2 Agricultural Land 21 Cropland and Pasture.
 

22 Orchards, Groves, Vineyards,
 
Nurseries, and Ornamental
 
Horticultural Areas.
 

23 Confined Feeding Operations.

24 Other Agricultural Land.
 

3 Range-land 31 Herbaceous Rangeland.

32 Shrub and Brush Rangeland.
 
33 Mixed Rangeland.
 

4 Forest -Land 	 41 Deciduous Forest Land. 
42 Evergreen Forest Land. 
43 Mixed Forest Land. 

5 Water 	 51 Streams and Canals. 
52 Lakes. 
53 Resevoirs. 
54 Bays and Estuaries. 

6 Wetland 	 61 ForesLed Wetland.
 
62 Nonforested Wetland.
7 Barren Land 	 71 Dry Salt Flats.
 
72 Beaches.
 
73 Sandy Areas other than Beaches.
 
74 Bare Exposed Rock. 
75 Strip M[ines, Quarries and 

Gravel Pits. 
76 Transitional Areas. 
77 Mixed Barren Land. 

8 Tundra 	 81 Shrub and Brush Tundra. 
82 Herbaceous Tundra. 
83 Bare Ground Tundra. 
84 Wet Tundra. 
85 Mixed Tundra. 

9 Perennial Snow or Ice 	 91 Perennial Snowfields. 
92 Glaciers. 
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built into the method of land use classification.
 

Five TDY field investigations were carried out during 

the Yemen land use inventory project. Each of these trips 

played a unique role in the inventory design, execution and 

evaluation, summarized briefly below. 

_ 1980 TDY 

The first field work to take place in Yemen was 

performed with tw o objectives in mind. Extensive travel was 

planned for obtaining ground truth information about general 

land use types and patterns; other supplementary information 

sources were also sought. 
 A second aim was establishing
 

linkage with AID/Sana'a and representatives of the Yemen
 

government.
 

In three and one-half weeks in the field, E.E.Hardy and
 

R.S. Senykoff obtained photographs and field notes 

throughout the study area. 
 Land use, vegetation cover,
 

cultural and geologic features were documented. Several 
different localities were covered, and field investigations 

centered on the areas surrounding the major population modes 

of Sana'a, Taiz, and Kudaydah, as well as Raydah and Mocha. 

systematic sample of aerial photography was selected 

for use in classification development. The photos provided 

a manner of linking ground photographs and field notes to 

spatial patterns (recognizable on the photos), which in turn 

could be linked to spectral characteristics on satellite 
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imagery. Through use of available sources, four geographic 

regions were identified and described. 

January 1981 TDY
 

The second field excursion also centered on multiple 

objectives. The winter season presented a status of 

cropland production different from the May TDY, and 

firsthand knowledge of winter crop varieties and extent was
 

obtained. Photodocumentation continued as did the buildup 

of written material for the land use classification element
 

descriptions. Meetings with Yemen Ministry of Agric'lture
 

representatives continued and technology transfer through a
 

special tr aining program was discussed.
 

Five field trips out of Sana'a were conducted. A major 

function of thes investigations was to evaluate the first 

satellite image interpretations, revealing several technical 

problems related to classification and analysis. 

Reclassification and reinterpretation were noted as 
necessary to bring about desired accuracy standards in many 

parts of the country. R.S. Senykoff and E.E. Hardy 

represented land use project. 

September 1981 TDY 

A primary aim of the September.TDY was observation of 

Yemen during a third season of possible agricultural 

significance. Travel during this trip w~s extensive, and 

date was systematically collected for a number of baseline 
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field check stations, recognized and mapped during this and
 

previous field investigations. Because of continued
 

technical difficulty with detection of all agricultural
 

lands (both image availability-and interpretation problems),
 

as well as difficulties in separation of natural and
 

cultivated plant life in certain areas, the TDY field
 

activities were oriented toward boosting available ground
 

truth data quality, More classification revision is"
 

anticipated. R.S. Senykoff, J.S. Walko representing land
 

use inventory,
 

January, 1982 TDY
 

The- fourth field investigation concentrated on
 

obtaining further ground truth data on the system of
 

baseline field check points during-the winter season,
 

Observations throughout the highway travels 
were recorded in
 

written and rough-mapped format. The ground photography
 

data base was improved, and a system for geographically
 

referencing all ground ,photos was tentatively established.
 
A new land use classification had been developed in previous
 

months and the maps thus generated were field checked
 

extensively.
 

Accuracy varied with the location. New, more recent
 

imagery and an improvement in processing technique had.
 

evidently improved interpretation accuracy overall, but 
some
 

technical problems continued to plague the analysis of
 

intensive cultivation in highland plains areas and heavily
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terraced portions of the Ibb/Taizz area. The availability 

of quality imagery for all the important seasons is a severe 

limitation that was recognized as cause for reconsideration 

of any attempts to classify and map active cropland as a 

distinct category. Yet the close correlations between Yemen 

landfords and geology with particular land use patterns
 

suggested an alternate, landform-based approach to
 

classification might be possible.
 

D.J. Norton and E.E. Hardy represented the land use 

'
projec ,
 

September 1982 TDY
 

This trip was carried-out primarily to allow field
 

checkiig of the most recent land 
use maps, which were to be
 

considered final if their apparent level of accuracy was 

borne out in the field. Access to three map regions of the
 

country was allowed and travel throughout these enabled some
 

map accuracy checking. Suitability of the latest 
classification revisions was appraised, and additional 

photodocumentation of each classification unit was obtained. 

R.S. Senykoff and E.E. Hardy conducted this final field 

investigation. 

7.8 Geographic Region Identification 

AS described in section 5.3, four major geographic 

regions in Yemen were identified as a first step in the 

analysis and classification of the landscape. These regions 
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were named the Tihamah Coastal Plain, the Western Highlands, 

the Central Highlands, and the Eastern Plate'au. 
 The
 

pronounced differences in land use, topography, climate,
 

soils, geology-and other parameters enabled field
 

recognition of the general location and extent of-each
 

region, early in the land use study. Regional.boundaries 

were assigned according to visible features on Landsat 

images, after the available information sources were used 'in 

developing some satellite image analysis techniques. 

The factors considered in delineating regional border 

lines in Yemen were variable. The boundary between the 

Tihamah Coastal:.Plain and Western Highland regions was based 

on a single factor, change in.geologio substrate as detected 

with satellite false,color infrared imagery. The Highlands 

were marked by the' often,,dramatic emergence of jagged rock 

from the level to gentlyrolling coastal plain; commonly
 

this regional bounda'ry was so obvious as to be identifiable 

on ground level as well as from satellite imagery. 
Accompanying the change in substrate was a marked reduction 

in cropland upon entering the Western .Highland foothills. A 

general change in slope Cgradient) also occurred in 
correlation with the substrate boundary. The topographic 

map's elevation contour of 500 meters above sea level Often 

coincided with the above boundaries; borders between 

estimated climatic zones, and changes in. population density, 
also coincided reasonably .well with the regional boundary. 
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The Western/Central Highlands boundary somewhatwas 


less clearly evident, for it separated two vaguely 
 similar 

regions that were mountainous in physical appearance, and
 

inhabited by subsistence Thefarmers in small villages. 

starting point for establishing this regional boundary was
 

the intensively cultivated highland plains landform,
 

considered a primary characteristic 
 of the Central Highlands 

region. A series of highland plains (from Sadah to Yarim) 

lie along the westward side-of the Central Highland region.
 

Their western boundaries were delineated as part of the
 

region border. Other parts. of the regional borders, lying 

between these plains, were chosen on the:basis of geology,
 

population, elevational change,, land use 
change, and other
 

factors.
 

The Eastern Plateau/Central Highland boundary is, like 
the Tihamah/Western Highland boundary, based primarily on a 

change in geological substrate. The high elevations 
associated with the Central Highlands region fall steadily 

in an eastward direction until, at approximately 1300.meters 

elevation, the hilghlands end. The boundary between highland 
peaks and the varied coarse sediments of the Eastern Plateau 
region is pronounced and easily delineated from satellite 
imagery. Associated with the geological boundary zonesare 
of transition involving several other geographic features, 

including gradient, climate, land use, and population 

distribution. 
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The four geographic regions of the Yimen Arab Republic
 

are portrayed in Figure 7-4-.
 

S7.9 A Synopsis of Land Use Classification Drafts
 

During the course of the Yemen Land Use Inventory, the
 

method of land use classification and the categories used
 

underwent considerable transformation and refinement. This
 

progression, from the original classification design to its
 

present form, is illustrative of the technical problems
 

encountered during the study.and the rationale applied to
 

their solution. Creation of more than one draft or
 

approximation of a classification system is expected in any
 

project of this scope.
 

There were four preliminary classification drafts,
 

previous to the method eventually adopted for use. Each of
 

these was developed on the basis of field investigation and
 

background knowledge about the Yemen landscape, mapped from
 

satellite imagery, and tested for accuracy with aerial
 

photographs and field checking. These early classification
 

attempts and the reasons for their rejection or modification
 

appear below.
 

USGS Professional Paper 964 Classification
 

The USGS Level I land use classification (Anderson,.
 

Hardy, Roach and Witmer, 1976) was the original model for
 

the Yemen Land Use Inventory classification. This nine
 

category classification (Figure 7-3, Section 7.7) is. a well
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Figure 7-5: Level I land use classification from USGS Professional 
Paper 964 (Anderson, Hardy, Roach, and Witmer'1976) 

LAND USE CATEGORY 	 BASIS FOR IDENTIFICATION 

1. Urban or Built-up Land 1. 	Bluish tone on false color 
infrared imagery; characteristic 
size, shape amd location 

2. Agricultural.Land 2. 	Reddish to orange-tan colors 

3. Rangeland 3.. 	Heaviest cover of natural 

4. 	 Forest Land 4. (forest as defined present in 
negligible amounts only) 

5. Water' 5. 	 (surface water bodies smaller 
than limit of detection using
satellite imagery) 

6. Wetland 6. (as defined, present in negligible 
amounts only) 

. 'A 

7. 	 Barren Land 7. Colors characteristic of geologic
features rather than vegetation 

8. Tundra 8. 	 (not present in Yemen) 

9. Perennial Snow or Ice 	 (not present in Yemen)*.9. 
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known international standard method for categorizing
 

terrain, as seen in remote sensor data such as 
aerial
 

photography and satellite imagery. The classification 

elements, and the basis for identifying each category, are 

listed in Figure 7-5. 

The Professional Paper 964 classification was used as a 

fundamental resource in designing the Yemen Land Use
 

Inventory, but not without modtfication. Addition of a 

greater variety- of agricultural land use classes, plus the 

incorporation of the geographic region concept into the
 

.olasification,were two refinem..ts of this system that led 

to a more accurately representative land use classification.
 

The Professional Paper is reprinted in the Appendix of this 

report.
 

Vegetation Density Classification
 

Early mapping and satellite image interpretations 

included an experimental effort to correlate dtffering 
levels of spectral reflectance intensity with corresponding 

levels of vegetation density and, consequently, different 

forms of land use. The classification units, and the colors 

with which they were associated, are listed in Figure 7-6. 

The vegetation density classification did not prove 

adequate for the Yemen Land Use Inventory, for numerous 

reasons. In field verification, it was shown that the 

strongest reflected signals did not automatically indicate 
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Figure 7-6: Vegetation Density Classification
 

LAND USE CATEGORY ,BASIS FOR IDENTIFICATION
 

1. Highest density vegetation I. bright orange-red to red hues
 
cover (agriculture)
 

2. Medium-high density 
 2. lower intensity orange-tan hues
 
(immature crops, less
 
intensive cultivation,
 
or dense natural vegetation)
 

3. patchy medium-high density 3. orange-red hues, scattered
 
(scattered but intensive in a mottled appearance

cultivation, not contiguous

fields)
 

4. medium density vegetation 4. light orange, yellow, tan hues

(mixed intensity agriculture

and natural vegetation)
 

5. low density vegetation 5. very faint yellowish or tan
 
(scattered natural hues
 
vegetation)
 

6. barren land 6. no red, orange or yellow hues
 
(no vegetation) detected
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cropland, but sometimes resulted from particularly dense
 

natural vegetation.' The; complexity of Yemen's geology and
 

terrain also was notlamenable to classification solely-upon
 

the basis of the color-related properties of a satellite
 

image alone. The vegetation gradient classification
 

nonetheless was a necessary step in classification
 

development. Trials with color hue, color intensity, and
 

spatial patterns of color were instructive in developing a
 

sense of potential application of satellite image analysi3 

in Yemen as well as its limitations.
 

Early Region/Element Classification 

The growing data base fromfield investigations and
 

satellite,.interpretation trials prompted the creation of a
 

2geographic region-based classification' Thirteen elements
 

were included, covering the major land uses and landscape
 

features-in each region. Figure 7-7 is a synopsis of the
 

classification.
 

The early region/element classification represented an 

advance in methodological refinement because it consolidated
 

geographic regional concepts, land use patterns and related
 

terrain features. Though this first effort at
 

region/element classifying was not yet suitable for final
 

accuracy standards, it set the basic format for all later
 

classification efforts.
 

- The main shortcoming of the classification was
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Figure 7-7: Region/Element Classification, First Draft
 

LAND USE CATGORY 	 BASIS FOR IDENTIFICATION 

Tihamah Plain Region 

1. 	 Coastal Plain Wadi 1. location, and red to orange hues;
characteristic linear or fanlike 
form 

2. Khabt Zone (inter-wadi 2. 	 location, faint red-orange trace
association) 	 colors
 

3. Bare Ground 	 3. absence of vegetation, signal 

Western Highlands Region 

4. Terrace Cultivation 
 4. brick red to tan coloration on 
infrared imagery 

5. Mountain Wadi 
 5. red hues, linear, often sinuous 
patterns
 

6. Bare rock and natural 6. absence of spatial and spectral
vegetation 	 indicators of vegetation or 

agriculture
 

Central Highlands Region 

7. Highland Wadi 7. 	 red hues, linear/sinuous pattern 
8. Highland Plain Cultivation 8. red hues, field shapes detectl, 

flat topography and pale ivory
backround color
 

9. Terrace Cultivation 9. 'as in 4 above 
10. 	 Bare Highland Plain 10. lack of vegetation signal, light 

or white color 
11. 	 Bare ground and natural 11. lack of vegetation signal 

vegetation 

*Eastern Plateau Region 
12. 	 Plateau Wadi 12. red-orange hues, field shape 

noticable, linear or fanlike 
arrangement 

13. 	 Desert 13. yellow hues. bare of vegetation 
signals 
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inconsistent adaptability to accurate satellite image
 

interpretation. It was developed primarily with reference
 

to ground level information which, in this case, identified
 

some land use categories that could not be.delineated
 

accurately on the available satellite imagery.
 

Later fesaion/Element Classification
 

The second approximation of the region/element
 

classification approach modified the previous method in two
 

main ways. The first change involved elimination of
 

classification elements that were seen as 
invalid for
 

satellite interpretation. The second change involved
 

identification of different intensity levels of agriculture
 

within the coastal plain, terrace, and highland plains
 

categories. The categories appear in Figure 7-8.
 

This classification was used -to create working maps of
 

the entire study area, and these were checked during
 

extensive field travel during early 1982, 
 Though most of
 
the areas checked accurately, some major: agricultural
 

locations showed considerable error. It-was determined in
 

later investigations thatthe limited aiiailable.imagery was
 

not fully representative of the time of peak cropland
 

productivity. Thus, the approach of active cropland
 

identification directly from Landsat spectral
 

characteristitcs was shown to be inadequ'ate for some parts of
 

Yemen.
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Figure 7-8: Region/Element Classification, Second Draft
 

LAND USE CATEGORY 	 BASIS FOR IDENTIFICATION
 

Tihamah Coastal Plain Region
 

1. Intensive Wadi Cultivation 1. bright red colors
 

2. Moderate Cultivation 2. lighter or fainter red shades
 

3. Light Cultivation 	 3. very faint red, orange or yellow
 

4. Urban 4. blue/gray shades,characteristic
 
size and shape
 

5. Bare/Range Land 	 5. absence of signal from vegetation
 

Western Highland Plain,
 

6. Terrace (Intensive) 6. brick red to orange hues
 

7. Terrace (non-intensive) 7. red'-orange to light tan
 

8. Mountain Wadi Cultivation 8. red, linear or sinuous shape
 

9. 	Urban 9. as in.4-.
 

10. Bare/Range Land 10. as in 5
 

Central Highiands Region
 

11. 	Terrace (intensive) 1i. as in 6
 

12. 	Terrace (non-intensive) 12. as in 7
 

13. 	Mountain Wadi Cultivation 13. as in 8
 
14. 	Urban 14. as in 4
 

15. 	Bare/Range Land 15. as in 5
 

Eastern Plateau Region
 

16. 	Plateau Wadi 16. orange to red hues, .spotted & linear
 

17. 	Urban 17.. as in 4
 

18. 	Bare/Range Land 18. as in 5
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The final alteration in the land use classification
 

resulted in solving these problem areas through increased
 

use of surrogate information sources.'- Classification
 

categories in their current form are detailed in the coming
 

section.
 

7.10 	 Image Analysis and Mapping Methodology,
 

Landform-Based Relion/Element Classification
 

The methodology which has evolved from the previous
 

classification drafts is dependent upon Landsat imagery,
 

dated 	1972 through 1980, as a primary information source. 

Supplementary sources were used as well, not only in the act
 

of classification development but also in the final sequence
 

of steps involved in'the image analysis itself. 

The landform based region/element classification, which
 

will be used throughout the remainder of this report and its
 

accompanying maps, combines three approaches to land
 

resource classification. Its main purpose is to identify 

land use types, which in this case have been adapted from 

the Professional Paper 964 classification in he manner 

illustrated in Figure 7-9. In addition, geogiaphic regions 

are identified. Furthermore, associations between geologic
 

landforms and agricultural land use are impid 'in the
 

manner of classification and interpretation. Each landform
 

oategory contains a typical percent of cropland, the.
 

calculation of which is explained in an upcoming report
 

section.
 



Figure 7-9: 

ADAPTATION OF USGS LEVEL I LAND USE CLASSIFICATION 
FOR THE LAND USE INVENTORY OF NORTH YEMEN 
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Image interpretation was performed mostly through 

analysis of colors and spatial patterns. This will be 

discussed in Section 7.11, detailing the characteristic 

hues, patterns and intensities of each classification
 

category. The interpretation of Yemen's land use, however,
 

is not a matter of simply observing Landsat features and 

mapping them directly. For this reason, the chronological
 

order of analysis and mapping steps is discussed in the 

coming pages. Figure 7-10 is a diagram of satellite image 

interpretation and mapping steps, adapted from the Figure 

7-2 flow chart of the overall inventory procedure (Section 

7.3.). 

Interpretation and Mapping Ste s
 

1. Delineate geographic regional boundaries: 

The procedure for geographic boundary delineation has 

been discussed in previous sections of this report, and will 

not be repeated here. It is nonetheless the first step of
 

final mapping to draft regional boundaries onto the working 
maps that will be used for Landsat interpretation and 

mapping. 

2. Transfer urban, areas from British Topographic Series to 

working maps:
 

The urban areas in each geographic region repreSent an 
important category of land use, and also represent familiar 

reference landmarks for the map readers' orientation. Urban 
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Delineate geographic region boundaries 

Transfer urban areas "onto working maps, 

Outline all areas of low relief 

Correlate low relief areas with 
geologic map 

j
j 

I 
-

[ 

Interpret cultivated highland plains and 
"cultivated volcanics" categories from 

satellite imagery 

'Idntfypotential cropland on projected,
j.Identif~ Landsat imagery 

Correlate with aerial photography and 
,: ground truth information 

11 

I 

-Correlate with population distribution maps
and British Topographic Series maps 

Rerjc fo'-a odfcto 

Field check final map revisions 

I 

Figure 7-10: ,Satellite image interpretation and mapping
 
steps, Yemen Land USeInventory.
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land is detectable from satellite imagery, but yet the 

imagery was not used 
as the source for mapping this 

category. The topographic series maps presented a better 

information source for this category, because cities and 

other populated places had been identified on aerial photos 

and classified by orders of magnitude. The urban areas that 

were transferred from topographicthe maps include the four 

largest of these levels. 

An added advantage using the topographic maps as an 

urban area source is-the additionof more features by which 

to align the projected image with the working map. Image
 

alignment usually involved coastlines, major. wadis, and 

transitions between major geological features for reference
 

points in alignment, but alignment with urban areas was used 

in some circumstances. The appearance of Sana'a, Taizz, 

Dhamar, Ma' rib, and Al Hazm on the satellite imagery
 

presented useful alignment points when these images were 

mapped. 

3. Outline all areas, of low relief: 

While the working maps were aligned with the

topographic maps. for urban area mapping, all highland areas 

of low relief (slope) were outlined in pencil, on the working 

map. Ateas outlined therefore included all highland plains, 

areas of low or rolling hills, and some rock plateaus. The 

outlined locations did not represent a category of the 

classification at this point, but merely a manner of 
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preparing to combine topographic information with satellite
 

information to yield actual land use categories. This
 

procedure will become evident in the following pages.
 

Areas considered low relief were judged by the spacing
 

of the 
100 meter contour interval lines on the topographic
 

maps. 
 Low relief areas could easily be located visually
 

without actual measurement of contour spacing. The contour
 

spacing limit was 
1 cm or wider. Boundaries of these areas
 

were approximate, and usually drawn to represent an
 

estimated location of change from low relief to 
steep slope.
 

4. Correlate low relief areas with geologlc map:
 

Many of the low relief areas represent distinct
 

geologic units; that is, the geology of the area 
is
 

different from its surroundings. By combining information
 

from the topographic map and the USGS Geologic Map of the
 

Yemen Arab Republic (Grolier and Overstreet, 1978), it was
 

possible to add geologic data (also from satellite data)to
 

the low relief areas.
 

At 'this point, some of the low relief areas were
 

eliminated from further analysis on the basis of their
 

geology. The desirable areas, those consisting of silt,
 

loess, alluvial plains, and shallow-sloped Yemen volcanics,
 

were retained. 
 These geologic types actually accounted for
 

most of the flat to-gently sloping land found in the
 

highlands. 
 Low relief areas that were judged geologically
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unsuitable were usually bedded sandstone and
 

limestone/marl/shale complexes.
 

5. Interpret "cultivated highland plains" and "cultivated
 

volcanics" categories from Landsat imagery:
 

The interpretation and mapping sequence at this point 

has proceeded into the Landsat image projection process. 

Low-relief areas are analyzed first, leading in this step to 

the delineation of two important agricultural classification
 

elements.
 

The cultivated highland plains are light-toned or dull 

gray, uniform textured areas, in their appearances on. the 

satellite image. They consist of flat or nearly flat 

unconsolidated fine material that originated as loess 

(windblown silt) deposits, alluvial materials, or ancient 

lake bed. The agricultural production potential o'f these 

areas is high, hence their identification as a specific land 

use classification category, 

The cultivated ,volcanics category-ind~ludes the low 

relief areas that are not truly plains, but are too gently 

sloping to be considered mountainous like the rest of the 

highlands. These areas are of volcanic origin; it should be 

noted, however, that 'this category does not encompass all 

volcanies found in Yemen. "Many of the heavily terraced 

mountains in the Western Highland region also ofare 

volcanic origin. There are 'also, in many areas, volcanic 
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landscapes of varying relief that are barren of cultivation. 

The cultivated volcanics unit represents a composite 

landscape type of low relief, volcanic origin, and scattered 

cropland in a pattern that can be identified consistently on 

Landsat imagery. The boundaries of these two. classification 

elements do not necessarily coincide with the low relief 

area borders, which were approximate. The Landsat image is 

consulted to determine where the exact boundaries of each
 

low relief unit should lie. When the approximate boundaries 

have been refined, analysis of the remainder of the 

satellite image can proceed. 

6. Identify potential cropland on projected Landsat
 

imagery.
 

On the false color infrared transparencies used in the 

Yemen Land Use Inventory, red, redeorange, and related 

colors imply the presence of vegetation. This can be either 

natural vegetation, such as grasslands, shrubs, cacti, and 

trees, or cultivation. Often these natural vegetation and 

cultivated vegetation types can be distinguished visually on 

Landsat when such cues as rectangular field shape are 

present. Many major agricultural regions in Yemen could be 

identified by the appearance of the satellite image alone, 

but some other, lpcations presented a less reliable situation 

for direct interpretation from Landsat imagery. Because 

accurate interpretation of cropland areas could not be 

obtained consistently in all parts of Yemen, the delineation 
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of agricultural units became a multi-step process utilizing
 

surrogate information sources.
 

The first step of this activity involved mapping all of
 

the areas that indicated some significant presence of
 

vegetation. 
 Any vegetated area, with some likelihood that
 

the vegetation was cropland, was mapped. Where more than
 

one season of imagery was available, the second scene was
 

projected after the first had been mapped, and any vegetated
 

areas not evident on the first image were consequently
 

added. Compositing of image information was performed for
 

most of the country, with satellite scenes from May 1979 and
 

September 1979.
 

At this point, a few different types of agricultural
 

areas had been designated on the' working map. The
 

remaining, unidentified terrain is land without evidence of
 

use, as perceived from a satellite image. 
 In fact, the
 

remaining lands are widely used for rangeland, fuelwood
 

harvest,t and water harvest.
 

Because only a small proportion of these lands is
 

actually not in use, the common classification term "bare
 

land" would in general be a misnomer. The non'~agricultura1,
 

non-residential lands in Yemen "have been labelled,
 

bare/range land" in this study.
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7. Correlate potential cropland with ground truth
 

information and aerial photography:
 

The problem of distinguishing between natural
 

vegetation and cropland was remedied in general by
 

consulting supplementary information sources 
in addition to 

satellite imagery.. Two"of the most important and reliable 

sources were aerial photography and notes from field 

investigation. 

Aerial photographs were purchased for approximately ten
 

percent of the country. These had been used during the 

classification development phase, to aid in developing the 

initial methods of satellite analysis. In identifying
 

cropland, the photo sample again became necessary.
 

The ten percent sampl,e had been seleoted to represent a 

uniform sample of all parts of the Yemen landscape. 

Therefore, any checkedlarge ,area being for cropland was 

generally within or close to a photo sample site. The field 
observations, also used in cropland identification, were • 

also representative of many areas throughout North Yemen. 

Field notes and available air photos did not include 

complete coverage of Yeme'n, however, and therefore the use 

of these materials in modifying the Landsat interpretatton 

maps was restricted to subjective input and method 

modification, rather than actual reinterpretation of only 

part of the country. These information sources were used to 

improve the interpreter's perception of subtle Landsat 
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features (spatial patterns, color variation, mottling, and
 

other cues) 'that may imply agriculture, and also to find 

relationships between cropland and 
other resource parameters
 

for which full national coverage was available (such as 

topography, geology, elevation, and population 

distribution).
 

8. Correlate potential cropland with population
 

distribution maps and topographic maps:
 

With the aid of interpretation refinements from air 

photo and field note correlation, the use of supplementary
 

source information then proceeded to those sources available 

nationally at 1:250,000 scale. 
 These included the 

Population Distribution map series, created by the Swiss
 

Airphoto team and adapted to this scale theby Resource 

Topographic Series. 
 Each was compared individually to the 

land use map by the overlay method using a light table, made 

possible by the common scale. 

The correlation with the Population Distribution map 

series was, based on the logical assumption that population 

density in-North Yemen is highest where agricultural 

production is most intensive. Areas without agriculture 

are, conversely, usually very sparsely settled. Thie 

correlation between population and land use maps is 

performed through a cell by cell visual check for a positive 

relationship between the two maps. Areas in which an 

unexpected pattern of land use has been noted are given a 
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blue checkmark on the working map, in the location where the
 

intepretation was questionable. 

The Topographic Series maps were also viewed in overlay 

patterns. Potential cropland areas were compared with three 

factors: geographic location, elevation, and the land use 

patterns printed on the topographic map. Location was used
 

as an indicator of likelihood of cropland presence based 

primarily upon national climatic trends. Elevation was 

correlated with agriculture in the highlands region based on 

the common observation that highland terracing is most
 

prevalent above 1300-1500 meters elevation. 

The land use patterns on the British Topographic Series 

maps indiuate cultivation on highland slopes. These 

interpretations were done from aerial photography and appear 

to be more generalized than the level of detailed mapping of 

land use that aerial photography can make possible. 

Nonetheless, a map accuracy sampling study by the Resource
 

Information Laboratory (Appendix) indicated that the 
national overall accuracy of these agricultural map units is 

approximately 88%. Major disagreements between satellite 

land use and Topographic Series land use patterns were noted 

by a green checkmark. 

Working maps were then returned for second stage 

Landsat image reprojection. Map cells were reexamined 

systematically, noting the areas with green and blue 

checkmarks in particular. These were reexamined closely for 
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possible cues as to the current land: use 
pattern. In cases 

when no evidence could be found to indicate that a change in 

interpretation might be made, 'no corirection was performed. 

Following these final modificationsj the land use mapping
 

process was considered complete.
 

The act of interpretation through combining v.sual
 

perception of subtle color hue and intensity changetS with
 

the-correlation of numerous other 
resource parameters at
 

this stage had evolved into a very,complex process. Even
 

the abbreviated account presented :here has taken several
 

pages, without even attempting to iescribe in words the
 

interpreter's perceptions of color and spatial relationships
 

on the image. Considering that translation of this report
 

will probably be necessary to facilitate widespread use in
 

Yemen, the change in language might be expected to add, to 

the possible confusion about specific-,color names and what
 

they stand for. 

"Two solutions have been offered to alleviate the 

confusion about this part of the tmethodology. The following 

report section presents discussions of spectral, spatial and 

geographic (locational) properties associated with each of
 

the land use categories. A second remedy is the direct
 

transfer of technology information, accomplished through the
 

1981-82 academic training program of A.A. Galleb and 'A.M. 

Bametraf at Cor'nell University, and the Yemen Ministry of 

Agriculture training' session scheduled for May, 1983.
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7.11 Land Use Categories, Their Spectral and Spatial
 

Cues for Identification on Landsat Imagery
 

The Yemen land use classification contains eighteen 

categories distributed through four geographic regions.
 

Each of these categories is made up of geologic features,
 

soils, vegetation, agricultural or cultural components that 

reflect light differently. The Landsat satellite's 

multispectral scanner (MSS) views a scene and records its 

reflected light, separating the range of wavelengths 

reflected into separate parts or bands. The creation aof 

false color infrared transparency from these bands can
 

enhance the different reflections from different parts of 

the terrain, to the extent that they are visually separable.
 

Consequently, each category in the Yemen land 
use
 

classification reflects light differently and hence appears
 

as a unique color in the processed satellite image. 

The following pages summarize the color characteristics 

of the land use categories. Many of the categories are not 

identified on the basis of color alone, but also take into 

consideration spatial patterns and geographic distribution 

during analysis. These and other cues to land use 

identification are described in relation to each of the 

categories. 
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INTENSIVE AGRICULTURE
 

Tihamah Coastal Plain Region
 

Spectral cues: This classification unit includes 
some of
 

the most highly productive cropland in the country, so its
 

appearance on Landsat is that of dense vegetative cover.
 

Its appearance on the Tihamah Coastal Plain is usually
 

bright red, red-orange, or 
brick red. The tone is usually
 

uniform and smooth-appearing, because the landscape which
 

contains this element is very flat and doesn't cast shadows
 

as the mountainous terrain can do. Uncultivated or fallow
 

lands nearby the intensive cropland tend to be very pale in
 

color, as compared to the blue-gray non-agricultural areas
 

more distant from the intensive agriculture.
 

Spatial cues: The characteristic intensive agriculture
 

setting gives the appearance of several clusters of bright
 

red cropland areas in a broad band running east to west
 

across the coastal plain. This is associated with the
 

linear, east to west 
flow of the wadis that provide
 

irrigation water. The clusters are 
often a square kilometer
 

or less in size, but large concentrations of cropland (tens
 

of square kilometers in size) are becoming more common with
 

the advent of several major agricultural development
 

projects.
 

Geographic cues: Locationally, this category is found in
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two typical settings. One is the wadi associated east-west
 

band mentioned above; there are seven major areas of this
 

sort. A second typical location is close to the regional
 

boundary with the western highlands foothills, where slope
 

runoff and ground water 
are more easily accessible than to
 

the west. Isolated boreholIe development in many other
 

locations has produced locally productive croplands in many
 

isolated patches in the Tihamah.
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RAINFED PLAINS AGRICULTURE
 

Tihamah Coastal. Plain Region
 

Spectral cues: Because most of the plains agriculture
 

consists of widely spaced individual plants rather than
 

densely planted cropland, the reflection from the crops is a
 

weak signal to the satellite. This category appears on
 

color infrared imagery as a faint yellowish, red-orange or
 

pinkish tint over a blue-gray background, barely visible and
 

distinguishable from the blue-gray of the bare sands of the
 

Tihamah. The signal from plains agriculture grows fainter
 

from east to west, and the point at which cultivation of
 

marginal land ends and .bare lands begin is sometimes
 

difficult to delineate exactly.
 

Spatial cues: The Rainfed Plains Agriculture category is
 

typically found in very large, nearly uniform areas that
 

cover hundreds of square kilometers. To a lesser extent, it
 
is also associated' with the areas 'of marginal water supply
 

near the western extreme of major wadis, and in some areas
 

near the coast.
 

GeograPhic cues: The largest areas appear in the eastern
 

one-third to one-half of the coastal plain. More of this
 

category is present in the northern part of the Tihamah than
 

the south.
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BARE/RANGE LAND
 

Tihamah Coastal Plain Region
 

Spectral cues: The sands and gravels of- the cOastal plain
 

are characterized by a gray to-:bluishmgray,; uniform color.
 

Lighter tones arke often present where wadi flow has washed
 

out bare channels within alluvial fans. Darker tones are
 

also present, usually caused by the gravel surface of stone
 

pavement desert. The sparse to nonexistent vegetation is
 

for the most part undetectable, making the observation of
 

agricultural versus nonagricultural lands relatively easy on
 

the coastal plain.
 

Spatial cues: The majority of bare/range land in the
 

coastal plain is'abu'dant enough that spatial pattern is
 

irrelevant in its analysis. Linear, sometimes sinuous
 

patterns associated with bare.wadi beds, and isolated
 

bare/rsange areas among the plains cultivation, are two
 
pattern3J of this category that can be recognized further to
 

the east.
 

Geographic cues: Whereas the eastern half of the Tihamah
 

is mostly cultivated, the western half is mostly bare/range
 

land. The southern coastal plain areas near Mocha are
 

nearly entirely classified in this category.
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URBAN LAND
 

Tihamah Coastal Plain Region
 

Spectral cues: The reflection from buildings is somewhat
 

similar to the reflection from the raw materials they were
 

made of; 
in Yemen, building stone used for dwellings often
 

adds a blue to purple appearance to populated areas on a
 

satellite image. 
 Because the building materials are drawn
 

from the neighboring landscape, the urban area's reflectance
 

is sometimes hard to distinguish from its surroundings.
 

Larger cities such as Hudaydah and Zabid are easily
 

detected, and may contain evidence of major highways 
or
 

urban vegetation.
 

Spatial cues: Cities typically appear round or oval in
 

shape, of a size generally less than one square kilometer.
 

Locational cues: Urban.land is located.among intensive
 
croplands for-the most part,.., Coastal cities also occur.
 

Many Tiharuah cities lie aboutmidway between the foothills
 

and the sea, where the newly...constructed 'highway now links.
 

them together...
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TERRACE AND WADI AGRICULTURE
 

Western Highlands Region 

Spectral cues: The terrace and wadi agriculture category.
 

is variable in appearance and color, though the basic
 

indicator of its presence is coloration ranging from brick 

red through red-orange or tan. Darker tones result when the 

underlying geology of the area is volcanic; sometimes 

lighter tones arise from the presence of sandstones,
 

limestone, extensive deep silt deposition or terrace 

construction. Natural vegetation is easily mistaken for 

this category in some locations, necessitating supplementary
 

source information.
 

Spatial cues: Terrace cultivation is widespread, and there 

are noparticular indicators of size-or shape that help'in 

its identification. Mountain wadis, if passing through non

cultivated mountains, bear a characteristic sinuous linear
 

pattern frequently detected on the,\satellite image.
 
Terraces sometimes appear in pockets - small areas of arable 

land that appear as speckles of red; orange or pink, among 

other colors that indicate bare rock. 

Geographic cues: Major areds appear in the south central 

portion of the region; the north is generally too dry for 
extensive cultivation. -The western slopes-of the Western, 

highland massives are heavily cultivated. 
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CULTIVATED HIGHLAND PLAIN
 

Western Highlands Region
 

Spectral cues: The highland plain is recognized through
 

its near white to gray colors and even-toned (flat)
 

appearance; red and red-orange spotting indicates locations
 

of active cropland at the time of the imagery.
 

Spatial cues: Plains lie as 
flat basins among mountains,
 

usually in nonlinear shapes ,that cover several square
 

kilometers. The few highland plains found in. the Western
 

Highlands region 
are large enough to' be,prominent on the,
 

satellite imagery.
 

Geographical cues: Location of highland plains is not.a
 

useful parameter for their identification in this region.
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CULTIVATED VOLCANICS
 

Western Highlands Region 

Spectral cues: This category includes a mixture of 

volcanic rock and scattered silt deposits, in a variable
 

landscape of shallow hills and occasional small, flat
 

plains. The characteristic appearance is fine mottling,
 

with light red or pink spots indicating the arable pockets
 

of soil scattered through the volcanic landscape. These are 

too small and scattered to be mapped individually, hence the 

identification of the larger area of similar terrain instead 

of mapping each field. 

The mottling appearance of this category is extremely
 

subtle, and slight variations in the colors involved can 

imply great differences in the amount of cultivation 

present. Light gray or gray/brown with scattered white 

spots is usually an agriculturally productive area; the 

white spots are recently harvested or fallow fields. Warmer 

brown shades or darker gray with similar scattered l.ight 

spots, however, is uz ually indicative of a landscape without 

significant cultivation. This category exemplifies the fact 

that an interpreter's experience with analyzing images of 

Yemenl must sometimes, involve making very fine distinctions, 

which only lengthy analysis and comparison can make 
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possible.
 

Spatial cues: This category is found in rather large
 

sections, and these are uncommon in the Western Highlands 

region. There is no characteristic shape. 

Geographic cues: Location is not an aid to interpreting 

this category. As described previously, Cultivated 

Volcanics is among the categories detected first by 

identifying low relief areas with specific geological 

characteristics. 
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BARE/RANGE LAND
 

Western Highlands Region
 

Spectral cues: In general, the bare/range land category
 

may appear in a wide range of colors, but without the red

orange or tan shades that usually indicate oropland. In
 

this region, however, two exceptions occur. The foothills
 

of this region (less than 1300 meters elevation) and some of
 

the heavy rainfall localities near Ibb and Ta'izz contain
 

occasionally dense natural vegetation that can give a rather
 

prominent red-orange spectral signature.
 

Spatial cues: There is no characteristic spatial indicator
 

of bare/range land.
 

Geographic cues: Several general locational 
cues imply the
 

presence of this category. The northern part of the'region,
 

and the western regional border area, are generally
 

uncultivated localities due to low rainfall.
 
Topographically another indicator is usoful 
- extremely 

steep and rugged terrain is less likely to be cultivated 

than more moderate slopes, valleys and plateaus. Examining 

the geology of an area provides further insight into the 

likelihood of its use as rangeland or as cultivation. The 

satellite image analysis process required use of these and
 

other surrogate information sources for most accurate
 

results.
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URBAN LAND
 

Western Highlands Region
 

Spectral cues: The typical highlands urban land is bluish
 

purple on a false color infrared transparency. Smaller%
 

cities are sometimes undetectable in highland areas because
 

they are built on rock outcrop, often using the same rook
 

for construction material.
 

Spatial cues: Spatial cues are of little importance in
 

recognizing this category, other than the generally small
 

size and rounded or oval shape.
 

Geographic cues: These are not important in urban land
 

identification in this project, due to the availability of
 

mapped city locations from a non-satellite source.
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TERRACE AND WADI AGRICULTURE
 

Central Highlands Region 

Spectral cues: This is an intensive cultivation category,
 

and therefore a moderate to strong signal from vegetation is 

evident. Colors are typically red, red-orange, yellowish or 

tan to brown. Pale tones may be intermixed with the reds if 

partial fallowing or harvesting has occurred. 

Spatial cues: The cultivated wadi valley situation is 

easily read from Landsat because it follows a sinuous linear 

pattern. Sometimes the pattern is dendritic, with the 

cultivation extending back along small tributary routes. 

between mountains. In intensively cultivated areas,- spatial 

parameters are not essential to identification of this
 

category.
 

Geographic cues: This category :ismore common in the
 
western boundary area and the southern portion of the 

Central Highlands region. -
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CULTIVATED HIGHLAND PLAIN
 

Central Highlands Region 

Spectral cues: The highland plain appears as an 
area of
 

near white to light gray, with.evidence of red tones
 

scattered throughout the area. Its flat topographic
 

character accounts for 
even tone without topographic shadow.
 

Spatial cues: Plains are at least two square kilometers in
 

area, sometimes nearly one hundred or more. 
 The typical 

shape is more rounded than linear, with an irregular edge 

where fingers of the plain extend partway up into adjacent 

mountain valleys. 

Geographic cues: The Central Highlands Region is 

characterized by a series of highland plains that partially 

comprise the western regional boundary. In an eastward 

direction plains become nonexistent. 
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CULTIVATED VOLCANICS
 

Central Highlands Region
 

Spectral cues: This mixture of volcanic rock and debris,
 

scattered silt deposits, cultivation and fallow land has a
 

characteristic mottled appearance. 
The colors involved are
 

extremely subtle, requiring firsthand experience in image 

analysis to become accustomed to identifying this category. 

Slight variations in the colors imply the difference between 

the cultivated volcanics and bare/rangeland categories. The 

typical cultivated volcanics area is a light gray or light 

brown mottled with very small white or reddish spots, which
 

are cultivated fields. See also the description of
 

spectral, spatial, and geographic cues for Cultivated
 

Volcanics in the Western Highlands Region.
 

Spatial cues: No characteristic shapes are indicative of
 

this category's presence. Size generally encompasses
 
several square kilometers or more.
 

Geographic cues: Cultivated Volcanics are detected from
 

first identifying 
areas of low relief and volcanic origin.
 

The western and southern parts of the region are likelyl
 

locations for extended areas 
of this category. Highland
 

Plains and Cultivated Volcanics land use 
categories are
 

often found in association with eiach other.
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BARE/RANGE LAND
 

Central Highlands Region
 

Spectral cues: The bare/range land in this region does not
 

contain any evidence of significant vegetation cover.
 

Though several different colors may indicate bare land, 
none
 

contain the characteristic reLsorange component that usually
 

implies cultivation. Light tan or 
ivory colors indicate
 

limestone or sandstone, dark gray is bare volcanic rock, and
 

varying shades of gray-brown indicate other rock types
 

associated with non-agricultural uses.
 

Spatial cues: No spatial cues. are used. to 
identify this
 

category.
 

Geographic cues: Most generally, bare/range land
 

increasingly dominates in nor-thward -and eastward directions
 

in this region..
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,URBAN LAND
 

Central Highlands Region
 

Spectral cues:. Populated places are gray or -blue to purple
 

in appearance, 
 Larger cities of this region lie on highland
 

plains, for the most part, and 
are thus quite easily
 

detected by color alone. Color variations within cities
 

include red tones, which indicate urban vegetation such as
 

parks or tree plantings, and darker linear patterns
 

indicative of major roads. 
 The "ring road" around Sana'a is
 

visible on Landsat imagery.
 

Spatial cues: Small size and generally rounded shape are
 

characteristic of urban areas 
in this region.
 

Geographic cues: 
Major urban areas are associated with the
 

plains areas. Minor populated places may appear in mountain
 

settings necessitating use of the Topographic Series-for
 

urban area identification.
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PLATEAU WADI AGRICULTURE
 

Eastern Plateau Region
 

Spectral cues: The orange-red colors of the wadi-irrigated 

agriculture in this region resemble those of the Tihamah 

Coastal Plain Region. 

Spatial cues: The- generally small size of aggregated field 

groupings, and their appearance in a fairly linear or
 

fanlike distribution, is characteristic of thin category. 

Geographic cues: The cultivation in this region is limited
 

to the western edge, where desert influence is not as 

prominent, wadi irrigation is 
most common, and occasional
 

rainfall is still prevalent. Cultivation does not occur 

beyond. the range of the plateau wadi floods, 
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SCRUB WOODLAND VEGETATION
 

Eastern Plateau Region 

:Spectral cues: 
This category contains some vegetation and
 

therefore yields a low signal of its presence, appearing 
as
 

a faint red-orange to pinkish tint.
 

Spatial cues: Scrub vegetation may, follow wadi beds 

closely, giving a linear sinuous appearance. Whereas 

cultivated areas of sometimes similar tones usually appear 

in 
smooth, well defined shapes, the scrub category is more 

scattered, variable, and fainter in' color.
 

Geographic cues: This category is found both among 

cultivated areas and eastward beyond the extent of 

cultivation. 
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BARE/RANGE LAND
 

Eastern Plateau Region
 

Spectral cues: The unconsolidated sands and, gravels of the
 

eastern part of Yemen are seen 
as yello.w to light gray areas
 

on Landsat imagery. 
 No sign of the red shades associated
 

with vegetation is detected in this category.
 

Spatial cues: 
Nearly 98% of this region is classified in
 

thi3 category, and thus spatial cues are mostly irrelevant.
 

The other categories are restricted to the vicinity of a: few
 

major wadis.
 

Geographic cues: 
These are of no significance in
 

identifying this category.
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URBAN LAND
 

Eastern Plateau Region
 

Spectral.cues: Populated areas appear gray.-or blue-gray to
 

purple in color. 
 They are easily identified on this flat
 
terrain. 


Spatial cues: 

. p 

The urban lands in this region are typically


small and rounded.
 

Geographic cues: Urban 
areas are restricted to the
 
vicinity of wadi areas; 
 They are locate'd near the most 
•
 

highly productive croplands,.. and 
are .generally close to the
 
western regional boundary. 

-.
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8.0 Preface
 

The Yemen Land Use Classification encompasses four 
geographic regions and contains a total of eighteen land use
 

categories. Section 8 is a detailed description of these 

regions and classification elements. Selected photographs 

and written information are presented in documenting each of 

these categories. 

Category descriptions are grouped by geographic 

regions. Section 8.1 includes the Tihamah Coastal Plain
 

land uses, and. a summary of regional characteristics:
 

8.1.1 Region Introduction 

8.1.2 Intensive Agriculture 

8.1.3 Rainfed Plains Agriculture 

8.1.4 Bare/Range Land 

8.1.5 Urban Land 

Section 8.2 contains the Western Highlands regional 

classification:
 

8.2.1 Region Introduction 

8.2.2 Terrace and Wadi Agriculture 

8.2.3 Cultivated Highland Plains 

8.2.4 Cultivated Volcanics 

8.2.5 Bare/Range Land 

8.2.6 Urban Land 

Elements of the Central Highlands Region are describ'ed 

in Section 8.3: 
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8.3.1 Region Introduction 

8.3.2 Terrace and Wadi Agriculture 

8.3.3 Cultivated Highland Plains 

8.3.4 Cultivated Volcanics 

8.3.5 Bare/Range Land 

8.3.6 'Urban Land 

The fourth segment ofthis report section contans a 

description of --the land use in the Eastern Plateau 

geographic region: 

/ 8.4.1 Region Introduction 

8.4.2 Plateau Wadi Agriculture 

8.4.3 Scrub Vegetation 

8.4.4 Bare/Range Land
 

8.4.5 Urban Land 

In each of the eighteen classification elements,.a
 

standard format of description is presented. Photographs
 

were chosen to best exemplify the character of the land use
 

as it is seen from the ground. Where a particular land use 
category contains a range of characteristics, the 

photographs represent this range where possible. The 

written description of each category follows the topical 

format given-below: 

Topography 

,*Climate and Hydrology 

, Soils and ,Geology 

. o 

Population 
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Natural Vegetation 

Land Use 

These factors form the main part of the basis upon 

which the present land use classification was developed,. and 

therefore they represent their most important identifying
 

characteristics.
 



8.1
 

TIHAMAH COASTAL PLAIN REGION
 

8.1.1 Region Introduction
 

8.1.2 Intensive Agriculture
 

8.1.3 Rainfed Plains Agriculture
 

8.1.,4 Bare/Range Land
 

8.1.;5 Urban Land
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8.1.1 

REGION INTRODUCTION 

Physiography
 

The western boundary of the Yemen' Arab Republic lies 
along .the Red Sea. coastline. An extensive, flat to 

moderately sloping coastal plain, called the Tihamah, 

occupies a broad strip of land that extends about 400 km. in 
a north-south alignment. 
The-Tihamah averages approximately
 

50 km. in width; traveling across this span from west to 
east, elevation rises gently to 
about 500 meters, at which
 

V. 

point the plains end abruptly and the steep slopes of the
 

western highlands region begin. The Tihamah occupies about 

19,000 square kilometers, which is.approximately 15 percent 

of Yemen's land area. 

Topographically the Tihamah region shows little
 

variation, with broad, 
flat expanses of land extending for
 

hundreds of square kilometers. Several major wadis, or
 
intermittent rivers, cross the coastal plain from west to 
east in almost imperceptible shallow valleys. Wadis seldom, 
if ever, reach the Red Sea before diffusing and infiltrating 

underground. Alluvial fans are common where wadis leave the 
highlands, rapidly losing speed and depositing sediment on 
the coastal plains. The Occasionall~y heavy and sudden flow 
in wadi channels is caPable of creating'deep erosional 
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features, where it is uncontrolled.
 

Geology and Soils
 

The coastal plain region consists wholly of
 

unconsolidated material, thein form of Quaternary alluvial 

and aeolian deposits (Grolier and Overstreet, 1978). The
 

sources of these sediments are the weathered rock and wind

deposited materials of the Yemen highland regions. The
 

greatest land area is occupied by flat plains which
 

generally contain andsilt fine sand in various 

combinations. 
 The dry .but arable plains silts are
 

interspersed with areas of sand dunes and sand and gravel
 

ridges. Stone pavement desert occurs where wind removal of
 

finer sands and silts has left the dark-toned gravels of 

volcanic origin exposed 
on the ground surface.
 

The vicinity of major wadis is characterized by fine 

textured alluvial sediments that are heavily cultivated. 

These soils have often been maintained against the erosive
 

i'nfluence of wind and water. Within the wadi channel much 
coarser materials prevail with boulders exceeding .5 meter 

in diameter near the highland foothills. Alluvial fans also 

consist of coarse sediments and rocks, .though a range of 

particle sizes may be found. 



Climate
 

The Tihamah region has a hot, humid, tropical climate. 
The mean monthly temperatures of the Tihamah are 22-32
 

degrees Centigrade near the foothills and 25-35 degrees
 

Centigrade near the coast. Extensive areas of stone
 

pavement desert also add to the high temperatures with their 

reflectivity. Surface temperatures in the Tihamah have been 

known to exceed 55 degrees Centigrade. 

Daily heating of the Tihamah causes hot, air to enter 

valleys at the foot of the Western Highlands and rise along 
the mountain slopes. At night the cool air masses of the 
highlands descend toward the coastal plain. Hot air 

convection also produces frequent sandstorms and dust 

devils. 

Average yearly rainfall on the Tihamah is roughly 

200-300 mm. There is 
a decrease in rainfall, and

corresponding decrease in cultivation and vegetation, as 
one
 

travels west. Annual precipitation may be 500 mm near the
highland boundary and only 0-80 mm nearer the coast. In 

some years there may be showers on the Ti'hamah in March or 
April, but the main rainy season usually occurs in August or 

September with a few heavy torrents. The wadis, carrying 

large amounts of flood waters from rainfall in the 

highlands, seasonally inundate the plains. 

Sei breezes blowtng steadily from the west account for 
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a hot, humid and dusty atmosphere, with higher potential 

evaporation than rainfall. 

Population
 

The population density of the Tihamah region is higher 

in the eastern, inland areas than near the coast, with most 

of the villages clustered along major wadis and their 

productive agricultural lands. A less-dense scattering of 

population occurs throughout the plains areas, between
 

wadis. The western third of the coastal. plain is very 

sparsely populated, though the coastline includes some
 

isolated fishing villages and the principal port city of
 

Hudaydah.
 

The rather mobile lifestyle of some Tihamah people 

enables their migration from drier areas to cultivated wadi 
sJ 

zones during wet periods to exploit the increased proportion 

of irrigable lands. -The marginal agricultural productivity 

of the plains and the western limits of wadis may, under 

drier conditions, necessitate abandonment of huts and empty
 
fields for months or even years (Escher 1976 in Steffen, 

1978). Many then seek employment as laborers in the wadi 

zone, or nearby towns. 

Land Use 

The land use in.the Tihamah region includes four units: 

intensive'agriculture, marginal agricultu're, bare/range 

land, and urban land. Agriculture and the majority of 
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residential lands are concentrated in the eastern half of
 

the coastal plains. Extensive areas of marginal, rainfed
 

agriculture occupy the dry inter-wadi plains. 
 Several major 

wadis account for east-west running strips of intensive' 

agriculture, within access of irrigation waters., Areas of 

unsuitable soils and/or water limitations -are exploited for
 

rangeland, or used for village sites when in clodse proximity
 

to agriculture.
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8.1.2
 

INTENSIVE AGRICULTURE
 

Because of low rainfall conditions in the Tihamah
 

region, the.only highly productive lands are irrigated
 

lands. Intensive agricultural use is associated almost
 

exclusively with wadis and their-adjacent, fertile alluvial
 
I, 

deposits. Where the coastal plains meet the highlands an
 

opportunity foriirrigation comes from the run-off of the
 

bare, uncultivated foothills. Elsewhere in the Tihamah the
 

presence of good soils and pumped well irrigation can also
 

lead to intensive agricultural use.
 

Topography
 

The wadi areas on the Tihamah coastal plain.account for
 

very slight changes in relief. As a wadi leaves the
 

foothills of the western highlands, the abrupt change in
 

angle of descent causes the deposition of sediments in an
 

alluvial fan. The wadi maintains one or more main channels
 

in crossing the coastal plain, though as the velocity of its
 

flow diminishes, the formerly well-defined watercourse tans
 

out into a dendritic pattern of numerous shallow rivulets
 

that eventually soak into the sandy soil. The main wadi
 

channel may be several meters deeper than the surrounding
 

terrain and up to a few hundred meters in width. The areas
 

capable of intensive agricultural production, nearby the
 



2 Figute 8-2: 


Photographs of Intensive Agriculture Category (Al), 
Tihamah Coastal Plain Region
 

(facing page)
 

a. 	 Fields near Az Zuhrah, b. Wadi Surdud, Surdud farm 
Wadi Mawr. area. 

c. Young crops north of Wadi 	 d. Freshly plowed fields

Mawr, north central Tihaiah. 	 with standing water, 

Wadi Mawr. 

e. 	 Northern Tihamah, ploughing f. Sorghum along Wadi Surdud. 
and levelling.
 

g. 	 Jeruba research farm, south h. Wadi Mawr after rainfall,
central Tihamah. 	 January 1981. 
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wadi channels, are very flat or gently sloping lands.
 

Hydrology and Climate
 

The seasonal flood waters of the major wadis account
 

for the irrigation and intensive cultivation of thousands of
 

hectares of adjacent alluvial land. Because most of the
 

Tihamah region is very low-in rainfall, ,the productive,
 

wadi-associated agriculture is of outstanding sighificance.
 

Man-made structures divert-wadi. flow onto cropland for
 

irrigation, often widening the area of wadi-related cropland
 

to several kilometers across. Beyond the extent of wadi
 

irrigation lies either rangelan,d or marginal (rainfed)
 

agricultural lands.
 

Because of the prevalence of spate or pump irrigation-,
 

the intensive agricultural lands do not reflect local
 

rainfall conditions in general. One exception to this

situation occurs in the east-central portion of the Tihamah
 

near the highlands boundary, where rainfall is often-much
 

higher than in the .Tihamah at large. Intensive agricultural
 

production may occur 
in these areas, close to the beginning
 

of the western highlands.
 

Soils and Geology
 

The soils of the.Tihamah region range from fine
 

textured sediments to rather coarset sands and gravels; the
 

most productive agricultural land occurs in silty or sandy
 

boans. The waterlaid sediments in and around a wadi bed are
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variable in composition. The coarsest materials are the
 

boulders and cobbles that line the riverbed; these rock
 

fragments are transported from highland valleys by the flood 
waters. At the eastern edge of the Tihamah where wadis 

first reach the coastal plain, silty alluvial fan soils have 

been deposited. To the north and south of the alluvial fans 

lie the more coarse, sandy soils' of the plains. Westward 

toward the Red Sea, a mixture of sands and silts are found, 

some of windlaid as well as waterlaid origin. Saline soils 

are also located nearer tlhe coastline.
 

Population
 

With the exception of Hudaydah, the principal port 

city, a majority. of people of the coastal plain live in 

villages clustered near major wadis. Some of the larger 

towns, 'such as Zabid, Ad Dahi, and Marawi'ah, are 

communities of 5,000 or more that have arisen near major 

wadis. Small villages of about 500 inhabitants, however, 

are much more common. 

In the central and western parts of the coastal plain, 

inhabitants are situated in close proximity to the wadi, 

while the rest of the plains are very sparsely inhabited. 

Eastward toward the foothills, population is more evenly 

distributed across the plains as well as. the wadi vicinity. 

Because rainfall is sometimes variable, migration of plains 

people to wadis and larger villages often occurs, causing a 

general fluctuation in the distribution of Tihamah 
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inhabitants.
 

Natural Vegetation
 

Because this classification unit represents an 

intensive agricultural use, the presence of natural 

vegetation is negligible. There is, nonetheless, an 

assortment of native plant species scattered among field and 

field edges, fallow cropland, and uncultivated lands. The 

wadi channel itself is often lined with natural vegetation, 

and irrigation channels may also show this pattern. 

In many instances, Acacia species border the wadis;
 

usually this is Acacia tortilis (Le Houerou, 1976; Zohary, 

1973). In among the fields, incidental growth includes 

grasses and herbs, shrubs, and trees, some common genera 

being Tamarix, Ziziphus, Solanum, Acacia, Capparis, Cissus, 

and Cassia. Grassy growth characteristically appears in 

fallow fields as well as numerous weed species. Zohary 

(1973) decribes Panicum turgidum (a grass species) steppes
 

in the sandy areas of the Tihamah. 

Shrubs may .be'3ome established when several years of 

non-disturbance will allow their growth. Wild palms, in 

addition, are common, among low-lying areas that have not 

been fully transformed to agricultural land. 

Land Use 

The intensive agricultural use categoryrepresents 



Figure 8-3:
 
Photographs of Intensive Agriculture Category (Al),


Tihamah Coastal Plain Region
 

(facing page)
 

i. Irrigation sluiceway gate,' J. Irrigation system, Surdud 
Surdud farm, central Tihamah. farm. 

k. Granitic cobbles unearthed 

from water well on Tihamah 

near Jarabeh experimental 

farm.
 

m. Irrigated grapevines and 

young fruit trees; Jarabeh'. 

farm, central Tihamah. 


o. Raw cotton harvest, Surdud 

farm. 


1. Groundwater from pumped
 
well system, near Al
 
Mighlaf.
 

n. Fruit trees at Jarabeh
 
experimental farm, Wadi
 
Zabid.
 

p. Aerial photograph of
 
typical wadi-associated
 
cultivation (square fields);

mid-eastern Tihamah.
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lands that may be up to 100 percent cultivated. Because of 

the occasional fallow fields, or small uncultivated 

sections, the more common percentage of agricultural use is 

about 85% + 9%e. 250,200 hectares of land in this category 

is found in the Tihamahi 212,700 hectares of which are 

actually in cropland. 

Typically, the intensive agriculture associated with 

wadis begins as the wadi leaves the foothills, in a narrow 

band of perennially irrigated and highly productive land. 

This band rapidly widens in a westward direction, as 

agricultural use spreads along the rich silt loams deposited 

by the wadi flow. As wadi channels and irrigation ditches 

diverge and spread out, the wadi-associated agriculture zone 

begins to dissipate in a westerly direction. Active 

cropland varies with the amount of yearly rainfall, seldom 

reaching the Red Sea coastline.
 

Though the general pattern of intensive agriculture is
 

most closely linked to wadi regions, pumped well irrigation 

has produced good cropland in parts of the Tihamah plains. 

Intensive agriculture also occurs near the foothills in the 

central and northern parts of the coastal plain, where small 

wadis, pumped groundwater, and rainfall harvest from bare 

rock outcrops cen supply water for up to three crops yearly. 

Seven primary wadi systems account for the majority of 

intensive agriculture in the coastal plains region. These 

are Wadi Mawr, Wadi Surdud, 'dadi Siham, Wadi Rima, Wadi 
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Zabid, Wadi Rasyan, and Wadi Mawza'ah, in order of
 

appearance from north to south. Wad i Mawr is by far the
 

largest, draining a watershed area of nearly 10,000 square
 

kilometers (Williams, 1979). The smallest is Mawza'ah, with
 

a 1500 square kilometer drainage basin (these figures
 

include the mountainous areas whose rainfall feeds these
 

wadis and the Tihamah agriculture). Patterns of use do not
 

vary significantly among wadis, each with a basic east to
 

west sequence of perennial irrigated land, spate irrigated
 

fields, pumped well irrigation, and rainfed marginal
 

agriculture at the western end.
 

The agricultural methods praiticed in the Tihamah wadis
 

have been carefully designed through centuries of
 

traditional use. An emphasis on conservation of water and
 

labor is evident. The wadis of the Tihamah still maintain
 

the predominance of centuries-old methods despite changes
 

brought about in some areas by the availability of tractors,
 

pumps, fertilizers, and new cultivars.
 

In physical appearance, the wadi-associated fields are
 

often noted for the presence of. man-made bunds or 'hads'.
 

These low, rounded earthen walls of a meter or more in
 

height border and separate fields that are generally less
 

than one hectare in area. Bunds are constructed after
 

fields are given their first, pre-irrigation ploughing. The
 

soil excess scraped away during ,the field levelling process
 

Ca laborious but critically important procedure), is used to
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build, repair, or rebuild the bunds. The main function of
 

these earthen walls is to retain irrigation water upon the
 

levelled field for a sufficient period of time. After a
 

predetermined amount of infiltration has taken place, the
 

earthen bund on the downhill (west) side is breached,

allowing irrigation water to pass on to the next, slightly
 

lower field in line. The overflow irrigation water proceeds
 

down through as many fields as can be irrigated, in a
 

similar manner to traveling down a series of shallow steps.
 

After the soil dries adequately, a post-irrigation
 

cultivation is done, and the field is planted. Depending on
 

the position of the field and its elevation relative to the
 

wadi flow, additional irrigation may be possible. More
 

water supplied a month after planting is helpful. Those
 

fields that can receive pumped irrigation water or water
 

from the base flow of the wadi, are potentially able to
 

produce three crops in their year-round use.
 

The presence of experimental farms and agricultural
 

research programs made available in some cases through
 

foreign ea.d has enabled the development of some wadi
 

agricultural resources beyond their usual, traditional
 

practices. New approaches to irrigation, for example, can
 

eliminate the loss of space and soil experienced in using
 

the bund method. The experimental citrus groves at Jarabeh,
 

demonstration and research farms at Wadi Rima and Wadi
 

Surdud and other projects have enabled increasing use of
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machinery and more modernized, efficient agricultural
 

practices.
 

Throughout the intensive agricultural areas, the most 

common crops are sorghum, millet, and maize. Citrus fruits 

are present in some areas, and vegetable crops include 

potatoes, tomatoes, melons, green peppers, okra, chives, and
 

scallions. 
 Other crops include cotton, bananas, tobacco, 

and alfalfa. Date palms may be found in association with 

wadis, or the availability of ground water near the coast.
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8.13
 

RAoINFED PLAINS.,AGRICULTURE
 

Physiography
 

This lowest intensity form of agricultural land use
 

lies outside of the highly productive wadi-irrigated land.
 

The plains cultivation practice depends on rainfall, crops
 

tolerant of limited water, and efficient use of available
 

water through specialized agricultural methods. Though the
 

yield per hectare from the rainfed areas is low, these
 

cultivated plains cover a large percentage of the Tihamah's
 

agricultural land and their importance overall is quite
 

evident.
 

With the exception of comparatively small and uncommon
 

hills and gullies the inter-wadi plains are composed of very
 

flat land that slopes gently downhill to the west. Midway
 

between the Red Sea and the edge of the western highlands.
 

lie the flattest, most uniformand expansive areas of
 

cultivated plain. Closer to the foothills. minor drainage
 

features and outliers of highland rock interrupt the smooth
 

plains surface more frequently.
 

Soils and Geology
 

Inter-wadi agricultural plains consist of silty to
 

sandy boans, deposited originally by wind and water. Winds
 



Figure 8-4:
 
'Photographs of-Rainfed Plains Agriculture Category (P1),
 

Tihamah Coastal Plain Region
 

(facing page)
 

a. Sorghum stalk piles amid b. Common dwellings associ
cultivated plains, ated with 'the plains;
 
northern Tihamah near mud-walled with grass
 
regional boundary with roof.
 
Western Highlands.
 

c. Extensive cultivated d. Loading sorghum stalks
 
plains, most with millet for transport.
 
and scattered legumes

;
 

north central Tihamah.-"
 

e. Marginal land in grain f.. Heavy rainfall on the
 
production, Hudaydah- Tihamah Coastal Plain,
 
Sana'a road. September 1981.
 

g. Rainstorm hits an eaatern -h..Ploughing. with ,Zebu,,-,, 
Tihahiah village., July 1980.' 
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remain the primary agent of land transport. Where the
 

coarser, sandy soils 
lie, sand dunes often develop and
 

cultivation is impractical. Soils 
away from the wadis are 
generally coarser and more stratified than wadi soils.
 

(Williams, 1979).
 

Hydrology and Climate
 

Though the rainfall on the coastal plain may reach
 

300-400 mm/year, commonly precipitation is less than 200 mm.
 

The climate is hot, dry, and windy, with intense solar 

radiation. 
High potential evaporation conditions, plus the
 

devastating erosive effect of windblown sands, magnify the 

limiting influences on agriculture, causing times of 
temporary or permanent field abandonment during dry years. 

Population
 

The villages of the inter-wadi plains small,are 

numerous, and scattered throughout the eastern half of the 

Tihamah. Population density is somewhat lower on the plains
than in the lands bordering the major wadis. 

Dwellings are onbuilt terrain unsuitable for 
agriculture, in the vicinity of the cropland. The living 
units are typically small, mud-walled grass huts, located in 
small groups usually with a well. Most of the plains are 
composed of small holdings, which landowners and families 
use for subsistence agriculture. Livestock includes sheep, 

goats, chickens, donkeys, cattle, camels; animalsand theoe 
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are 
kept for food, labor, arid transportation.
 

Because,the rainwa'ter 'supply is;not sufficient in some 

years',, the' people of the Tihamah plains are semi-nomadic. 

When conditions,develop'in 'which, their -own land cannot 

produce their food, people abandon entire, villagesand 

disperse in search of temporary work and residence. Some 

will approach the larger cities and seek Jobs; others move 

to the more reliably productive wadi agricultural belts,
 

taking temporary employment in."the fields.
 

Natural Vegetation
 

-The crops , in the rainfed plains -are planted' in a,widely 

spaced ,manner, with a meter or two distance between :plants. 

Herbaceous natural vegetation' often invadesthe spaces in 

between, though water limitations affect these plants as
 

well as the crops,and they too remain sparse. Commonly,
 

acacia and other small'trees occur scattered 
across the
 

plains, covering less than 
one percent of the area oyerall.
 

Neither herbaceous and shrubby growth in the fields nor the
 

scattered trees are ,removed from the land and may have,)
 

redeeming values as 
grazing material, and a shade.'source" for
 

field, wo'rkers. 
 Where plains land has not been cultivated,
 

the natural vegetation is established in a scrub/desert
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plant community type. 

Land.Use
 

The Rainfed Plains Agriculture class encompasses 

589,800 hectares of land, or about 31% of the Tihamah 

region. The characteristic percent of actual agriculture in 

the category is 78% ± 10%. The mean total of land is the 

class that is being cropped is about 460,000 hectares.
 

The inter-wadi cultivated plains cover 
a large
 

proportion of the Tihamah region. They are located in the 

eastern half of the coastal plain, approximately bounded by 

the major north-south highway on the west side. This 

category extends to the edge of the'highlandswhere rainfall 

and pump well development are low in areas like the plains 

north of Wadi Rima. However, a more intensive class of 

agriculture occupies the eastern plains area near the 

foothills. In the coastal plain area north of Hudaydah, 

plains agricultur.e covers hundreds of square kilometers, 
interrupted only by the more intensive spate and pump 

irrigated agriculture. In the southern pOrtion of the 

region, cultivated .plains are less prevalent,..and more bare 

land, stone pave.lent deet, dunes, and rangeland are found. 

The traditional subsistence rainfed agriculture method 

also occurs in smaller areas, near the fringe of major 

wadis. These sites are beyond the potential range of spate 

irrigation during most years. Typically, the northern and 
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southern edges of an east-west flowing wadi are bounded by
 

this type of land use. The western extreme of wadi flow
 

also contains this type of agriculture, in many cases; here
 

it may take two different forms. The sparse planting method
 

used in the large plains 
areas may occur here, or else a low
 

incidence of fields with more 
typical crop spacing,
 

intermixed with date palms. 
 The variety of agriculture
 

types are grouped in this manner because they appear similar
 

on Landsat imagery, and they have in common a generally low
 

productivity level in comparison to wadi agriculture.
 

Despite the low yield from marginal agricultural lands,
 

their large extent makes them very important to the
 

agricultural productivity of the entire Tihamah region.
 

Several 
areas of marginal, rainfed lands are noteworthy,
 

mainly located in the northern half of the region. An
 

especially large section occurs southward from Harad to.the
 

area of Wadi Mawr. South of Mawr, extending to Az Zaydiyah
 

is another major region of rainfed agriculture. Other zones
 

of extensive agricultural usage occur near BaJil, Bayt al
 

Faqih, and- south of Wadi Zabid.
 

Though 100 percent of a marginal,agricultural zone may
 

have agricultural potential, a large percentage of fields
 

will be lying fallow at any one time. Quring dry years,
 

productivity reaches a minimum. 
 Rainfall irregardless,
 

fields are occasionally fallowed for time periods that may
 

extend for three or four consecutive years.
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Rainfed agriculture is piimarily used- for production of 

millet and sorghum. In some areas, beans may be planted'
 

intermittently among widely spaced millet. 
Sand dunes"
 

stabilized by bean crops also occur 
in this region. The 

crops grown in the rainfed regions are almost exclusively
 

used for subsistence purposes.
 

Tilling takes place in anticipation of rainfall, and'
 

planting 'occurs after the rains. 
 August and Marchmark the
 

beginnings of two usually rainy periods, August being
 

generally-the heaviest. Bunds bordering the fields serve 

two functions: maintenance of rainfall waters and'
 

protection against windborne sand which may damage crops.
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6.1.4
 

BARE/RANGE LAND
 

Introduction
 

Because of substantial overlap in the ocourrence of
 

bare land and rangeland, these two forms of land use have
 

been merged into a single classification -unit. Rangeland in
 

Yemen is seemingly everywhere; unlike'the western world's
 

concept of range as grassy plains or heavily vegetated
 

pastures, rangeland in the hot and dry Tihamah coastal plain
 

often consists of sparse,#dwarf shrubland and tufted grassy
 

growth. Gr.asses at best do not form a continuous grouri
 

cover, and- total vegetation cover may often be a scant few
 

percent in range areas. Livestock have been observed
 

grazing lichens and other sparse plant materials from rock
 

surfaces and crevices, where no better forage is available.
 

Though vegetation is scanty in many parts of the
 

Tihamab plains, entirely bare areas are uncommon. Their
 

separation from range areas, with range vegetation already
 

quite scanty, is of no particular benefit. Thus the
 

bare/range classification unit includes a variety of natural_
 

vegetation communities and landscape types, whose highest
 



Figure 8- 5: 
Photographs of Bare/Range Land Category (R),

Tihamah Coastal Plain Region 

(facing page) 

a. Sand desert vegetation, 

central Tihamah. 

I 

c. Natural vegetation borders 

fallow, abandoned cropland 
and stone pavement along
Hudaydah-Sana'a road on the 
Tihamah.
 

e. 	 Goats seek shade under-
neath acacia; southern 

Tihamah.
 

g. 	 Sand dunes, partially
stabilized by grasses. 

b. 	 Hudaydah-Sana'a road,
 
fairly dense natural
 
vegetation.
 

d. 	Camels grazing; near
 
Ta.'.izz-Mocha road. 

f. 	 Stone pavement desert, 
south central Tihamah. 

h. 	 Sandy desert vegetation,
Tihtnah. 
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and best use is, or has been, grazing and firewood harvest. 

Topography
 

Though the coastal plain is almost entirely a flat, 

uniform surface, the bare/range category often represents 

the parts that are not. In the eastern half of the Tihamah 

where the land is mostly used for cultivation, rangeland 

occurs in correlation with microtopographic features like 

stabilized sand dunes, gravel ridges, unfarmable wadi 

channels, eroded depressions and gullies, hills, and rock 

outcrops. The western Tihamah is dominated by the 

bare/rangeland category, and fairly extensive plains without 

agricultural use can be found as one nears the Red Sea
 

coast.
 

Soils and Geology
 

The coastal plain is composed of alluvial and windborne 

sediments which range widely in particle size. 

Bare/rangeland is characteristically associated with those
 

lands that are unfarmable, and the primary limitations 

(beside water availability) are based on high sand, gravel, 

and rock content.
 

In portions of the Tihamah that lie near the foothills, 

rock outcrop hills may occur, in which cases the soil is 

nonexistent. On the whole, the bar e/ rangeland throughout 

the Tihamah is not characterized by rock outcrop, however. 
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Adjacent to the Red Sea coast, 
salt flats or sabkhas
 

are found. Saline so.ls are also found in some inland areas
 

as well, and at times salt concentrations may inhibit
 

agriculture and limit these sites to rangeland 
use.
 

Hydrology and Climate
 

The barren lands in the coastal plain are among the
 

driest areas in the country. Hot winds blow frequently
 

across the Tihamah, mainly from the southwest. When these
 

winds cross coarse alluvial deposits, they can produce 
a
 

complex of shifting, unstable sand dunes, or, in other
 

circumstances, stone pavement desert. 
 Both of these are not
 

amenable to agricultural uses.
 

Precipitation is a major limitation as 
well in
 

accounting for the 
limited land use opportunities in the
 

bare/range category. Though rainfall may occur inland, -wadi
 

flow diminishes before water can reach the large
 

bare/rangeland area 
in the western Tihamah. Direct
 

precipitation in this area allows for only sparse natural
 

vegetation. Winds and high temperatures cause high
 

evaporation rates, that further limit the available soil
 

moisture.
 

The slight depressions caused by wadis and other
 

erosion features can account for somewhat higher degrees of
 

soil moisture content and, 
in turn, more forage for gra'zing
 

animals. These 
are often more suitable rangelands in
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general,
 

Population 

The normal distribution of population in the coastal 

plain region is located close to agricultural areas. 

Bare/rangeland areas are extrtzely sparsely populated, for 

reasons of low agricultural viability and limited water 

supply. 

The few settlements which do occur amid bare/rangeland 

exhibit some differences from agriculture-oriented villages. 

Livestock play itmore significant role as a food source. 

Villages within access of" the coast may have a heavier 

reliance upon fish as a dietary staple. Inhabitants of 

rangeland areas will be-more nomadic than agriculture-based 

population. 

Land Use and Natural Vegetation
 

The bare/range category occurs in two basic patterns. 

A large amount of the classification unit is located in the 
western one-third of the Tihamah, closest to the Red Sea 

Coast. Other patterns occur to the east; scattered among 

and throughout the agricultural zones. Rangelands are 

frequently too small to map individually and may, in some 

cases, be generalizel into the .agriculture which dominates 

the area. Assuming a size that is detectable from satellite 

imagery, bare/range areas have been mapped. 
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The southern Tihamah contains a larger proportion of 

bare/range than the central and northern portions of the 

coastal plain. To the north, agricultural use is more 

widespread due to higher water availability, and 

bare/rangeland does not dominate the landscape except in the 

western areas. From Zabid northward, the major bare/range 

areas in the west account for less than half of the total 

area. Southward, bare/range is the dominant land class with 

greater than 70 percent of the land in this category.
 

Many types of plant communities populate those areas in 

the bare/range category; all of them are sparsely vegetated, 

but significant in their production of some forage for 

livestock and woody plant material for firewood and non 

commercial village construction. 

Zohary (1977) classifies the natural vegetation of the 

Tihamah as belonging to the Nubo-Sindian province, in his 

comprehensive study of middle eastern vegetation. The area 

consists of hot deserts, as a most basic description; these 

contain tropical vegetation due to high temperatures, but 

low rainfall accounts for the low percentage of trees or 

continuous vegetation cover. Hot, extremely barren deserts, 

at one extreme, grade into several other plant communities 

with denser vegetation. In wadis and depressions, pseudo

savanna (Zohary, 1977) develops where agriculture and 

grazing do not destroy natural vegetation structure. This 

plant community type consists of scattered trees, with an 



Figure 8-6: 
Photographs of Bare/Range Land Category (RI),


Tihamah Coastal Plain Region 
(facing page)
 

i. 	 Dry pseudo-savannah 
vegetation type, near 
highland foothills. 

k. 	 Natural vegetation near 
outskirts of Wadi Mawr 

cultivated area; Az Zuhrah. 

m. 	Thorny natural vegetation 
among grasses. 

o. 	 Camels grazing in halophytic
ground cover, near Hudaydah. 

j. 	 Standing water near coast; 
Hudaydah.

1. Shtub vegetation, near 
Jeruba research farm. 

n. 	 Palms and related natural 
vegetation near Red Sea 
coast.
 

p. 	 Fishing village coastline, 
non-agricultural lifestyle; 
near Al Khawkhah. 
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understory of dwarf shrubs and succulents as well as tufted 

grasses. There is no continuous grass cover, as there would 

be in true savanna. 

More specific descriptions of different components of
 

the bare/range category might'be given. Near the Red Sea
 

coast seasonally saturated, salty soils, known 
as sabkhas,
 

bear salt-tolerant, low vegetation that may be grazed by 

goats and camels. This form of vegetation is restricted to 

coastal areas and often occurs as a stabilizing factor on 

sand dunes. Sand dunes, if unstable and free of vegetation, 

migrate from place to place on certain parts of the Tihamah. 

These are among the few areas where the land is totally 

bare. More often, dune areas contain at least a small 

percentage of ground cover by tufted grasses and some shrub
 

growth. Coastal dune areas may contain palmettos and larger 

woody plants in some cases. 

Stone pavement desert, with its surface of dark gravels 
of volcanic origin, is extremely hot and dry; Nonetheless, 

low shrub growth of several different species can be found, 

occasionally with percent ground coverage reaching about 

ten. Other desert plant communities can approach twenty 

percent cover with a large variety of shrubs, scattered low 
trees, succulentsi and grasses. Because of differences in 

water availability, microtopography, and soils, plant 

communities of this type may vary significantly in their 

species composition, extent, and ground cover. 
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Grasses as well as 
some shrub species may be utilized
 
-
ior forage in the bare/range category. Rangeland species '
 

are usually deficient in protein (Le Houerou, 1976),and as
 
such are not the best food supply for livestock. The
 

utilization of all available rangelands is a necessity for
 

the livestock-dependent portion of the Tihamah population.
 

The effects of overdependence on these lands has, in many
 

locations, produced an overgrazed, denuded wasteland
 

(Williams, 1979) where steppe or pseudo-savanna vegetation
 

once occurred. Management of rangelands use, 
as well as
 
introduction and planting of appropriate forage species, are
 
commendable improvements in the usefulness ofthis land
 

category.
 

Approximately 55.6% of the Tihamah Coastal Plain region
 

has been classified Bare/Range. 
A total area of,1,058,700
 

hectares was measured for this category/during the data
 

takeoff from the land use maps.
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8.1.5k
 

URBAN LAND
 

Physical Environment
 

The cities and villages of the coastal plain region are
 

generally located amid agricultural areas. Land unsuitable
 

for cultivation is most commonly utilized for building.'
 

sites; in the central and coastal regions, urban areas occur
 

typically on 
the flat plain while nearer the foothills,
 

villages are often clustered on rook outcrops and hills.:
 

Urban location takes into account the problem of-water
 

suppply. Most-larger villages in the Tihamah are situated
 

along major wadis, from whose groundwater agricultural,
 

domestic, and livestock water supplies can be obtained.
 

Settlements on the inter-wadi plains are dependent on,"
 

sufficient groundwater from pumped wells.
 

Population
 

Several types of urban areas 
occur in the Tihamah
 

coastal plain. 
 The largest city in the region is Hudaydah,
 

located 
on. the Red Sea coast, andof high signi~ficance as
 

the primary port city of all of Yemen. 
 Ibdaydah's rapidly
 

expandilng population may exceed 100,000, though a more exact
 
figure is unavailable. In.its size, devei'opment of urban.
 

center characteristics, 
and lifestyle of its inhabitants,
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Hudaydah is unique among Tihamah cities.
 

Two smaller port cities, as well as several fishing
 

villages, occur 
along the coast. Mocha and As Salif receive
 

some trade, but they are unable to accommodate the larger
 

ships that. Hudaydah is capable of hosting. Fishing'is a
 

major activity in these, cities, as well as the villages of
 

Al Luhayyah, Ibn Abbas, Al Khawkhah, and Al Khawbah.
 

Several inland cities are' present on the Tihamah
 

plains, in close association with agricultural areas. Most
 

of these number from a few t.0 
several thousand inhabitants.
 

Two noteworthy patterns appear, in examining the inland
 

cities. Almost every one is positioned along a major wadi
 

course, 
roughly halfway between the coast and the highlands'.
 

Secondly, the major highways of the Tihamah pass closely by
 

each of these cities. Some of the settlements that show
 

this pattern of location are Harad, Suq 'Abs, Az Zuhrah, Al
 

Qanawis, Az Zaydiyah, Bajil, Hays, Zabid, and Al Husayniyah.
 

A large number of small villages lie scattered
 

throughout the Tihamah'region. Because they are
 

exceptionally common, quite small, and interspersed among
 

heavily cultivated lands, these 'minor settlements are not
 

individually mapped in this land use study. The individual
 

dwellings are constructed from earth and grasses, and thus
 

are indistinguishable from their surroundings in satellite
 

imagery. The minimum size for the mapped urban 
areas
 

corresponds to the cities of fourth order importance,
 



Figure 8- 7: 
Photographs of Urban Land Category (Ul), 

Tihamah Coastal Plain Region 
(facing page)
 

a. Hudaydah street scene. b. Village scene in.the 
central Tihamah, among 
bunded fields.
 

c. Small village near Jarabeh, 	 d. Boat under construction 
central Tihamah.... 	 in coastal fishing vil

lage; near Al Khawkhah. 

e. 	 Temporary dwellings near f. Ocean front at Mocha,
the highland foothills, southern Tihamah region. 

g. 	 Rock piles mark future h. Wailed city; Al Khawkhah. 
building sites; Mocha. 
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designated on the 
1974 British topographic maps which are
 

the base maps for thisstudy. 

Land-Use 

The major cities have a characteristic pattern common 
throughout. Because of recent development trends, each is
 

now accessed-by a major road, as as
well the numerous foot
 

trails and 
 cart- paths that radiate out in many directions 

from the urban center. Whereas major highways usually pass 

through the center of villages in the highlands, the 

opportunity for better-planned highway placement is possible 

on the Tihamah plains. Here the common pattern is to Offset 

the highway to one edge of the town, allowing for urban 

expansion and avoidance of traffic hazards. 

The largest and most highly developed cities, such as 

Hudaydah, have a growing number of paved streets, but a
 

large number of unsurfaced roads remain. Automobile, 

motorcycle, and .truck transportation is common, and donkey 
carts share the roads with motorized vehicles. 

:1 

Buildings are most often constructed from stone, of 

which many different varieties and colors are available. 

Rough stone blocks are trucked in from the highland regton 
where they"are mined. Hired stone chippers carve these 
blocks to the proper size and shape for construction of 
dwellings, in which zeveral men participate. Many imported 

materials are finding increased usage in construction. 
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Smaller dwellings and temporary structures.may be built fram
 

mud, brick, grasses, wood, and other materials.
 

Even when 
a village is located amidst intensive
 

cultivation, there is frequently an observable pattern of
 

bare land encircling the town. Presumably this area 
is
 

either unsuitable for cultivation or, in some cases, may
 

consist of abandoned fields. 
 The rapid expansion of many
 

cities suggests that the fields adjacent to urban 
areas are
 

currently being abandoned in expectation of oncoming
 

residential development.
 

Total area of urban lands mapped in the Land Use
 

Inventory was calculated at 3700 hectares for the Tihamah
 

region. This is the highest regional total for.an urban,
 

land class, suggesting that larger and 
more frequentcities
 

are found in the: Tihamah.
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WESTERN HIGHLANDS REGION
 

8.2.1 Region Introduction
 

:8.2.2 Intensive Terracing and
 

Wadi Agriculture
 
*8.2.3 Cultivated Highland Plain
 

8.2.4 Cultivated Volcanios
 

o8.2.5 
 Bare/Range Land
 

'8.2.6 Urban Land
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8.2.1
 

REGION INTRODUCTION
 

-Phys 
 iography
 

The Western Highlands region is composed entirely of
 

rough, complex, mountainous terrain. 
 Where the flat Tihamah
 
coastal plain reaches its eastern boundary, the foothills of
 

the Western Highlands abruptly rise up; 
the highest peaks
 

exceed 3700 meters. This region encompasses an area of
 

about 35,000 square kilometers, or approximately 29 percent
 

of the part of North Yemen covered in the Land .Use
 

Inventory..
 

Like the coastal plain region, the Western Highlands
 

occur in a north-south strip, broadest at the south end.
 

The Central Highlands region lies. to 
the east. Boundary
 

delineation between the 
two highlands regions 'is based 
on
 
several differences in the terrain of these adjacent
 

regions. Topographic differences were 
a factor in
 

establishing the boundary, 
as in the contrast between the
 
Western Highlands peaks and the Dhamar plain of the Central
 

Highlands. Most boundary placement relates closely to
 

changes in geology as well, such as in the interface between
 

precambrian shield and limestone plateau in the northern
 

part of the Western and Central 8:ighlands. Rainfall and,
 

agricultural practices, elevation, population, and natural
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vegetation are minor contributing factors that add to the 

contrast between these regions. In combination, all. these 

elements form the concept of regional boundary, while exact 

boundary delineation is based on visible Landsat : 

characteristics.
 

The slopes of the Western. Highlands :,are the steepest in 

the country overall, and.. the -Western Highland massives are 

its tallest mountains as well. Highland plains and broad, 

flat wadi valleys are not characteristic of the western 

mountainous terrain, and valleys there are narrow and steep 

as a rule. The steepness of the mountain slopes andi the 

comparatively high rainfall make the weathering and 

transport of colluvium and alluvial sediments a modifying 

influence on minor topographic character. Human transport 

of sediments, as well, changes the local landscape-; for 

centuries, Yemenis have transported soil from low areas up 

to man-made terraces on the slopes. 

Geology and Soils 

The major proportion of the Western Highlands region is 
covered by Yemen volcanics, primarily.the felsic and 

tuffaceous older members-"ot the series: (Grolin and 

Overstreet, 1976). Precambrian shield rock is observable in 

the northernmost part 'of the region where exposures of 

granite, gneiss, and schist are mingled with minor 

occurr'ences of limestone, green shale, and sandstone. Some 

granitic peaks are found near the Tihaznah/Western Highland 
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boundary in the southern half of the region. 

The deposition of alluvial sediments is common in wadi 

valleys, with some human transport of these to better 

locations for farming. Windlaid sediments are not'as much 

of a major contribution to Western Higl.%and soils, in 

contrast to the wide valleys and basins of the Central
 

Highlands, Soil formation from weathered
the rock of the 

slopes may occur in rills and depressions, where it may
 

accumulate to a significant degree.. Some soils typical of 

the region are Camborthids, Torriorthents, Torrifluvents, 
and Calciorthids (Dept. of Agronomy, 1981). Rock, without 

any substantial soil covering, comprises a significant 

proportion of the landscape as well. 

Climate
 

Climatic conditions in the Western Highlands region are
 

quite diverse, with the major parameters of variation
 

a u f b l'Aaspect of slope, and distance 

from the Red Sea coast. Temperature, solar radiaton, and 

rainfall are subsequently affected by these variables. 

Rathgens (1956 in Steffen 1978) summarizes three 
climatic types -- tropical, subtropical, and temperate -- in 
the area referred to in this study as the Western Highlands. 
The foothills area, .directly adjacent to coastalthe plain, 

shares its tropical, arid climate. Mean monthly 

temperatures are high -- 22 degrees to 26 degrees 
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Centigrade, and rainfall is generally less than 400 mm peryear. The tropical pattern extends inland until elevationhas increased to about 1400 m, at which point subtropicalclimatic influences begin. Some additional rainfall is
Possible in the higher elevations, with up
accumulation, to 600 mm yearly

Temperatures are a cooler 
Centigrade, 16-24 degrees

Climatic changes are reflected in the abundanceof natural vegetation including scrub growth, grasses, and
several species of Euphorbiaceae. Agriculture gainssignificance as the temperature and water availability
 
become 
 more favorable. 

The higher peaks, ranging from 2100-3700 m. in
elevation, have been classified as temperate climate. Mean
monthly temperatures range from 10-18 degrees Centigrade,
and rainfall may exceed 1000 
 mm per year. 
 The mostappropriate and heavily used agricultural regions are thosewhich receive higher rainfall; usually these are the westernslopes, between 1300 and 2600side of the western meters elevation.massives The leeis usually characterized by. adrastic decrease in rainfall. Fog and clouds often envelopthe mountains in these areas for the mornjlrg hours, beingdissipated by sunlight and air currents by afternoon. Theshielding effect of the clouds is believed to assist in the

retention lof soil moisture (Steffen 1978).
 

Two major periods of 
rainfall occur in this region,with peak precipitation generally around April and August. 
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The late summer rains are generally heaviest and most 

essential to crop production. Extremely localized showers 

are common. The southern portion of the region, around Ibb 

and Taizz, has the heaviest rainfall. The northern and 

eastern region edges have considerably less precipitation. 

Population
 

The Western Highlands region, especially the southern
 

one-third, is the most heavily populated of the four 

regions. Taizz, the country's second largest city, exceeds
 

one hundred thousand inhabitants, and promises to continue
 

its accelerated growth rate. Large numbers of small 

villages are clustered throughout areas where agricultural
 

use is most highly developed. Some portions of the region,
 

such as in the north among the western foothills, and to the 

east of Manakhah, have a less dense population. Villages 

are constructed on rock outcrops near agricultural areas,
 

usually located at a higher elevation than the terraces.
 

Traditionally this done the defensive aswas for advantage, 
well as to avoid building on agriculturally productive land. 

Land Use 

The Western Highlands have been classified as "three 

types of agricultural land, plus an urban classification 

unit and a bare/range land unit. A substantial' proportion 

of the Western Highlands area is involved in intensive 

agrbcultural production, with abundant terracing on the 
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slopes and cultivation of wadi flood plains where possible.
 

Bare/range land is next in abundance; this unit dominates
 

the foothills near 
the Tihamah, the granitic exposures in
 

the highlands, and the northernmost part of the region. 
The
 

other two less-common agricultural units are called
 

cultivated volcanics and cultivated highland plains, both
 

more characteristic of the Central Highlands region than the
 

typical Western Highlands terrain. 
A small percentage of
 

Western Highlands area falls under these two descriptions.
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8.2.2
 

TERRACE AND WADI AGRICULTURE 

-A large percentage of the Yemen-Arab Republic is 

mountainous. Steep, rough terrain of this kind is asnot 

easily converted to productive farmland as are the flat, 

fertile wadis of the coastal plain. Nonetheless, locally 

favorable environmental conditions and centuries of human
 

labor have made possible the subsistence agriculture that 

supports hundreds of thousands of Yemenis. Terrace 
cultivation methods have made it possible to convert the 

mountain slopes and highland wadi valleys into hundreds of 

square kilometers of arable land. 

Topography
 

The terrace method converts a smooth, sloping surface 

into a series of steps of roughly equal height. Each 

terrace is flat with the front face vertical. Carefully 
planned. human labor accounts for the construction and 

maintenanee of the terrace's front edge which is usually 

made of cobblestones. The height of the stone wall is 

generally about one to two meters; as high as a man can 

conveniently reach in its construction. The condition of 

the stone facing is of critical importance in resisting 

erosion by runoff. 



Figure 8-9: 
Photographs of Terrace and Wadi Agriculture Category (T2),

Western Highlands Region 
(facing page)
 

a. 	 Sorghum-filled terraces, b. -Highland wadi, with 
western highlands, permanent tree crops. 

c. Cultivation of wadi 	 d. Bridge over wadi culti
floodplains. 	 vation, Taizz-Mocha road; 

note uncultivated slopes 
nearby.
 

e. Heavy terracing in the high 	 fL Abundant qat trees at
 
rainfall area west of Amran. 	 Haraz.
 

g. 	 Heavy terracing in an area h. Small qat trees on 
of deep soils, near Ibb. terraces; Haraz. 



II. 

Wi 
MW 
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Three general situations exemplify the topographic
 

character of terrace and wadi agriculture. The best-known
 

is the intensive terracing of large areas where in 
some
 

places nearly 100 percent of the terrain is in production.
 

Slopes are not extremely steep, allowng for greater width of
 

individual terraces. 
 Soils have accumulated through
 

breakdown and weathering of the rock, deposition by wind,
 

and human transport mainly from alluvial sediments in the
 

neighboring valleys. 
 Conditions of rainfall, temperature,
 

and soil are 
favorable enough in such localities that the
 

orientation of the terraced slope is not a limiting factor;
 

such areas do, however, occur 
with greater frequency on the
 

west side of the western highlands massives.
 

A second situation in which productive land occurs is
 

the highland wadi valley. It 
should be noted that, although
 

wadi valleys in the mountains have an abundant water supply
 

and a steady source of alluvial and colluvial soils, many of
 

these are not under cultivation. Many wadis run through
 

steep-walled gorges with very narrow channels and
 

floodplains; periodic inundation by seasonal floodwaters
 

keeps these sites extremely unstable and unusable except 
as
 

a soil source. Furtkaermore, Yemen farmers have historically
 

preferred living and 
farming in the higher elevations for 

added safety from attack -- the wadi valley is considerably 

more vulnerable than a mountaintop. 

Where conditions are extremely favorable, in the
as 
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,uase of wide, stable floodplains, the highland wadi valleys 

have been exploited for agriculture nevertheless. The basic 

wadi channel and an allowance for higher flood levels are 

left alone, and the more distant floodplains and lower 

valley slopes are stablized as wide, flat terraces. 

A third situation exemplifying terrace cultivation is 

the scattered placement of terraces in marginally suitable 

locations. Slopes are quite steep, and terraces may be only 

one to two meters wide and several meters long. Unlike the 

intensive terracing pattern of more tavorable areas, these
 

small terrace groups are limited to depressions in slopes, 

small valleys, isolated soil deposits, and sheltered areas.
 

Terrace placement may be on a concave slope face to enhance 

the collection of rainwater and surface runoff. There is, 

however, a point at which channeled runoff would become too 

intense and during heavy to pass overerosive rains terraces 

without destroying them. Water management, then, as well as 

the steep slope and limited soil availability, represent 
potentially severe constraints to which the farmer must 

continually respond. 

Terrace cultivation in the Western Highlands region 

bears a strong relationship to elevation. The great 

majority of highlands agricultural land occurs above 1500 

meters and often continues through an elevation of 3000 

meters or more. Below 1500 meters, climatic factors often 

become limiting. 
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Hydrology and Climate 

The areas of most intensive terracing correlate with
 

the most abundant rainfall in the region. The Ibb province 

in particular has a heavy rainfall pattern with peaks in 
April and August. Annual precipitation is capable of 

reaching 1000 mm per year, Most terrace crops are rainfed 

by direct precipitation or irrigation from the runoff of 

upper slopes.
 

Because terrace agriculture generally occurs 
in higher
 

elevations, the climatic conditions most closely associated 

with highland cultivation are temperate to subtropical.
 

Mean monthly temperatures may range from 10 degrees to 24 

degrees Centigrade. Temperatures below freezing are 

occasionally recorded theduring winter season, but these do 

not generally'threaten crop production in the highlands.
 

Climatic variation within very short distances can
 

account for intense agricultural use and barren land in 
close proximity to one another. The complex topography of 

the Western Highlands and its influence on wind patterns, 

clouds, and precipitation account for this great variability 

in climate. Locally intense and sudden rainfall, as well as 

sometimes unexpected dry spells, make the management of 

water availability of special concern in agricultural 

planning and practice. 

Geology and Soils
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The Western Highlands region is dominated by older
 

members of the Yemen Volcanics,'and the majority of terrace
 

areas occur in association with these rook types. 
 Terracing 
occurs on other forms of bedrock as well, so this does not 

appear to be an important determinant of agricultural
 

suitability. In northern areas a substantial amount of
 
terracing is found occur
to on Precambrian shield rocks.
 

The heavily terraced area of Jabal Raymah 
 is situated on a 

granitic exposure.
 

Terrace soils range significantly in texture from deep, 

fine silts to extremely stony soils. Human transport of 

valley sediments has made it possible to farm higher quality 

soils where stony soils or exposed rock would normally 

occur. 
 The human influence has made the distribution and
 

characteristics of moresoils difficult to describe in. 

conventional terms of parent material and formative
 

processes.
 

Population
 

The Western Highlands populawtion is not centralized 

into major cities with the exception of Ta'izz. The 
distribution of highland inhabitants is in nearly all cases 
directly proportional to the location of major centers of 
agriculture. Clusters of smallnumerous1 villages are a 

more common form of porujation distribution than the larger 

cities. 
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The major zones of terrace cultivation also are the 

locations of a significant proportion of the Western
 

Highlands population, more so 
than any other form of land
 

use. The Tihamah Coastal Plain region showed a close 

association between population patterns and 
intensive
 

agriculture in the wadi areas; 
likewise, the Central
 

Highlands region indicates a correlation of highland plains
 

cultivation and population. The relationship between
 

increased population 
 density and high agricultural 

productivity is consistent throughout Yemen. 
 This is easily
 

observed by comparing the Land Use and Population
 

Distribution maps (Volume III) for the same locality. 

Natural Vegetation
 

Though this classification element is primarily
 

agricultural, natural vegetation relates terrace wadito and 

locations in a manner 
worth mentioning. Because intensive
 

agricultural production occurs 
in the areas with the most
 

abundant rainfall, natural vegetation is potentially capable
of its most lush growth in the same regions. In abandoned 

terraces, uncultivated land, and field borders natural 

vegetation is frequently well established and creates a 
continuum of vegetative cover between many areas of 

cultivation. Some natural vegetation is therefore 

generalized in with the agricultural areas during the 

interpretation and mapping process as inclusions. 

Euphorbias, cacti, grasses, and various tree and shrub 
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species are commonly found in association with the
 

agricultural areas. 

Land use
 

The Terrace and Wadi. Agriculture unit was manually 

measured as the most abundant agriculture class in the 

region (44.6%). Percent cultivation sampling revealed a 

mean of 50% + 8% cultivated land within the category,. which 

indicates about 795,200 hectares of Terracing (active and 

fallow) in the Western Highlands region. 

There are several areas in the Western Highlands region 

where intensive terrace and wadi agriculture covers close to 

100 percent of the land in a pattern encompassing a hundred
 

or more square kilometers. These show a common pattern of
 

higher elevation, high rainfall, moderate slope, and 

temperate climate. 

The largest of these agricultural complexes is a 

several hundred square kilometer area in the province of 
Ibb. Most of the agriculture appears between 1500 and 3300 

meters elevation, and terracing is extremely dense. The 

Ta'izz-At Turbah vicinity is a similar concentration of 

highly productive agriculture.l land. In the vicinity of 

Jabal Ash Shu'ub, two to three hundred square kilometers of 

terrain is domitated by heavy terracing between 1500 m and 

3000 m elevation. Like the Ta'izz and Ibb areas, the 

terraces are situated on old Yemen Volcanics. The steeper 



Figure 8-lO:
 

Photographs of Terrace and Wadi Agriculture Category (T2),

Western Highlands Region 

(facing page)
 

i. Scattered terracing and J. Terraciniwin valley south 
natural vegetation mixed; of Ibb.
 
western highlands.
 

k. Sorghum on lower terraces; 1. Small village site and 
Hudaydah-Sana'a road. maize, west of Ta'izz. 

m. Terracing nearby a culti- n. Sorghum crop in heavy
vated highland plain, showing terracing area of lower 
transition between the two slopes, northeast of Ibb.
 
categories; near Yarim. 

o. Same location as n., p. Vertical face of silt 
uncultivated upper slopes. deposits; near Ibb. 



....
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slopes and lower elevations are generally not cultivated,
 

with the exception of the mountain wadi valleys that contain
 

sufficiently wide, arable, and stable floodplains.
 

The Jabal Raymah area covers another one to two hundred
 

square kilometers of intensive agriculture, on relatively
 

steep slopes from 2,000 m to 3,000 m elevation. A similar
 

sized area.is 
located near Manakhah. Two other major
 

agricultural sites of the' Western Highlands region occur
 

near Hajjah and east of Suq'Abs.
 

Two main seasons of planting occur in the Western
 

Highlands, though the majority of fields are 
used for only
 

one of these yearly; two crops'fare somewhat more frequent in
 

areas of high rainfall or western exposure. The 'summer
 

season is the most commonly utilized time for cropping, with
 

planting in June or July; 
winter planting follows the
 

October harvest and generally involves different crops than
 

the summer planting.
 

Field crops dominate the.majority of terraces. 

Permanent' tree crops', including qat arid coffee, are small 

but significant elements in the highlands agriculture, and
 

these may be the dominant crop economically in specific
 

locations. 
 High value cash crops are 'more carefully tended
 

and guarded than the subsistence crops.
 

The summary of the agricultural census of six provinces
 

(Ministry of Agriculture, 1981) provides information on crop
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abundance and season 
in the Dhamar, Hajjah, Mahweet, Ta'izz,
 
and Ibb provinces, all or 
part of which are located in the
 

Western Highlands region. Sorghum, sometimes mixed with
 
pulses,' accounts for the major part of cropland in every
 

province. Ta'izz and Ibb provinces also indicate a 
significant proportion of maize (3.5 %and 10 % 

respectively) and Dhamar and Ibb produce about 10 percent
 

each wheat and barley. Millet occurs with a 5 to 10 percent
 

frequency in the Hajjah and Ta'izz provinces. Minor crops
 

include alfalfa, cotton, and vegetables sometimes irrigated
 

because of their higher water requirements.
 

Winter crops, in general, are a much smaller harvest
 

than the summer. Sorghum production, and sorghum with
 

pulses, yield a harvest "of 10-30 percent of the quantity
 

from the same crops in summer. Maize, in some localities, 

is a more frequent winter than summer crop, as are also 

wheatand barley. 

Permanent tree crops account for less than 10 percent 

of the total cropland in all provinces surveyed except Al 

Mahwit which produces permanent crops in 24 percent of its 

terraces. Qat is abundant in Mahwit, with 20 percent of the 

total terrace land; coffee, by comparison, occupies four
 

percent of the terraces. In other regions qat is also more
 

common than coffee in a ratio of about 4 to 1. 
Other, less
 

common permanent crops:Include banana and palm in most
 

areas, peaches and pomegranates in the Dhamar Province;
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plums in Ibb; papaya, mango, and guava in Ta'izz; apricots
 

and grapes in Al' Mahwit; and wild "palm, papaya, mango, and
 

lemon in Hajjah Province.
 

Cultivation methods rely on human labor, draft animals,
 

and small tractors. Three quarters or more of the
 

agricultural land is worked with the aid of draft animals,
 
though an increasing number of small tractors are coming 

into use. The Province of Ibb reports that 49 percent of 

agricultural holdings involve tractor use, and Ta'izz
 

Province employs tractors on 32 percent of the holdings.
 

Manual methods of cultivation are reported to occur 
on the
 

average of 13.5 percent in the six provinces studied.
 

".Manure, pesticide, and fertilizer use is not uncommon,
 

though none of these occurs 
in a majority of land holdings. 

Census totals indicate that about '33 percent of agricultural 

land is manured, and about 16 percent receives other forms 

of fertilizer. Only 2.8 percent-of the' survey area is
 

reported to use pesticides.'
 

Irrigation in highland areas is strongly contrasting to
 

that practiced in the coastal plain, because of the
 

significantly higher levelsof rainfall. 
 The large majority 

of Western Highlands terraces are rainfed, though these are 

in'a sense irrigated by water harvest, from upper slopes. 

Spate irrigation; so important on the coastal plain, is 

insignificant in a majority of highland situations. Spring 

and pump irrigation methods affect a small percentage of
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highland: agricultural holdings. 
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8.2.3
 

CULTIVATED HIGHLAND PLAINS
 

The cultivated highland plain is a land use unit whose
 

identification is based 'On the landform as 
well as the use
 

within it. A sometimes high percentage of fallow and
 

abandoned agricultural land in the plain, and the annual
 

variability in the location of these inactive fields,
 

necessitate the mannlnu and dsnrln .nn f *ho n1 o4*1 4-oa I
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near the plains edges, often producing finger-like
 

extensions of the plains 
into mountain valleys. Terraces
 

begin~to be found in these plains and adjacent mountain
 

valleys, as well as in situations where a gentle slope needs
 

to be levelled out on the plain itself. Other
 

microtopographic features can result from the prenence-of
 

gravel or sand evees and ridges among the flat, fine

grained sediments.
 

Soils and Geology
 

The cultivated highland plains are often deep deposits of
 

windlaid or waterlaid sediment, among volcanic bedrock. 
 The
 

parent materials for the plains are partly alluvial and
 

colluvial sediments, including sand, silt, clay, and gravel
 

of varying sizes. Loess may, in some locations, predominate
 

as the main sediment source. Where a highland wadi is 

located within the same malor vallav nahtarnn- n11iim 



Figure 8-11: 	 q1'
 
Photographs of Cultivated Highland Plains Category (H2),
 

Western Highlands Region
 
(facing page)
 

a. Low terracing near edge of 	 b. Highland plains culti
highland 	plain,, near Ibb. vation mixed with natural 

ve etation, Quiadah-
Ta izz, September 1981. 

c. Cultivated highland plain, 	 d; Large highland plain west 
without crops in January. of Sana'a showing volcanic 

parent material and wind
laid silts.
 

e. Scattered cultivation on f. Sorghum crop on small 
plains north of Ibb. plain near Ta'izz, 

September 1981. 



Or 
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limestone.
 

..
•Climate and Hydrology
 

The three sites 'inthe Western Highlands ,region where
 

highland plains occur are all different examples of matic
 

and hydrologic conditions., 
The Ganed plain is located near
 

the high rainfall area.of Ibb and this site proba'y
 



feet in elevation, western highland plains areas are lower.
 
the' three.Ganedis approximately 150 im the highest of 

The northern plains lie at 1000-1200 m; the lowest elevation 

is the Zabid plain which ranges from 700-1200 m in 

elevation. Temperatures vary,' according to these 

elevations, from the temperate climate of the higher plains 

to a near tropical situation Omong the Zabid foothills. 

-Population
 

The settlement pattern varies as well among the 

highland plains of the wester.In region. Ganed has perhaps 

the hichp.A " nnni1 +^1 ',i a44,,t ^ P ,4,.t'*,-t%--

http:wester.In
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spars. Interspersed among the cultivated- fields and along 

fiel4 edges, however", the areas, unsuitable for agriculture 

remain,'under natural vegetation cover. ,,Pressures of 
rangeland use and fuel harvest often keep the natural'
 

vegetation on, these sites at 
a minimumS.
 

Typical of the arid to semi-arid climate, the natural
 
vegetation consists of widely scattered trees and shrubs.
 

f, I ; j 

Some herbaceous growth is scattered throughout uncultivated
 

areas. Grassy lands may occur 
very locally, where a high
 

water table or spring seepage is found.
 

T eA 'it ' 
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the highland plains areas. 
 Other crops include maize,
 

vegetables, alfalfa, and beans. 
 Sorghum and maize are the
 

summer 
crops while wheat and barley dominate the winter
 

season. Many fields are not used for more than one.crop per
 

year though the sites with some form of irrigation are more
 

productive. Fallowing of fields occurs commonly, often in
 

response to dry years or manpower shortage. In the case of
 

qho1 laws arm ,fka,. ,4 do^ ' -J 4.. aJ _ _ . 
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8.2.4 

CULTIVATED VOLCANICS 

The cultivated volcanios classification unit .combins
 

more than one land 
use in a complex but consistently
 

recognizable landscape type. 
 This element is identifiable 

due to its characteristic pattern of terraced low hills, 
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and occasionally sharp ridges, The dark brown to grey
 

bedrock lies exposed in many places or is partially covered 

by pyroclastic debris. Soil collects in or is transported 

to depressions and long creases in the volcanic rock within 

which the major portion of agricultural usage occurs. 

In the Western Highlands the cultivated volcanics occur 

in areas of about 1200-1700 m elevation. This is a 

generally lower elevation than the terrace agriculture unit 



Figure 8-12;
 

Photographs of Cultivated Volcanics Category (V2),
 
West:ern Highlands Region
 

(facing page)
 

a. Volcanics west of Amran, b. Volcanic-derived rubble.
 
Note dark-toned plains

in distance.
 

c. Plains and terraces amid d. Young crops in a small
 
volcanic slopes., pocket of good land
 

among volcanic rock.
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this land use 
element when slope, elevation, and
 

agricultural use criteria are met. 
 Usually this occurs in
 

areas of lava interbedded with fluvial-like and lacustrine
 

sand, clay, and shales. Felsic and tuffaceous lavas with
 

occasional basaltic flows also occur.
 

A second situation involves the oldest of the Yemen
 

volcanics, a basaltic lava which forms an unbroken cover
 

over older sedimentary rocks. 
 This in turn may be covered
 

by more recent flows, which may be as 
young as third century
 

A. D. Agricultural usage is more 
extensive among the older
 

members of the Yemen volcanics series.
 

The weathering of these formations has produced 
a
 

variety of soil types whose potential productivity ranges
 

from very poor to good. The characteristics of the soil 
are
 

determined in part by the nature of the parent material from
 

which it originated. 
 Upper surfaces of many volcanic beds 
weather to reddish paleosols of varying thickness, and these 

are normally less than ten cm and quite stony. Soils that
 

develop over basaltic rock or 
ash may reach greater depths. 

Thesp Onnwir nn 
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Climate and Hydrology
 

Cultivated volcanics do not occur 
in the heavy rainfall
 

localities of the Western Highlands. Being
 

characteristically a Central Highlands landscape type, 
these
 

areas are associated with the drier, more sunny interior of
 

the country. Rainfall is most prominent from March through
 

May, and again in August and September, though the total
 

accumulation is considerably less than the major terracing
 

localities of the Western Highlands region. 
 Pumped wells
 

supplement the water supply in some areas.
 

Population
 

The distribution of villages throughout the cultivated
 

volcanics unit is similar to that of other agricultural land
 

use types. Dwellings are clustered into small villages
 

which are situated within walking distance of the-fie'lds.
 

Because the cultivated volcanics include both rock outcrop 

and soils unsuitable for cultivation', these are the'sites 

often utilized for residential location. No major cities, 

or even large villages, are located amid the cultivated
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covering, at most, a few percent of the total land area. 

Livestoc utilize T.he 
natural vegetation for grazing.
 

Land Use 

The cultivated voleanics unit is complex in that it 

combines three land uses in one type of landscape. 

Agriculture is of primary importance, though cultivated 

fields usually account for about half totalof the area. 

Other land uses are dependent upon and closely related to
 

the agricultural component. 
 Cropland measurement estimates
 

indicate about 18,700 hectares in this category.
 

The extent of cultivation may be limited by several
 

factors. Shallow soils, excessive slope, or the presence of 

rock outcrop reduces the amount of tillable land. The water 

suoolv-availnhlp is, an adlAf.4n,,.,1 0%a'4f.J. ,,. ,,. ..-. 
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goats, cattle, and camels. The value of the uncultivated
 

areas as rangeland varies widely, depending on the
 

existence, species, and frequency of natural vegetation.
 

Maximum vegetation cover is in the vicinity of fifteen to
 

twenty percent.
 

Two areas of cultivated volcanics occur in the: Western
 

Highlands region. East of Wadi Mawr, in the northern part
 

of the highlands, lies a section of cultivated volcanics
 

covering nearly 100 square kilometers. In addition, an area
 

northeast of Ta'izz contains a slightly larger occurrence of
 

the classification unit. 
 Both sites lie between 1200-1500
 

meters elevation.
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8.2.5 

BARE/RANGE LAND
 

The bare/range land areas of the western highlands 

cover a sizeable proportion of the region. They occur in 

large units that reach several hundred square kilometers in
 

size. 
 Normally these areas have low rainfall, steep slope
 

limitation, or shallow soils preventing them from 
agricultural exploitation. 
Several uses nonetheless occur
 

on these lands.
 

Physiography
 

Bare/range land lies in two t.vnl.nl nbhvu ienl a4.-4e 

http:t.vnl.nl
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bare/range land is considerably more abundant due to low
 

rainfall levels; here slopes and soil suitability do not
 

play as important a limiting role because the main concern
 

is water availability.
 

Soils and Geology
 

Bare/range areas occur throughout the Western Highlands
 

region in association with all of the major geologic
 

formations of the area. Some geological features are more
 

typically uncultivated than others. 'Basalt flows and the
 

youngest of the Yemen volcanios are often sufficiently
 

unweathered that bare/range land is .'the only possible use.
 

Sandstone areas, especially in low rainfall sections, are
 



Figure 8-13:
 
Photographs of Bare/Range Land Category (R2),
 

Western Highlands Region
 
(facing page)
 

a. Exposed basalt columns amid 

natural vegetation; Ta'izz-

Mocha road, near regional 

boundary.
 

c. Steep slopes unused for 

cultivation, near Manakhah. 


e. Fuelwood piles for sale, 

west of Ta'izz. 


b. Naturalvegetation cover
 
on rock; Hudaydah-Sana'a
 
road.
 

d. Natural vegetation,
 
scattered cultivation and
 
.bare rock; Yarim valley.
 

f. A typical bare/range and
 
cultivated land mixture;
 
near Ibb.
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The relationship ofoclimate and elevation has been 

discussed already in previousi classification elements of the
 

Western,Highlands region. 
 In the case of bare/range land,
 
the high temperatures and low rainfall in the foothills and
 

other 
areas of comparatively low elevationaccount for the"
 

bare/range predominance and relative absence of agriculture.
 

Population.
 

Population distribution in the Western Highlands region
 

centers on 
agricultural areas, so the bare/range lands are
 

generally quite sparsely inhabited. For the sites where
 

agriculture is well developed nearby, bare/range 'land may be
 

utilized in the 'higher elevations for small settlements, but
 

almost exclusively where there is access to agricultural
 

lands nearby. The scattered population throughout the. 
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a wide range of importance. 

Manual measurement has revealed 1,803,600 hectares of
 

bare/range land in the region. This is equivalent to over 

half of the total area in the region, and about 16% of 

Yemen's total area. The northernmost part of the region 

contains the largest relative quantity of bare/range land. 

Due to the rough topography and dissection of the. 

precambrian basement rock, combined with the general
 

rainfall pattern of less than 300 mm annually, most of this 

section of the country is unsuitable for cultivation. 

Population is also among its lowest frequency in the 

country. 
 Grazing uses may occur in selected areas where 
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with an understory of tufted grassy growth. 
 Other dwarf
 

shrub, herbaceous, and tree species found as well,
are 


usually centered on microclimatic situations where available
 

water and sufficient soil accumulation can be exploited. As 

higher elevations are reached, generally above 1300 m, 

Euphorbias become the most common natural vegetation cover
 

(Acres, 1978). Rainfall at this point is approximately 500 

mm or greater yearly, and other shrubs and grasses are
 

sometimes abundant. These bare/range lands, however, being 
closer to larger population densities and the livestock they
 

own, have often been overgrazed, leaving a depauperate 

natural vegetation cover limited to the inedible species,
 

woody plants, and procumbent herbs. 

The uDoer reanha nf' Wnl .4m tJ.1 4 ^ 4A adi A A4 es 
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11.1 Introduction and Background
 

One of the major problems associated with international 

development and the introduction of new technologies is that 

often not enough emphasis is placed -on technology
 

interpretation, in terms of how a specific technological 

development package fits into the environment of the 

recipient LDC. Environment as considered here includes the 

social, economic, and technical as well as the geographic or 

physical environment. Often because technology is poorly
 

interpreted a development project is proposed and
 

implemented. It is only after the project is completed 
 that 

the government agencies and specialists involved find that 

there are certain elements of the project that fail.
 

Development literature has numerous examples of project
 

failures that ultimately can be attributed to the lack of 

technological interpretation. Such situations have led to
 

the rise of serious consideration toward the concept of an 

appropriate technology philosophy. 

The technology t:"an-sfer trainingprogram that has been 

developed by the Resource Information Laboratoryis an 

outgrowth of the original project paper for the Yemen Land 

Use/Soils Inventory project. The authors of the project 

paper believed it important to trainthe expected inventory 

users in the use and application of the project maps (soils 

and land use), air photos, satellite images, geographic 
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referencing system, classification-and other project
 

outputs. In addition to 
the training outlined in the
 

project paper, the RIL staff has organized an in-depth
 

approach toward technology interpretation. This
 

interpretative approach, which forms the philosophical
 

guidelines for technology transfer, is-designed to develop
 

an 
ability to make a rational choice of available
 

technologies as related to the land information
use 


acquisition methods, tools, and systems. 
To do this, the
 

participants were actively involved in the training elements
 

as noted below.
 

11.2 Objectives for Participant Training
 

The contract (No. AID/NE-C-1655) with Cornell called
 

for the following objectives for training:
 

1) English language study;
 

2) Semesters of course work at a level appropriate to the
 

background and ability of the selected Yemeni soil
 

scientists;
 

3) Approximately five months of work experience in soll
 

mapping and interpretation of satellite imagery.
 

The contract also states that "funding for such
 

training shall be subject to the availability of funds,
 

provided by AID, under separate agreements, at such time as
 

the Yemeni scientists are selected."
 

It was under an amendment to the contract that the
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training program was funded. This agreement was signed in
 

March 1981.
 

11.3 Participant Tr-aining Program Elements
 

The training program operated by the Resource
 

Information Laboratory consisted of three areas:
 

I. Instruction--Cornell Campus (RIL and Agronomy)
 

1. 	Graduate level class work
 

2. 	English language training
 

3. 	Special tutorial instruction
 

A. 	aerial photography and remote sensing (RIL)
 

." cartographic methods (RIL)
 

C. 	land use inventory, .classification and
 

geographic analysis as applied to the Yemen
 

situation (RIL)
 

D. 	concepts of appropriate technology (RIL)
 

E. 	photo laboratory methods (RIL and Department,
 

of Natural 'Resources)
 

F. 	soil analysis and, remote sensing in soil
 
survey (Agronomy) '
 

Ht. SOIl analysis specific to North Yemen" soil
 

survey
 

(Agronomy)
 

I. classification of soils in North Yemen
 

(Agronomy)
 

II. .Trainee Participation--Cornell Campus/RIL
 

1. 	Integrated participant exposure to
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Land Use-Inventory
 

2. 	Technical'application study
 

3. 	Trainee project involvement
 

A. assisting in basic project elements
 

'such as maps, air photo and satellite
 

image interpretation
 

III. Instruction--off Cornell Campus
 

1. 	'Visit to Bureau of Census, USDA, NASA,
 

USGS, and other agencies in Washington (RIL)
 

2. 	Technology development review at'SmithsonLan
 

Institution in Washington D.C, (RIL)
 

3. 	Fiel'd exercises..in New York state land 
use and
 

natural resource
 

inventory (RIL)
 

4. 	Field exercises in soils of New York (Agronomy)
 

5. 	'Field review and'information transfer in Yemen
 

at end of -project.
 

11.4 	 Projected Training Schedule
 

Included is the 1981-82 training schedule bar chart.
 

This chart 'was prepared with the training amendment in March
 

1981. As with all projected programs and schedules, some
 

modifications had to be made.
 

Aside from some minor adjustments to the start 'of the
 

training due td the late arrival of the participants the
 

schedule remained intact;. During their first term the
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students were involved in regular class work on campus as 

well as special tutorial exercises at the 'RIL. Mr. Bamatraf 

was enrolled in more formal coursework than Mr. Galleb due 

to Galleb's weakness in the English language. Throughout 

the first semester both students participated in the RIL 

laboratory exercises on a regular basis. During their work 

at the Lab they were exposed to all the materials and 

workings of the land use project. At the Laboratory all of 

the staff on the Yemen project as well as regular. RIL staff 

were involved in training and support of the students. 

Those involved were: 

Yemen Staff/RIL RIL Staff 

Doug Norton Jeannie Barnaba 

John Walko Arlynn Ingram 

John Whitney Steve Smith 

Ron Senykoff Mary Ellen Jones 

Ernest Hardy 

The RIL approached the training on a one-to-one basis
 

and developed its exercises to provide a good foundation to 

the meohanios. of land use inventories. 

In addition to being involved at the Resource 

Information Laboratory the participants attended weekly 

tutorials in the Agronomy Department. Dr. Terrance Forbes 
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was responsible for the Spring 82 term. Included in this 

report. are:
 

11.5 Guidelines for the Soils Training Program for Yemeni 

Trainees as prepared by T.R. Forbes. 

During their academic training the students were 

provided with necessary support materials and office space 

at the RIL and Agronomy Department. Support mater ials 

included all required textbooks, cartographic and image 

Interpretation instruments. 

As can be noted from the training schedule the academic 

year was divided approximately in half between land use and 

soils activities. RIL tutorial activities were carried out
 

for the whole year. The agronomy training component was
 

essentially conducted in the second semester of the 81-82 

year . 

11.6 Participant Background and Capability 

The Yemen project was privileged to have Mr. Abdurhman 

Mohamed Bamatraf and Mr. Abmed Abdulla Galleb. Mr. Barnatraf 

(29) came to Cornell with an M.S. degree in agronomy from 

Utah State University., Mr. Galleb (36) has an M.S. degree 

from Cairo University. Bothparticipants were nominated by 

the Yemen Arab Republic Ministry of Agriculture and were 

sponsored through this contract. 

Before the participants left Yemen for Cornell they 
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were interviewed in Sana'a by the Cornell staff--Drs. 

Hardy, Senykoff and King. During the interview the training 

approach being planned was discussed. We emphasized that 

the participants would be required to participate actively 

in classroom and project work. It was pointed out that 

project work would be "hands on" at Cornell and in the 

field. 

The tutorial and laboratory program was developed by 

inputs from Drs. Van Wambeke, King and Forbes (soils) and 

Drs. Hardy and Senykoff (land use). The training program 

was managed by Senykoff who was also largely responsible for 

its initiation and designs for technology transfer and 

adaption. Additional staff specialists were involved when
 

appropriate. 
 Since the nominees had different backgrounds 

the program was individually tailored to meet their 

different needs. 

When the participants arrived at Cornell in August 1982
 

they were given several assignments. The purpose of the 
assignments determined their capabilities for use of the 

English language and their comprehension of land use and 

remote sensing materials. From the beginning it was clear 

that Kr. Galleb was going to need substantial help in 

English. He was enrolled in Cornell's intensive language 

program which met five days a week for two semesters. Mr. 

Bamatraf came well prepared in English. This was largely. 

due to the time he spent at Utah State on his M.S. program. 
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Given the variance in English language capabilities the 

training assignments and activities were tailored provideto 

a base for a team approach to problem solution. Mr.
 

Bamatraf provided much-assistance to Mr. Galleb.
 

11.7 
 Formal 1981-82 Academic Course Work--Bamatraf
 

and Galleb
 

August was a month for participant orientation and 

subject area course identification. The participants were
 

introduced to appropriate Cornell staff in the Department of
 

Agronomy, Natural Resources, Agricultural Economics and the
 

RIL. The participants were assisted in selecting a course 

load that they could handle and one that would meet the 

needs of the project. Listed below are the courses in which 

they were enrolled for the Fall and Spring terms: r
 

Fall 1981
 

Mr. A. Bamatraf
 

Agronomy 506 - Soil Info/Maps Res. Invt: 2 credit hours
Int. Ag. 600 - Sem. Int. Agriculture: 0 credit hoursNat. Res. 493 - Resource Analysis & Plan. 3 credit hours
Civil Engineering 687 - Image Analysis: 3credit hours 
Tutorial Instruction -- RIL 

Mr. A. Galleb 

Intensive English Language: no credit 
Int. Ag. 600 - Sewe. Int. Agriculture: 0 no credit
Nat. Res. 493 - Resource Analysis & Plan. 3 credit hours
Tutorial Instruction -- RIL 

Spring 198.2 

Mr. A. Bamatraf 

Civil Engineering 611 - Remote Sensing/Envir. Appls: 3 hrsAgro.nomy 401 - Geography & Appraisal of Tropical Soils: 3 hrs 
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Agronomy 790 - Agronomy Seminar: no credit hrs. 
International Ag 600 -Seminar: 
 no credit hrs.

Natural Resources 493 -Research Resource Analysis: 3 hrs.
Tutorial Instruction -- RIL and Agronomy 

Mr. A. Galleb
 

Intensive English language: no credit
 
Agronomy 700 - Agronomy seminar: no credit
 
International Agriculture 600: 
no credit
 
Natural Resources 493 - Research Resource Analysis: 3 hrs. 
Tutorial Instruction -- RIL and Agronomy 

11.8 Tutorial Training Outlines and Activities
 

The orientation for ,tutorial training has been one of 

integration between the academic course work and project
 

work experience. The objectives for the training program 

were to. provide. the trainees with the fundamental knowledge 

about appropriate technology and the identification of 

technologies that are valuable to an LDC such as theYemen 

Arab Republic. Encompassed in this knowledge is the 

development of thorough applied experience, and an'ability 

to make a rational decision about a technology stch as 

remote sensing from satellites. Through this training
program Bamatraf and Galleb were required to consider 

technological options from the position of a decision maker~ 

in Yemen's Ministry of Agriculture. Their decision making 

was made applicable through problems faced by the land y~se 

project. 

Training outlines .have been assembled 'in the following 

pages. Included after'the trainingoutlines are several 

tutorial exerci, es which illustrate the approach. 
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RESOURCE INFORMATION LABORATORY
 

Tutorial for Yemen Training Program 
January - May 1982 

1/8/62 Introduction to Natural Resource Inventory Systems

Overview of Case Studies - New York State Land Use 

and Natural Resotrces Inventory; Natural, Cultural 
and Environmental Resources Inventory of Puerto Rico 

Background, Design, Elements, Budget, Staffing,
 
Management, Library Storage, User Service, Update.
 

Instructor: Eugenia Barnaba
 

Readings for week of 1/4/62 - The Design of Natural Resources Inve.tories 
by E.E. Hardy and Inventorying New York's Land Use and Natural Resources 
.by Hardy and Shelton.
 

1/18-22 Introduction to Land Use Interpretation and Mapping
 

Using Aerial Photographs and Other Data Sources
 

Workshop Exercises and Use of Air Photo Manual
 

Begin Design of a specific site study in Tompkins County-

Instructor: Arlynn Ingram


Readings for week of 1/18/82 - Manual of Photo Interpretation by
 
Ingram and Barnaba
 

Feb-May Complete the design and implement a specific site study
 
using Natural Resource Inventory concepts, in particular,
 
aerial photographs and soils data.
 

Application of techniques utilized above applied to
 
Yemen.
 

Instructors: Arlynn Ingramn and Eugenia Barnaba
 

Specific readings to be assigned.
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RESOURCE INFORMATION LABORATORY 
Tutorial for Yemen Training Program 

1/18/82 - 1/22/82 

Land Use 	 Interpretation &Mapping 
The LUNR System

Instructor: A. Ingram 

Course Outline 

Mechanics
 

Lesson 1- Photo Index, Photo Sequence, Flightline Sequence

Exercise: Topo and photo set
 

Arrange photos to tops
 
Check coverage


*Photo Interpretation Manual pp.14 & 63 
Lesson 2- Stereo Viewing 

*Photo Interpretation Manual pp.45 - 50 

Land Use 	 Interpretation 

Lesson 1 	- Simple recognition, advantage of 3-dimensional view
 
*Photo Interpretation Manual p. 37
 

Lesson 2 	- Key indicator concept 
*P. I. Manual pp.37, 38, 41 - 44

Lesson 3- Delineation, classification, use of symbol (labeling)
 
P. I. Manual pp.56 - 57 

*** P. I. Manual pp. I - 30, 70 73 
Lesson 4- Specific site study area
 

-Pre field checking procedure
 
- Use of supplemental material 
- Interpretation 
- Correction of interpretation by instructor 

*Reading 	Assignment: P. I. Manual pp.36 - 44, 30 -61 
Mapping/Overlay Technique 

Lesson 1 - Land use mapping 
- Self check procedure


*P. I. Manual pp. 76 - 77
 
Lesson 2 - Point mapping
 

- Self check procedure

*P. I. Manual pp.76 - 77
*Reading 	Assignment: P. 1. Manual pp. 61 - 69, 74 -90 

Field Checking of Study Areas - A &B
*Reading Assignment: P. I. Manual pp. 78 - 83' 
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Course Outline (Con't) 

Project I - Specific Site Study Area 

A. 	 Measure land use, '68 & '82
 
Use grid
 
Develop statistics to detect trends
 

B. Produce soil overlay - Scale 1:24,000 

C. Use overlay set of present land use area &point, soil overlay4 
supplemental information, & statistical trends to produce a
 
Master Plan based on the following criteria: 

1. Assume doubling of population in the Town of Lansing 
by 1995
 

2. Assume urban encroachment
 
a. Study SIte A - extreme 
b. Study Site B - moderate 

3. Produce Master Plan Overlay showing areas for: 
Agricultural preservation 
Residential. exp ansion - rural 6 urban densities 
Commercial and/or industrial development 
Recreational development 
Wildlife preservation
 

4. Document Master Plan with a short report
 

D. Compare Site A &B - document with short report 

Project II - Specific Site Study Area 

Adapt Project I techniques to a land use/soil integration study
 
of an area in Yemen
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Si Slight 


Mod Moderate 

Se Severe-

NOTE: 

SOIL CRITERIA
 

Degrees of Limitations 

-relatively free of limitations, or imitations
 
are. easily overcome
 

-The best potential for the intended use 

-limitations need to be recognized, but they 
can be overcome with good management and careful 
design
 

-Intermediate potential- for the intended use 

-limitations are severe enough to make use 

questionable
 

-The poorest potential 

-Extreme management and design are required
 

-Use soil survey and interpretations to select
 
sites with the least limitations for the 
intended se. 

-"A rating of severe does not mean that a soil 
cannot be used for the intended use. However,

it does mean that severe limitations exist 
that must be overcome with proper design or
 
operation. It commonly is more expensive 
to develop soils with a severe limitation that 
those with slight or moderate litations."
 

Soil Survey Interpretations
of Soils in New York State.
 

March 1972 

p. 5 
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SOIL CRITERIA 

Woodland Suitability
 

la, lb 2 3 	 Good 

4 .. oo.Go......o .. o.........God 	 to Fair
 

5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 6c, ...................... Fr to Good
 

8ag 8b, 9 10 

9b ....................... .......... Poor
 

9c, le, 11b, 12a, 12b .o.................Fair to Poor
 

13, 14a, 14,15,6....................Poor 	 to Fair.
 

Tompk County Soil Survey 
Pp. 46 - 57 

Wildlife
 

1 	 • wnsuited 

2 0*0 	 0**.....Suited 

4******.. 	 .Poorly Suted*..***. 


4 ......................................... 	 Unu:Lted
 

Clases of Wildlife 

Openland Wildlife 	 -birds & m a-pheasants, doves, sparrows,,.meadowlarks 
-rabbits, faxes, woodchucks 

Woodland Wildlife 	 -birds & mammnals 
-thrushes, vireos, ruffed grouse
-squirrels. foxes, deer, raccona, wild turkeys 

Wetland Wildlife 	 -birds & manunals 
, -ducks, geese, herons, shore birds 

-minks, muskrats, beavers
 

Tompkins County Soil Survey 
Pp. 57 - 65 
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Guidelines for the Soils Training Program
 

for the Yemeni Trainees
 

It is proposed that the soils training program be based on materials
 

recently published in "Soil Resource Inventories and Development Planning-


Proceedings of Workshops at Cornell University 1977-1978." 
 This can be
 

used as a basic text for reading and reference, Individual sections or
 

topics in the text will be supplemented with library materials, particularly
 

published soil survey reports, when appropriate.
 

Following is an outline of the topics to be covered along with sug

gestions for supplemental exercises.
 

1) Kinds and Intensities of Soil Surveys.
 

- Examples of soil surveysof different intensities from several develop

ing countries will be presented. The appropriateness for use of the
 

different intensities will be discussed..
 

2). SoiL Survey Methodology: Techniques.
 

- Remote sensing as it applies to soil survey methodology will be
 

discussed along with the role of soil analysis. 
Analyses appropriate
 

for the classification of soils in Yemen will be given.
 

3) Nature of Soil Resource Information Needed by Planners.
 

4) Soil Properties Important for Given Land Uses. 

- The text exple.ns examples from other countries. The trainees will 

be asked to compile a list of soil properties important for given 

land uses in Yemen. 

5) Kinds of Soil Survey Interpretations. 
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6) Appraising the Adequacy of Soil Resource Inventories. 

- This will include a) criteria for appraising soil surveys, b) 

methodologies to determine the adequacy of soil surveys including 

a useful map checklist, and c) ground-truth checking and map unit 

composition. 

7) Presentation of Soil Resource Inventory 

Information to Planners 

- Simplifying technical information for planners who usually don't have 

a scientific background in soils will be emphasized. 

During the on-campus training Yemen soil survey progress reports which 

include maps and legend will be utilized as often as possible. It is 

important that the materials be presented along with current soil survey 

results from Yemen. Finally, actual field training in Yemen will help tie 

all these topics together in a way which hopefully will be relevant for 

future practicalapplication by the Yemeni trainees.
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Training Schedule for Yemeni Students 

Week 	of:
 

1. 	 2/8-12 

a. 	Read "Kinds and intensities of soil surveys" in SRI Workshops 
(WSRI). 

b. 	Review location and types of soil surveys in Mann Library and the 
Agronomy Dept. 

c. Read "Map scale and map texture" in "Guidelines for SRI evaluation" 
(GSRI). 

2. 	2/15-19
 

a.. Exercise and discussion on '"ap scale and map texture" (GSRI)
 

b. 	Read "Map legend" in GSRI.
 
c. 	Read "Soil properties important for given land uses"- (WSRI).
 

3. 	 2/22-26 

a. 	Exercise and discussion on "Map legend" (GSRI).
 
b. 	 Introduction to "Soil survey methodology and techniques", (WSRI) 

use Yemen soil survey as an example. 

c. 	 Read "Base-map quality" (OSRI), 

4. 	 3/1-3/5 

a. 	Exercise and discussion on "Base map quality" (GSRI).
 

b. 	Read "Ground-truth checking" (GSRI). 
c. 	 Read section on ground-truth checking in WSRI. 

5. 	 3/8-12 

a. 	 Exericise and discussion on "Ground-truth checking" (GSRI). 
b. Read "Soil survey methodology: Techniques" (WSRI).
 

c.* Read "Check-list" chapter (WSRI).
 
d. 	Continue discussion on SRI methodologies.
 

6. 	 3/-1 

• 	a. "The role of soil analyses and remote sensing in soil survey"
 
(Methodology readings from previous week applies).
 

b. Soil analyses and remote sensing specific to the Yemen soil survey. 
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7. 3/22-26 

a. 	Read "Kinds of soil survey interpretations" (WSRI).
 

b. 	Assign and discuss project to locate information on the management
 
of saline and calcareous soils (students to compile working
 
bibliography and outline).
 

8. 3/29-4/2 (Spring Recess)
 

9. 4/5-9
 

a. 	Student presentation on the mn *US... 
-soils Applications and concerns in Yemen. 

b. 	Read "Nature of soil resource information needed by planners" and
 
"Presentation of soil resource inventory information to planners"
 
(WSRI).
 

10. 4/12-16
 

a. 	Discussion of "SRI information and planners" 

b. 	Introduction to soil classification and concepts in Soil Taxonomy.
 
.Read materials particularly on soil moisture and temperature regimes.
 

11. 4/19-23
 

a. 	An exercise on the correlation of soil temperature and elevation in. 

Yemen. 

b. 	Review of other existing soil surveysin Yemen.
 

c. 	Assign reclassification of soils in selected reports according to 
Soil Taxonomy. . 

12. 	'4/26-30
 

a., 	Review of classification of soils in Yemen.
 

b. 	Overall review of materials covered in training sessions.
 

13. 5/3-7 

Day 	field tripSii- V r1 'o,
 

14. 5/18
 

Exam
 

VQ W O4"cAQOVS 
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Tuitorial Instruction
 

Exercise No. 1: Orientation to Photo Interpretation
 
of Cultural Features
 

The purpose of this exercise is to introduce you to human cultural features 
as exhibited spatially across the earth's surface and viewed from the verticle
 
perspective with the aid of aerial photography.
 

Materials
 

1) Text, Interpretation of Aerial Photographs by T. E. Avery, 3rd ed., 
1977.
 

2) Two sets of black and white stereo aerial photographs over Yemen Arab
 
Republic. 

3) Topographic maps of areas covered.
 

4) Dot grid sampling overlay.
 

5) Drafting/photo interpretation kit.
 

Assignment 

Supportive instructional materials for this exercise are found in
Chapter 1 through 4 and 8 of your text as well as your tutorial materials. 

1) Orient and set up the photo triplets for stereo viewing.
 

2) Determine the scale of the aerial photographs and show method of
 
calculation.
 

3) Discuss the variables associated with photo scale.
 

4) Examine the cultural features and develop a simple land use classification
 
system. Such a classification should include a brief description of the
 
cultural features identified, their image characteristics and spatial

relationships. 
The effect of physical terrain is an important factor.
 

Key features should include:
 
a. agricultural use d. villages and towns
 
b. transportation e. soil tonal characteristics
 
c. water bodies or wadis f. other
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Technology Transfer Training Program
 
Exercise No. 1 

page 2
 

5)	Prepare an overlay map of the cultural landscape found in the center
 
photo of the stereo triplet. This map should include a brief-legend,

north arrow, reference grid (UTM), and bar scale.
 

6)	Qompare and distinguish between each geographic region by describing

similarities and differences--cultural and physical.
 

7)	Calculate the area occupied by each land cover/use cate'gory by using

the dot grid sampling method.
 

8)	Prepare a table of comparative statistics to numerically describe the
 
range of uses. Show total areas by category, percent area occupied by

each category and differences between regions inpercentages.
 

9) 	Discuss in brief the "principles of object recognition" as explained
by Avery in Chapter 2. 

10) How can the "principles of object recognition" be used to develop
photo interpretation keys. Relate your discussion to soils analysis 
as covered in Chapter 10 of Avery text. 

Procedural Note: All aerial-photographs must be returned to the Resource
 
Information Laboratory at the next scheduled meeting.
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Exercises No. 2 and 3: Country-wide base line data
 
review and Aerial Photographic Mission Planning
 

These exercises will help you to better understand the practical

connections between baseline resource information and how such information
 
relates to the process of adding new information for routine resource analysis.
 

Materials
 

1).See exercise No. 1.
 

2) handout on mission planning 

3) chapter 5 of Avery text
 

Background 
As a member of the soils division of the Yemen Ministry of Agriculture 

you 	have been assigned to direct the collection and maintenance of resource
 
information for your country. This information is to be used for routine 
national planring efforts. To compliment Yemeni manpower resources, a 
special multidisciplinary team consisting of a geographer, agronomist,

ag-ciculturnl.development economist, and a hydro-geologist will be involved
 
from a foreign technical assistance program. Inrelation to a bi-lateral
 
agreement, a baseline study of soil and land use information is going to be
 
made. One element of the study is to map agricultural .land use change for
 
the periods 1972-73 and 1979-80. The procedure for and the outcome of such
 
a study will depend significantly upon your recommendations, since your

government considers you an expert on the Yemen land resources and available
 
research information. To meet the effort of the team and goals of the Ministry
 
you 	must carry out the following project work: 

Exercise No. 2
 
Baseline Resource Information Analysis
 

1) Review the available information on Yemen land resources, specifi
cally land use, and discuss its extent and how it relates to the
 
study period. Such a review should include some library time at
 
Cornell's Mann Library.
 

2) 	Prepare recommendations as to the feasibility of creating baseline
 
information for such a time change study when consideration is given
 
to:
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A. 	varying levels of data coverage and accuracy;
 

B. 	changing environmental conditions--temporally and spatially;
 

C. 	the level of available manpower in Yemen WXA who can be
 
committed to the project for 36 months;
 

D. 	the technical methodology to be used for the study (image
 
analysis) since all training and work has to be done in Yemen;
 

E. 	the fact that the Yemen NOA must pay all expenses related to
 
data collection, analysis and maintenance.
 

3) 	Prepare a smmary report for your deputy Minister of Agriculture
 

Exercise'No. 3
 
Air Photo Mission Planning
 

In addition to the 	above Tesponsibilities you also must handle the
 
contracting for aerial photography for two pilot study areas. To make a
 
more effective decision about costing and budgeting you have elected to
 
prepare preliminary flight planning information. Because Yemen has high
altitude coverage for 1975 your plans cal1 for similar coverage to maximize
 
comparability over time--a point you believe important for the land use
 
change study.
 

Details -for,'the flight planning work are:
 

A) 	You can contract with Geo-Survey International or the Royal Air
 
Force (British). The RAF has a camera platform similar to Geo
Survey's Lear jet--both capable of high altitude flights.
 

B) 	The existing aorial photos have an approximate scale of 1:75,000.
 
The aircraft are equipped with 22.9 cm X 22.9 cm (9" x 9").aerial
 
mapping cameras which can be fitted with 305 mmn (12") or 153 p (6")
 
focal length lens. 

Your assignment 

1) Using the 1:250,000 topographic maps of Tait and Hudaydah determine 
for the following areas:
 

Taiz sheet area: 	 140 15' N 430.45' E
 
130 15' N 440 15' E
 

°
Hudaydah area: 	 15 30' N 420,50' B 
140 30' N 430 20' E 
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A. 	The number of north-south flight lines that will be needed
 
to cover each area if a 30% sidelap is needed?
 

(Note: one flight line must be added for each fraction
 
of flight :1ne path width.)
 

For 	Taiz _.; For Hudaydah
 

B.. 	 What is the total number of exposures (images) required to cover 
each area when a 60% overlap is required to secure stereo-pair
 
images?
 

For Taiz 	 ; For Hudaydah . 

3) 	 Plot the north-south path of the center line of each of the flight 

lines on.a 1:250,000 scale overlay map.
 

Attach overlay to this sheet
 

4) 'Develop a basic set of specifications related to season of photo
graphy, time of day, type of film, and filters to be used for the
 
air photo mission.
 

11/81 
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Dr. Ronald Senykoff
 

Tutorial Instruction
 

Exercise No. 4: Culturalization and
 
Integration of Technology
 

This exercise is designed to assist you in developing your awareness of
 
the social and ideological context of a society, group of people or a par
ticular country (such as an LDC) in relation to the preparation of the same
 
for indigenous invention, external identification, and adoption or expansion
 
of a technology.
 

Materials
 

1) 	 Text reading: chapter 1, "TechnologyandSociety", and chapter 2, 
"Technology and History" in Technology and Society, by Richard C. Dorf, 
1974. 

2) Text reading: chapter 8, "Education Systems: Appropriate Education and 
Technology for Development" (Tett article) in Introduction to Appropriate 
*Technology, ed. by R. J. Congdon, 1977. 

3) 	Article by Richard E. Haney, "The Development of Scientific Attitudes",
 
in Readings in Science Education for the Elementary School, by Edward
 
Victor and Marjorie S. Lerner, 1967.
 

Background
 

Despite the popular ideas and philosophy of many "specialists" in inter
national development and "developers of technology", we find that the intro
duction of technology, considered here in the general sense, is not always the
 
best approach to development when the social, cultural, economic, and political
 
contexts of a country are not considered.
 

With the introduction of various mechanically related technologies we have
 
seen how a technology (machines or set of new methodologies) can set population
 
shifts inmotion such that development patterns can almost pre-determine a
 
specific direction. Commercial advertising, American style, is a good example.

Sometimes the results are good. Often the determination of good and bad is
 
made by observers from the culture where the "new and better technology" was 
developed.
 

Technology has also created unanticipated problems since adoptive popula
tions have tried to use or fit their cultures into-the outside models of a
 
technological framework in order to solve a particular problem or problem set.
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We have seen technology oversold as in the case of satellite remote sensing
 
and its operational status in relation to overall cost effectiveness. This
 
is especially true when the LDC must pay fnr the costs of machine maintenance.
 
Populations have become "technologically overcommitted" by trying to focus
 
success of development on the standards of high technology rules without
 
building an adequate user foundation under the introduced technology infra
strucl.ure. Development has been considered successful because additional
 
monies from outside the system were used to prop up and modify the new schemes.
 
Efficiency has become a universal watchword and rationality of machines has
 
become a norm by which to make development decisions.
 

In the early 1930s Lewis Mumford, a speculator and philosopher on the
 
relationships of machines, people, and civilization in general, :stated in
 
his book Technics and Civilization that:
 

"To understand the dominating role played by technics .in
 
modern civilization, one must explore in detail the preliminary
 
period or ideological and social preparation. Not merely must
 
one explain the existence of the new mechanical instruments; one
 
must explain the culture that was ready to use them and profit by
 
them so extensively."
 

Mumford goes on to note that mechanization and regimentation are not new
 
phenomena in history. He says:
 

"What is new is the fact that these functions have been
 
projected and embodied in organized forms which dominate every
 
aspect of our existence. Other civilizations reached.a high
 
degree of technical proficiency without, apparently, being
 
profoundly influenced by the methods and aims of technics."
 

Assignment
 

As a member of the administration of the Yemen Ministry of Agriculture,
 
you have been asked by the Minister's Office to serve on a committee to work
 
with the C.P.O. in developing your country's economic plans. One area of
 
particular concern to the Ministry is the state of terrace agriculture
 
throughout the Central Highlands of Yemen. In reviewing donor country pro
posals the Ministry is trying to identify the most appropriate course of
 
action for the further development of the highland regions of Yemen. One
 
problem you have already identified is the somewhat differing philosophies
 
between proposals from "western" and "eastern" countries.
 

In relation to the background text readings and our discussions, prepare
 
an essay on the factors important for consideration in technology identification,
 
development and adaptation as they relate to problems of terrace agriculture
 
in Yemen. Since part of your work may involve training your country's agri
cultural extension service personnel and coordinating the research policy for
 
the agronomy research staff at the Taiz laboratory, make sure your comments
 
address the eight guidelines to scientific behavior as discussed in Haney's
 
article on the "Development of Scientific Attitudes".
 

12/81 
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Tutorial instruction was done on individual one to
an 


one or one to 
two basis for the whole academic year.
 

Bamatraf and Gallebmet with one or 
several -instructors two
 
or three times each week and from one 
to two hours at. each
 

session. 
 At certain times tutorial instruction lasted
 

longer--especially when they were involved in laboratory
 

exercises at RIL or 
in the Agronomy Department.
 

11.9 Field Tr and Exercises
 

To compliment the soils, natural resources and- remote
 

sensing courses 
and tutorials work, the participants were
 

provided the opportunity to visittvarious U.S. Federal
 

Government agencies in Washington D.C. The agencies
 

selected have involvement in remote sensing, soils mapping,
 

resource planning and international efforts. 
 These included
 

the U.S. Geological Survey (geographic applications
 

office), U.S. Bureau of Census (geography division), and
 

NASA's foreign visitor orientation program. To gain an
 

appreciation of U.S. agricultural and space technology the
 
students visited the Smithsonian Institution's exhibits on
 

American agriculture and the Air and Space Museum. 
 All of
 

these visits were arranged in advance to permit
 

demonstrations and individual discussions with government
 

specialists.
 

To provide further exposure to the rangesof remote
 

sensing technologies the participants were given. the
 

opportunity to 
attend the annual convention of the American~
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Society of Photogrammetry. This meeting was in Denver,
 

Colorado. 
During the week in Dever Bamatraf and Galleb
 

were taken into the field to observe the irrigation
 

practices for that part of the U.S. 
 Of particular interest
 

to them was the ring or pivot irrigation systm, recently
 

introduced in that area.
 

In the spring Bamatraf and Galleb were given field
 

assignments around the Ithaca, New York area. 
 1hese'.
 

exercises focused on land use and soil classification. They
 

had the opportunity to use satellite images and determine
 

the land use categories.
 

As mentioned earlier, both students had 
exposure to the
 

day to day operations of the land use and soil survey
 

projects. One thing that is interesting to note is their
 

perception regarding being exposed to all of the materials.
 

At one time they had made. the comment that' they were not
 

being exposed enough to the project when in fact they had
 

seen everything we were doing. This comment was made near
 
the end of the first semester. It was not long after ;that
 

time that project elements began to fall into place in their
 

minds and they .realized how much we were doing. The'
 

situation involves the fact that neither Bamatraf nor Galleb
 

had ever worked on a project that involved looking at a
 

whole country from a very generalized level.' Toward the end
 

of the year both students came to appropriate conclusions in
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regard to their interests.
 

11.10 Summary of.Yemeni Training
 

In a general sense the Yemen training program was a
 

success. It accomplished all of its major objectives.
 

Cornell staff worked with two Yemen participants for one
 

academic year. Course work in land use, 
soils inventories,
 

natural resources, and remote sensing occurred. The
 

participants were involved in intensive tutorial work and
 

ample field time was made available. During their year at
 

Cornell Bamatraf and Galleb worked closely with RIL and
 

Agronomy staff. They were involved in certain elements of
 

project work--especially in land use and soils mapping using
 

the satellite data. 
 Bamatraf and Galleb. added considerable
 

insight into the land 
use and soil situation in North Yemen
 

because of their personal knowledge of the country. All of
 

us enjoyed working with them.
 

The culmination of this training program was 
to have
 

taken place in the field in North Yemen during the summer ot
 
1982. However, because both Mr. Galleb and Mr. 
Bamatraf
 

were nominated for further graduate training at the PhD.
 

level, the RIL and Agronomy could not complete the scheduled
 

field training in the Yemen Arab Republic.
 

In summary, we believe that the participants have
 

developed sufficient background and understanding about the
 

land use and soils inventory project. cFurther, this
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training at Cornell broadened their perception of problems 

associated with natural resources, the importance of 

developing a strong and dynamic data base, and the 

Jplications of resource use and agricultural development. 
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12.1 Evaluation of Project Objectives 

The Yemen Land Use project represents a project of 
an 

applied research nature directed toward the development of 

needed agricultural resource information and the transfer of 

related remote sensing technology. With the aid of
 

specially processed Landsat imagery land use patterns -were 

identified, classified, systematically mapped and 

inventoried using a geographic referencing system based on 

the UTM map projection grid. New techniques of preparing 

low-cost satellite image enhancements were tested. The 

project has provided the following: 

1) A 1:250,000 national land use map with eighteen units
 

of land use identified in four geographic regions of 

Yemen Arab Republic. 

2) A set of land use area measurements and percentage 

calculations (1978-80) that are geographically 

referenced and summarized for over 1200 10x10 km UTM 

grid cells.
 

3) A set of geographically referenced land use (1973) data 

derived from topographic maps based on interpretation 

of aerial photography. 

4) A set of geographically referenced and mapped 

population density and distribution data which 

corresponds in scale to the land use information at 

1:250,000. 

5) A classification of Yemen's agricultural land Use as 

developed from remote sensor sourcesm-primarily'Landsat 
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with aerial photographic considerations included.
 

6)' The training of two Yemen specialists in soils, land
 

use, remote sensing resource inventories and technology
 

transfer.
 

12.2 _ 
jor Project Findings and Observations
 

While the Yemen Land Use project was not designed as an
 

investigative project in the research sense, certain
 

conclusions 
can be drawn about the work. They are:
 

1) 
Landsat data with the present technical specifications
 

and ground resolution can effectively be used to
 

produce accurate land use maps which are focused on 
the
 

geographic region and landform-based agricultural
 

system rather than. individual fields.
 

2) The satellite data with-present resolution of 90 meters
 

cannot be used for village locations. This is
 

especially the case 
in Yemen when the people often use
 

natural materials to build houses and the roads and
 

surrounding 
areas have similar spectral responses to
 

those of the built-up environment.
 
3) Land use interpretation and mapping were most
 

difficult in the Western Highlands Region. This was
 

due to the complexity of land use and natural
 

vegetation cover in relation to the mountainous
 

terrain. Accuracy levels for the regions range from
 

93% in the Tihamah Coastal Plains to 73% in the Western
 

Highlands. The Central Highlands map accuracy is 87%
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and the Eastern Plateau is 93%. 
 The high accuracies
 

reflect areas where the agriculture is predominantly 

associated with the wadis and therefore have a high 

degree of intensive land use in contrast to background 

reflectance signature. meatnThe national accuracy of 

83% is good for an inventory--even when. aerial
 

photograph: which has a higher groundmuch resolution, 

is used. 

4) Project statistical data reduction and summarization 

indicate that the total cultivated land (active plus 

fallow) is estimated on a national basis at 2.06 

million hectares or 20,600 km2 ' which is about 17.2% of 
Yemen west of 45 degrees 30 minutes East Longitude. As 

presented in the Summary Table the cultivated area in 

square kilometers for each region is: Tihamah--6,727;
 

Western Highlands--8,379; Central Highlands--5,27.3; and 

Eastern Plateau--180.
 

5) The project has also shown that land use mapping using 

Landsat data and manual techniques is cost-effective. 
The cost of the Yemen inventory was $251,587 (US-1983). 

Yemen's land area is 82,400.square miles or 135,200 

square kilometers (figures from Steffen and Geiser 
1978). The study area (all of Yemen west of 45 degrees 

30 minutes East Longitude) was 119,778 square 

kilometers which represents 88.6% of the country. In 
view of the project cost and area the per. unit area 
cost for eighteen categories of land use was .021 
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dollars (US-1933) per hectare. 
This cost includes thi
 

expenditures for all field activities, interpretations,
 

image processing, classification, mapping and data
 

summarization. 
 Based on comparisons with other
 

projects which have been carried out overseas the Yemen
 

project costs are about 
1/3 to 1/2 of the costs of
 

those projects, which have used other methods. 
Some of
 

these methods have used machine processing of image
 

data and still have not achieved accuracies higher than
 

those recorded in this project nor have they always
 

mapped more land use categories.
 

12.3 Contributions to International Development,
 

Remote Sensing and Geography
 

The Yemen project technically is an inventory of
 

land use; academically the inventory could be viewed as
 

applied geography. 
The project results have immediate
 

and future potential in geographic problem solving and
 

international development.
 

"To the geographer the ability to 
analyze
complexly distributed phenomena by objectively

measuring 
the naturc of its distribution
 
represents 
a step forward in the urnderstanding of
distribution, and the description of that

distribution by readily comparable and 
absolute
 
quantitative terms." CLatham, 1959)
 

The Yemen project has certainly added to such an
 

understanding. 
 Specific contributions include:
 

1) It has been shown that a national land use project can
 

be accomplished using satellite technology and cost
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effective methods.
 

2) The project has added some new cost-effective
 

techniques for image processing that are readily
 

transferrable to any LDC.
 

3) The project has developed a base of land use -knowledge,
 

systematically collected, which establishes a bench
 

mark at a particular point in time that will contrast
 

with future changes in land use pattern and
 

distribution.
 

4) Because of the high accuracy of the land use maps as
 

derived with the Landsat III resolution it is evident
 

that by using the same methodologies on the higher
 

resolution Landsat IV image data much higher data
 

accuracies can be achieved without additional technical
 

labor costs for processing per unit area. This is not
 

yet the case with machine processing systems.
 

5) Agricultural development activities in Yemen can now be
 

further refined through the information from the
 

project and the basic framework for a resource
 

information unit has been developed through the
 

training of Yemen personnel.
 

12.4 Landsat Satellite Systems: A Concluding Comment
 

About Future Use
 

The Yemen Land Use Inventory used Landsat III image
 

data as ,aprimary-source of information. Asthe project has
 

demonstrated, it is possible to map at least eighteen
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categories of land use with an 
overall map accuracy of about
 

83 %. It has further been shown that the cost has been 

0.02.1 dollars per hectare C.US/1983), a relatively low figure 

when compared to other programs -- some of Which are five 

times the cost of this project. From such findings it could 

be stated that Landsat remote sensing for land 
use
 

inventories is cost-effective and certainly"should be
 

considered for future work. 
 In operational terms this is 

not the. case and would lead to inaccurate program or project 

decisions. 
 Along these lines it is appropriate to address
 

some issues that have 
a direct effect on the future use of
 

Landsat data.
 

Even though there have been Earth Resources Satellites 

in operation since 1972 (Landsats I, II, III, and IV), these 

satellites and the associated ground processing facilities 

have not been what is. considered a widelyaccepted
 

operat.ional system. The collective technology is still not 

fully developed and accepted. In movtng closer to the 

operational remote sensing system, there is a need for
 

additional research, analysis, comparative evaluation and." 
applications testing. This transtional situation is a tact 
that must not be overlooked by potential users and 

especially those in the LDC setting. 

There are several important factors to be considered in 
the use of future operationbl land satellite systems. Costs 
for data is a major consideration. Other factors include 
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data availability, ground resolution and number of spectral
 

bands. Subsidies from government agencies will be
 

diminished or fully withdrawn 
 s the Landsat satellite 

program is taken over by quasi-governmental or corporate
 

structures. This is already happening with Landsat D and in
 

fact, the 
 osts for the imagery used in the Yemen project 

have increased 66 % since October 1981 and repetitive 

coverage also has not been maintained.
 

In working with the LDC, 
one of the problems has been
 

related to technology oversell, 
a subject discus3ed in an 

earlier section of this document. Decisions on long range
 

use of the satellite data for resource inventories must be 

made in consideration of how the land satellite system is to 

be made operational with regard 
to costs and benefits.,
 

Project decisions and agreements should not be made just on 

the useful applications since, with most environmental 

problems or informational needs, there are alternative ways 

to collect needed data. One such example is the use of
 

aerial photography versus satellite imagery. 
As the
 

satellite systems move toward full user support, the gap 
between data set costs will become smaller. This situation 

can thus make the use of high altitude (small scale) aerial 

photography more competitive for certain applications, 

usually those of-a regional nature. At present a cost-

effective civiian satelitte or land remote sensing system 
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exist.notdoes 

Based on the experiences gained in remote sensing
 

development to date, there are seven major requirements for 

operational remote sensing systems. 
 These requirements need
 

to be satisfied before long range resource data collection 

is focused on any one sensor system. 

Requirements for Operational Systems2
 

1. It must be driven by user needs and tailored 
to the operational needs of those users. Users
 
must perceive that the system is designed and
 
functions to meet their needs.
 

2. It must provide continuity of data. Users 
must know that the data they require will be 
available for an extended period so 
that they can

plan to amortize their capital investment on the 
prospect of having those data available. 

3. It must be reliable. To service a high
priority activity that relies heavily on satellite
data, there must be provisions for obtaining those
 
data through back-up systems if the prime system

fails. Adequate redundancy and reliability must
 
be balanced by the cost to the user. 

4. It must provide timely data. If operational
decisions must be made on the basis of the data,
the data must arrive in time to influence these
 
decisions.
 

5. It must be consistent. Data must have thesame meaning all the time and meet rigid quality
control and consistency checks, according to 
announced specifications. 

6. It must be stable over time. Changes must be
clearly agreed to by users, and changes must occur 

IAllen H. Watkins, Current and Future Systems for 
Satisfying User Needs in Remote Sensing in Remote Sen4ing
for Resource Mangernent Ed. by Chris J. JohannSen andrJaes
U?-SiTandeTC
siiiinsevation Society of America, 1982. 
p.571. 
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only when there are valid reasons. Users must be
 
involved in the decision to make changes and be
 
allowed ample lead time to prepare for such 
changes.
 

7. It must be amenable to change. As users' 
needs develop and as new capabilities emerge,

those improvements that further balance benefits
 
against costs must be implemented with the 
concurrence and involvement of users.
 

In reading the requirements for an operational system 

as noted above, it is evident that the Yemen Land Use 

Inventory faced operational problems with the Landsat 

system. This was especially true in view of points 2, 3 and 

4 above. The time-lapse analysis was not possible because 

satellite data were not available for specifically necessary 

time periods. This included the 1972-73 drought period as 

well as covp.rage during peak cropping periods. 

In view of the present land satellite systems, the 

results of appl.caton studies (Yemen project) and the plans 

being made for the future systems, some important 

conclusions can be made:
 

1. That users are going to pay for whatever system is
operationalized in the future. Thne availability of 
low-cost imagery and digital tapes is over or nearly 
so. 

2. That the benefits from future systems are going to 

2 George S. Benton, Future Operational Remote 
Sensing Programs in Remote Senn for Resource 
Maagment Ed. by ChFriTTT7 Johianseni-ind James L.
sanders, oil Conservation Society of America, 
1982. p.590. 
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be measured against real costs. 
 Government agencies

will have to be more technically responsible when

designing advanced systems. 
 As has already been
 proven, the use of satellites benefits the public good.

With this the costs will not be fully recoverable in
 
all applications.
 

The issue of relting satellite uses to the public good
 

is synonymous with what has been stated earlier in reference
 

to resource information becoming part of a nation's capital
 

assets. 
 In assessing the benefits of a satellite system it
 

is helpful to consider the system as 
part of the capital
 

assets for economic growth of a country. The satellite
 

systems, whether for earth resources analysis, meteorology,
 

or other applications, are essentially tools -for systematio
 

resource information collection. 
 There is no question that
 

there is a need for more resource information *in all
 

countries.
 

Recognizing t.het satellite sensi'ng systems are 
going to
 

be expensive, the best and most cost-effective alternatives
 

will be better defined as the technology moves from the
 

research and development stages into 
a fully user-supported
 
program. 
 It is in this context that decisions on
 

applications in the LDC must be made. 
 The key is the
 

development of a resource information collection strategy
 
which does not rely heavily on any one source or system.
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Introduction and Sun ary
 

The contents of Volume II include the appendices and bib

liography assembled during the Yemen Land Use Inventory project, 

as part of a four volume set. Other volumes.. include Volume I: 

Final Contract Report; Volume III: Map Folios; and the Land 

Use Summary Volume which is printed in both English and Arabic. 

These project report materials were prepared under USAID Contract 

no. AID/NE-C-1665. 
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Presented here is the Operations Schedule for the Yemen
 

Land Use Inventory, USAID Contract No. AID/NE-C-1665.
 

This operations schedule was prepared 
in conjunction
 

with the project contract. It covers the required project
 

outputs such as the 1:250,000 land use map series.
 

The Resource Information Laboratory hadto make
 

adjustments to the original Schedule-after the project was
 

well underway. The scheduling modifications resulted
 

primarily from the addition-of the Technology Transfer
 

Training Program and project display materials. The
 

training program and display materials were authorized under
 

a project amendment. to the contract (March -1981). As can be
 

noted-, this additional activity-took plaoe about midway into
 

the land use inventory.
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A project the scale of the Yemen land use tnventory is 

by nature a multidisciplinary activity. Often, because of 

the remote geographical and existing data profile of the 

study area, it is difficult to see how the various elements 

of the project relate to a final product like the 1:250,000 

land use maps. This linkage perception or awareness, termed
 

"perceptual disorientation" (Senykoff, 1978) became evident 

when the Yemeni trainees expressed concern that they were
 

not being involved enough in the project work elements when, 

in fact, they had been. In response to project scheduling, 

data collection and processing needs as well as those of the 

Yemeni students the Project Production Flow diagram was
 

developed.
 

In referring to the flow chart it ca. 
be seen on the
 

left the major Supplementary Data Sources are listed.
 

Moving to 
the right the low lines lead to the Geographic 

Integration Phase. This and nextbox the one to the right, 

the Land Use Classification System represent the core of the
 

project. Encompassed in the Geographic Integration Phase 
are the methodologies used for regional analysis and are 

based on traditional research tools of geographers. 

At the top left of the chart is the Raw Landsat Imagery 

out from which the flow goes to Processed satellite imagery 

and then to Color Composites. 

The remainder of the flow chart illustrates how the 

various project outputs (maps, images, and statistics) are 
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related to each other and in the general sequencing of the
 

project production.
 

It is important to note that in the early project
 

phases the Supplementary Data Sources and the information
 

extracted from them is fed into the'development and
 

processing of the color composites and then to the
 

Geographic Integration Phase. It is at this point in the
 

production that the ground truth information is related to
 

the resulting spectral signature present in the satellite
 

imagery.
 

Resource information collection, like most research,
 

depends upon systematic feedback of information. The flow
 

chart helps illustrate the basic feedback linkages that have
 

been used in this project and are important to other
 

projects that are similar.
 



APPENDIX 3:
 

USGS PROFESSIONAL PAPER 964
 

'A LAND USE AND LAND COVER
 

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR USE WITH
 

REMOTE SENSOR DATA
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Preface
 

The Geological Survey Professional Paper964 was used
 

as a basic guide in determining what information should be
 

accessible from satellite imagery for North Yemen. 
 The
 

paper entitled A Land Use and Land Cover Classification
 

System for Use with Remote Sensor Data was written with the
 

idea that modifications could and would be made to the
 

classification system presented.
 

The .basic concept of Professional Paper 964 was to
 

confine its content to what was feasible and possible to do,
 

based upon a thorough knowledge of the technical and.
 

physical restraints and limitations of the temote s'ensing
 

acquisition system. Basic land uses were identified and
 

discussed in the report only after enough- research and
 

experience had been developed to remove any doubt as to the
 

feasibility and level of accuracy.obtainable from the 
use of
 

remotely sensed information for that specific identification
 

purpose.
 

Professional Paper 964 was used, as a fundamental
 

resource in designing this project for North Yemen.. It 
was
 

not used without modification, however. Two major changes
 

were identified as .feasible very early in the. project. 
 As a
 

result, "the regional concept was added to the system. In
 

addition, a greater variety of classification units was
 

determined 
to be possible than what had been considered in
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the original project design. These adjustments were made
 
accordingly and synthesized into the -Region/element land use,
 

classification system 'used in the inventory and mapping.
 

The text and four demonstration maps fromProfessional 

Paper 964 are presented here to provide more detailed 

information concerning this,"major source of information that' 

provided many of the fundamental concents for the North-

Yemen Land Use Project. 
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A LAND USE AND LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR USE
 
WITH REMOTE SENSOR DATA
 

By JAmrs R. ANDEUON, ERNnST E. Hmtov, JoHN T. R',A, 
and RiCH. m E. WiTmE 

ABSTRACT (296,000 hectares) were urbanized each year, trans-
The framework of a national land un and land cover portation land uses expanded by 180,000 acres 

clasificatione iystem i. presented for use with remote sensor (53,000 hectares) per year, and recreational area 
data. The classlfication system babo developed to meet increased by about 1 million acres (409,000 hec
the needa of Federal and State agrle for an up-to4td tares) per year. Knowledge of the present dlstribu
overview of land u2s and land cover throughout the country tion and area of-such agricultural, recreational, and 
on a basis that Is uniform :n categorization at the more 
generalized first and second levels and that will be receptive urban lands, as well as information on their chang
to data from satellite and aircraft remote sensors. The pro- ing proportions, in needed by legislators, planners,
pond system uses the ieatures of existing widely used clasi- and State and LA A governmental officials to deter
fication systems that are amenable to dta derived from re- mine better land policy, to project transportawme 
mote sensing sources. It [a intentionally left open-ended so tion and utility demand, to identify future develop.
that Federal, regional, State, and local agencies can have 
flexibility In developing more detailed land use €lawicatiom ment pressure points and areas, and to implement 
at the third and fourth levela in order to meet thiir partl.-ular effective plans for regional development. As Claw
needs and at the same time remin compatJble with each son and Stewart (1965) have stated: 
other and the national system. Revision of t.kq land use 
classIaication system as presented In U.S. Geological Survey In this dynamic situation, accurate, meaningful, current 
Circular 671 was undertaken In order to Incorporate the re- data on land use are essential. It public agencies and private 
suits of extensive testing and review of the categorization organizations are to know what Ishappening, and an to make 
and defntloas, sound plans for their own future action, then reliable infor

mation is critical. 

NMIODUCTION The variety of land use and land cover data needs 
A modern natinn,as a ,odern business, must have is exceedingly broad. Current land use and land coyade Inrnate an n, an o bmpexInerre aute er data are needed for equalization of tax assess

adequate inforiaitieson omany omplex interrelated meats in many States. Land use and land cover data 
aspects of its activities In order to make decisions, also are needed by Federal, State, and local agencies 
Land use Is only one uoh aspect, but knowledge for water-resource inventory, flood control, water
about land te and land over has become incre supply planning, and waste-water treatment. Many 
ingly important as the Nation plans to overcome Federal agencies need current comprebmsive inven
the problems of haphazard, uncontrolled develop- tories of existing activities on public lAnds combined 
ment, deteriorating environmental quality, loss of with the existing and changing uses of adjacent 
prime agricultural lands, destruction of Important private lands to Improve the management of public 
wetlands, and loss of fish and wildlife habitat. Land lands. Federal agencies also need land use data to 
use data are needed in the analyis of environmental assess the environmental impact resulting from the 
processes and problems that must be understood if development of energy resources, to manage wildlife 
living conditions and standards are to b, Improved resources and minimize man-wildlife ecosystem 
or maintained at current levels. 

One of the prime prerequisites for better use of conflicts, to make national summaries of land use 
land is Information on existing land use patterns patterns and changes for national policy formula,
and changes In land use through time. The U.S. tion, and to prepare environmental impact state-
Department of Agriculture (1972) reported that ments and assess future impacts on environmental 
during the decade of the 1960's, 730,000 acres quality. 
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NEED FOR STANDARDIZATION 

For many years, agencies at the various govern,
mental levels have been collecting data about land, 

but for the most part they have worked independent-
ly and without coordination. Too often this has 
meant duplication of effort, or it has been found that 

data collected for a specific purpose were of little 

or no value for a similar purpose only a short time 
later. a 

There are many different sources of information 
on existing land use and land cover and on chng 

that are occurring. Local planning agencies make 

use of detailed information generated during groundsurveys involving enumeration and observation. In-
survys nvovin from mosaics of the aerial photographsenueraionandobsevaton.In.1:1,000,000 

also and then compiled a map of major land uses at
terpretation of large-scale aerial photographs 

and t mpile 1pm0d.has baen used widely (Avery, 1968). In some cases, 
on the basis 1:5,000,000 (Mrrschner, 1950).

supplementary information is inferred More recently, the States of New York and Min
o e re oteSesor dat for atewideof utility hookups, building permits, and similar in-

land use mapping. New York's LUNR (Land Use
formation. Major problems are present in the appli-

roram (Ne York se
cation and interpretation of the existing data. These and ura R es York Stateincudechngwindefniton ofcaegoiesan daa-and Natural Resources) Program (New 
include changei in definitions of categories and data-
collection methods by source agencies, incomplete 
data coverage, varying data age, andemployment of 
incompatible classification systems. In addition, it 

s nearly impossible to aggregate the available data 
because of the differing classification systems used. 

The demand for standardized land use and land 
cover data can only increase as we seek to assess 
and manage areas of critical concern for environ-
mental control such as flood plains and wetlands, 
energy resource development and production areas, 
wildlife habitat, recreational lands, and areas such 
as major residential and Industrial development pitee. 

As the result of long concern about duplication 
and coordination among Federal, State, and local 
governments in the collection and handling of vari-
ous types of data, the United States has alrtbdy 
achieved reasonably effective, though not perfect, 
standardization in some instances, as evidenced by 
present programs in soil eurveys, topographic map-
ping, collection of weather information, and Inven-
tory of forest resources. Recent developments in 
data processing and remote sensing technology make 
the ne d for similar cooperation in land use Inven-
tories even more evident and more pressing. Devel-
opment and acceptance of a system for classifying 
land use data obtained primarily by use of remote 
sensing techniques, but reasonably compatible with 
existing classification systems, are the urgently 
needed first steps. 

This is not the first time that use of remote sensors 
has been proposed to provide the primary data from 

which land use and land cover types and their bound
aries are Interpreted. During the past 40 years 
several surveys, studies, and other projects have
successfully demonstrated that remote sensor data 

nentor and 

are useful for land use and land cover inventory and 
mapping. The e surveys have contributed to our cgn
fidence that land use and land cover surveys of larger 

areas are possible by the use of remote sensor data 
bases. 

areseful fontued la coe 

In the mid-1940's, Francis J. Marschner began 
mapping major land use associations for the entire 
United States, using aerial photographs taken dur

ite late usi0gaeal 9or's arener 
he late 1930's and the early 1940'. Marschneringproduced a set of State laud use maps at the scale of 

Office of Planning Czordination, 1969) employs corn
puter storage of some 50 categories of land use infor

. mation derived from hand-drafted maps compiled by 
interpreting 1967-1970 aerial photography. 'Thls 
information can be updated and manipulated to pro
vide numerical summaries and analyses snd corn
puter-generated maps (Hardy and Shelton, 1970). 
Aerial photographs taken in the spring of 1968 and 
1969 at an altitude of about 40,000 it (12,400 m) 
yielded the data incorporated into t.e nine categoriEs 
of the Minnesota Land Use Map, a part of the Min
nesota Land Management Information System (Or
ning and Maki, 1972). Thrower's map (1970) of the 
Southwestern United States represents the first 
large-area inventory of land use employing satellite 
imagery. Imagery from several manned and unman
ned mislons was used in deriving the general land 
use map published at a scale of 1:1,000,000. 

Remote sensing tecbniques, including the use of 
conventional aerial photography, can be used effec
tively to complement surveys based on ground ob
servation and enumeration, so the potential of a 
timely and accurate inventory of the current use of 
the Nation's land resources now exists. At the same 
time, data processing techniques permit the storage 
of large quantities of detailed data that can be or
ganized In a variety of ways to meet specific needs. 

The patterns of resource use and resource demand 
are constantly changing. Fortunately, the capability 
to obtain data about land uses related to resource 
development is improving because of recent tech
nological improvements in remote sensing equip
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF TIE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

ment, interpretation techniques, and data process-
inc (National Academy of Sciences, 1970). 

IECSTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OT 

CIASSIFICATION SYSTEM 


The needs of Federal agencies for a broad over-
cover patternsview of national land use and land 

and trends and environmental values led to the for-
mation of an Interagency Steering Committee on 
Land Use Information and Classification early In 

1971. The work of the committee, composed of rep-
resentatives from the Geological Suvey of the U.S. 
Department of the Interior, the Nationol Aero-
nautis and Space Administration (NASA), the 

Soil Conservation Service of the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture, the Association of American Geograph. 
era, and the International Geographical Union, has 

been supported by NASA and the Department of the 

Interior and coordinated by the U.S. Genlo!dcal 
Survey (U.S.G.S.). 

The objective of the committee was the dnvelop-

ment of a national classification system that would 

be receptive to inputs of &ta from both convo.nti-
sensors on high-altitude air-a sources and remote 

craft and satellite platforms, and that would at the 

same time form the framework into which the cate-

gories of more detailed land use studies by regional, 

State, and local agencies could be fitted and aggre-

gated upward from Level IV toward Level I for 
use at the nationalmore generalized smaller scale 

level. 

Several classifecation systems designed for or 
amenable to use with remote sensing techniquesserved as the basis for discussion at a Conference on 
Land Use Information and Classificationr in Wash-
I~ng D.C. unernt and0ClassifThisconerencewas 
attended by more than 150 representatives of Fed-
eral, State, and local government agencies, ofniver-
sities, institutes, and private concerns. On the basis 

(1966), the inventory of Major Uses of Land made 
every 5 years by the Economic Research Service of 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (Frey, 1973), 

and the national inventory of soil and water conser
vation needs, initiated in 1956 and carried outtfor 
the second time in 1966 by several agencies of the 

U.S. Departmentsof Agriculture and Interior (U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, 1971). 

Two land use classification systems initially pro
posed by James R. Anderson for conference use were 
designed to place major reliance on remote sensing, 

although supplementary sources of information were 
assumed to be - vallable for the more elaborate of the 

two (Anderson, 1971). The classification system for 

th, New York State Land Use and Natural Re
sor.rces Inventory, developed mainly at the Center 

fer Aerial Photographic Studies at Cornell Univer
sity, had been designed for use with aerial photogra
phy at 1:24,000 scale, and although devised speolfi
cally for New York State, it was adaptable for use 

elsewhere. 	 To take advantage of the New York 
and John T. Roachexperience, Ernest E. Hardy 

were invited to collaborate in preparing the definitive 

framework of the proposed classification. Definitions 

of land use categories used in New York were care

fully revierwed and were modified to make them ap
as a whole. The resultingphcable I.o the country 

presented in U.S. Geological Surclassification was 
vey Circular 671. Because of his past experience with 

Commission on Geographic Applications ofthe 
Remote Sensing of the Association of American Ge

ographers, Richard E. Witmer was invited to partici
pate with the others in this revision of the classifica
tion system. 

Attention was given mainly to the more general-Ateiowagvnmilyothmreeea
ized first and second levels of categorization. Defini
tions for each of the categories on these two levels 
were subjected to selective testing and evaluation by 
the U.S.G.S., using data obtained primarily from 
high-altitude flights as part of the research in con

sitesinnituesandpriateconern. O th baisnection with the U.S.G.S. Central Atlantic Regional 
of these discussions, the Interagency Steering Com-
mittee then proposed to develop and test a land use 
and land cover classification system that could be 
used with remote sensing and with minimal reliance 
on supplemental information at the more generalized 
first and second levels of categorization. The need 

for compatibility with the more generalized levels of 

land use and land cover categorization In classifica-
tion systems currently in use was clearly recognized, 
especially those levels of the Standard Land Use Cod-

ing Manual published by the U.S. Urban Renewal 
Administration and the Bureau of Public Roads 

Ecoicawi t te (CARETS. rojet (28,800
Ecological Test Site (CARETS) Project (28,800 
m 5ior 74,700 kna),the Phoenix Pilot Project 
(31,500 m or 81,500 kin), and the land use mapping 
for the Ozarks Regional Commission (72,000 ml or 
186,500 kmn). 

The work of Pettinger and Poulton (1970) pro

vided valuable insight into the land use mosaic of the 

Southwestern United States. Some of the categoriza
tion for barren land and rangeland suggested by 

these researchers has been adopted in this land use 

and land cover classification system. 
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1DESIGNING A CIASSIFICATION SYSTEM, FOR 
iTSE WITH REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES 

There is no one ideal classification of land use and 
land cover, and it is unlikely that one could ever be 
developed. There aro different perspectives in the 
classification process, and the process Itself tends to 

be subjective, even when an objective numerical ap-
proach is used. There is, in fact, no logical reason to 
expect that one detailed Inventory should be adequate 
for more than a short time, since land use and land 

cover patterns change in keeping with demands for 
natural resources. Each classification is made to suit 

the needs of the user, and few users will be satisfied 
with an inventory that does not meet most of their using remote sensor data. For these reasons, types ofdos nt met mst f teirland use and land cover identifiable primarily frrAwithanthanvetor 
needs. In attempting to develop a classification sys-

tern for use with remote sensing techniques that will 

provide a framework to satisfy the needs of the 
majority of users, certain guidelines of criteria forevaluation must first be estabie cmt f 

To begin with, there is conside Lble diversity of 
opinion about what constitutes land use, although 

present use of land is one of the characteristics that 

is widely recognized as significant for planning and 
management purposes. One concept that has much 
merit is that land use refers to, "man's activities on 

land which are directly related to the land" (Claw-
son and Stewart, 1965). Land cover, on the other 
hand, describes, "the vegetational and artificial con-
structions covering tho land surface" (Burley, 

1961). 
The types of land use and land cover categoriza-

tion developed In the classification system presented 
in this report can be related to systems for classify-
ing land capability, vulnerability to certain manage-
mevt practices, and potential for any particular ac-
tivity or land value, either intrinsic or speculative 

Concopts concerning land cover and lar4 use ac-
tivity are closely related and in many cases have 
b.een usei interchangeably. The purposes for which 
lands are being used commonly have associated types 
of cover, whether they be forest, agricultural, re!i- 
dential, or industrial. Remote sensing image-form-
ing devices do not record activity directly. The 
remote sensor acquires a response which is based on 
many characteristics of the land surface, including 
natural or artificial cover. The interpreter uses pat-
terns, tones, textures, shapes, and site associations 
to derive information about land use activities from 
what is basically iniormation about land cover, 

Some activities of man, however, cannot be direct-
ly related to the type of land cover. Extensive recrea-
tional activitide covering large tracts of land are not 

particularly amenable to interpretation from remote 
sensor data. For example, hunting Is a very common 

and pervasive recreational use of land, but hunting 
usually occurs on land that would be classified as 

some type of forest, range, or agricultural land 
either during ground survey or image interpretation. 
Consequently, supplemental information is needed 
to identify lands used for hunting. Supplemental in
formation such as land ownership maps also is neces
sary to determine the use of lands such as parks, 
game refuges, or water-conservation districts, which 
may have land uses coincident with administrative 
boundaries not usually discernable by inventory 

remote sensor data are used as the basis for organiz

ing this classification system. Agencies requiring 
more detailed land use information may need to
employ more supplemental data. 

In almost any classification process, it is rare to 
find th, clearly defined classes that one would like. 

In determining land cover, it would seem simple to 
draw the line betweea land and water until one con
siders such problems as seasonally wet areas, tidal 
flats, or marshes with various kinds of plant cover. 
Decisions that may seem arbitrary must be made at 

times, but if the descriptions of categories are com
plete and guidelines are explained, the inventory 
process can be repeated. The classification system 
must allow for the inclusioL of all parts of the area 
under study and should also provide a unit of refer
ence for each land use and land cover type.

The problem of inventorying and classifying 
multiple uses occurring on a single parcel of land 
will not be easily solved. Multiple uses may occur 
simultaneously, as in the instance of agricultural 
land or forest land used for recreational rctivities 
such as hunting or camping. Uses may also occur 
alternately, such as a major reservoir providing 
flood control during spring runoff and generating 
power during winter peak demand periods. This 
same reservoir may have"sufficient water depth to be 
navigable by comnercial shipping the year round 
and may additionally provide summer recreational 
opportunities. Obviously all of these activities would 
not be detectable on a single aerial photograph. How
ever, interpreters have occasionally related flood
control activities to drawdown easements around 
reservoirs detectable on imagery acquired during 
winter low-water levels. Similarly, major locks at 
water-control structures imply barge or ship traffic, 
and foaming tailraces indicate power generation. 
Pleasure-boat marinas, as well as the wakes of the 
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boats themselves, can be detected on high-altitude 2. The accuracy of interpretation for the several 
photographs. Although each of these activities is categories should be about equal.
detectable at some time using remote sensing, many 3. Repeatable or repetitive results should be oh
other multiple-use situations camot be interpreted tabmable from one Interpreter to another and 
with the same degree of success. The examplo of the from one time of sensing to another. 
reservoir does provide insight into another facet of 4. The classification system should be applicable 
the problem's solution, however, and that is the pos- over extensive areas. 
sibility and need for acquiring collateral data to aid 6. The categorization should permit vegetation
in the understanding of a multiple-use situation, and other types of land cover to be used as Rur-

The vertical arrangement of many uses above and rogates for activity.
below the actual ground surfe-me provides additional 6. The classification system shouli -i isuitable for 
problems for the land use interpreter. Coal and use with remote sensor data obtau- -t. differ
other mineral deposits under croplands or forests, eat times of the year.
electrical transmission lines crossing pastures, ga. 7. Effective use of subcategories that can be oh
rages underground or on roofs of buildings, and sub- tained from ground stirveys or from the use of 
ways beneath urban areas all exemplify situations larger scale or enhanced remote sensor data 
which must be resolved by individual users and com- ishould be possible. 
piers of land use data. 8. Aggregation of categories must be possible. 

The size of the minimum area which can be de- 9. Comparison with future land use data should 
picted as being in any particular land use category be possible.
depends partially on the scale and resolution of the 10. Multiple uses of land should be recognized when 
original remote sensor data or other data source possible.
from which the land use is identified and interpreted. Some of these criteria should apply to land use 
It also depends on the scale of data compilation as and land cover classification in general, but some of 
well as the final scale of the presentation of the the criteria apply primarily to land use and land 
land use Information. In some cases, land uses can- cover data interpreted from remote sensor data. 
not be identified with the level of accuracy approach
ing the size of the smallest unit mappable, while in It is hoped that, at the more generalized first and 
others, specific land uses can be identified which ar3 second levels, an accuracy in Interpretation can be 
too small to be mapped. Farmsteads, foi" example, attained that will make the land use and land cover 
are usually not distinguished from other agricultural da'a comparable In quality to those obtained in other 
land uses when mapping at the more generalized ways. For land use and land cover data needed for 
levels of the classification. On the other hand, these planning and management purposes, the accuracy of 
farmsteads may well be interpretable but too small interpretation at the generalized first and second 
to be represented at the final format scale. Analogous levels is satisfactory when the interpreter makes the 
situations may arise in the use of other categories. correct interpretation 85 to 90 percent of the time. 

When maps are intended as the format for pro- For regulation of land use activities or for'tax assess
senting land use data, it is difficult to represent any went purposes, for example, greater accuracy usual
unit area smaller than 0.10 inch (2.54 mm) on a side. ly will be required. Greater accuracy generally will 
In addition, smaller areas cause legibility problems be attained only at much higher cost. The accuracy 
for the map reader. Users of computer-generated of land use data obtained from remote sensor sources 
graphics are similarly constrained by the minimum iii comparable to that acquired by using enumeration 
size of the computer printout. techniques. For example, postenumeration surveys

made by the U.S. Bureau of the Census revealed that 
CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA 14 percent of all farms (but not necessarily 14 per. 

A land use and land cover classification system cent of the farmland) were not enumerated during 
which can effectively employ orbital and high-alti- the 1969 Census of Agriculture (Ingram and Pro
tude remote sensor data should meet the following chaska, 1972). 
criteria (Anderson, 1971) : In addition to perfecting new interpretation tech

1. 	 The minimum level of interpretation accuracy niques and procedures for analysis, such as the vari-
In the identification of land ube and land cover ous types of image enhancement and signature Idea. 
categories from remote sensor data should be at tification, we can assume that the resolution capa
least 85 percent. bility of the various remote sensing systems will also 
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improve. Resolution, or resolving power, of an imag-
ing system refers to its ability to separate two 
objects some distance apart. In most land use appli-
cations, we are most interested in the minimum size 
of an ares which can be recognized as having an 
interpretable land use or land cover type. Obviously, 
such a minimum area depends not only on the type 
and characteristics of the imaging system involved, 
but pragmatically also on the order of "generation" 
of the imagery, that Is, how far the study image is 
removed in number of reproduction stages from the 
original record. The user should refer to the most 
recent information available in determining the reso-
lution parameters of the system. 

The kind and amount of land use and land cover 
information that may be obtained from different 
sensors depend on t:,! altitude and the resolution of 
each sensor. There i3 little likelihood that any one 
sensbr or system will produce good data at all alti-
tudes. It would be desirable to evaluate each source 
of remote sensing data and its arplication solely on 
the basis of the qualities and characteristics of the 
source. However, it is common practice to transfer 
the data to a base map, and no matter what the 
guidelines are, it is difficult to use a base map with-
out extracting some additional data from such maps. 
Topographic maps, road maps, and detailed city 
maps will generally contribute detail beyond the 
capabilities of the remote sensor data. 

The multilevel land use and land cover classifica-
tion system described in this report has been devel-
oped because different vensors will provide data at a 
range of resolutions dependent upon altitude and 
scale. In general, the following relations pertain, 
assuming a 6-inch focal length camera is used in 
obtaining aircraft imagery, 

Snecearily
I .... LANDSAT (formery ERTS) typ of data. 
U .... . Hg-altitude data at 40,000 ft (12,400 m) 

or above (les than 1:80,000 scale).
III . Medlum-altitude data taken btwe.......- 10,000


and 40 000 ft (3.100 and 12,400 m)
(1:20,000 to 1:80,000 Wale).IV ... Low.altitude data taken below 10,000 ft
(8,100i) (more than 1:20,000 cale). 

Although land use data obtained at any level of 
categorization certainly sbould not be restricted to 
any particular level of user groups nor to any par-
ticular scale of presentation, information at Levels 
I and II would generally be of interest to users who 
desire data on a nationwide, interstate, or statewide 
basis. More detailed land use and !and cover data 
such as those categorized at Levels MIand IV usual-
Ly will be used more frequently by those who need 

and generate local information at the intrastate, re
gional, county, or municipal level. It is intended that 
these latter levels of categorization will be developed 
by the user groups themselves, so that their specific 
needs may be satisfied by the categories they intro
duce into the structure. Being able to aggregate more 
detailed categories into the categories at Level I 
being adopted by the U.S.G.S. is desirable if the 
classification system Is to be useful. In generalLevel 
II land use and land cover data interface quite effec
tively with point and line data available on the stand
ard U.S.G.S. topographic maps. 

This general relationship between the categoriza
tion level and the data source is not intended to 
restrict users to particular scales, either in the 
original data source from which the land use infor. 
mation is compiled or in the final map product or 
other graphic device. Level I land use information, 
for example, while efficiently and economically gath
ered over large areas by a LANDSAT type of satel
lite or from high-altitude imagery, could also be 
interpreted from conventional large-scale aircraft 
imagery or compiled by ground survey. This same 
information can be displayed at a wide variety of 
scales ranging from a standard topographic map 
scale, such as 1:24,000 or even larger, to the much 
smaller scale of the orbital imagery, such as 
1:1,000,000. Similarly, several Level II categories 
(and, in some instances, Level III categories) have 
been interpreted from LANDSAT data. Presently, 
though, Level II categories are obtained more acur
ately from high-altitude photographs. Much Level 
III and Level IV land use and land cover data can 
also be obtained from high-altitude imagery. This 
level of categorization can also be presented at a 
wide range of scales. However, as the more detailed 
levels of categorization are used, more dependence 

must be placed on higher resolution re
mote sensor data and supplemental ground surveys.

The principal remote sensor source for Level II 

data at the present time is high-ltitude, color-infra
red photography. Scales smaller than 1:80,000 are 
characteristic of high-altitude photographs, but
scales from 1:24,000 to 1:250,000 generally have 

been used for the fial map products. 
The same photography which now is used to con

struct or update 1:24,000 topographic maps or ortho
photoquads at similar scales is a potential data 
source for inventorying land use and land cover. The 
orthophoto base, in particular, commonly can enable 
rapid interpretation of Levels I and 11 informs. 
tion at relatively low cost. The cost of acquiring 
more detailed levels of land use and land cover data 
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might prohibit including such data. on large-scale they are useful in categorizing data obtained from 
maps over extensive areas. remote sensor sources. 

Recent experiments (Stevens and others, 1974) The definition of Urban or Built-up Land, for ex
with Levels I and 1I land use data referenced to ample, includes those uses similarly classified (Woo
1:24,000 topographic maps have been conducted by ten and Anderson, 1957) by the U.S. Department of 
researchers of We Maps and Surveys Branch of the Agriculture, plus the built-up portions of major 
Tennessee Valley Autbn-ity in conjunction with the recreational sites, public installations, and other 
Marshall Space Flisot Center and Oak Ridge Na. similar facilities. Agricultural land has been defined 
tional Laboratorii.a. Quite satisfactory results have 	 to include Cropland and Pasture; Orchards, Groves, 
been obtained when interpreting land use from high- Vineyards, Nurseries, and Ornamental Horticultural 
altitude photography. In areas vf considerable ter- Areas; and Confined Feeding Operations as the prin
rain relief a stereoplotter was used to avoid scale cipal components. Certain land uses such as pasture, 
problems. however, cannot be separated consistently and ac

curately by using the remote sensor data sources
The categories proposed at Level II cannot all be 

Interpreted with equal reliability. In parts of the 	 appropriate to the more generalized levels of the 
Uinterpted t, soeatrebisome maymy b 	 classification.ly parallels theTheU.S.totalityDepartmentof the categoryof Agriculturethus close-deftbe extremely 

difficult to interpret from high-altitude aircraft nition ofagrieulturalrland. 
imagery alone. Conventional aerial photography and The primary definition of Forest Land employed 

United States, categories .s xtey 

nsources of information other than remote sensor The ith det in of rest p 
with data acquir d by remote sensors apdata may be needed for interpretation of especially for use 

complex areas. On the basis of research and testing proximates that used by the U.S. Forest Se fice(un

carried out in the U.S.G.S. Geography Program's published mshual), with the exception of those 

Central Atlantic Regional Ecological Test Site brush and shrub-form types such as chaparral and 

(CARETS) Project, the Phoenix Pilot Project, and mesquite, which are classed as forest land by the 
in land use mapping for the OzarksOzarks Regional Camn-	 Forest Service because off response, 

these generally are grouped with Rangeland types in 
inARET Prouemappingfo the eionlr oe,a 	 shed control. Because theirtheirimportancespectral in water

mission (U.S. Geological Survey, 1973), it hes been 
determined that the cost of using such supplemen- classifications of vegetation interpretable from re

mossin image.tary information can be held to reasonable levels. 	 mote sensing imagery. 
At Level III, which is beyond the scope of the The principal concept by which certain types of 

present discussion, ue of substantial amounts of cover are included in the Rangeland category, and 
supplemental information in addition to some re- which separates rangeland from pasture land, is 
motely sensed informatlon at scales of 1:15,000 to that rangeland has a natural climax plant cover of 
1:40,000 should be anticipated. Surprisingly de- native grasses, forns, and shrubs which is potential
tailed inventories ma? be undertaken, and by using ly useful as a grazing or forage resource (U.S. Con
both remotely sensed and supplemental information, gress, 1936; U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1962, 
most land use and land cover types, except those of 1971). Although these rangelands usually are not 
very complex urban areas or of thoroughly hetero- seeded, fertilized, drained, irrigated, or cultivated, 
geneous miktures can be adequately located, meas- if the forage cover is improved, it is managed pri
ured, and coded. marily like native vegetation, and the forage re 

Level IV would call for much more supplemental eource is regulated by varying the intensity and 
information and remotely sensed data at a much seasonality of grazing (Stoddard and Smith, 1955). 
larger scale. Since the typical cropland practices mentioned just 

above are characteristics of some pasture lands, these 
DEVELOPING THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM pasture lands are similar in image signature to crop

land types. 
In developing the classification system, every ef- The definition of Wetland incorporates the major 

fort ha been made to provide as much compatibility elements of the original U.S. Department of the 
as possible with other classification systems current- Interior definition (Shaw and Fredine, 1956) as well 
ly being used by the various Federal agencies in- as the combined effortzi of the U.S.G.S. working 
volved In land use inventory and mapping. Special group on wetlands definition. 
attention has been paid to the definitions of land use Table 1 presents a general summary of land use 
categories used by other agencies, to the extent that compiled every 5 years by the Economic Research 
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Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and 
supplemented from other sources. These statistics, 
which are available only for States, are provided by
the various government agencies which compile n 

formation on some categories of land use, several of 
which parallel the U.S.G.S. land use classification 
system. 

TAMAzL-MaJor uses of and, United Stat4s, los 

. N. 

Cropland - . 

rCropland used for crops ----
Cropland ed286 
Crop falure ------------
Cultivatad summer fallow. 

Soil improvement crops and 
Ide cropland -------------

Cropland used only for pasture 
Grassland pasture and range' --
Forest land --------------------

Grazed ---------------------
Not ga...d----....... 

Special u' -. .. 
rua ........ --Urban ars ----------

areas 
Rural parks -----------------Wildlife refugee ------------

National defense, flood control,


and industrial areas -------
State-9wned institutions and 

misillaneous other uses ---
Farmsteads, farm roads, 

and lanes ----------------
Miscellaneous land' -------------

472 191 20.9 
d3
&m_ 1_ ---

116 
6 2 .

41 17 ---

51 21 . 
88 35 

604 245 26&7 
723 293 81.9 -

198 so - 
52 213 ---
178 72 7.9 

35 14 .. 
28ransportatio11 ---26
4 19 -.32 18 --

26 11 . 

2 1 

8 a
287 116 12.6 

IM M . W osno uuaae sa bywtrI teuaUe %of a tnU. In width mAi lake., regailza and so forth of 
a ta 421actudes Patursacres i thats s to to be Included with/ arevsAml aInthe U0L71 

for. ura a ulP aras and tnprttg use i. 
a will be cuaaiend bt dousast ea s uss o s" 

a ati .--
lan hmron ad iefem ~arsma 	 ao aims. 

The land use and land cover classification system 
presented In this report (table 2) includes only the 
more generalized first and second levels. The system 
satisfies the three major attributes of the classifica-
tion process as outlined by Grigg (1965) : (1) it 
gives names to categories by simply using accepted 
terminology; (2) it enables information to be trans-
mitted; and (3) it allows inductive generalizations 
to be made. The classification system is capable of 
further refihement on the basis of more extended and 
varied use. At the more generalized levels it should 
meet the principal objective of providing a land use 
and land cover classification system for use in land 
use planning and management activities. Attainment 
of the more fundamental and long-range objective 
of providing a standardized system of land use and 
land cover classification for national and regional 

TnA L-Laxd =e and land cover ass$teaton system for 
u wt vdo to # data 

LvId Lid!n 
1 Urban or Built-up Land 11 aeddentiaL12 Commercial and Services. 

1 IWdustiaL 
14Transportation Coinmuni

15 
16 

17 

2 Aglriultural Land 	 21 

22 


24 
8 Rangeland 81 

3--
32 

34 Form',t Lend 	 41 
42
43 

52Wate 	 51 
5354 

6 Wetland 	 61 
02 

7 Banm Land 	 71 
72 
73 
7
74 
75 
76 
77 

8 Tundra S1 
82 
88 
8485 

9 Perennial Snow or le 	 91 
92 

catio and 'titie.
 
Industrl and Commercial
 
Mixed Urban or Built-up

Land. 
Other Urban or Built-up

Land. 
Cropland and Pasture. 
Orchards, Groves, Vine- . 

yards, Nurseries, and 
Ornamental HorticulturalAreaL 

Confined Feeding Operation. 
Other Agricultural Land. 
Herbaccous Rangelaud.
Shrub and Brush Range

land. 
Mixed Rangeland.Deciduous ForestLad 
Everueen Forest Land.
Mixed Forest Land. 

Land.
LakesStreams and Cna. 
Reservoirs.Bays and Estuaries. 

Forested Wetland. 
Nonforeerted Wetland. 
Dry Salt Flat. 
Beaches. 
Sandy Areas other 

BSahes.
Bar Exposed Rock.
 
Strip Minps. Quarries and
 

Gravel Pita.Transitional Areas.~edB adMixed Barren Land. 
Shrub and Brush Tundra 
Herbaceous Tundra. 
Bare Ground Tundra. 
Wet Tundra.Mixed Tundra. 

Perennial Snowfielda. 
Glaciers. 

studies will depend on the improvement that should 
result from widespread use of the system. 

As further advances In technology are made, it 
may be necessary to modify the classification system 
for use with automatic data analysis. The LANDSAT 
and Skylab missions and the high-altitude aircraft 
program of the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration have offered opportunities for nation
wide te3ting of the feasibility of using this cl saifica
tion system to obtain land use information on a 
uniform basis. 

The approach to land use and land cover classifl
cation embodied in the system described herein Is 
"resource oriented," in contrast, for example, with 
the "people orientation" of the "Standard Land Use 
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Coding Manual," developed by the U.S. Urban Re.newal A'ministration and 	
generated which.dacnifies ownership-managementthe Bureau of Public units such as farms-or ranches or relating detachedRoads (1965). For the most part the Manual is uses, included in a specific ownership complex, to thederived from the "Standard Industrial Classification

Code" established and published by the former Bu-	
parent activity. For example, warehouses cannot berelated to retail sales when the two occurrences arereau of the Budget (U.S. Executive Office of the separated spatially. The actual cover and related usesPresident, 1957). are

The people-oriented system of the "Standard Land 
mapped in each case, rather than injecting

inference into the inventory process.Use Coding Manual" assigns seven of the nine gen. Inferences used for prediction could cause proberalized first level categories to urban, transporta- lems for the land use interpreter whcre land use istion, recreational, and related uses of land, which clearly in transition, with neither the former use noraccount for less than 5 percent of the total area ofthe United States 	 the future use actually being present. In most such(tables 1 and 3). Although there
is 	 cases, it is tempting to speculate on future use, butan obvious need for an urban-oriented land use all that canclassification system, there is also a 	

actually be determined in such wideneed for a ranging situations is that change is occurring. Largeresource-oriented classification system whose pri. clear-cut areas in the southeastern forests, for exmary emphasis would be the remaining 95 percent of ample, are not always returned to forests and mightthe United States land area. The U.S.G.S. classifica-	 assume any of a variety of future uses, such as ation system described in this report addresses that residential subdivision, an industrial site, an area ofneed, with eight of the nine Level I categories treat-	 cropland,ing land area of the United States that is not in 
or a phosphate mine. The "sagebrush subdivision" of the Southwest may have all the potentialurban or built-up areas. Six of the first level cate- earmarks of future settlement, such as carefullygories in the standard land use arecode retained platted streets, and yet never experiened any conunder Urban or Built-up at Level II in the U.S.G.S. 	 struction. Such cleared open areas should be idfmstisystem. Even though the standard land use code and fled as "Transitional Areas."the U.S.G.S. classification differ considerably in theirmajor emphases, Since Level II will probably be most appropriatea marked degree of compatibility

between these two systems exists at the 
for statewide and interstate regional land use and
 more gen- land cover compilation and mapping, and since Level
eralized levels and even at the more detailed levels. II categories can be created by aggregating similar 

TA= 3.-Standard lad use code.-frt leWl categorie' 
Level ITI categories, the Level II categorization maybe considered to be the fulcrum of the classification

2. Manufacturing (0second level categorie included)& Mufacturng (6second level categorie system. The classification system may be entered atincluded the particular level appropriate to the individual4. T.anaprtatln, communlcations, and utilites. user, and the information generated may be added . Serves. 
7. Cultural, entertainment, and recreation. together with data generated by others to form anaggregate category at the next higher level.. 
9. 	 As anResource production and extractiona.Undeveloped land and water areas, example, if a local planningstasa4 IW wo . .. 1 1 . 2L 	 group had devised aLevel III classification of a particular group of land

US-NG THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM uses and had included sufficient definitional informa-
The use of the same or similar terminology does 

tion of their land use categories, their data could becompiled into a larger inventory by a state or renot automatically guarantee that the land use datacollected and coded according to two systems will be 	
gional planning group coinpiling data by use of theLevel II categories. Such dnta,.in turn, could serve asentirely compatible. The principal points of depar-
ture between other classifications and tho U.S.G.S. 
part of the data base for a national inventory.
 

system originate because of the emphasis placed on 
Seldom is it necessary to inventory land uses at
 

remote sensing as the primary data source 
the more detailed levels, even for local planning.
used in Having greater detil doee, however, provide flexithe U.S.G.S. classification system. Because of this bility in manipulatig the data when several differ.emphasis, activity must be interpreted using land cover as the principal surrogate, in addition 
ent purposes must be served. The cost of Interpretto the ing, coding, and recording land use data at the moreimage Interpreter's customary references to patteri,

geographic location, and so forth. This process neces-
detailed levels is necessarily greater than if the data were handled at more generalized levels. This extrasarily precludes the possibility of information being cost reflects the Increase in cost of remote sensor and 

http:dnta,.in
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collateral data acquired at larger scales, as well as 
the in-resse in Interpretation costs. 

The U.S.G.S. classification system provides flexi-
bility in developing categorization at the more de-
tWUed levels. Therefore, it is appropriate to illustrate 
the additive properties of the system and to provide 
examples for users wishing to develop more detailed 
categorization. The several examples given below 
represent possible categorizations. Users should not 
consider themselves limited to categories such as 
these but should develop categories of utmost utility 
to their particular needs. It shouid be emphasized 
that, whatever categories are sed at the various 
classification levels, special attention should be given 
to providing the potential users of the data with suffi-
cient information so that they may either compile 
the data into more generalized levels or aggregate 
more detailed data into the existing classes. 

One example of subcategorization of Residential 
Land as keyed to the standard land use code would 
be: 

Lfd I £wd n r*ma m 
L Urban a' 11. Residntial. 111. Single-family Unit. 

Built-up 112. Multi-family Units. 
118. Group Quarters.
114. Residential Hotels. 
115. Mobile Home Parks. 
116. Transient Lodngs.
117. Otha. 

Thsparticular breakdown of "Residential" em-

ploys criteria of capacity, type, ani permanency of 

residence as the discriminating factors amcng 
classes. Criteria applied to other situations could pos
sib!y include density of dwellings, tenancy, age of 
construction, and so forth. Obviously, such a Level 
III categorization would require use of supplemental 
information. Users desiring Level IV information 
could employ a variety of additional criteria in dis-
criminating among land uses,but it can be seen that 
the element which allows aggregation and transfer 
between categories is the proper description of whar 
Is included in each Individual category at whatever 
level the data are being classified. 

The Level II category, Cropland and Prsture, may 
be simply subdivided at Level III. 

r Und 	 .sy1i In 
21. 	 Cropland and Pasture. 211. Cropland.

21 Pasn 
Some users may wish such additional criteria em-

ployed at Level III as degree of activity or Idleness 
or degree of improvement, while others may place 
such itm;rs in Leves IV or V. h'Vatmaty beta primary 

category for one user group may be of secondary 
importance to another. As stated by Clawson and 

Stewart (1965), "One man's miscellany is another 
man's prime concern." No one would consider pub
lshing a map of current land use of any part of the 
Western United States without having Irrigated 
land as a major category. With the flexibility inher
ant in this classification system, an accommodation 
of this type of need can be made easily, provided 
that irrigated land is mapped or tabulated as a dis
crete unit which can be aggregated into the more 
general categories included in the framework of the 
classification. A possible restructuring which would 
accommodate the desire to present Irrigated land as 
a major category would be: 

law &d -t ,.n No'-s-, aeri.hult l

pand Cropland 
Pasture Pature 
Orchards, Groves and so foith Orchards, Groves and so forth 

An attempt has been made to include sufficient 
detail in the definitions presented here to provide a 
general understanding of what is Included in each 
category at Levels I and II. Many of the uses de
scribed in Hetail will not be detectable on small-scale 

aerial photographs. However, the detail will aid in 
the Interpretation process, and the additional infer

mation will be useful to those who have large-scale
aerial photogrplui and other supplemental informsatResidvaial"ble. 
tion available. 

1. UR kN OR BUILT-UP LAND 

Urban or Built-up Land Is comprised of areas of 
Intensive use with much of the land covered by struc
tures. Included in this category are cities, towns, vil
lages, strip developments along highways, transpor
tation, power, and communications facilities, and 
areas such as those occupied by mills, shopping cen. 
ters, industrial and cjmmercia complexes, and insti
tutions that may, in some instances, be isolated from 
urban areas. 

As development progresses, land having less inten
sive or nonconforming use may be located in the 
midst of Urban or Built-up areas and will generally 

be included in this category. Agricultural land, for
est, wetland, or water areas on the fringe of Urban 
or Built-up arean will not be included except where 
they are surrounded and dominated by urban devel
opment. The Urban or Built-up category takes prece
dence over others when the criteria for more than 
o'ne CuLegury are iset. For example, reside.ntial areas 
that have sufficient tree cover to meet Forest Land 
criteria will be placed in the Residential category. 
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11. RESIDENTIAL to cities; junkyards; resorts; and so forth. The main 
Residential land uses range from high density, buildings, secondary structures, and areas support

represented by the multiple-unit structures of urban Ing the basic use are all Included--office buildings, 
cores, to low density, where houses are on Iota of warehouses, driveways, sheds, parking lots, land
more than an acre, on the parirhery of urban expan- scaped areas, and waste disposal areas.
sion. Linear residential developments along trans. Commercial areas may include some noncommer
portation routes extending outward from urban cial uses too small to be s3parated out. Central busi. 
areas should be Included as residential appendages ness districts commonly include some Institutions,
to urban centers, but care must be taken to dis- such as churches and schools, and commercial strip
tinguish them from commercial strips in the same developments may include some residential unita.
locality. The residential strips generally have a uni- When these noncommercial uses exceed one-third.of 
form size ani spacing of structures, linear drive- the total commercial area, the Mixed Urban or Built. 
ways, and lawn area; the commercial strips are up category should be used. There is separateno 

more likely to have buildings of different sizes and 
 ctegory for recreational land uses at Level U sincespacing, large driveways, and parking areas. Resi- moat recreational activity is pervasive throughout
dential development along shorelines is also linear iunmy other land uses. Selected areas are predomi
and sometimes extends back only one residential na3tly recreatioa oriented, and some of the more dis.
parcel from the shoreline to the first road. tinctive occurrences such as drive-in theaters can, be

identifled on remoteAreas of sparse residential land use, such as farm sensor imagery. Most recrsational activity, however, necessarily will be identifiedsteads, will be included i categories to which they using supplemental information. Recreational facillare related unless an appropriate compilation scale ties that form an integral part of an institutionis being used to indicate such uses separately. Rural should be included in this category. There is usuallyresidential and recreational subdivisions, however, a major vi3ible difference In the form of parkingare included in this category, since the land is almost facilities, arrangements for traffic flow, and the gentotally committed to residential use, even though it eral association of buildings and facilities. The inmay have forest or range types f cover. In some tensively developed sections of recreational areasplaces, the boundary will be clear where new housing would be included in the Commcrcial and Servicesdevelopments abut against intensively used agricul- category, but extensive parts of golf courses, ridingturtl areas, but the boundary may be vague and diffi. areas, ski areas, and so forth would be included in
cult to discern when residential development occurs 
 tho Other Urban or Built-up category.in small isolated units over an awea of mixed or less Institutional land uses, such as the various educa-
Intensive uses. A careful evaluation 
of density and tional, religious, health, correctional, and militarythe overall relation of the area to the total urban facilities are also components of this category. Allcomplex must be made. buildings, grounds, and parking lots that composeResidential sections which are integral parts of the facility are included within ,he institutional unit,other uses may be difficult to identify. Housing situa- but creas not specifically related to the purpose oftios such as those existing or .::itary bases, at col. the institution should be placed in the appropriatelegts and universities, living quarters for laborers category. Auxiliary land uses, particularly residennear a work base, or lodging for employees of agri- tial, commercial and services, and other supportingcultural feldd operations or resorts thus would be land uses on a military base would be included in thisplaced within the Industrial, Agricultural, or Com- category, but agric,,ltural arez: not specifically as.mercial and Service categories. sociated with correctional, ecucational, religiousor 
12. COMMERCIAL AND SERtVICES Institutions are placed in the appropriate agricul.tural category. Small institutional units, an, for ex-Commercial areas are those used predominantly ample, many churches and some secondary and elefor the sale of products and services. They are often mentary schools, would be mappable only at largeabutted by residential, agricultural, or other con- scales and will usually be included within anothertrating uses which b-lp define them. Components of category, such as Residential. 

the Commercial and lervices category are urban cen.
tral business districts; shopping centers, usually in 13. INDUSTRIAL
suburban and outlying areas; commercial strip de- Industrial areas include a wide array of land usesvelopments along major highways and access routes from light manufacturing to heavy manufacturing 

http:one-third.of
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plants. Identification of light lndustries-those'.fo_ Highways and railways are characterized by areas 
cused on design, assembly, finishing, processing, and of activity connected in linear patterns. The high
packaging of products.-can ofteii be based on the ways include rights-of.way, areas used for inter
type of building, parking, and shipping arrange- changes, and service and terminal facilities. Rail 
mente. Light industrial areas may be, but are not facilities include stations, parking lots, roundhouses,
necessarily, directly in contact with urban areas; repair and switching yards, and related areas, as 
many are now found at airports or In relatively open well as overland track and spur connections of suffi
country. Heavy industries use raw materials such cent width for delineation at mapping scale. 
as iron ore, timber, or coal. Included are steel mills, Airports, seaports, and major lakeports are iso
pulp and lumber mills, electric-power generating lated areas of high utilization, usually with no well
stations, oil refineries and tank farms, chemical defined intervening connections, although some porte
plants, and brickmaking plants. Stockpiles of raw are connected by canals. Airport facilities include 
materials and waste-product disposal areas are usu- the runways, intervening land, terminals, service 
ally visible, along with transportation facilities buildings, navigation aids, fuel storage, parking lots, 
capable of handling heavy materials, and a limited buffer zone. Terminal facilities general-

Surface structures associated with mining opera. ly Include the associated freight and warehousing 
tions are included In this category. Surface struc- functions. Small airports (except those on rotated 
tures and equipment may range from a minimum of farmland), heliports, and land associated with sea
a loading device and trucks to extended areas with plane bases may be Identified if mapping scale per
access roads, processing facilities, stockpiles, storage mite. Port areas include the docks, shipyards, dry
sheds, and numerous vehicles. Spoil material and slag docks, locks, and waterway control structure. 
heaps usually are found within a short trucking dis- Communications and utilities areas such as those 
tance of the major mine areas and may be the key involved in processing, treatment, and transporta-
Indicator of underground mining operations. Uni- tion of water, gas, oil, and electricity and areas used 
form identification of all these diverse extractive for airwave communications are also included in this 
uses is extremely difficult from remote sensor data category. Pumping stations, electric substations, and 
alone. Areas of future reserves are included in the areas used for radio, radar, or television antennas 
appropriate present-use category, such as Agricul- are the major types. Small facilities, or those associ
tural Land or Forest Land, regardless of the ex. ated with an industrial or commercial land use, are 
pected future use. included within the larger category with which they 

are associated. Long.distance gas, oil, electric, tele
i4. TRANSPORTATION. CMMUNICATIONS. phone, water, or other transmission facilities rarely 

AND U=.71S constitute the dominant use of the lands with which 

The land uses included in the Transportation, they are associated. 

Communications, and Utilities category occur to 15. INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL COMPLEXES 
some degree within all of the other Urbau or Built- The Industrial and Commercial Complexes cate. 
up categories and actually can be found within many gory includes those industrial and commercial land 
other categories. Unless they can be mapped sepa- uses that typically occur together or In close func
rately at whatever scale Is being employed, they tional proximity. Such areas commonly are labeled 
usually are considered an integral part of the land with terminology such as "Industrial Park," but 
use within which they occur. For that reason, any since functions such as warehousing, wholesaling, 
statistical summary of the area of land uses in this and occasionally retailing may be found in the same 
category typically represents only a partial data set. structures or nearby, the more Inclusive category 
Statistical area summaries of such land uses aggre- title has been adopted. 
gated from Levels III and IV, though, would include Industrial and Commercial complexes have a defi
more accurate area estimates. nite remote sensor image signature which allows 

Major transportation routes and areas greatly their separation from other Urban or Built-up.land 
influence other land uses, and many land use bound- uses. Because of their intentional development as dis
aries are outlined by them. The types and extent of crete units of land use, they may border on a wide 
transportation facilities in a locality determine the variety of other land use types, from Residential 
degree of access and affect both the present and po- Land to Agricultural Land to Forest Land. If the 
tential use of the area. separate functions included in the category are iden

http:lndustries-those'.fo
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tified at Levels I or IV using supplemental data or
with ground survey, the land use researcher has the 
discretion of aggregating these functions into the 
appropriate Level IIUrban or Built-up categories or
retaining the unit as an Industrial and Commercial 
Complex, 

I&.MIXED URlBAN OR BUILT-UP LAND 


The Mixed Urban or Built-up category Is used for 
a mixture of Level II Urban or Built-up uses where 
Individual uses cannot be separated at mapping scale. 
Where more than one-third intermixture of another 
use or uses occurs in a specific area, itis classified 
as Mixed Urban or Built-up Land. Where the inter-
mixed land use or uses total less than one-third of 
the specific area, the category appropriate to the
dominant land use is applied. 

This category typically includes developments
along transportation routes and in cities, towns, and 
built-up areas where separate land uses cannot be 
mapped individually. Residential, Commercial, In. farming activities are limited by wetness, the exactdustrial, and ocm ionally other land uses may be 
included. A mIxtu.-e of Industrial and commercial 
uses in Industrial and Commercial Complexes as de-
fined in category 15 are not included in this category.
Farmsteads intermixed with strip or cluster settle-
ments will be included within the built-up land, but 
other agricultural land uses should be excluded, 

17. OTHER URBAN OR BUILT-UP LAND 
Other Urban or Built-up Land typically consists of 

uses such as golf driving ranges, zoos, urban parks,
cemeteries, waste dumps, water-control structures 
and spillways, the extensive parts )f such uses as
golf courses and ski areas, and ur developed land 
within an urban setting. Open land nay be In very
intensive use but a use that does not require struc-
tures, such as urban playgrounds, botanical gardens, 
or arboreta. The use of descriptions such as "idle
land," "vacant land," or "'open land" should be 
avoided in categorizing undeveloped lands within 
urban areas on the basis of the use of remote sensor 
datp, since information generally s not available to 
the interpreter to make such a refinement incategorization

2. AGRICULTURAL LAND 
Agricultural Land may be defined broadly as land 

used primarily for production of food and fiber. On 
high-altitude imagery, the chief indications of agri-
cultural activity will be distinctive geometric field 
and road patterns on the landscape and the traces 
produced by livestock or mechanized equipment 

However, pasture and other lands where such equip
ment.4s used inirequenty may not show wellas 
defined shapes as other areas. These distinctive gee
metric patterns are also characteristic of Urban or
Built-up Lands because of street layout and develop
ment by blocks. Distinguishing between Agricultural 
and Urban or Built-up Lands ordinarily should bepossible on the basis of urban-activity indicators and 
the associated concentration of population. Ihe num.
ber of building complexes is smaller and the density
of the road and highway network is much lower in 
Agricultural Land than in Urban or Built-up Land. 
Some urban land uses, such as parks and large ceme. 
teries, however, may be mistaken for Agricultural
Land, especially when they occur on the periphery of 
the urban areas. 

The interface of Agricultural Land with other 
categories of land use may sometimes be a transition 
zone In which there is an intermixture of land uses 
at first and second levels of categorization. Where 

boundary also may be difficult to locate, and Agrticul
tural Land may grade Into Wetland. When the pro
duction of agriculturvl crops is not hindered by wet
land conditions, such cropland s1hould be included in 
the Agricultural category. This latter stipulation
also Includes those cases in which agricultural crop
production depends on wetland conditions, such as 
the flooding of ricefields or the development of cran.
berry bogs. When lands produce economic commodities as a function of their wild state such as wild 
rice, cattails, or certain forest products 'commonly
associated with wetland, however, they should be in
cluded in the Wetland category. Similarly, when wet
lands are drained for agricultural purposes, they
should be included in the Agricultural Land cats
gory. When such drainage enterprises fall into dis
use and if wetland vegetation is reestablished, the 
land reverts to the Wetland category.

The Level II categories of Agricultural Land are: 
Cropland and Pasture; Orchards, Groves, Vineyards,
Nurseries, and Orn-qnental Horticultural Areas;
Confined Feeding Operations; and Other Agricul
tural Land. 

21. CROPLAND 
AND PASTURE 

The several components of Cropland and Pasture 
now used for agricultural statistics include: crop.
land harvested, including bush fruits; cultivated 
summer-fallow and idle cropland; land on which 
crop failure occurs; cropland in sol-improvement 
grasses and legumes; cropland used only for pasture
In rotation with crops; and pasture on land more or 
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les permanently used for that purpose. From Imag. 
ery alone, It generally is not possible to make a dis-
Unction between Cropland and Pasture with a high 
degree of aceuracy and uniformity, let alone a dis-
tinction among tLe various components of Cropland 
(Hardy, Belcher, and Phillips, 1971). Moreover, 
some of the components listed represent the condi-
tion of the land at the end of the growing season 
and will not apply exactly to imagery taken at other 
times of the year. They will, however, be v .ilde to 
Identification of Cropland and Pasture. Brushland 
in the Eastern States, trplcally used to some extent 
for pasturing cattle, is ircluded in the Shrub-Brush- 
land Rangeland category since the grazing activity 
Is usually not discernible on remote sensor Imagery 
appropriate to Levels I and II. This activity possibly 
might be distinguished on low-altitude imagery. Such 
grazing activities generally occur on land where crop 
production or intensive pasturing has cesed, for 
any of a variety of reasons, and which has grown 
up in brush. Such brushlands often are used for 
grazing, somewhat analogous to the extensive use of 
rangelands In the West. 

Certain factors vary throughout the United States, 
and this variability also must be recognized; field 
size depends on topography, soil types, sizes of 
farms, kinds of crops and pastures, capital invest-
ment, labor availability, and other conditions. Irri-
gated land in the Western States is recognized easily 
in contrast to Rangeland, but in the Eastern States, 
irrigation by use of overhead sprinklers generally 
cannot be detected from imagery unless distinctive 
circular patterns are created. Drainage or water con
trol on land used for cropland and pasture also may 
create a recognizable pattern that may aid in Identi-
fication of the land use. In areas of quick-growing 
crops, a field may appear to be in nonagricultural use 
unless the temporary nature of the inactivity is 
recognized. 

22. ORCHARDS, GROVES, VINEYARDS, NURSERIES, 
AND ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURAL AREAS 

Orchards, groves, and vineyards produce the var-
ous fruit and nut crops. Nurseries and horticultural 
areas, which include floricuitural and seed-and-sod 
areas and some greenhouses, are used perennia!ly for 
those purposes. Tree nurseries which provide seed-
lings for plantation forestry also are included here, 
Many of these areas may be included in another cate
gory, generally Cropland and Pasture, when identifi-
cation is made by use of small-scale Imagery alone. 
Identification may be aided by recognition of the 
combination of soil qualities, topography, and local 

climatological factors needed for these operav'ons: 
water bodies in close proximity which moderate the 
effects of short duration temperature fluctuations; 
site selection for air drainage on sloping land; and 
deep well-drained soils on slopes moderate enough to 
permit use of machinery. Isolated small orchards, 
such as the fruit trees on the family farm, usually 
are not recognizable on high-altitude imagery and 
are, therefore, not included. 

23. CONFINED FEEDING OPERATIONS 
Confined Feeding Operations are large, specialized 

livestock production enterprises, chiefly beef cattle 
feedlots, dairy operations with confined feeding, and 
large poultry farms, but also including hog feedlots. 
These operations have large animal populations re
stricted to relatively small areas. The result is a con
centration of waste material that is an environmental 
concern. The waste-disposal problems justify a sepa
rate category for these relatively small areas. Con
fined Feeding Operations have a built-up appear
ance, chiefly composed of buildings, much fencing, 
access paths, and wnste-disposal areas. Some are 
located near an urban area to take advantage of 
transportation facilities and proximity to process
ing plants. 

Excluded are shipping corrals and other tempo
rary holding facilities. Such occurrences as thor
oughbred horse farms generally do not have the 
animal population densities which would place them 
in this category. 

24. OTHE AGRICULTURAL LAND 

Other land uses typically associated with the first 
three categories of Agricultural Land are the princi
pal components of the Other Agricultural Land cats
gory. They include farmsteads, holding areas for 
livestock such as corrals, breeding and training fa
cities on horse farms, farm lanes and roads, ditches 
and canals, small farm ponds, and similar uses. Such 
occurrences generally are quite small in area and 
often uninterpretable by use of high-altitude data. 

Even when they are interpretable from such data, it 
may not be feasible to map them at smaller presenta
tion scales, which generally results in their inclusion 
with adjacent agricultural use areas. This category 
should also be used for aggregating data for land 
uses derived at more detailed levels of classification. 

2. RANGEL4ND 
Rangeland historically has been defined as land 

where the potential natural vegetation Is predomi
nantly grasses, grasslike plants, forbs, or shrubs and 
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where natural herbivory was an important Influence, 
in its precfvilization state. Management techniqvrs 
which associate soil, water, and forago-vegetation 
resources are more suitable for rangeland mangr., 
ment than are practices generally used in manglng 
pastureland. Some rangelands have been or ray be 
seeded to Introduced or domesticated plant epecies.
Most of the rangelands in the United Stat, are in 
the western range, the area to the west of aa irregu-
lar north-south line , cuts through the Dakotas, 
Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. Range. 
lands also are found in certain places historically not 
included in the western range, such as the Fllut 
Hills, the Southeastern States, and Alaska. The Hs. 
torical connotation of Rangelnd is expanded in this 
classification to include those areas in the Eaote.-na 
States which commonly are called brushlands. 

The Level II categories of Rangeland are: FRe,ba-
ceous Range, Shrub and Brush Rangeland, and 
Mixed Rangeland. 

31. HERBACEOUS RANGELAND 

The Herbaceous Rangeland category enczmpasses 
lands dominated by naturally occurring grasses and 
forba as well as those areas of actual rangeland 
which have been modified to include grasses and 
ferbs as their principal cover, when the land is man-
aged for rangeland purposes and not managed using 
practices typical of pastureland. It includes the tall 
grass (or true prairie), short grass, bunch grass or 
palouse grass, and desert grass regions. Respective-
ly, these grass regions represent a sequence of de. 
clining amounts of available moisture. Most of the 
tall grass region has been plowed for agriculture and 
the remaining tall grass range is no v in North Da-
kota, Nebraska, southern Kansvas and Oklahoma, and 
the Texas Coastal Plain. Short grass rangeland oc-
curs in a strip about 300 miles (500 kn) wide from 
the Texas Panhandle northward to the Dakotas 
where it widens to covrr the western half of the 
Dakotas, the eastern three-fourths of Montana, and 
the eastern third of Wyoming. Bunch grass and 
desert grass are found in many locations, represent-
ing transitional situations to desert shrub. Typical 
occurrences of grasslands include such species as the 
various bluestems (Andropogon), grama grasses 
(Bouteloua), wheatgrasses (Agropyron), needle-
grasses (Stipa), and fescues (Festuca). 

This category also includes the palmetto prairie 
areas of south-central Florida, which consist mainly 
of dense stads of medium length and tall grasss 
such as wiregras (Aristidastricta) and saw pal-
mettos (Seronoa ripens), interspersed occasional 

palm, (flabal palmetto), and shrubs (Shelford, 
1963). Those palmetto prairie areas now in Im. 
proved pasture would not be included in this cate
goyy, nor would the herbaceous varieties of tundra 
vegetation. 

32. SHRUB AND BRUSH RANGELAND 

aihe tyical shrub occurrences are found in those 
arid and semiarid regionve charactered by such 
xrophytic vegetative types with woody stems as big 
,agebrush (Arteisia ridentat), shadscale (Art
plex confertifolia), greaiewood (Sarcobatus Vermi
culatwi), or creosotebush (Larrea divaricata) and 
also by the typical desert succulent xerophytes, such 
as the various forms of Cactus (Kueler, 1964). 
When bottom lands and moist fiats are characterized 
by dense stands of typical wetland species such an 
mesquite (Prosopis), they are considered Wetlend. 
Where highly alkaline soils are present, halopbytes 
such as desert saltbush (Atriplex) may occur, The 
type, density, and association of these various sv.ieles 
are useful as indicators of the local hydrologic and 
pedologic enviro-nments. Also included in thWicate
gory are chaparral, a dense mixture of broadleaf 
evergreen schlerophyll shrubs, and the ocaurrences 
of mountain mahogany (Cercocarpua ledi/oliua) and 
scrub oaks (Quercus). 

The eastern brushlands are typically former crop
lands or pasture lands (cleared from or'ginal forest 
land) which now have grown up in brtsh in transi
tion back to forest land to the extent that they are no 
longer identifiable as cropland or parjture from re
mote sennor imagery. Many of these brushlands are 
grazed In an extensive manner by livestock and pro
vide wildlife habitat. These areas u:uaily iMmain as 
part of the farm enterprise, even though not being 
used at their former levels of intensity. Eastern 
brusband areas traditionally l'Ave not been included 
in the rangeland concept because of their original 
forested state prior to clearing for cropland or pas
ture and generally have been summarized statistical
ly with pastureland. Because they function now pri
marily as extensive grazing land, they are included 
here as part of the Rangeland category. After saim
cient forest growth has occurred, they should be 
classified as either Deciduou'j, Evergreen, or )fixed 
Forest Land. Those occurreaces of shrubs and brush 
which are part of the T7udra are not included under 
Rangeland. 

33. MIXED RANGELAND 
When more than one-third intermixture of either 

herbaceous or shrub and brush rangeland fipecies oc
curs in a specific area, it is classified as Mixed 
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Rangeland. Where the intermixed land use or uses 
total less than one-third of the sp-ific area, the 
category appropriate to the dominant type of Range. 
lAnd is applied. Mixtures of herbacrius and shrub or 
brush tundra plants are not considered Rangeland. 

4. FOREST LAND 

Forest Lands have a tree-crown areal density 
(crown closure percentage) of 10 percent or raore, 
rre stocked with trees capablj of producing fimber 
or other wood products, and. exert an influence on 
the climate or water regime. Forest Land grmerlly 
can be identified rather easily on high-altitude iynag-
ery, although the boundry between it rind other 
categories of land may be difficult to delineate 
precisely. 

Lands from which frees have been reraoved' to 
less than 10 percent ermown closure but which have 
not been developed for other uses also are includA. 
For example, lands on which there rAre rotation 
cles of clearcuttin and blockplanting are part of 
Forest Land. On such lands, when trees reach ma'-
ketable size, which for pulpwood iu tl'e Southeastern 
United States may ozcur in 2 to ?,de'.ades, there will 
be large areas that have little or no visible forest 
growth. The pattern can sometimrss be identified by 
the presence of cutting operations in the midst of a 
large expanne of forest. Unless '.here is evidence of 
other use, 'such areas of little or no forest growth 
should be includei in thr, Forest Land category. 
Forest land which is grazed extensively, as in the 
Southewitern States, would be included In this catli-
gory b.cauue the dominant cover is forest and the 
dominatnt rctivities are forest related. Such activities 
could iorm the basis for Lovel. , III or IV categoriza. 
tion. Lands that mect th. requirements for Forest 
Land and also for an Urban or B3uilt-up category 
should be placed in thor latter ca egory. The only 
ewceptions in classifyinj Forest L.and are those areas 
which would othewise *e classified as Wetland if not 
for the forest cover. Since the wet condition is of 
much interest to land mrnagers and planning groups 
awl is so important as an environmental surrogate 
rd control, such lands are classified as Forested 
Wetland. 

Auxiliary concrpts associated with Forest Land, 
such as wildernes reservation, water conservation, 
or ownership clrsification, are not detectable using 
remote sensor data. Such concepts may be used for 
creating categories at the more detailed levjls when 
supplemental Information is available, 

At Level II, Forest Land is divided into three 
categories: Deciduous, Evergreen, and Mixed. To 

dlfferent'te these three categories effectively, sW
quential data, or at least data acquired during the 
period when deciduous trees are bare, generally will 
be n.essary. 

41. DECIDUOUS FOREST LAND 

Deciduous Forest Land includes all forested areas 

having a predominance of trees that lose their leaves 
at the end of the frost-free season or at the begin
ning of a dry season. In most parts of the United 
Stjtes, theie would be the hardwoods such as oak 
(Qvercio), maple (Acer), or hickory (Carya) and 
the "sofc" hardwoods, such as aspen (Populua tr me . 
loidas) (Shelford, 1963). Tropical hardwoods a.e 
included in. the Evergreen Forest Land category. 
Deciduous forest types characteristic of Wetland, 
such as tupelo (Nysza) or cottonwood (Populus 
deltoides), also are not included in this category. 

2.F-
Evergreen Forest Land includes all forested areas 

in which the trees are predominantly those which 
remain green throtghout the year. Both coniferous 
and broad-leaved evcrgreens are included in this 
category. in most arera, the conifero'us evergreens 
predominate, but 3ome of the forests of Hawaii are 
notable exceptions. The coniferous evergreens are 
commonly referred to or classified as softwoods. 
They include _uch eastern species as the longleaf 
pine (Pi'i.s palustris), slash piae (Pinus ellioti), 
short!eal pine (Pinusechinata), loblolly pine (Finus 
taetda), and other southern yellow pines; various 
spruces (Picea) and balsam fir (Abias balsamea); 
white pine (Pinus strobus), red pine (Pinusresino
sa), and jack pine (Pinus banksiana) ; and hemlock 
(Ttuga canadenis); and such western species as 
Douglas-fir (Paeudotsugamenziesii), redwood (Se
qTaoia empervirens), ponderosa pine (Pinuamonti
cola), Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), Engelmann 
spruce (Piceaengelmanni), western redcedar (Thu
ja piicata), and western hemlock (Tsuga heterophyd
la) (Shelford, 1963). Evergreen species commonly 
azsociated with Wetland, such as tamarack (Lariz 
laricina) or black spruce (Picea mariana), are not 
included in this category (Kuchler, 1964). 

43. MLXED FOREST LAND 

Mixed Forest Land includes all forested areas 
where both evergrren and deciduous trees are grow
ing and neither predominates. When more than one
third intermixture of either evergreen or deciduous 
species occurs in a specific area, it Is classified as 
Mixed Forest Land. Where the intermixed land use 
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or uses total less than one-third of the specified area, and so forth. Dams, levees, other water-controlthe category appropriate to the dominant type of structures, or the excavation Itself usually will beForest Land is applied, whether Deciduous or Ever- evident to aid in the identification, although the green. water-control structures themselves and spillways 
5. WATER 	 are Included in the Other Urban or Built-up Land 

category.The delineation" of water areas 	 depends on the In most cases, reservoirs serve multiple purposesscale of data pretentation and the scale and resolu- and may include all of the land 	use functions justtion characteristics of the remote sensor data used mentioned. In certain cases like the Tennessee River,for interpretation of land use and land cover. (Water the entire length of the trunk stream is Impounded.as defined by the Bureau of the Census includes all In such a situation, the stream exists as a stairstepareas within the land mass of the United States that series of impoundments with waterway, flood-con.persistently are water covered, 	 provided that, if trol, recreation, and power-generation functions butlinear, they are at least 1/, mile (200 m) wide and, is still considered a 	reservoir, since the additionalIf extended, cover at least 40 acres (16 hectares) .) functions are the result of impoundment.

For many purposes, agencies need information on
 
the size and number of water bodies smaller than 
 54. BAYS AND ESTUARIES
Bur au of the Census minimums. These frequently Bays and Estuaries are inlets or arms of the seacan be obtained from small-scale remote sensor data that extend inland. They are included in this systemwith considerable accuracy. only when they are considered to be Inland water 

51. STREAMS AND CANALS and therefore are included within the total area of 
the United States. Those bay and estuarine waterThe Streams and Canals category includes rivers, areas classified as "other than inland water" are notcreeks, canals, and other linear water bodies. Where included within the total area of th1 United States.the water course Is interz upted by a control struc- These "other than inland water" ateas are adjacentture, the impounded area will 	 be placed in the to certain States and fr!, under their jurisdiction.Reservoirs category. They occur in primary bodies of water such as theThe boundary between streams and other bodies Atlantic Ocean coastal waters, Chesapeake Bay,of water is the straight line across the mouth of the Delaware Bay, Long Island Sound, Gulf of Mexico,stream up to 1 nautical mile (1.85 kin). Beyond that Pacific Ocean coastal waters, Puget Sound, thelimit, the classification of the water body changes Straits of Georgia and Juan de Euca, Gulf of Alaska,

to the appropriate categQry, whether it be Lakes, Bering Sea, Arctic Ocean coastal waters, and theReservoirs, or Bays and Estuaries. These latter cate- Great Lakes (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970).gories are used only if the water body is considered Only those bays and estuaries classified as inlandto be "inland water" and therefore inc!uded in the water are included in this category. No category istotal area of the United States. No category is ap. applied to offshore waters beyond the limits of Baysplied to waters classified as "other than inland and Estuaries. 
water" or offshore marine waters beyond the 
mouths of rivers '(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970). . 

52. 	 LAKES Wetlands are those areas where the water table isat, near, or above the land surface for a significantLakes are uoziilowing, naturally 	enclosed bodies part of most years. The 	hydrologic regime Is suchof water, including regulated natural lakes but ex- that aquatic or hydrophytic vegetation usually iseluding reservoirs. Islands that 	are too small to established, although alluvial and tidal flats may bedelineate should be included in the water area. The nonvegetated. Wetlands frequently are associateddelineation of a lake should be based on the areal with topographic lows, even in mountainous regions.extent of water at the time the remote sensor data Examples of wetlands include marshes, mudflats,are acquired. and swamps situated on the shallow margins of bays, 
53. RESERVOIRS lakes, ponds, streams, and manmade impoundmentssuch as reservoirs. They Include wet meadows orReservoirs are artificial Impoundments of water perched bogs in high mountain valleys and seasonused for irrigation, flood control, municipal water ally wet or flooded basins, playas, or potholes withsupplies, recreation, hydroelectric power generation, no surface-water outflow. Shallow .water areas 
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where aquatic vegetation is submerged are classed 
as open water and are not included in the Wetland 
category. 

Extensive parts of some river flood plains qualify 
as Wetlands, as do regularly flooded irrigation over-
flow areas. These do not include agricultural land 
where seasonal wetness or short-term flooding may 
provide an important component of the total annual 
doll moisture necessary for crop production. Areas 
in which soil wetness or flooding Is so short-lived 
that no typical wetlands vegetation is developed 
properly belong in other categories. 

Cultivated wetlands such as the flooded fields 
a sociated with rice production and developed cran-
berry bogs are classified as Agricultural Land. Un-
cultivated wetlands from which wild rice, cattails, 
or wood products, and so forth are harvested, or 
wetlands grazed by livestock, are retained in the 
Wetland category. 

Remote sensor data provide the primary source of 
land use and vegetative cover information for the 
more generalized levels of this classification system. 
Vegetation types and detectable surface water or 
soil moisture Interpreted from such data provide the 
most appropriate means of identifying wetlands and 
wetland boundaries. Inasmuch as vegetation re
sponds to changes In moisture conditions, remote 
-sensor data acquired over a period of time will allow 
the detection of fluctuations in wetland conditions. 
Ground surveys of soil types or the duration of 
flooding may provide supplemental information to 
be employed at the more detailed levels of classifica-
tion. 

Wetland areas drained for any purpose belong to 
other land ue and land cover categories such as 
Agricultural Land, Rangeland, Forest Land, or 
Urban or Built-up Land. When the drainage is dis-
continued and such use ceases, classification may 
revert to Wetland. Wetlands managed for ildllfe 
purposes may show short-term changes in land use 
as different management practices are used but are 
properly classified Wetland. 

Two separate boundaries are important with re-
spect to wetland discrimination: the upper wetland 
boundary above which practically any category of 
land use or land cover may exist, and the boundary 
between wetland and open water beyond which the 
appropriate Water category should be employed. 

Forested Wetland and Nonforested Wetland are 
the Level II categories of Wetland. 

61. FORESTED WETLAND 

Forested Wetlands are wetlands dominated by 
woody vegetation. Forested Wetland Includes season-

ally flooded bottomland hardwoods, mangrove 
swamps, shrub swamps, and wooded swamps in
cluding those around bogs. Because Forested Wet
lands can be detected and mapped by the use of 
seasonal (winter/summer) imagery, and because 
delineation of Forested Wetlands is needed for many 
environmental planning activities, they are sepa
rated from other categories of Forest Land. 

The following are examples of typical vegetation 
found in Forested Wetland. Wooded swamps and 
southern flood plains contain primarily cypress 
(Taxodium), tupelo (Nyasa), oaks (Quercus), and 
red maple (Acer rubrum). Mangroves (Avicennia 
and Rhizophora) are dominant in certain subtropi
cal Forested Wetland areas. Central and northern 
flood plains are dominated by cottonwoods (Pop
uiua), ash (Fraxinus), alder (Alnus), and willow 
(Sa/is). Flood plains of the Southwest may be domi
nated by mesquite (Prosopi3), saltcedar (Tamarix), 
seepwillow (Baccharis), and arrowweed (Pluchea). 
Northern bogs typically contain tamarack or larch 
(Lar:'x), Liack spruce (Picea mariana), und heath 
shrubs (Ericaceae). Shrub swamp vegetation in
cludes alder (Alnu8), willow (Sa/ix), and button
bush (Cephalanthusoccidentalis). 

62. NONFORESTED WETLAND 
Nonforested Wetlands are dominated by wetland 

herbaceous vegetation or are nonvegetated. These 
wetlands include tidal and nontidal fresh, brackish, 
and salt marshes and nonvegetated flats and also 
freshwater meadows, wet prairies, and open bogs. 

The follow'ng are examples of vegetation asso
ciated with Nonforested Wetland. Narrow-leaved 
emergents such as cordgrass (Spartina) and rush 
(Juncus) are dominant in coastal salt marshes. Both 
narrow-leaved emergents such as cattail (Typha), 
bulrush (Scirpu=), sedges (Cares), sawgrass 
(Cladium) and other grasses (for example, Pani
curn and Zizaniopsia miliacea), and broad-leaved 
emergents such as waterlily (Nuphar, Nymphea), 
pickarelweed (Poniederia), axrow aruui (Pollan. 
dra), arrowhead (Sagittaria), water hyacinth 
(Eichhorniacraasipes), and alligatorweed (Altern
anthera philozeroide8) are typical of brackish to 
freshwater locations. Mosses (Sphagnum) and 
sedges (Carez) grow in wet meadows and bogs. 

7. BARREN LAND 
Barren Land is land of limited ability to support 

life and In which less than one-third of the area has 

vegetation or other cover. In general, it is an area 

of thin soil, sand, or rocks. Vegetation, if present, 
Is more widely spaced and scrubby than that In the 
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Shrub and Brush category of Rangeland. Unusaw 74. BARE EXPOSED ROCK 
conditions, such as a heavy rainfall, occablonally The Bare Exposed Rock category includes areas 
result in growth of a short-lived, more luxuriant of bedrock exposure, desert pavement, scarps, talus, 
plant cover. Wet, nonvegetated barren lands are in- slides, volcanic material, rock glaciers, and other 
cluded In the Nonforested Wetland category. accumulations of rock without vegetative cover, with 

Land may appear barren because of man's activ- the exception of such rock exposures occurring in 
ities. When it may reasonably be inferred from the tundra regions. 
data source that the land will be returned to As 
former use, It is not included in the Barren cate- 75. STRIP MINES, QUARRIES, AND GRAVEL PITS 
gory but classified on the basis of its site and situ- Those extractive mining activities that have sig
ation. Agricultural land, for example, may be tem- nifleant surface expression are Included in this cate
porarily without vegetative cover because of cr3p- gory. Vegetative covwr and overburden are removed 
ping season or tillage practices. Similarly, Industrial to expose such deposits as coal, iron ore, limestone, 
land may have waste and tailing dumps, and areas and copper. Quarrying of building and decorative 
of Intensively managed forest land may have clear- stone and recovery of sand and gravel deposits also 
cut blocks evident, result in large open surface pits. Cdrre. t mining 

When neither the former nor the future use can activity is not always distinguishable, and inactive, 
be discerned and the area is obviously in a state of unreclaimed, and active strip mines, quarries, bor
land use transition, It is considered to be Barren row pits, and gravel pits are included in this cats-
Land, in order to avoid inferential errors. gory until other cover or use has been established, 

Level II categories of Barren Land are: Dry Salt after which the land would be classified in accord., 
Flats, Beaches, Sandy Areas other than Beaches; ance with the resulting use or cover. Unused pits or 
Bare Exposed Rock; Strip Mines, Quarries, and quarries that have been flooded, however, are pl-ced 
Gravel Pits; Transitional Areas; and Mixed Barren In the appropriate Water category.Land. 76. TRANSITIONAL AREAS

71. DRY SALT FLATS The Transitional Areas category is intended for 

Dry Salt Flats occurring on the fiat-floored bot- those areas which are in transition from one land 
toms of interior desert basins which do not qualify use activity to another. They are characterized by 
as Wetland are included in this category. On aerial the lack of any remote sensor information which 
photographs, Dry Salt Flats tend to appear white or would enable the land use interpreter to predict re
light toned because of the high concentrations of liably the future use or discern the past use. All that 
salts at the surface as water has been evaporated, actually can be determined in these situations Is 
resulting In a higher albedo than other adjacent that a transition is in progress, and inference about 
desert features. past or future use should be avoided. This transi

72. BEACHES tional phase occurs when, for example, forest lands 
are cleared for agriculture, wetlands are drained 

Beaches Ire the smooth sloping accumulations of for development, or when any type of land use 
sand and gravel along shorelines. The sulace is ceases as areas become temporarily bare as con
stable inland, but the shoreward part is subject to struction is planned for such future uses as resi
erosion by wind and water and to deposition in pro- dences, shopping centers, industrial sites, or subur
tected area& ban and rural residential subdivisions. Land being 

altered by filling, such as occurs in spoil dumps or 
73. SANDY AREAS OTHER THAN BEACHES sanitary landfills, also is indicative of this transi-

Sandy Areas other than Beaches are composed tional phase. 
primarily of dunes--accumulations of sand trans
ported by the wind. Sand accumulations most com- 77. MIXED BARREN LAND 
monly are found in deserts although they also oc- The Mixed Barren Land category is used when a 
cur on coastal plains, river flood plains, and deltas mixture of Barren Land features occurs and the 
and in periglacial environments. When such sand dominant land use occupies less than two-thirds of 
accumulations are encountered in tundra areas, they the area. Such a situation arises, for example, in a 
are not Included here but are placed in the Bare desert region where combinations of salt flats, sandy 
Ground Tundra category, areas, bare rock, surface extraction, and transi
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new drainage patterns with resultanttional activities could occur in close proximity and engender 
in areal extent too small for each to be included at changes in plant community or erosion character
mapping scale. Where more than one-third inter- istics (Price, 1972). 
mixture of another use or uses occurs in a specific The boundaries between Tundra, Perennial Snow 
area, it is classified as Mixed Barren Land. Where or Ice, and Water are best determined by using 

the intermixed land use or uses total less than one- images acquired in late summer. The Forest Land

third of the specific area, the category appropriate Tundra boundary in the Arctic tends to be transi
to the dominant type of Barren Land is applied. tional over a wide area and characterized by either 

incursion of forests where site improvement occurs, 
8. TUNDRA as along the flood plains or river valleys, or by in-

Tundra is the term applied to the treeless regions creasing environmenizl severity, as on exposed dry 

beyond the limit of the boreal forest and above the uplands. This Forest Land-Tundra boundary is much 
altitudinal limit of trmes ;n high mountain ranges. easier to delineate in alpine areas. The Barren Land-
In the United States, tundra cccurs primarily in Tundra interface occurs where one or more of the 
Alaska, in several areas of the western high moun. environmental parameters necessary for vegetation 
tain ranges, and in small isolated locations in the growth is deficient and also would be determined 
higher mountains of Now EnglanC and northern best with late-summer imagers. 

New York. The timber line which sep.rates f irest Using the results of various investigations, Level 
and tundra in alpine regions corresponds to an arctic II categories of Tundra based primarily on what is 
transition zone in which trees increasingly are re- interpretable from remote sensor imago signatures 
stricted to the most fav.rable sies. are: Shrub and Brush Tundra, Herbaceous Tundra, 

The vegetative cover of the tundra is low, Bare Ground Tundra, Wet Tundra, and Mixed 
dwarfed, and often forms a complete mat. These Tundra. 
plant characteristics are in large part the result of 

81. SHRUB AND BRUSH TUNDRA 
adaptation to the physical environment-one of the 

most extreme on Earth, where temperatures may The Shrub and Brush Tundra category consists 

average above freezing only 1 or 2 months out of of the various woody shrubs and brushy thickets 

the year, where strong desiccating winds may occur, found in the tundra environment These occur in 

where great variation in solar energy received may dense-to-open evergreen and deciduous thickets, with 

exist, and where permafrost Is encountered almost the latter dominated by types such as the various 

everywhere beneath the vegetative cover, birches (Betuld), alders (Abnus), or willows 

The number of species in the tundra flora is rela- (Sa/i),as well as many types of berry plants. Low 
evergreen shrub thickets are characterized by suchtively small compared with typical middle- and low-


latitude flora, and this number of tpecies decreases dominant types as Empetrum and various members
 

as the environmemt becomes increasingly severe of the heath family, such as Cassiope, Vaccinium,
 

with changes of latItude and altitude. The tundra and Ledum (Viereck and Little, 1972).
 
vegetation consistz primarily of grasses, sedges, 82. HERBACEOUS TUNDRA
 
small flowering herbs, low shrubs, lichens, and
 
mosses. The vegetative coverIs most luxurisnt near grHerbaceous Tundra is composed of various sedges,
 
the boreal forest,beig withcmpltelthe groundte surface usually grasses, forbs, lichens,
woody stems. A wide variety of allsuchof herbaceouswhich lack 
comes sparse, shrubs become fewer and more 

coe~rd. pantcovr and mosses, 
r types may be found in close proximity on the tundra. 

areas occur. Species diversity is lowest near e Sites having sufficient moisture usually are covered 
e sntowet earwhe with a thick mat of mosses together with sedges

boundaries of permanent ice and snowsuch as Care and Eriophorum (cotton grass) in 
only isolated patches of vegetation occur on the bare almost continuous and uniform tussocks, as well as 
ground surface. other herbaceous forms such as types of bluegrass 

The vegetation of the tundra is closely associated (Poa), buttercups (Ranuncidus), and lichens such 
with other environmental factors. Minor manmade as Cladonia and Cetraria. Drier or more exposed 
disturbances, as well as microenvironmental changes sites usually trend toward a sparse moss-lichen mat. 
over short distances, can have significant effects. 

83. BARE GROUND TUNDRAMinor changes in available moisture or wind protec-

tion, for example, can result in different plant asso- The Bare Ground Tundra category is Intended for 

clations. Similarly, man's activity in the tundra may those tundra occurrences which are less than one
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third vegetated. It usually consists of sites visually Land,dominated by considerable areas exposed 
or Tundra, with their common boundariesof bare being distinguished moat readily 	on late summerrock, sand, or gravel interspersed with low herbace- imagery.ous and shrubby plants. This type of tundra is in- The terminology and nomenclaturedicative 	 of any subof the most severe environmental stress division of Perennial Snow or Ice areas are alwaysand usually occurs poleward of the areas supporting subject to considerable debate, but a Level II breakthe more luxuriant herbaceous and shrub forms and down into categorieson higher mountain ridges. The various species of 

of Perennial Snowfields and 
DrZja, Glaciers seems to be appropriate for use with remotesuch as white mountain-avens, are dominant sensor data. Such a subdivision is based on surfacein Arctic regions, as are the sandworts 

and 	
(Minu. form and the presence or absence of features indi.artia) mountainheaths (Phyl/odoce). Bare eating glacial flow. In addition, these forms andGround Tundra gradually merges with one or more flow features may be relatedof the Barren Land categories 	 to stage of develop. 

margin.	 
on Its more severe ment and certain periglacial or glacial processes. 

91. PERENNIAL 
SNOWFIELDS 

84. WET TUNDRA Perennial SnowfieldsWet Tundra is usually found In areas having little 
are accumulations of snow 

topographic relief. Standing water Is almost always 
and firn that did not entirely melt during previoussummers. Snowfields can be quite extensive andpresent during months when temperatures average thus representative of a regional climate, orabove the freezing level. Numerous shallow 	 canlakes be quite isolated and localized, when they are knownare also common (Joint Federal.State Land Use 	 by various terms, suchPlanning 	 as snowbanks.Commission for Alaska, .1973). Perma-


frost is usually to 	
The regional snowline is controlled by generalclose the surface, and various climatic conditions and closely parallels the regionalpatterned ground features may be evident. Sedges

(Carez) such as cotton grass 
32°F (OC) isotherm for the average temperatureare characteristically of the warmest summer month. The use of the termdominant, and a few shrubby pla.;s may occur on

adjacent drier sites. Rooted aquatic plants 	
"line" is somewhat misleading, because the "snoware also line" represents an irregular transitional boundary,common. Wet Tundra !sdelineated be-it on imagery

acquired in late summer, 	
which is determined at any single location by the
combination of snowfall and ablation, variables 

85. MIXED TLYNDRA which can change greatly within short distances because of changes in local topography and slopeThe Mixed Tundra category is used for a mixture orientation.of the Level II Tundra occurrences where any Small isolated snowfields occurringparticular type occupies less than two-thirds of the 	
in protected

locations can develop into incipient or nivation morearea of the mapping unit. Where than one-	 cirques, which become gradually hollovedthird intermixture of another 	 by the
annualuse or uses occurs in patterns of freezing and thawing, aided bya specific area, it is classified as Mixed Tundra. downslope movement of rock material. They areWhere the intermixed land cover categories total less circular to semicircular and often develop ridges ofthan one-third of the specific area, the category ap- mass-wasted materialspropriate to the dominant type of Tundra is applied, 	

called protalus ramparts attheir downslope margins. As Flint (1957) has9. PERENNIAL SNOW OR ICE pointed out, "Such cirques, of course, are not in 
themselves Indication of glaciation,Certain lands have a perennial cover of either 	 they indicatemerely a frost climate."snow or ice because of a combination of environ- Snowfields can normally bemental factors which cause 	 distinguished fromthese features to sur- the following Glacier category by their relative lackvive the summer melting season. In doing so, they of flow features.

persist as relatively permanent features on the landscape and may be used as environmental surrtgates. 92. GLACIERSSnow, firn (coarse, compacted granular saow), or ice
accumulation in these areas exceeds ablation, .vhich 

Glacial ice originates from the compaction of snow
into firn and finally to ice under the weight of sev-Is the combined loss of snow or ice mass by evapora- eral successive annual accumulations. Refrozen melttion and melt-water runoff. Adjacent lands most water usually contributes to the increasing densitycommonly will be classed as Water, Wetland, Barren of the glacial ice mass. With sufficient thickness, 
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weight, and bulk, flow begins, and all glaciers ex- T a .-UZ.G.. Lvel Z Lamd Use Color Code 
hibit evidence of present or put moti.n In the 1. Urba or Buntbup Land..Red (Masll51e/12).
form of moraines, crevasses, and so forth. . Agrilturau Lud --..... Liht Br(M (Mu )5YR7/4). 

Where the nowllne of adjacent ice-free areas 3. Rageland ------------ Lfht/Q.Orange (Munset 10YR 
extends across the glacier, It Is letown as the Am 4. Foret Land --.- - Green (Munsed 10GY 8/5).
limit, which represents the dividing line between the 5. Water --------------- Dark Blue (Museall 10B 7/7). 

------ 7.53glacier'stwo major zones, the zone of accumulation 6. 6* ~tlnd _-ight Blue (MunnelWetland .. 5/3)and the zone of ablation. While glaciers normally 7. Barren Land--------- Gray (Manell N 8/0). 
are recognized easily, certain glacial boundaries may L Tundra --------------.... Green-Gray (Munedi 100 L6/ 
be subject to nslinterpretaljon, even by the experi- 9. Pemnil Snow or Ice .Wh't(MuseU N 10/0).
enced interpretir. Flow features upglacier from the 
fArn limit typically are obscured by fresh snow, forc- fication by color is necessary at Level II since it 
ing the image interpretar to depend on secondary would be a considerable prc .Iem to select 37 differ-
Information such as valley shape or seek a more ent colors which would be distinguishable at the 
discriminating swasor. Similarly, morainal material size of the minimum mappinj; unit. A numerical sys
may cover the torminus (or snout) of the glacier tem, with the number of digits equaling the level 
because of ablation, making boundary determinLation of categorization, forms a flexible classification sys
in that vicinity difficult. This latter problem oca. tern that permits continuation to Levels 1I and IV 
sonally Is compounded by the preence of consider- or beyond. In addition, retaining a discrete color code
able vegetation .-ooted in the Insulating blanket of for each Level I land use or land cover category
ablation morain . permits rapid visual integration of the areas char-

Further subdivision of glrelal occurrences, mainly acterized by that use or cover type. 
on the basis of form and topographic position, would Even though a numerical system for the Level U 
include: small drift glaciers (sometimes called land uses has been Illustrated, such a system Is not 
Ural-type or clrq.-e glaciers) ; valley glaciers (also the only method of presenting Level U land use In
called mountain or alpine glaciers); piedmont gla- formation. What is proposed Is the use of the mcdl
ciers; and Icecaps (or Ice sheets), fled International Geographical Union World Land 

Othorr 23atures have somewhat the surface form Use Survey color code at Level I. Alternatives to a 
of true glaciers, such as "rock glaciers." Since these numerical code at Level II could take the form of 
are cvmpjosed primarily of fragmented rock mate. graphic symbols such as dots, stipples, cross-hatch
rial togetber with interstitial fce, they are classified ing,swamp or marsh symbols, or any of the grezt 
as Bare Exposed Rock. variety of such items available to the cartographer, 

Such a method, together with the Level I color cod-
MAP PRESENTATION Ing,would allow the reader rapid visual orientation 

Figures 1 through 4 depict typical maps which to each discrete Level II land use category but 
have been produced using the U.S. Geological Sur- would impede statistical Inventory of the area in
vey land use and land cover classification system. cluded In each land use and would be difficult to 
The land use and land cover maps have been pro. subdivide further into Level III categories.
duced by conventional interpretation techniques and Another alternative for land use symbolization at 
are typical examples of maps produced from high- Level II is the use of an alphabetical code for each 
altitude color-infrared photo.graphs. category such as "Ur," representing (Urban or 

In order to provide a systematic and uniform ap- Built-up) Residential Land, or "Ac," for (Agricul
preach to the presentation of land use and land tural) Cropland and Pasture. Such a system has the 
cover information in map format, a scheme of color merit of suggesting the logical name of each cats
coding is employed (table 4). In this scheme, Level 
I land uses are color coded using a modified version gory but also impedes interpretation and enumer
of the World Land Use Survey (International Gee- ation at the more detailed evels because of increased 
graphical Union, 1952) color scheme. Level II land complexity of the alphabetical code. In addition, the 
uses can be presented using the two-digit numeral increase in length of the alphabetical code used for
appropriate to the land use category, such as "21," the more detailed levels will cause placement prob
which would signify Cropland and Pasture. Tho use lems as the minimum size of a mapping unit is ap
of some type of system other than a further strati- preached. 
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86"10'
 

EXPLANATION 
711 Residential 

39" 
 :12 Commercial and services
 
45' 
 =11 	 39 13 Industrial 

45' 14 Transportation, communications, 
and utilities 

12 15 Industrial and commercial complexes 
.-	 16 Mixed urban or built-up land 

17 Other urban or built-up land 
21 Cropland and pasture
22 Orchards,groves, vineyards, 

nurseries, and ornamental 
horticultural areas 

23 Confined feeding operations 
41 Declducus forest land 
51 Stream7 and canalp
53 Reservoirs 
75 Strip mines, quarries, and gravel pIts
76 Transitional areas 

_ o 1 2M1L1 

.610, 
FoMU .- Level 11 land use and land cover in an enlarged part of the northegat 	 quarter of the Indianapolis, Indiana.Illinois, 1:250,'400 quadrangle. Area outlined 4n center of map corresponds to Maywood area show in figures 3 and 4. 
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EXPLANATION 
12 	 111 Single family 

122 Retall trade 
1 ,131 Primary processing 

132 F t.-i
" 	 n.134 Extraction facilities 

..........211 144 Airports 

431 2L2 * 145 Communications111,' 147 Utilities
 
9 21 
 211 19" 173 Waste dumps
 

30 U r 42' 174 Urban undeveloped
4Iwar 30" 	 211 Cropland 
212 Pastureland 

,2224 
 NurserIes and floriculture 
5... 242 Farmsteads 

I, 412. 10-30 percent crown cover, 
.(G04-deciduous 

.
 413 	 30-70 percent crown cover, 

p~~t 	 414 >7 0 Percent crown cover, 
deciduous

34 424 >70 percent crown cover, 

.2 432 10-30 percent crown cover, mixed753 a 21 .W0*Wr511 Streams 
521 Lakes 

t 2,12 	 532 Water-filled quarries 
622 Mudflats 
753 Sand and gravel pits (active) 

211321'1 	 273 
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Fou 4.--Lee 1U laud use and lard cover In a art of the Maywood, Indlara, 1:24,000 quadna L'ag.L In. 
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INTRODUCTION
 

A time lapse change analysis of the Yemen Arab Republic's
 

agricultural land use was part of the Cornell contract. Due. 

to a number of problems, technical and in relation to base-.. 

line data availability, the time-lapse analysis was not
 

possible. Section 10 of Volume I covers the detailed dis

cussion of the land use change demonstration study that was
 

developed and conducted in place of the national level land 

use time-lapse analysis. The demonstration study was done 

on a regional sample basis. This appendix includes the back

ground project communications related to the decision not to 

do the national level time-lapse analysis--the national 

level was to cover all of Yemen west of:.450 30' East Longitude. 

Communication Chronology 

The contract for the Yemen Land Use Inventory has the 

following references to conducting the land use time-lapse 

analysis. 

Page. 2 through 5 of Appendix A, "Operational
 
Plan", contain the pertinent contract information.
 
Specified here is the purpose of the proposed
 
analysis, "to measure recognizable changes in land
use, cropping patterns, etc." (page 2, 2nd para
graph). Products of the time-lapse study are also 
mentioned: "Develop a map of areas of change" (p.4)
and "areas of change will be identified and located". 
In addition, "prepare a statistical summary of chan'ges
in land use as identified ... and prepare a report 
(p.5) ." 

Project activities commenced in May 1980. After four 

months and the first TDY to Yemen (May-June 1980) the project 
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director began to identify the time-lapse analysis component
 

of the contract as being a problem. This was due to a number
 

of reasons as are covered below and in Section 10 of Volume I.
 

At the outset, however, the primary difficulties centered
 

around the availability of necessary information on the land
 

use situation in 1972-73.
 

February 5, 1981
 

Project Status Report--prepared by Ronald Senykoff, Project
 

Director. Report submitted to AID/Sana/Washington and Cornell
 

representatives.
 

Reference to the land use change analysis problem was
 

first made. On page 5 Senykoff noted
 

"... that the satellite work being done on the
 
project represents a first time approach in Yemen."
 
It was further noted that, "all mapping of land use
 
change interpretation will not have the same level
 
of success ... and such a situation is understandable
 
given this particular technology."
 

M~ 5,1981
 

Memorandum--R. Senykoff to E. Hardy (Director, Resource
 

Information Laboratory).
 
Subject: Time-lapse analysis for Yemen project
 
After reviewing the land use interpretations for the 197"2-73
 
and 1979-80 time period, the decision was made by the project

staff that the time change analysis cannot be done on a cell
by-cell basis. This is for the following reasons:
 

1) The locational accuracy of individual land use areas by

cells is such that when the two time periods are combined,

sufficient distortion in relation to overlays and extent
 
statistical accuracy becomes a question.
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2) 	There is not sufficient documentation to determine the
 
extent and severity of the dry period that corresponds
 
to the '72-'73 imagery.
 

3) 	There is some problem identifying accurately the cropping

cycles for the various regions.
 

In view of these, we believe that the best time change sta
tistics can be developed on a regional basis. Such an
 
approach will minimize locational problems and permit a
 
better averaging process for the statistics. Therefore, data
 
will reflect a region-by-regicn change and total country-wide
 
changes.
 

December 1, 1981
 

Technical Memorandum--Douglas J. Norton (Technical Services
 
Supervisor) to Senykoff
 

Subject: Fequested information on feasibility of Yemen time
lapse ana*lysis of land use change.
 

Concerning the time-lapse analysis of land use in Yemen, pages

2 through 5 of Appendix A, "Operational Plan", contain the
 
pertinent contract information. Specified here is the purpose

of the proposed analysis, "to measure recognizable changes in
 
land use, cropping patterns, etc." (page 2, 2nd paragraph).

Products of the time-lapse study are also mentioned: "Develop
 
a map of areas of change" (p.4) and "areas of change will be
 
identified and located." In addition, "prepare a statistical
 
summary of changes in land use as identified ... and prepare
 
a report" (p.5).
 

After considerable effort directed towards a suitable procedure
 
to achieve these specifications, technical problems continue to
 
interfere with the generation of time-lapse data that will truly

reflect identifiable land use change. These factors are listed
 
in this memo as the technical and practical obstacles that have
 
been recognized.
 

* 	 Significant emigration of potential young male farm workers, in 
recent years, has caused a decline in agricultural activity.
Bore hole irrigation may have accounted for land use change as
 
well, in location and frequency. These basic factors comprise
 
the 	variable we would wish to test in the time-lapse analysis,

but 	many other variables cannot be controlled well enough to
 
equate satellite image change with land use change; note the
 
following reasons.
 

Rainfall in Yemen is highly variable from year to year, in
 
quantity. Change in imagery in this case also indicates change

in vegetation and agriculture due to rainfall differences.
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* '72 was a dry year and '79 witnessed above-average precipitation.
 
Since marginally suitable farmland is farmed when the precipi
tation is sufficient, '79 should showmore.land in agriculture-
this is a trend opposite from the one we wish to measure: a
 
decrease in agriculture.
 

* 	 Location of farmland apparently also changes from time to time 
in some parts of the Tihama. Locations of land use change in 
this case do not have the same meaning as if they had gone 
totally out of production.
 

* 	 The early batch of satellite imagery includes the whole country 
in '72. The later imagery includes '79, '78, and '75 imagery,

and relies on '72 imagery near the north and east edges of Yemen
 
to enable full coverage of the country.
 

A time-lapse analysis would therefore include the following year
to-year comparisons: '79 - '72
 

'78 - '72
 
'75 - '72
 
'72 - '72
 

The results thus generated would be inconsistent between images.

No other low cloud cover, high-quality, recent imagery has been
 
found and ordered.
 

* One image, Sana '79, uses bands 4, 5, & 6 for the color composite.
 
Some more severe problems seem to have occurred in mapping that
 
scene; this could imply that comparison with the earlier Sana
 
image would also show change based on band 4, 5, & 6 rather than
 
4, 5, & 7. Once again, the availability of recent, quality

imagery is very limited.
 

In reference to the Technical Memo of 2/81, "no good spectral
 
signature cculd be found that would distinguish known cropland
 
areas in fallow period from surrounding (bare land) soils and
 
geology."
 

It 	is possible that the resolution of the imagery in detecting
 
agricultural change is less accurate than the size of the units
 
of change themselves tend to be. If 25% of the terraces in a
 
certain slope are vacant, the slope overall might likely show
 
no change on the satellite image. This is an especially impor
tant obstacle to developing any mal of areas of change.
 

Dense natural vegetation in Yemen cannot be distinguished from
 
agriculture on our Landsat color composites. If agriculture

had changed to vacant land, some high rainfall areas would have
 
had seven years ('72 to '79) to develop dense natural vege
tation. This could yield a misleading spectral signature that
 
would be interpreted as intensive agriculture, when in fact,
 
change had occurred.
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The 	following are practical considerations related to the
 
situation:
 

* 	The contract's reference to field checking (p.4) to identify
 
the nature of change is of limited sigrificance, becausebof
the 	increasing difficulties related to field travel through
out 	most of Yemen.
 

* 	The comparison of differences in spectral information from two
 
different time periods is possible. But the color changes

observed do not mean land use change; instead, they indicate
 
a combination of land use change, rainfall variation, harvest
 
date variation, relocation of farmland, and inconsistency in
 
image quality and dates. To interpret the spectral changes

observed as land use change alone, despite the other variables
 
named above, would not be accurate.
 

December 1, 1981
 

Memorandum--R. Senykoff to E. Hardy and J. Barnaba (RIL Tech
nical Services Manager)
 

Subject--Suggested RIL strategy for conducting the land use
 
changestudy of the Yemen project.
 

As 	can be noted in my memo of May 5, 1981 there are several
 
significant reasons why it will not be wise for RIL to present

land use change maps and statistics of Yemen on a directly

comparative basis. It is my opinion that, due to the technical
 
and environmental problems involved in this circumstance, we
 
should consider the problem from the position of those who may

try to use such data for planning purposes and the adverse
 
results that may face us should our information not be defensable.
 
To 	this end considerable effort has been expended in trying to
 
structure a reasonable solution to the matter so that contract
 
obligations are met and RIL does not put itself in a position

of 	presenting data that cannot be fully analyzed, due to poor

baseline information. Therefore for RIL consideration, I am
 
presenting the following options which have been ranked in
 
descending order of preference:
 

1) 	Map land use for '72 period on a sample area cell-by-cell

basis and present change statistics in the same format
 
separately from '79-'80 data;
 

2) 	Map land use for '72 period for all of country and present

land use change statistics on a sample basis. Statistical
 
tabulations and discussions to be presented separately from
 
'79-'80;
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3) Map land use for '72 period and present land use change 
statistics on a regional basis. Separate statistical
 
presentation as above; 

4) Map land use for entire country ('72 period) on a cell
by-cell basis and present change statistics separately

from '79-'80 data.
 

You will note that I have purposefully suggested that we do not
 
present change directly into other data for the '79-'80 period.
I believe that because of the severe dry period (72-'73 we 
cannot systematically produce a change map that will reflect 
change with an accuracy level of significance. 

In handling this situation we should consider that the change

study be handled as a complete study unit so we can put in the
 
appropriate material to show the problems with the baseline
 
information. Through the study we will be able to adequately 
demonstrate the technology and train our Yemeni students as
 
well. In such a study we can illustrate the importance of and 
need for systematic environmental data collection and analysis
 
to make change studies possible.
 

December 7, 1981 

Memorandum--R. Senykoff to J. Metz (Director, International
 
Agriculture)
 

Subject--Yemen land use project administration
 

Among other items for consideration in the memorandum,
 

Senykoff noted the time-lapse analysis problem. In a subse

quent meeting (December 9, 1981) Senykoff proposed the concept 

of a "demonstration" study be presented to AID for approval.
 

The design of the demonstration study would be such that the 

feasibility of land use change analysis would be shown and 

that the importanceof baseline data maintenance illustrated. 

The demonstration study was approved for discussion with AID.
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December 23, 1981 

Telephone message--R. Senykoff to J. Lee (AID, Near East 

uau, ashington, DC) 

During the conversation the problem of the time-lapse
 

analysis was discussed. Senykoff advanced the idea for the
 

demonstration study. Reference was made to Senykoff's Feb

ruary 5, 1981 Status Report. Lee agreed to discuss situation
 

with AID contract and program officers.
 

January 21, 1982 

Letter--R. Senykoff to J. Lee (AID/Washington)
 

In addition to other topics, the land use problem was
 

covered:
 

"On the matter of the land use change study problem
 
that I have been discussing with you, my approach will
 
be directed toward developing this portion of the pro
ject in a demonstration manner. Since I have not re
ceived any feedback from you on this, I am going to 
assume that AID has no problems with the approach. As
 
I noted to you on several occasions, I have been most
 
concerned about putting Cornell and AID in a position
 
such that the data could be misinterpreted with regard
 
to the lack of reliable climatic data for the 1972-73
 
period."
 

February 9, 1982 
Fro'ject Status Report--prepared by R. Senykoff 

Report submitted to AID/Sana/Washington and Cornell repre

sentatives.
 

One area where we have significant problems relates to the
 
preparation of the interpretations for the land use change 
analysis. As far bazk as January 19811I brought this problem 
to the attention of USAID/Sana/DC and MOA officials. There are 
several factors involved which are beyond our control. First, 
the 1972-73 period in Yemen was very dry. Second, in terms of 
the image interpretations, we have not been able to find re
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liable baseline sources that will permit an estimate of just

how bad the drought was and what was its affect on the overall
 
extent of cropping.
 

Due to the drought problem I proposed that the Resource Infor
mation Laboratory (RIL) prepare a land use change feasibility
 
study. This demonstration is now being done on a sample basis.
 
It is important to note that by doing the change study on a
 
sample basis we can prepare data that does not jeopardize the
 
validity of the interpretative work and area statistics as
 
being developed and adjusted for the 1970-80 period.
 

In regards to the alternative approach to the land use change

element of the project, the RIL has not received any comments
 
or directives from USAID/Sana or AID/Wtbhington. We still are
 
waiting for written response from AID/Washington's contract
 
office. Our contract offic and Direct:or of International
 
Agriculture (Joseph Metz) hLce been apprised of the situation."
 

February 9, 1982
 

Telephone Message--R. Senykoff to J. Lee (AID/Washington)
 

During the conversation Senykoff inquired as to whether
 

Jeffrey Lee had discussed the land use change problem with
 

the Contract Office (AID/Washington) and the agricultural
 

development officer (AID/Sana). At the time of the conversation
 

Lee had not been able to. T.e demonstration study idea had
 

previously been proposed in the December 23, 1982 telephone
 

communication and in the February 9, 1982 Status Report (see
 

section above). Lee said he would try to get a positive re

sponse on AID/s official view by March 3, 1982.
 

February 15, 1982
 

Memorandum--R. Senykoff to Don Enichen (Office of Sponsored
 
programstCornell) .
 

SubJect--Land Use Inventory Project/Yemen--Contract.#279-0042
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In reference to the problem of land use change analysis for
 
the Yemen Project, there has been considerable discussion on
 
the matter. The Resource Information Laboratory has not re
ceived any feedback from AID on the situation even though we
 
have communicated the problem, our concern, and proposal for
 
meeting contract requirements. For your information, I am
 
documenting a record of my communications on the problem with
 
AID and MOA.
 

January 1981: 	 general meeting with MOA officials and AID
 
representatives. Discussed in brief the
 
land use change situation in response to
 
questions from the MOA representatives and
 
other. During the January TDY we also dis
cussed the problem with AID officials in
 
Sana.
 

February 13, 1981: 	 same technical situations noted in February
 
'81 Status Report.
 

December 9, 1981: 	 noted problem and situations with Dr. Joe
 
Metz.
 

December 23, 1981: 	 telephone call to Jeffrey Lee/USAID/DC.

Discussed my concern and asked for an of
ficial response from AID/Washington con
tract Office.
 

January 21, 1982: 	 letter to Jeffrey Lee/USAID/DC. Noted
 
problem and outlined again RIL position
 
and proposed plan.
 

February 9, 1982: 	 call to Jeffrey Lee/USAID/DC. Noted problem

directly and inquired of AID's response.

Lee said he had not followed up on earlier
 
requests but would get back to me.
 

On this technical situation the RIL has asked for written confirmation in regared to the proposed demonstration study.
 

March 3, 1982
 

Project Meeting--J. 	Lee and R. Senykoff
 

Meeting at AID/Washington Office of the Near East Bureau.
 

The time-lapse analysis problem was discussed by Senykoff
 

during this meeting. As of themeeting J. Lee had received no
 

response back from his contract office. Lee agreed that the
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demonstration study was a reasonable alternative in view of
 

the problem of baseline data availability and insufficient
 

image coverage from the Landsat satellite.
 

July8 1982 

Project Seminar--arranged by R. Senykoff 

This seminar was held in the Near East Bureau Offices of 

AID/Washington. Attending were administrative, program and
 

technical representatives from AID and Cornell.
 

The seminar focused on the current status of the Yemen land 

use and soils project. During the seminar discussion Senykoff 

presented the demonstration study concept as an alternative to 

the fall country time-lapse analysis.
 

It should be noted that by the time the July 8 meeting was 

held the domonstration study was nearly completed at the Re

source Information Laboratory.
 

August 1982 

Mid-Pro ect Evaluation Report--RONCO Consulting, Inc., 
Was hngton DTC 

Report prepared by specialists: Paul H. Caroll--Soils; 

Oliver Carter--Image Interpretations; C. V. Plath--Land' 

Classification 

The RONCO evaluation report was distributed to AMD in August. 

Later tn November 1982 a copy was transmitted to Cornell via 

Jack King, the Agronomy Department's project team leader. 
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In the evaluation report the followint comments were made. 

regarding the time-lapse analysis of land use (pp.38-40).
 

C. Time-Lapse Analysis of Land Use 

This objective was not accomplished. This was due 
to lack of back-up data during the 1972-73 period, the 
date of the aerial photo coverage that was to be used 
in comparison with imagery used in the remaining parts
of the project. A reliable analysis of land use could 
not be made from the 1972-73 aerial photographs. During

that period Yemen was suffering a severe drought;

further, baseline data was lacking that would have per
mitted an estimate of the severity of the drought and
 
its affect on cropping. Under these conditions, areas 
planted to crops, areas that were fallow, and areas that 
had been idle and abandoned for crop production could 
not be identified and separated by photo interpretation.
No other images nor aerial photo coverage were available 
to use in making time-lapse analysis of land use changes.
 

The files of the RIL on this subject were reviewed. 
Problems and concerns in meeting this objection were
 
relayed to USAID by telephone on December 23, 1982; by

letter on January 21, 1982; by telephone on February 9,

1982; and by Memorandum Status Report on February 13,
 
1982. There was no record in these files of response by

USAID to these problems and concerns.
 

To provide for technology transfer and training
 
under this objective, RIL prepared a land use change

feasibility study on a demonstration sample basis.
 
This was used in the training of the two Yemeni
 
nationals, to provide them some expertise and to 
provide technology transfer from RIL to Yemen under
 
this objective. 



APPENDIX 5:
 

LANDSAT IMAGERY USED IN THE,
 

YEMEN LAND USE INVENTORY
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The Yemen Land Use Inventory maps were derived through 

interpretation of Landsat satellite images as a primary

information source. Eight Landsat scenes, as indicated on 

the legend of the Land Use Map Series, were used most
 

heavily; several other images, however, were also processed' 

and consulted during interpretation. Twenty-seven images in
 

all were prepared and used. Presented below is a complete

list of the Landsat imagery utilized in land use
 

interpretations during the Yemen Land Use Inventory.
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DATE SCENE NAME ID NUMBER
 

Sept 6, 1972 Sana'a 1045-06551 

Sept 6, 1972 Ta'izz 1045-06554 

Sept 6, 1972- Perim-Mocha 1045-06554 

Nov. 17, 1972. Sana'a .1117-06560 

Nov 17, 1972 Ta'izz 11-17-06562 

Nov 18, 1972 Hudaydah . 1118-07021 

Nov 18, 1972 As Salif 1118-07014 

Dec 5, 1972 Perim Mocha. 1135-06565 

Dec 6, 1972 Sa'dah- 1136-07012 

Jan 10, 1973 Sana'a. 1171-06553 

Jan 10, 1973 Ta'izz 171-06560 

Jan 28, 1973 Ta'izz .189-06561
 

Jan 28, 1973 Sana'a 189-06555 

Sept 2, 1973 Hudaydah 1406-07005 

Sept 2, 1973 As Salif 1406-07002 

Sept 2, 1973 Sa'dah 1406-07000 

Oct 6, 1975 Sana'a 2257-06424 

Oct 6, 1975 Ta'izz 2257-06430 

Nov 11, 1975. Peri Mocha 2293-06431 

Oct 18, 1978 Hudaydah 30227-06511 

.Oct 18, 1978 As Sal' 30227-06505 

May 21, 1979 Ta'itzz 30442-06445 

May. 21 1979 Sana' a 30442-06442 

Sept 24, 1979 Ta'izz 30568-06432 

Sept 24, 1979. Sana'a 30568-06430 

Jan 27, 1980 Rida 30693-06350
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Jan 27, 1980 Ma'rib 30693-06344
 



APPENDIX 6:
 

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY USED
 

IN THE YEMEN LAND USE INVENTORY
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Though aerial photography was not the primary
 

information source for this project, it was nonetheless a
 

critically important element of the support information.
 

Because of the complete national coverage in the 1973
 

(February) British RAF flight, this set of aerial imagery
 

was most useful to the inventory.
 

A representative sample of airphoto coverage was
 

purchased in Sana'a to aid classification development,
 

sampling, and land use interpretation (see Section 6.3,
 

Volume I). Photos were purchased in triplets, centered on
 

every tenth photo from each flight line. More intensive
 

coverage was obtained at a later date for parts of the
 

country in need of better documentation and analysis.
 

In the coming pages, a list of photos with full stereo
 

coverage appears. These are the photos" which were owned by
 

the RIL, and were available in-house during the Yemen Land
 

Use Inventory.
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Yemen Project/ List of Photos With Full-Stereo Coverage
 

Flight Line 


833 

833 

833 

833 

833 

833 

833 

833 

833 

833 

833 

834 

834 

834 

835 

835 

835 

835 

835 

835 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

837 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 

839 


Photo Number 


14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

26 

39 

57 

68 

45 

46 

47 

4, 


'10 

15 

19 

20 

21 

7 


17 

27 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

56 

57 

80 

85 

89 

8 


40 

55 

82 

83 

84 

85 

95 


100 

105 

111 

123 

124 

140 

150 


Flight Line 


840 

840 

840 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

.841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

841 

842 

842 

842 

842 

842 

842 

843 

843 

844 

844 

844 

844 

844 

844 

844 

845 

845 

845 

845 

845 

845 

845 

845 

845 

845 

845 

845 

845 


Photo Number
 

142
 
152
 
162
 
9
 
10
 
20
 
27
 
50
 
67
 
123
 
127
 
147
 
157
 
163
 
167
 
194
 
202
 
203
 
204
 
213
 
242
 
243
 
249
 
250
 
74
 

149
 
150
 
151
 
244
 
245
 
104
 
Ill
 
6
 
15
 
25
 
37
 
47
 
57
 
68
 
55
 
65
 
66
 
67
 
68
 
75,
 

109
 
"'110
 
'146
 
"154
 
-161
 
2
 
222'
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Flight Line Photo Number Flight Line Photo Number 

846 7 853 80 
846 29 853 94 
846 58 853 124 
846 '59 853 217 
846 60 853 218 
846 61 853. 219" 
846 62 853 220 
846 63 853 221 
846 64 854 85 
846 6! 854 95 
846 75 854 100
 
846 83 854 104
 
846 92 854 113 
846 102 855 10
 
846 112 ..
855 20
 
846 131 855" 21
 
846 170 855 22 
.846 180 855 23
 
846 188 855 ..24 
849 15 855 25 
849 25 855 30
 
849 149 855 .63 
849 150' 855 . 64 
849 171 855 65
 
849 172 855 .77 
849 173 855 " 87
 
849 174 855 93 
849 175 855 120 
850 40 855 126 
850 41 855 135
 
850 90 855 160 
850 100 856 19 
850 109 856 20
 
850 119 856 26
 
850 124 856 32
 
851 112 856 39
851 164 856 40 
851 173 856 .136 
851 229 856 137 
851 239 856 1138 
853 5 857 6 
853 11 857 10 
853 19 857 11. 
853 49 858 9S 
853 70 858 lOS 
853 71 859 1.53 
853 .72 l 859 '154 
853 73" 859 1.55 
853 74. 859 "156 
8S3 7S 859. 171 
833 76 859. 177 
853. 77 863 4 
853 78 863 5 
853 79 863 6 
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Flight Line Photo Number 

863' 7
 
863 8
 
863 9
 
863 '10
 
863 15
 
863 22
 
863 27
 

Total Number, of.Pull-Sterieo Coverage Photos ;'217 



APPENDIX.7:
 

METHODOLqGY FOR
 

PERCENT., CROPLAND 'CALCULATION
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INTRODUCTION:
 
CALCULATING THE AGRICULTURAL
 

COMPOSITION OF LAND USE CLASSES 

Categories of land use are not 100 percent pure units; a 
land use class called "urban land", for example, contains small 
portions of non-urban land (such as rock outcrops, natural 
vegetation, and bare soil) among the houses and other buildings. 
These minor impurities in the land use class are called in

clusions.
 

Agricultural land use classes as well include bare rock
 

and soil, rangeland, natural vegetation, and scattered dwellings
 
in addition to cropland. It is therefore important to realize
 

that 5,000 hectares of an agricultural land use class are not 
equivalent to 5,000 hectares of cropland. 
If the land use
 

class contains 80 percent cropland, the actual area in agri

cultural usage would be 4,000 hectares. The percent of crop
land in each land use class must be known in order to calculate 
total area of agriculture on a regional or national basis.
 

The Yemen land use classification: developed and used 
under Project No."279-0042, contains several categories 'of 
agricultural land. Some of. these include nearly 100 percent 
cultivation, while others contain as little as half cropland.
 

Each agricultural land use category contains a relatively con
sistent percentage of actual cropland, as listed in the attached 
table under the column entitled, "Percent Agriculture in Cate
gory". These figures are the results of a sampling procedure 
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UC 0 L 0-- L 

C 30 3. 3.-E 
0. UCh 

0 C 0CU- Cu 

CU &4 - K i'--,Us Zln r- -- £4.
 

intensive Agriculture Al 2502 13.2 2.09 85t + 9% 2352 1902 2127 212700 532309 

Rainfed Plains Agriculture PI 5898 31.0 4.92 78t + lOt 5190 4011 4600 460000 1136660 

Bare/Range Land Ri 10587 55.6 8.84---- m 

Urban Land UI 37 0.2 0.03-- - -- -- -- --

ITihamah Region Subtotal 19026 tOo 15.88 7542 5913 6727 672700 1662242 

Terrace and Wadi Agriculture T2 15905 4.46 13.28 50t + 8t. 9225 6680 7952 795200 196:939 
Cultivated Highland Plain H2 325 0.9 0.27 74% + 7t 263 218 240 24000 59304 

Cultivated Volcanics V2 346 1.0 0.29 54t 187 187 187 18700 46208 

Bare/Range Land R2 18836 52.9 15.72 

Urban Land U2 19 0.1 0.02--------& ----- ------- -------

Western Highlands Subtotal 35631 100 29.75--675 7085 8375 837900 2070451 

Terrace and Wadi Agriculture T3 3130 6.5 2.61 55t + 4t 1847 1596 1722 172200 425506 
Cultivated Highland Plain H3 3170 6.6 2.64 68t + 12t 2536 3775 2156 215600 532748 

Cultivated Volcanics V3 3101 6.4 2.59 St%+ 3t 1488 1302 1395 139500 34704 

Bare/Range Land R3 38919 80.5 32.49 

Urban Land U3 19 <0.1 0.02 

Central Highlands Subtotal 48339 100 40.36 .........- 5871 673 5273 527300 1302958
 

Plateau Wadi Agriculture A% 246 1.5 0.21 73t + 7% 197 162 180 18000 44478 

Scrub Vegetation S4 236 I.4 0.20 

Bare/Range Land Rh 16298 97.1 13.61 

Urban Land U4 2 0.1I <0.01 

Eastern Plateau Subtotal 16782 100 14.02 197 162 180 18000 478 

Total ... I 119778 ---- 100 t --------- 23285 17833 20559 2055900 5080129 

Table A7-l: Land Use Area Statistics, Yemen Arab Republic west of 450303 E. Longitude. 
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involving air photo analysis of the agricultural composition 

of each land use category. 

Several sample sites representing each land use category 

were compiled through a- stratified random selection process. 

A percent of cropland was calculated for each site,"and these
 

were averaged to yield a nean figure. The standard error of
 

the mean was also calculated and represents the range within
 

which 95 percent of the land use class will be contained.
 

The Rainfed Plains Agriculture class (P1), for example, 

contains 78 percent cropland, plus or minus 10 percent. Ac

cording to the statistical formulas used, 95 percent of the 

P1 category will fall within the range of 68 to 88 percent. 

It is known that 589,800 hectares of P1 were mapped in the 

Yem-n Land Use Inventbry; the mean actual cropland figure, 

then, would be 78 percent of 589,800, or 460,000 hectares. 

The possible high and low figures are 519,000 and 401,000 

hectares, respectively.
 

Nine of the eighteen land use classes in the Yemen Land 

Use Inventory are agricultural. Together, these add up to 

34,623 kin2, or about 28.9 percent of the Yemen Arab Republic 

west of 450 30'. The mean total cropland contained within 

these classes is 20,559 kin2, or 17.2 percent. Considering the 

standard error of the mean for each land use class, the high 

anld low estimates are 23,285 1cm 2 anLd 17,833km 2 of actual 

cropland. 
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Materials
 

The 	following is a list of materials used in the estimation
 

procedure for percent cropland:
 

* 28 aerial photographs, stratified random selection; 

28 photocopies of portion of :land use map where
 
each photo is located;
 

* 	 100 km2 acetate grid (100 cells), scale 1:250,.000. 
(for maps); 

* 	 100 km2 acetate grid (100 cells), scale 1:65,000
(for photos); 

* 	 procedural outline for the estimation process. 

Procedural Outline
 

i. 	Locate the sample photo site andplace the grid on a
 

referenced location-of the map. In .order to qualify for
 

an estimation sampling unit, 10 or more of the grid cells
 

must fall within one agricultural land use category, with
 

none of the cells closer than one-half km to the boundary.
 

2. 	Align the photo .grid on the same location on the sample
 
photo, so each grid cell on the map and the photo re

spectively represent the same ground area..
 

3. 	Do an air photo .analysisof the photo grid, marking
 

active and fallow agriculture as an X on the grid, and
 

non-agricultural land as an 0 on the grid. Record photo
 

observations without reference to the meap to remain unin

fluenced by the classification or bundary lines.
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4. 	Add the total number of sample units for each agricultural
 

category in the photo sample site, not counting those too
 

close to a unit boundary line. Figure the percent of X's
 

:'in the total sample and record.
 

5. 	Repeat the procedure for all 28 sample photos and sites.
 

6. 	Examine the number of 7.cropland estimates for each of
 

the nine agricultural land use categories to determine
 

if a sufficient number of samples have been obtained.
 

Use statistically appropriate means to select additional
 

sample sites if necessary.
 

7. 	Determine sufficient sample size by consulting statistician
 

(Biometrics Unit, Cornell),
 

8. 	Apply the folloxiing formulas to calculate estimated mean
 

7.cropland, variance, and standard error of the mean:
 

* 	 mean ( ) _- _
 
n
 

variance (s2) - (2__1) z (yi -

Sstd. error of 	mean Y
 

9. 	Tabulate results to yield, for each of the nine agricultural
 

Scategories,
 

• 	mean 7.agriculture (kmn2 or ha.)
 

• high estimate of 7.cropland (mean plu standard
 
error, in km2 "or ha.)
 

* 	 low estimdte of 7.cropland (mean minus standard 
error, in km2 or ha.) 
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Results 

A sufficient nuber"of samples was obtained from using 

29 photos.- The photo numbers "and,the classification units" 

sampled from them are listed in Figure A7-l. 'A total of 

39 samples was obtained overall,-pro'portioned among,the cate

gories roughly in order of size (area) as shown in Figure A7-2. 

Figure A7-3 summarizes the'results for all'the agricultural 

land use classes and translates the percent.cropland results 

into area, figures. 'The",calculations performed for each "'lass 

are included in the pages that follow. 
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Figure,A7-l: ''Full List of Sampling Photos
 

Photo # 

844-025 


845-161 


859-171 


833-068 


835-015 


857-010 


844-006 


841-067 


853-080 


855-065 


846-112 

855-149 


846-092 


856-039 


846-007 


846-180 


839-100 


841-147 


853-074 


841-204 


853-124 


834-047 

855-110 


833-039 


835-101 


855-030 


837-089 


859-177 


837-033 


Total,# Photos 


UTM #'s 

46-160 


46-162 


44-156 


40-172 


43 -170 

55-171 


44-170 


29-169 


30-167 


41-152 


36-178 

36479 


36'189 


32-187 


30-178 


45-179 


33-147 


33-176 


30-171 


34-167 


33-160 


30-164 

39-157 


42-172 


43-172 


-39-147 


41-156 


44-153 


42-163 


' 

Classification'Units Sampled
 

V3'
 

H3,'V3
 

T3
 

V3
 

T3, V3
 
A4
 

T3, V3
 

Al,; P1
 

Al, P1
 
H2, V2
 

H2
 
V2
 

H3
 

T2
 

Pi
 

A4
 

P1, Al
 

T2'
 

P1,Al
 

"P1, T2
 

Al
 

P1'
 

T2
 

;V3, H3
 

H3
 

T2
 

T2,
 

T2
 

T2, H3
 

29 . : 
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Figure A7-2:
 

Land Use Category Sample Totals 
Al -5 
P1 7 

T2 8 

H2 2 

V2 2. 

T3 3, 

H3 5 

V3 5 

A4 .2 
m== 
 39
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Figure A7-3: 

Category # Samples % Ag ± HI km2 LO km2 AVG km2 

Al 
(2502) 
Pi 

(5898) 
T2 

(15905) 
H2 

(325) 
Y2 

(346) 
T3 

(3130) 
H3 

(3170) 

V3 16(31.01) 

4 

6 

8 

2 

1 

4 

6-

85% ± 9% 

78% ± 107. 

50%± 8% 

74%± 77. 

547 

55%'± 4% 

.68±12% " 

45% ± 3% 

2352 

5190 

9225 

263 

187 

1847.. 

2536 

1488 

1902 

4011 

6680 

218 

187 

-1596 

1775-

1302 

2127 

4600 

7952 

240 

187 

1722 

2156 

1395 

A4 
(246) 

2 73%± 7% 197 162 180 

23,285 17,833 20,559 

High Estimate 2.3285 million HA 

Low Estimate 1.7833 million HA 

AVG Estimate 2.0559 million HA 
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Al Statistics
 

0.74 
0.80 

0.92 
0.93 
3.39 0.8475 

s2 1/3 s (yi_ ')2 

"(yi j)2 - .01155625 

900225625 

*00525625 

*00680625 

.025875 + 3 - .008625 -2 

2 .09287088 

Al = 84. 757. ± 9.37. 
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PF Statistics
 

0.77 
0.65 

'.73 

0.67 
0. 92 
4.65 6- 0.775 -j 

s2 =-1/5 E.(yij) 

= .000025 
*015625
 

*018225 
o002025
 

*011025
 

.021025 
s 2.06795 * 5 - 0.01359 

2--T - .09518403 

P1-= 77.5 *7*± 9.57. 
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T2 Statistics
 

o.48+ 

0.58 

0.48 

0.54 
0.29 

0.59 
0.63 

0.40 

3.99 - -.50 -y 

s2 -E 1/7"(y-y) 

- .0004 
.0064 

.0004 

.0016 

:0441 

.0081 

.0169 

.0100 

.0879 + 7 - .0i255714r s2 

.079 L-

T2 - 507. ± 7.97, 
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H2 Statistics
 

-0,77 

1.47 * 2 = 0.735 

0.001225 

0.001225 

.002450 982 

2 -7 % k7.0% 

H2 = 73.57. + 7.07. 
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V2 Statistics
 

£-54+ 1 .54
 
.. 54 

.00"T
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T3 Statistics
 

,n = 

.52
 

.60
 

.54
 

.53
 
2.19 * 4 = 54.75 or 0.5475 9 

2 1/3 E .(y±. j)2 

.00075625
 
*00275625
 
00 0 0 A1.00005#625
 

.00030625
 
00387500


3 

52 - 0.00129167 

S±- -= ± .03593976 

54.75% ± 3.67.- T3 
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H3 Statistics
 

0). 87
 

0.67
 

0.'67
 
0.46
 

0.59
 
0.82.
 

.p.
4.08 + ,6.- 0.68 -j 

s82- 3m/5 E (y_ Y)a 
+y)
 

(yi - ) 2 .0081 

0.0361
 

0*.0001
 

0.0484
 

0.0196
 

0.1124
 

2 0.02248
 

t 2V- -12.242004%. 

.113 -68, Agr ± 12.27. 
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V3 Statistics
 

o.41

0.41 

0.43
 
0.51 
0.46 
0.48 
2.70 + 6 0.45 . 

s* 1/5 z (yi

- .0016 + .0016 + .0004 + .0036 + .0001 + .0009 
5 

S- .00164 

2- ..033

y 2 45%. .3. 3%. 
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A4 Statistics
 

0.76 
0.69 
1.45 * 2- 0.725 

8,2 . , (yi )2 

.001225' 

.001225
 

.002450 11 - .002450 - s2 

AT 7 7.% 

A4 - 72.57.;± 77. 
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STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY 

USED FOR DETERMINATION OF.MAP ACCURACY 

AND LAND"USE -MEASUREMENTS . 
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Introduction
 

The creation of-a map always involves somedegree of
 

error, and minor misrepresentation of-the features of the
 

earth's surface. The extent and type of errors; if possible
 

to detect and measure, are vital, information to-map users.
 

Many approaches to sampling map accuracy have been designed
 

and used, with a wide variety of 'successes and shortcomings
 

under highly variable circumstances, ..
 

Land use maps in general potentially-involve three
 

types of error (Hord & Brooner 1976). The* identification.of
 

a mapped unit as belonging to one classification element may
 

be incorrect. Boundary placement around a mapped unit can
 

also be inaccurately done. Thirdly, control point location
 

can be in error; in other words, the exact location-of a
 

ground point, expressed. in termsof UT'M, or Latitude-•
 

Longitude grid coordinates, doesnot match the coordinates
 

of that poiht on the map. . ,
 

The Land Use map of the Yemen Arab Republichas been
 

evaluated primarily for classification accuracy. Boundary
 

placement and geographic referencing error were recognized 
-

though these components of the Yemen Land Use map errors
 

were not evaluated as separate entities.
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Limitations to sampling in Yemen
 

Several circumstances collectively made a statistically

meaningful, uniform or random fi'eld checking procedure
 

infeasible. Rugged terrain, hazards of off..road travel; and 

the absence of in-country staff imply that an extensive a 

fieldwork component of sampling would be prohibitively
 

expensive to conduct. The inability to gain vehicular 

access 
to many areas would make random or uniform sampling
 

points imposs.ble to ground-truth, and the roadside sampling
 

opportunity is invalidated as well by the small sample size, 

rapid roadside land use change, and .difficulty in making
 

valid observations from roadside due to the complex, closed
 

landscape of the Yemen highlands. 

The need for accuracy sampling nonetheless"remains.
 

The second opportunity for map validation is through. 

comparison with other mapped or photographic materials.
 

Mapped materials are undesirable, as they.are not
 
necessarily foolproof'in their own classification and
 

interpretation. Air photos, On the other, hand, may not
 

always lead to positive, identification, but they do
 

represent objective data. and interpreter error has not been 

introduced at any point in their Creation. Realizing that a 

field check can be wrong as well, the. idea of some
 

interpreter error is not a problem one can realistically
 

avoid e~tirely.
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.A set of 1973 high altitude black and white aerial 

photographs exists for all of Yemen, at a scale of roughly 

1:65,000. It was decided that a random stratified sample of 

these airphotos, compared with the satellite mapping, would
 

be under present circumstances the-best indicator of the
 

general accuracy of the land .use classification and mapping 

activities that have taken place. Available resources
 

included a uniform sample of stereo triplets, representing
 

between 10 and 20 % of the country. These were purchased in 

Yemen, through systematically selecting a triplet based on 

every tenth photo, throughout the country. As listed in 

Appendix 6, 217 photos with full stereo coverage are in.the
 

possession of RIL, and these were potentially usable in the
 

sampling procedure. 

A stratified random selection from among these
 

photographs yielded a sample of 28 images, distributed among
 

the four geographic regions and, within each region,
 

allocated regularly from north to south to represent
 

different degrees of latitude. Sampling grids, with more 

clusters of eight primary samjpling units each, were set on 

the airphoto and the corresponding portion of the land use 

map; the, grids are of appropriate scales so that they cover 

the same area, 100 square kilometers. Agreement between 

land classes observed on the air photo, the-1974 British 

Topographic maps, and the RIL Landsat Land Use maps were 

recorded on data sheets, organized by photo flight and 

number. Methods, graphs, and data 'sheets are included in 
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the forthcoming pages.
 

Sampling' Procedure - Photo Selection 

1. The photo selection component was begun by referring 

to the list of photos we possess with full-stereo coverage. 

The list contains 217 photos, each of which was given a.3 

digit reference number for sampling purposes. A random 

start for numbering purposes yielded a 4, so the reference 

numbers go from 400 to 617. 

2. Using a random numbers table, a random start was found
 

after which every 3 digit number subsequently encountered
 

that fell between 400 and 617 was recorded until 50 

separate, 3 digit reference numbers were compiled. Five
 

pairs of two photos were selected that have fallen in a few.
 

of the large series of photos (approximately 10 consecutive
 

ones) that we have. These series produce an artificially' 

large concentration of stereo coverage in a small area, so 

it was appropriate to limit the maximum representation Of 

each of these series, to one of the photos pe. series. 

3. The photos chosen were located, and their region and 

degree of latitude recorded. A sheet was filled out with 

photo numbers plotted by region-degree. some region

degrees, as expected, were overrepresented, and some were 

underrepresented. Procedures for acdditional random 

selectiOn or deletion were designed and carried out. The 

final photo selection included 28 photos, and these were 
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Figure A8-1: Sampling Photos Final Selection
 

Degrees Latitude Tihamah 

&EGION 

W. Highland C. Highland E. Plateau 

17-18 856-136 846-092 

16-17 546-007 846-102 
856-039 

846-063 
846-131 

845-221 
851-243 

15-16 841-009 
853-074 

841-147 
841-204 

833-039 
835-010 

854-11. 
850-.24 

14-15 834-047 
853-124 

837-089 
855-010 

837-033 
850-100" 

13-14 

12-13 

839-105
839-100 

855-030
859-177 

•.. 

,MMM 

" 

l1'J 

-I. 

" 

Totals by Region 7 9' 7 *'.14 
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charted by region-degree in Figure A8-1. 

Sampling Grids and Referencing 

1. Two different sized grids were required to perform
 

this procedure; one is the 1:250,000 scale grid that matches
 

the land use map (Figure A8-2). The other grid is roughly
 

the scale of the photos, or .1:66,000 (Figure A8-3). Since
 

the photos vary in scale, viewing on the Goodkin projector
 

was sometimes necessary for those photos that diverged from
 

the scale of the grid. Basic grid cell size at both scales
 

was 1 square kilometer.
 

2. The sample area, a unit of 100 square kilometers (10 x 

10), was the area within which all sampling observations for 

one photo were located. This unit must.be referenced to the 

UTM grid to enable future reproducibility of this method, if 

desired. 

Referencing was done in the following manner: Photo
 

locations were originally plotted and labelled on the
 
British topos, at 1:250,000 (about 2 1/4 x 2 1/4 inches). 

The 1:250,000 scale sample grid was then centered within .l
 

photo location as plotted. One set of UTM (blue line)
 

coordinates within the 10 x 10 kilometer sample area 
could
 

be found. Generally, the horizontal and vertical UJTM lines 

did not match exactly with the sample grid lines, as the 

grid lay centered on the photo location. The grid was then 

adjusted slightly, so the nearest horizontal and nearest 
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16 17 (UTM) 

7 7(UTM) 

- - . -. le e e-. -* -oeol o, -e.~ - -

O00 020300 05 07IOe 09 
I0 1l 12 11415 1 76118 191 

120 21 2223 24 25 26 27 28 29 

130 3 32 33 34 33 6 57.58 396 411544 114214 4414,516 47014,0 49 " - 651 5,253 54 55 50 57018o 396-: W 
- --, 420--: 3 

-60 1 61 62636465 66168 6691 1 -wA= 

-r 71 72173 74175 Tf, 77 7 179 
- b 8 I 822 84 85 86 87O08 89 

190 91 92939495 96 9199 99 1 

. . . . . . ..... . 

5 5 

16 17
 

In this example, UTM coordinates 6 x 16 align with sample

cell 42. The dotted line is the approximate' photo location.
 

Figure A8-4: Key to" 1 km2 cell numbers. (The cell numberis a reference to the lower 1.eft corner point of the cell). 
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vertical grid lines matched up exactly with the UTM blue 

lines. Since the 100 grid cells were numbered, the lower 

left corner point of one of the cells was the same point as
 

the UTM coordinates within the sample area (see Figure
 

A8-4). Both points were recorded, and the entire' sample
,I 

area was thereby geographically referenced.
 

The first 1:250,000 grid was 'ocated on the topo map.
 

With reference to the UTM coordinates as described, another
 

1:250,000 grid was placed on the Landsat map in the same
 

location. The larger scale grid was then positioned on the
 

photograph, or if necessary, on the Goodkin projector at the 

proper scale. The three grids at this point covered the 

same sample area, and sampling could begin. 

Sample Clusters and Primary Sampling Units
 

Calculations indicated that each region would need 

between 40 and 80 sample units per photo, to reach desired
 

accuracy levels (about 400 sample points per geographic 

region). A decision was made to group primary sampling 

utnits (PSU's) into sample unit clusters (PSC's), and 

arrange them systematically in the sample grids used on each 

photo and map. For standard procedure, 9 PS'Js of 8 PSU's 

each -- a total of 72 PSUJ's per photo, were chosen to 

represent the sample. Their arrangement and reference 

numbering scheme is presented ifl Figure A8-5. 
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Figure A8-5:* Key tosample
PSU locations and numbers. 
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The PSU size is 	1/2 the width of the grid cells, or 25
 

hectares, This 	matches the minimum map unit size-on the
 

land use map, and was chosen for that reason as,.the size for
 

the PSU.
 

The Accuracy Sampling Process
 

Some of the physical limitations to ground sampling
 

were mentioned earlier, in a discussion of the rationale for
 

an airphoto-based accuracy sampling approach
if 

. Additional
 
, 


constraints were placed on the sampling process by the
 

manner in which classification occurred and land use classes
 

were defined and described.
 

The categories in the Yemen Land Use Inventory (see
,.
 

report sections 	1, 7, and 8) were identified on the basis of
 

land use type and characteristic landscape morphology. They
 

are therefore composites of mixed land uses; Intensive
 

Agriculture class in the Tihamah region,for example,.
 

averages 85% cultivated land interspersed with bare land,
 

rock and other nonagricultural-terrain..
 

Intensive
Though the land 	use classes such as 


consistent in their physiographic andy
are
Agriculture (A) 


land usge characteristics (see Appendix 7), the idea of
 

testing the accuracy of such a land classification 
system
 

was hampered by, the fact that the land. use 
classs are not
 

pure units and .were not intended to be so; Theoretically,
 

in accuracy sampling .for the. Al ,class i t should be possible
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to recognize that an average of 85% of the sample points
 

would be expected to fall on-agricultural land and 15% on
 

assorted other uses. The sample points on nonagricultural
 

land would still, by definition of the category, be correct.
 

In practice, however, it was not resolved to sample in this
 

manner because it was seen as too vulnerable to subjective
 

impression.
 

Consequently, the best alternative option involved
 

sampling under the assumption that the land use classes were
 

indeed pure. On this basis, the Intensive Agriculture
 

example discussed above would be expected to yield an
 

accuracy figure of only 85% because of the nonagricultural
 

sample points encountered. In summary, the agricultural
 

land use classes were probably evaluated more rigorously by
 
this sampling approach, especially those that were defined
 

as having a relatively low cropland component (such as 50%).
 

Grids were arranged on the topo map, the Landsat
 

interpretation, and the photo or its projected image. The
 

locations of each PSU therefore corresponded to the same 

territory on each; this was referenced by PSUC letter and 

PSU number (Al, 2, 3, B1, 2, 3, 4, etc.). 

Each photo was sampled, and the apparent land use class
 

recorded. The process was repeated for the Landsat and
 

Topographic land use map samples. In the case of a cell
 

falling exactly on a boundary between two land use classes,
 

the response was as follows. If one class clearly dominated
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over 50 % of the cell, it was called by that name. If both 

classes were about equal in the cell, the PSU was moved to. 

the east .1unit or, if this was unsatisfactory, moved to the 

south.
 

The sampling data .sheet (Figure A8-6a and b) rough 

draft is included. It contains a record of 

1. The dominant land use in each PSU, according 

to photos topos and Landsat; 

2. Whether topos and Landsat match with photos, 

in each PSU identification; 

3. The totals of hits and misses in land use
 

interpretation, from which regional figures on %
 

accuracy were generated when all photo sample
 

sheets were analyzed; 

4. Room for comments on each cell;. remarks on 

geology, land use condition, etc. 

All data was recorded for each of the 28 sample photos. 

These data Sheets have been analyzed and summarized, 

producing Level 1 map accuracy figures for each region (see 

Figure A8-7). The 'comments, section allowed some 

subjective input that could help in evaluating whether any 

particular Landsat classification unit is problematic. 

Space at the bottom of the page has enabled a summary of 

comments on general observation, and reasons for major 

errors. 
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SAMPLING DATA FORM 

Photo # Sample Site Position 
Location Sample Coordinates 
Region-Degree VIM Coordinates 

SU & Photo Landsat Landsat/Photo Topo Topo/Photo
PSU # Land Use Land Use Agreement Map Use Agreement Coments 

3 

-7--____ 
4 

7-

B 1 

4 

3 

5 

7 

8g- _ _ 

BC_ __l_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 
2 3__ 
-3--__
-4-__ 
51~ _ 

6 3___ 
-7- _ __ 
-8 - _ 

Cl _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __1_ 

- 3 _ _,_ 

-3 -_ 

4U - _ 

-5-_ 
6l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 

73 _ 

-8 -_ 

_ _ 

_ _ _ _ _ 

_ 

_ 

_ _ _ _ _ 

_ 

_ 

_ 

_ 

_ _ _ _ _ 

_ 

-7-1_ 
-2- __ 

3l4_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 

5 3__ 
-3 - __6_ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ 

_ 

Figure A8-6a
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Sampling data form 

page 2 

SU & 

PSU # 

F 1 

-7-

3 

Photo 

Land Use 

--

Landsat 

Land Uae 

Landsat/Photo 

Agreement 

Topo 

Map Use 

Topo/Photo 

Agreement Comments 

1 

4 

i
8 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

-7

5 

7 

8i 

2 
3 

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

-4-_6 

-7- __ 

Totals ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Comments 

Figure 8-6b
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Methods Discussion
 

Many factors contribute to the fact that no "sampling
 

accuracy" figure is always "accurate" in itself; hurman
 

error, for example, is always potentially present. The
 

verification sampling procedure used on the Yemen Land Use
 

Project, then, had its own set of limitations as well: as its
 

advantages. Two of. these are identified and discussed
 

below:
 

'image quality,: Because ground truth verification was not
 

possible on a random, country-wide scale, the uie of
 

airphotos was the best available standard for comparison and
 

verification of our Landsat work. Sampling Landsat accuracy
 

in this manner included an assumption that the photos were
 

a 100 % accurate representation of ground truth. This was
 

obviously not true for several reasons, one of which was
 

related to photo quality.
 

The photos did not always represent exactly the land
 

use present, due to shadow, lack of clear resolution, minor
 

distortion problems, cloud cover, and small scale. Each ot
 

these problems made it virtually impossible, in isolated
 

instances, for an interpreter, to gain the exact information
 

needed. Shadow was a prominent obstacle to photo
 

interpretation in the steep, mountainous areas, where a
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shadowed slope's land use was totally concealed by the black 

tones present on the photo. 
 In other cases, the resolution
 

of the photo was too low to detect small terrace groups,
 

very steep, narrow terraces, and other fine details.
 

Spatial distortion near photo edges also may have placed
 

photo borderline features at a different distance from the 

other local land use patterns than the relative spatial
 

relationships actually present on the ground, or on Landsat.
 

Cloud cover, just like topographic shadow, was another
 

manner of complete obliteration of land use information.
 

The relatively small scale of the photographs, in 

combination with the faults discussed above, created minor
 

inaccuracies in a photo's objective representation of ground 

truth.
 

The disadvantage discussed above indicate primarily
 

thar., for a certain point, correct land use identification 

is slightly less reliable on a photo than on the ground. In
 

the case of boundary placement and control point accuracy
 

(see Introduction), however, the airphoto has a distinct 
advantage. Because of the vertical perspective, a photo 

interpreter has much greater accuracy in noting the size and 

spatial configuration of land use units than a ground level 

observer, whose perspective is occasionally altered by an 

oblique viewing angle, interference or illusion from other 

landscape features, and in Yemen, the obliterating effects 

of the commonly present haze and dust. 
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Beside the ground observer's limited perception of unit 

size and shape, his sense of geographic location is inferior
 

to that of the photo interpreter. Sample points are located
 

and geographically referenced much easier on a photo format,
 

because this is a very similar representation of the map it 

is referenced to. Referencing and exact location through 

ground truth alone would be considerably more difficult, and
 

presumably in greate-r error. 

'interpreter error - The information present on an 
airphoto is not always analyzed perfectly; thus interpreter 

error is another shortcoming of photo use for Landsat map 

accuracy sampling. The problem here, essentially, is that 
an interpreter's mistake on the photo sample point 
'dentification implies error in the Landsat sample point
,identification, when in fact the Landsat interpretation is 

correct. Conversely, when photo and Landsat interpreters 

make the same mistake, the sampling procedure falsely shows 

the Landsat mapping to be accurate. 

It has appeared to be relatively easy to identify and 

map most forms Of agricultural use in Yemen from airphotos; 

interpreter error, then, is not likely to. be a significant 

problem in most cases. One location where difficulty might 

occur is in marginal lands on the Tihamah, where it can be 

quite difficult to distinguish bare/range areas from 

abandoned or very seldom used agricultural fields. 
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ACCURACY SAMPLING FOR DATA TAKEOFF AND
 
STORAGE OF AREA MEASUREMENT STATISTICS
 

The area measurement procedure and tabulation of area
 

statistics was evaluated for accuracy and repeatability. Both
 

the Landsat land use data and the area measurements from the
 

1974 British Topographic Series maps (containing limited land
 

use information) were tested in this evaluation procedure.
 

Accuracy verification Of the data takeoff procedure was
 

estimated to require two or three weeks of labor fora sample
 

size of ten percent or greater. On this basis, a smaller pre

liminary sample requiring less time was considered sufficient
 

to reveal the presence of gross error. It was therefore decided 

to examine a one percent random sample and judge on the basis of 

the results whether a larger sample was needed. Two interpre

ters participated (neither of whom were involved in the origi

nal DTO) and yielded similar results. In all cases a very small 

mean error (between 2.2-4.3%) was detected, and a decision was 

made to accept the one percent sample results without further
 
effort. 

Procedure 
A random selection of UTM cell numbers was performed using 

a random numbers table. Groups of digits corresponding to UTM 

coordinates were drawn systematically from the table. The UTH 
cells were listed, and the first 13 of them (equivalent to a 

1%. sample of Yemen's 1280 cells) were accepted for the sampling 

process. These cells are listed below: 
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41- 146
 

35 -189.
 

28.-
 160
 

38 - 183.
 

29 1
165
 

42-- 158
 

30 - 186
 

41- 154.
 

49- 167
 

31- 162
 

42- :155
 

37- 181
 

39.- 159
 

Two interpreters were chosen to perform the sampling process.
 

They were both experienced in Data Takeoff Operations and neither
 

had been involved with the original work. Neither of them was
 

allowed to view the original area statistics. For the 13 cells
 

listed above, each interpreter manually grid-measured the area
 

statistics on the Landsat land use maps and the topo land use
 

maps, filling out the standard. data forms for each cell as was
 

done in the original DTO procedure.
 

The area measurements for each cell were then compared with
 

the original area measurements for the cell. The cells repre

sented 100 km2 of area, recorded by individual land use class
 

':
to the nearest whole km2. The number of km2 difference between
 

original and sample data was recorded for each land use class;
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these differences were added and divided by 100 to yield a: 

percent error .figure by the following formula: 

Sample error - XA-XBI 
100
 

IX1A-X1BI +I X2rX2BI + IX3A-X3BI ..... V.XnBI 

100
 

where XA tepresents the area (km25 of a land use class (Xi,
 

X2, X3 ... Xn) as originally measured; and
 

XB represents the area (kn2) of the same land use class in
 

the same cell as measured in the sampling procedure.
 

.Note the following example cell from the sampling procedure:
 

Figures For.UTM Cell #41-146, Landoat-Land Use Map
 
A B 

Land Use Class Original Area (km2) Sample Area (km2) XA- X 

Xl 58- 57 1 
X2 0 0 0 
X3 0 0 0 
X4 '41 42 1 

...X5. . 1. 1 0 

. .Total ., 100 100 
 .2
 

EIXA-XBI
 
**=
100 0.02 or 27. error.,
 

The area measurements for all 13 cells, as recorded by both
 

interpreters for both land use map sets, were compared by the
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formula above to yield a percent error figure for each sample
 

cell. These were averaged to yield the four following mean
 

percent error figures:
 

Topo Test 1 (Interpreter B) - 4.3% y 
Land
 
Use Test 2 (Interpreter C) - 3.5% 

Landsat Test 3 (Interpreter B) - 2.87
 

Land
 
Use Test 4 (Interpreter C) - 2.2%
 

Standard error of the mean wAs also calculated using the
 

following formulas:
 

$ s (yi 2
 

n-l
 

Results
 

,.LandsatLand Use, Interpreter B: The mean sample error
 

was calculated to be 2.8 percent with a standard error of
 

2.'4% at 95 percent C.I. Individual sample errors ranged
 

from 0.00 to 0.17 
(12 of13 ranged from 0.00 to 0.04). All
 

cell data sheets were properly referenced to the correct map
 

cell and filed correctly, implying no detectable error in
 

this part of the DTO procedure.
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Landsat Land Use, Interpreter C: The mean sample error
 

was calculated to be 2.2 percent with a standard error of
 

0.4 percent at 95 percent C.I. Individual sample errors
 

ranged from 0.00 to 0.08, with 10 of 13 samples measuring
 

0.02 or less. All cell data sheets were properly referenced
 

to the appropriate map cells,. implying no detected-error in
 

the mechanics of the DTO procedure.
 

British Topographic Series Land Use, Interpreter B: The
 

mean sample error was calculated to be 4.3 percent with a
 

standard error of 2.3 percent at 95 percent C.I. Individual
 

sample errors ranged from 0.00 to 0.14 with 9 of 13 samples
 

measuring 0.04 or less. All cell data sheets were properly
 

referenced to the correct map cells, with no detected error
 

in this part of the procedure.
 

British Topographl.c Series Land Use, Interpreter C: The
 

mean sample error was calculated to be 3.5 percent with a
 

standard error of 2.4 percent at 95 percent C.I. Individual
 
sample errors ranged from 0.00 to 0.16, with 12 of 13 samples
 

at 0.06 or below.. All cell data sheets were properly referenced
 

anC filed.
 

Discussion
 

The DTO procedure was evaluated by two separate personnel
 

with no previous involvement in Yemen Inventory,DTO, .producing
 

very close (within 1%) to the same overall accuracy figures.
 

The area measurement process was tested twice on each set of
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land use maps and in all four trials indicated that overall
 

error was less than five percent. There was no detectable
 

error at all in the cell referencing, sheet labelling,oor
 

filing procedures. Raw data sheets and calculations are
 

included in the pages below.
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LANDSAT LAND USE 

E(XA-XBI 

UTh Cell 100 

41-146 0.02 

35-189 0.04 

28-160 O.02 

38-183 0.00 

29-165 0.02 

42-158 0.02 

30-186 0.02 

41-154 0.00 

49-167 0.0O0 

31-162 0.02 

42-155 0.02 

37-181 O.02 

.39-159 .. 17. 

Sample Mean .0. 028. .0.022 

EIXA-XB 

100
 

0.08 

0.06
 

0.01
 

0.00 

0.000
 

0.02 

0.02 

0.00
 

0.O0 

0.00 

0.02
 

0.02 

0.05.
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAP LAND USE 

E X, -XBJ E. :A 
UTM Cell 400 10 

41-146 0.02 .0.02 
35-189 0.00 0.00 
28-160 0,.02 0.01 
38-183 0.00 0-.00 
29-165- .0.02 0.02 
42-158 0.04 0.06 
30-186 0.10 0.04 
41-154 0.04 0.02 
49-167 0.00 0.00 
31-162 0.08 .0.04 
42-155 0.04 0.02 
37-181 0.06. 0.06 
39.9-159 .. 0.14 0.16 

Sample Mean 5 0.043 0.035 
XB ,... Xc 
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n -13
 

y 0.043
 
.. .. ' . 

2 .1
 
s 1TZ (.021477) 

82 -. .00178975
 

s - .04230544
 

00178975
y 2 13"
 

yt .02346683
 

Results from Test #1:
 

Data takeoff accuracy involves error,.of
 

4.37 t 2.37. at 95%,,C. I. 

http:error,.of
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.n- 13
 

- 0.035
 
2
82 - (yi) 

2 
 W (.022125)
 

52 - .00184375
 

a - .04293891 

y-.i0f84375 
° .,3 

y,;: . 02381822 • 

Results from Test #2:
 

Data takeoff accuracy involves error of.

3.57 ± 2.47, at 95% Ci;.. 
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n = 13
 

= 0.028
 

S= 12'

= S 1 Z (.023172), 

s .001931
 

s' .04394315',,
 

Results from Test #3:
 

Data takeoff accuracy involves error',of,,, 

2.8% ± 2.47 at 95%' C'.I., 
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n 13
 
- 0.u022 

- 1 . (yiy)2 

62 E (.00062856) 

S2 
- .00005238
 

Ss - .00723772
 

S .000052'38 

± .00401459
 
± 0.4%
 

Results from Test #4:
 

Data takeoff accuracy involveserror, 'of 

2.2% ± 0.4%at 95%,C.I.: 



APPENDIX 9
 

A SUMMARY OF THE
 

BASE MAP/OVERLAY METHQD
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The main product of most land resources inventories is
 

usually a map or set of maps. The worth of an inventory is
 

determined not only by the accuracy of the map, but also its
 

design. It is quite often the format of an inventory map
 

that determines how easily it is read and understood, whether
 

it might be misinterpreted, and subsequently whether or not
 

it is useful.
 

Historically, maps represented an assortment of pertinent
 

geographic information on a single sheet. The advantage of
 

the single map sheet is that it is a self-contained unit of
 

information. A major disadvantage, however, is the fact that
 

all the mapped information must be viewed at once in its
 

present format; for example, if a map contains five categories
 

of geographic information, it is impossible to view just one
 

of those categories on the map by itself. In the case where
 

a map is overcrowded with information, it may become too
 

cluttered to be read properly.
 

In many cases, a more favorable approach to mapping employs
 

the base map/overlay method. This relatively new form of
 

cartography was made possible by the advent of transparent
 

or translucent: flexible sheets of plastic or acetate film
 

which are usable for drafting overlays. The base map is
 

generally a paper map of appropriate scale, quality, and de

tail, chosen because of its suitability for the purpose at hand.
 

Overlays are~very simple thematic maps produced on clear film
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at the same scale. as the base map; often an overlay contains
 

only.one form of geographic information (such as roads), plus
 

a few reference-marks with which to align it with the base
 

map. 

Advantages Of the BMase ap/Overlay System
 

It is evident that base map and overlay information could
 

theoretically be combined on a single map, but there are many
 

advantages to use of the base map/overlay system. One advantage
 

is the opportunity to view the overlay information by itself,
 

without the "clutter" of several other forms of information
 

from the base map. Conversely, if one wishes to observe more
 

information than is present on the overlay, the overlay may
 

be aligned on top of the base map and base map information will
 

be visible through the clear overlay.
 

A very common use of the base map/overlay system is employed
 

in mappihg land use. Frequently, the base map is a topographic
 

map which includes elevation contours, streams, transportation
 
routes, place names, and many other forms of information.
 

Topographic maps are usually crowded to capacity with these 

kinds of geographic information, and therefore would not be 

suitable for drafting land use categories directly onto the
 

map with everything else. The land use, then, is drafted
 

separately on its own overlay. .Itthen becomes possible to
 

view only land use information, only topographic information,
 

or both together as desired.
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The greatest advantage of,the base map/overlay system be

comes evident when several different overlays have been drafted
 

at the same scale. Any of these overlays can'-be "sandwiched" 

together in a theoretically unlimited number of combinations.
 

The flexibility of an inventory map series that includes
 

several overlays is therefore very high. When any two or more
 

overlays are layered together ("composited,) for analysis,
 

different kinds of correlations are observable. Viewing a
 

soils overlay and a land use overlay together can show 'aposi

tive correlation between very productive soil types and-prime
 

agricultural lands. A composite ofjland use and topography
 

might also show, for example, a negative correlation between
 

farmland and very steep slopes.
 

Drafting Overlays 

The creation of a map overlay is a relatively simple mapping
 

exercise,that nonetheless must be done with care., The-first
 

activity is the choice of drafting media that will be used on
 

the overlay. A decision needs to be made on whether colors or
 

black and white overlays are preferable. Major considerations
 

in this decision are whether the mediawill stick to the
 

drafting film properly, and whether the overlays will need to
 

be reproduced. Subsequently, the basic overlay design should
 

be well thought out before drafting,.begins.
 

The drafting film is then anchored firmly onto the base 

map.- The 'first information to be placed on the overlay, is 

purely for alignment with the base map; copying the four corner 
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points. of the map,is often sufficient, but often major highways, 

coastlines,, geographic grids, and other data are also traced 

from the base map. If the overlay'will never be viewed and'-

used by +itself,+thereis little need for more than just the 

corner,points -for alignment.' However,, if the overlay is ex

pected to stand alone on occasion, basic geographic information 

such as roads-, cities, and othermajor reference landmarks 

should generally be included'. 

After alignment. '(alsocalled registration) information is,
 

completed, the main, body of information is -then drafted, onto 

the-overlay. Commonly this is limited'to one general form'of 

information. or'factor. Overlays are sometimes called factor
 

maps or'thematic maps ,because they are limited to'a single
 

subject, factor, or theme. Some common types of factor maps
 

include land use, natural vegetation, soils, geologic types,
 

and administrative divisions. -Morespecific. types of thematic
 

maps can also be created, such as suitability of soils for
 

housing construction,unique wildlife habitats,-and,lands with
 

severe,-limitations for agriculture.
 

When a series of overlays is planned,, some consideration 

should be given to their expected use in compositing. The 

layering or compositing of multiple,overlays is most easily 

read and understood when overlay design has taken this into 

consideration. For example, three +overlays may be planned, 

each one depicting lands suitable ,in a'certain way for some 

kind of activity. --Viewed in composite, the areas that*are 
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suitable in all three categories would tend to be the be..zt
 

locations for the activity to-,take place. If the suitable
 

areas on each overlay are identified with gray shading, the
 

sites with triple suitability will stand out as nearly black
 

in color because of the accumulated gray layers. Sites with
 

two of three suitabilities will appear medium gray, and areas
 

with one of the three favorable ratings will be light gray.
 

All the lands with no suitability will remain white (or clear).
 

The appearance of the composited overlays in this case yields
 

a picture Of varying suitability for use that is easily per

ceived and-understood at a glance. 

Using the Base Map/Overlay System For
 

Geograp c-a s , I vauat ion-, an airng 

As one's familiarity with using overlays increases, it
 

becomes evident that there is a wide range of potential appli

cations of inventory map data, especially by compositing dif

ferent overlays. Two of the most9 important of these appli-t
 

cations are the identification of suitable lands for a known
 

purpose, and conversely, the elimination of unsuitable lands.
 

There is the opportunity to add to a series of base maps
 

and overlays continually," as more information is needed. The
 

multiple combinations of overlays usable for compositing,
 

analysis, and land resource evaluationare., in this sense,
 

unlimited. The base map/overlay system is widely recognized
 

for its relative ease of-production and use, and its success
 

has been clearly demonstrated by widespread use among local,
 

state, federal governments, and international projects.
 



APPENDIX 10:
 

TECHNICAL MAP SPECIFICATIONS REGARDING
 

MATERIALS USED IN YEMEN LAND USE MAPS
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The process of final map production was reflective of
 

standard, professionally recognized and frequently used
 

methods and materials. This appendix summarizes some of 

these technical specifications of importance to map
 

production and reproduction. 

1. Original map materials 

a. Drafting film: All original maps were
 
produced on translucent, matte one side drafting

film. The brand of film was K and E Herculene in 
.003 inch thickness. 

b. Ink: Pelikan T technical ink was used for
 
virtually all project drafting work. 

2. Pens and Lettering
 

a. Pens: K and E technical lettering pens and
 
Staedtler Mars 700 technical drafting pens were
 
used for all original map lines and lettering.
Pen sizes (0000 through 6) are illustrated on the 
accompanying page.
 

b. Lettering guides: The K and E Leroy 
lettering system was used for all written
 
information on the final maps. The Leroy system
consists of a scriber unit (fitted with technical 
pens of varying sizes) and templates for different
 
letter sizes and styles. The accompanying figureillustrates the lettering sizes used in this 
project. 

3. Final project map printing: final map copies
(Volume III) were printed by the photo offset 
process, on 60 lb. opaque white paper. 

4. Final printing of Population maps and British 
Land Use maps: The maps in Folios II and III were 
printed by the Diazo process on photosensitive
diazo paper. 
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Introduction
 

The set of illustrations presented in this appendix are 

photographic reductions of a 2x4 meter display panel that
 

was prepared to graphically illustrate selected materials
 

(maps, photos, graphs, etc.) of the Yemen Land Use Inventory 

and Soil Survey pro.4-ct.
 

The purpose of the display has been to develop a 

graphical presentation document that could be used in.
 

project discussions, workshops and for general reference in
 

the appropriate Yemen government agency. Because the soil 

survey and land use project collectively represents a 

multidisciplinary field program, an attempt has been made to 

merge several of the products generated through the project.
 

Arabic translation of the English text was added to
 

iacilitate understanding and use in Yerien. The translation 

work was done by Mr. Abdurhman M. Baatraf who has gooda 

understanding of the project and the subject matter covered 

on the panel display. 

Abstract of the Display Text 

The land use and soil survey of the Yemen Arab Republic 

was developed through a bilateral contract agreement 

involving the Yemen Ministry of Agriculture and the U.S. 

Agency for International Development CUSAID). Technical 

services were provided by Cornell University's Resource. 
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Information Laboratory (Land Use) and Department of Agronomy 

(Soil Survey). 

The land use inventory was conducted through 

interpretation of photographically processed and enhanced 

false color infrared images of Yemen, recorded by the multi

spectral scanners of the Landsat satellite series. An 

eighteen element land use classification was developed, and
 

four major geographic regions identified. Land use classes
 

were studied and documented with representative field

pqR §rapqSssyfsagft ?gosSOB gSgggy q glas 

produced, covering all territory west of 45030 East
 

Longitude. Land use area statistics were also tabulated,
 

organized and filed in a geographic referencing and data 

storage grid. 
 A Level I Map Accuracy assessment indicated
 

the following image interpretation accuracy levels: 

Tihamah Coastal Plain Region- 93.0% 

Western Highlands Region - 73.2% 

Central Highlands Region - 87.1% 

Eastern Plateau Region - 92.7% 

Mean National Accuracy - 83.1% 

A soils map of the Yemen Arab Republic is critical for 

good agricultural planning. The map shows the distribution 

of the different kinds of soils in the country. 

Agricultural planners and farmers can refer to the map to 

see what areas have the highest potential for further 
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agricultural development. The legend of the map names the 

soils in the map units according to a technical 

classification system (Sot Taxonomy, USDA). 
 The names in 

this system can tell a planner in general about the good and 

bad characteristics of the soils he is considering. This 

map is Just the first step in describing and delineating the 

soils for development in Yemen. As a next stage, promising 

areas should be mapped more intensively at larger scales so 

that agricultural projects may be properly sited. The soil 

survey produced a series of maps at 1:500,000. The survey. 

was considered a reconnaissance level survey.
 

Institutionalization through technology transfer and
 

adaption is one of the major objectives of the Yemen land
 

use inventory and soil survey project. To facilitate this 

objective a specially designed training program was
 

developed and delivered along with, integral to, the 

originally contracted project work. Two-Yemen Ministry of 
Agriculture staff members were .sponsored by ISSAID. These 

participants attended Cornell University for one academic 

year and were not only exposed to academic subject matter in 

soils, remote sensing, land use, natural resources, but also 

to instruction in the identification of appropriate 

technologies applicable to their country--specifically in 

respect to how a particular technological development 

package integrates, into the recipient LDC's social, 

ecor-.omic, technical and/or physical environment. 
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PAGE 42 

Overview Discussion of Display Photo Illustrations
 

The purpose of this discussion is to give the reader an 
overview of the display panel contents. The firsthoto 

illustration (Figure All-i) shows the panel in a completed 

and standing'position. As can be seen by examining the 

photo illustrations, the primary materials presented are
 

samples of the 
land use and soil survey maps. These maps
 

are 
located in the center panel (see photo of full display, 

Figure All-I). These maps cover the Talizz region and
 

correspond 
to portions of the Lansat satellite images
 

presented 
at the left and right of the survey maps (shown on 

panels in Figures A11-2 and Ai1-4). 

On the panel shown in Figure A11-2 there are examples.. 

of comparative land use interpretations from Landsat III and 

land use information derived from topographic maps. The 

comparative map illustration covers an 
area on the Tihamah
 
near Al Mukha (top) and the area around Ta'izz in the 

Western Highlands. 

To complement the soil. survey map (right side. of Figure 
All-3) and illustrate the extent theof soil survey work, a 
map showing the sites of soil profile descriptions has been 
included in Figure All-I. The two photos attached to the 
site profile map depict two of several soil pits dug in the 

Tihamab and in an area of terraced mountains. 

.Aerial photos for selected regions have been included 



Figures All-I through All-6:
 

Photographs of Yemen Project Display
 

(next six pages)
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on ;several panels (A1l-2 and A11-4). 
'The aerial photos were,
 

used extensively by both the soils and land 'use 
teams.
 

Applications ranged from sample site locations, area
 

measurements, land use classification to ,comparisons with
 

the Lahdsat images and statistical verification.
 

In examining the: full view photograph of the display,
 

(Figure All-I) the reader can 
see presentations related to
 

the+'Yemeni technology'transfer program (Figure All-i1, 
left
 

side), a thematic geo-referenced east-west transect through
 

Hudaydah, Sana, and the Eastern Plateau of Yemen (Figure
 

+
A11-5), several block diagrams showing landscape'"'

relat'ionships for selected soil mapping units (Figure
 

A11-6). 
+Because of the value that'collaterial information
 

in a soils project, for example, maps showing temperature
 

regimes, average annual rainfall and soil moisture regimes;
 

of Yemen have been included as well.
 

.The.,geo-referenced transect was-developed to
 
graphically demonstrate inone line':isale Or cross sec
 

the over'all geographial characteristics of Yemen (Figure
 

A11-5). The location of the transect is showhon the map 
on
 

the right" hand side of Figure A11 1is lower left panel.
 

There are four scaled graphs 
in the transect: 1) Land use,
 

2) Population density, 31) 'Surfiicial',geology, and 4)
 

Topography. The.land use information was developed from the
 

data-interpreted from the Landsat III imagery., The 
 ,
 

population density transect incorporated data developed by
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the SwisSi technical team from
 , 975 -1977. The surficial
 

geology was ,generated from a geological,map of Yemen that
 
was Prepared by: USGS. The USGS map was derived from Landsat 

II and other data sources, ,,The topographic data was,
 

transformed from'l':250-,000topographic maps prepared by ,the 

British Ministry,of ;Overseas Development.
 

To tie 'thedisplaytogether pictorially, a series of
 
ground documentation photos have been included. 
 Represented 

in'the, photos are selected examples of the various land, use 
classification'elements as well as some of the field
 

activities of the project teams.
 

In summary,'the display represents the Cornell 
activities, through a graphical presentation of an applied 

geographical field project. The subject matter is, 
multidisciplinary. The soils and land use data can and'

should be used together in agricultural planning. National
 

and regional agricultural planning collects and integrates"a,
 

broad range,of information. By presenting the project,
 

materials, together, it is hoped, that the important linkat'es",1 
between 'the! sub-projects is further 'demonstrated. 
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